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Abstract 

 

i 

Abstract 

 

The following practice led investigation explored the creation and development of a 

new play, Dawn’s Faded Rose. Drawing on experiences of memory, imagination, 

representation and dramatisation, the creation of the work revealed landscape as a 

powerful metaphor that reimagined nature and culture and reinterpreted concepts of the 

white woman’s inheritance of place from the position of a new play. The research 

makes a claim for the value of landscape as central to the play and to the cultural 

knowledge statements that are embedded within the fiction.  

The research posits that Dawn’s Faded Rose may be read outside its dramatic 

function by contributing to current discourse concerning the role landscape experience 

has in constructing cultural meaning. In doing so the research addressed the gap in 

landscape studies as identified by Fuchs and Chaudhuri (2002), from a dramatic 

perspective. Draft 1 provided a landscape discourse that framed an analysis of landscape 

and post-colonial theories embedded in the work. The draft further generated a 

phenomenological analysis of personal landscape narratives pertinent to the creation of 

the play and proposed the concept of Dramatic fusion, a method of analysis that 

explored the dramaturgical cohesion between phenomenological experiences and 

fiction. The second phase of the research investigated the creative development of the 

play. Informed by literature reviewed, this phase utilised dramaturgical processes that 

incorporated cyclic principles of action research for the purpose of refining the fictional 

contexts in the play. The research therefore proposes that principles of action research 

may be integrated into artistic creative development processes specifically for 

improvement of a dramatic work rather than for the enhancement of playwright’s 

knowledge of practice.  

This investigation explored landscape contexts from diverse theatrical and 

theoretical fields of practice, creation and development. The research articulated a new 

and distinct manner of investigating play creation and development and consequently 

may contribute to methodological discourse in the field of dramatic writing. The 

separate and distinct areas of the research may also provide a generic model for 

articulating how a play is created and developed into a major work and may be useful to 

emerging artists or play development organisations. 
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Introduction  

Overview of the Research 

The research aims to make a claim for the analytical value of landscape as central to the 

creation and development of a dramatic work. The creative representations of landscape 

as evoked in the two drafts of the play drew on landscape analysis to explore how as a 

writer I constructed representations of landscape from subjective, psychological, 

ideological, scenographic, theatrical and dramatic reference points. The research was 

practice–led, applying landscape analysis, and incorporated interpretive phenomenology 

and principles of action research to frame the investigation. The mixed method analysis 

was designed to clarify my artistic work within a rigorous methodological structure. The 

practice–led methodology was conceived and conducted within the specific domains of 

the playwrighting processes and as such, emerging research discoveries followed a 

creative loop back into the development of the play as the subject of the research. The 

research is therefore presented as two drafts of the play Dawn’s Faded Rose and an 

extended exegesis of the creation and development of the work. 

As a researcher I focussed on the way my experiences of landscape could be 

communicated and analysed as dramatic literature and theoretical knowledge. I began to 

utilise self-reflexive strategies to analyse the creation and development of the work, 

which provided a frame for the articulation of the writing activity and behaviour. 

 

Significance of the Research 

The study may be considered significant to artistic research discourse as it generated a 

new dramatic work and in doing so explored an innovative methodological approach to 

articulating processes of play creation and development. This research investigated two 

completely separate areas: individual creative construction and collaborative artistic 

experiences. The study may be considered innovative as it is specifically related to 

developing and articulating knowledge in the area of play creation and the subsequent 

development of fictional contexts within a dramatic work. The study therefore aims to 

contribute to discourses that articulate new methodologies in the field of dramatic 

writing. The final draft of Dawn’s Faded Rose (Salvation Roses) constitutes a new 
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Australian dramatic work that will contribute to the burgeoning genre of dramatic 

fiction in Australian theatre culture recognised as Australian Gothic as identified by 

Turcotte (1998) and Carleton (2004). From a cultural position, Australian Gothic 

provides a theatrical discourse on post-colonial debates relating to historical and 

European settlement, racial tensions, land entitlement and environmental issues. The 

play and the artistic research that scaffold it attempt to contribute to theoretical 

discussions (Anscombe, 2010; Gelder & Jacobs, 1998; Gibson, 1992; Maddison, 2011) 

on post-colonial themes in socio-cultural research from the position of contemporary 

theatrical discourse. Furthermore, Dawn’s Faded Rose depicts the landscape as the 

protagonist—a geographical entity and a theatrical presence—active and participatory 

in the dramatic action. The research therefore applied landscape theory (Casey, 1998, 

2000b, 2002; Cosgrove, 2008b; Daniels, 1998, 2008) to the analysis and interpretation 

of cultural meaning and the broader post-colonial themes as evoked, explored and 

developed in and through the two drafts of the play. 

Dawn’s Faded Rose may also contribute to current discourse concerning the role 

landscape/spatial experience plays in constructing cultural meaning. The play addresses 

a gap in current landscape discourse that, as identified by Fuchs and Chaudhuri (2002), 

is significantly lacking in the field of dramatic writing. In doing so the research 

addresses current discourse on social formations and symbolic landscape 

representations (Casey, 1998, 2000a, 2000b; Cosgrove, 2008a, 2008b; Daniels, 2008). 

The research therefore aims to contribute to cultural studies by revealing psychological 

and ideological statements about our human relationship to the world around us from a 

fictive dramatic position.  

In developing a research methodology that investigates the creation and 

development of a new dramatic work, two innovative analytical frameworks relating to 

creative writing evolved in the methodological inquiry: 

 

Dramatic fusion: the concept of a dramaturgical cohesion between 

phenomenological experiences and fiction. 

 

Creative development as research method: rather than relating to the 

development of practitioners practice this research proposes that professional 

creative development processes may incorporate principles of action research to 
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effectively develop and enhance fictional contexts of theme, plot, character, 

setting, circumstance and action in a new dramatic work.  

 

By systematically analysing the separate and distinct phases of creative writing, 

play development and redrafting, this practice–led study has the potential to provide a 

generic framework for articulating how a play is created and developed into a major 

work and may be useful to emerging artists or play development organisations.  

Throughout this study Dawn’s Faded Rose is often referred to as the play or the text 

or the work. As with performance and drama discourse, the play is discussed in the 

present tense. When discussing processes of creation and development, the play is 

discussed in the past tense. 

 

Methodology: Practice–led research 

The research was conducted as a practice–led investigation. The study positions Dawn’s 

Faded Rose as both the subject of the research and the method of knowledge 

production. The first phase of the methodological inquiry addressed the creation of the 

work. It specifically examined how I as a playwright imagined, explored and 

constructed the thematic, dramatic and theatrical storyline. The first draft of the play 

was then analysed using interpretive phenomenological methods informed by narrative 

inquiry. Personal journal entries were considered as the pre-narratives that provoked the 

fictional plot. Identified in this research as Dramatic fusion, this form of analysis poses 

a method of inquiry that places the playwright’s experiences of landscape at the centre 

of the work. The interpretive phenomenological analysis of personal narratives enabled 

me to investigate how my experiences of landscape were re-imagined in the fictive 

work. The study identified a dramaturgical cohesion between phenomenological 

experiences and fiction.  

The second stage of the research addressed the redrafting of the play and utilised 

professional dramaturgical collaboration as the method of analysis relevant to the play’s 

evolution. This process identified fictive elements in the play that needed further 

consideration and rewriting. This phase of the methodological inquiry may be 

considered significant to practice–led inquiry as it privileged development of the 

fictional narrative. It incorporated writing and practice behaviours specific to play 
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development such as create–plan-communicate-collaborate-observe-reflect-evaluate-

act-develop. The artistic collaborative phase innovatively incorporated cyclic principles 

of action research and discusses how these methods were utilised in refining the 

dramatic and theatrical narrative. The action cycles were applied in three separate 

creative development phases and focussed on areas of potential development relating to 

structure, theme, plot, character, setting, circumstance and action.  

In articulating a practical methodology for playwrighting activity, the separate 

phases of the inquiry may provide a generic model for practice–specific playwrighting 

creation and development research. The research acknowledged the wider acceptance of 

artistic methodologies in practice–led debates and attempts to contribute to discourses 

relating to the way practice–led artistic creation, analysis and development is related, 

communicated, and generated.  

 

Presentation of the research 

The artistic work is exegetically supported by descriptions of the internal, imaginative, 

creative and developmental processes of writing the play. The exegetical document 

discusses the theoretical investigation of writing, analysing and redrafting. The play is 

presented as Draft 1 and Draft 2 of Dawn’s Faded Rose. Draft 1 of the play is 

significant as it was the point of departure for the practice–led study and it proposed 

dramaturgical cohesion between phenomenological experiences and fiction. It was also 

the draft that informed the literature applied, the methodological exploration, and the 

theoretical framework for analysis. Draft 2 of the play is central to the culmination of 

the research. It indicates how my developing understanding of landscape theory and 

corresponding post-colonial discourse impacted on the redrafting process. It is also 

indicative of how collaborative creative development processes impact overall on the 

enhancement of a dramatic work.  
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Chapter breakdown 

Chapter 1: This chapter includes Draft 1 of Dawn’s Faded Rose and also provides 

an overview of my previous published work and its relevance to the 

creation of this work. 

Chapter 2: This chapter reviews landscape literature.  

Chapter 3: This chapter introduces the practice–led methodology and provides an 

analysis of phenomenological experiences as relevant to informing the 

creation of the work. 

Chapter 4: This chapter further analyses the separate phases of play development 

through dramaturgical processes that incorporate cycles of action 

research. 

Chapter 5: Draft 2 of Dawn’s Faded Rose (Salvation Roses). 

Chapter 6: Concludes the investigation. 

 

Background to the research 

The particular narration that follows is a version of my autobiography that is located in 

my own partial knowledge and understanding of myself as a woman, a storyteller, an 

academic and a researcher. The rhetorical devices used throughout this chapter reveal 

complex insights into the exploratory journey into landscape as represented in Dawn’s 

Faded Rose. If, as Eco (1979); Ely, Vinz, Downing and Anzul (1997); and Iser (1980) 

claim, stories, narratives, vignettes and anecdotes have powerful potential in research 

writing, this chapter may offer experiential insight into a research expedition that began 

internally, emotionally and subjectively. It began as memory. Memory revealed a sun-

baked landscape of (mis)-remembrances
*
 of place, a dusty (ir)-real  time wherein a 

vivid physical and psychological landscape tapestry was unravelled. The narrative that 

follows attempts to offer an insight into some of the personal, sensory and emotional 

experiences that are reflected within the artistic work which selects, emphasises, 

rearranges, transforms and adds colour and texture to the implicitly subjective. As such, 

it may be what Ely et al. suggest is a ‘once upon a time’ version of my experience 

                                                 

 

 See Notes on Terminology, p. 10. 
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(p. 63), and which Jureidini and Poole (2000) discuss as being governed by myths and 

value distinctions of varying complexity (p. 320), yet it is still an (ir)-real and true 

version of what I (mis)-remember of my childhood landscape. The conditions of the 

setting and circumstances as described, foreshadowed the artistic work and impacted on 

the theoretical framing of the study.  

 

Biographical landscape 

I am a first generation academic from a working class, blue-collar family. I grew up in 

the red dirt of dusty Queensland outback towns and communities in a landscape that felt 

like it burnt through the soles of my bare feet. I have always had a fascination with and 

an apprehension of the outback, the desert, the dead heart. I am fascinated by its 

colours, its smells and the people who live in its vast distances. I am terrified of its 

emptiness, its pervading strangeness and its geographical capacity to kill. In the towns I 

grew up in there was always very strong and often violent racial conflict. In my rush to 

escape—to out-grow my small-town roots—I didn’t anticipate the pull of that particular 

landscape. Nor did I anticipate the anxiety that racial tensions evoked and still evoke in 

me. This is a conflicting landscape, personal as well as geographical and one I imagine 

myself reflected in as an artist and scholar. However, I feel this imagined reflection is 

distorted by the history that I believe has been ‘white-washed’, by the blood that stains 

the dirt, by the bones both black and white, buried in the landscape of my past and 

present. In my imagination there is an authenticity of historical reference points (as 

revealed below), yet in reality I acknowledge these reference points are part of a 

personal mythology of my own creation.  

She is always behind me…the distance. …she smells red. Her colours blow the 

red winds that whisper my history. The red winds reach across the distance and 

coat me in the dust of the landscape of my past…and I almost smell the thin, 

raggedy girl wearing hand-me-down clothes, barefoot in the dirt. Long blond 

hair tangled down her back, her eyes always on the horizon…waiting… That girl 

is still within me…she is the ‘her’ in my work… 
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In the centre, green is almost forgotten…a distant memory layered in dirt. A sky 

the colour of kerosene turns to shades of bruises, as night battles for its place in 

the desert.  

At the back of me always the land breathing the distant, dry smell of the 

bones of the women who have come before me…their names noted in plaques, 

scratched into tree stumps, chiselled on the face of monuments…waiting for 

someone to read them out loud… Mary Kathleen, Taravale, Claravale, Bellalie, 

Edith Downs, Mt Margret–Tracy–Victoria–Helen–Joy… 

Cross the Great Divide and she looms—Mt Misery—throwing her 

enormous shadow across the desert shading the petrified bones of the dead 

women and girl children… Ancient bones covered in earth. Who were these 

women? The women whose bones whisper the stories of the forgotten as they 

push through the dry skin of my land… A scalding national anthem whispers as 

the land cracks but doesn’t bleed. In her menopause she spreads herself open for 

the rain that doesn’t come… (Hassall, 2009, personal journal entry)  

 

I grew up in Central and Western Queensland during the 1970s. Most regional 

centres at this time were still identified by ‘southerners’ as large country towns or 

regional communities. A trip to the ‘big smoke’ (Brisbane) was a 12-hour train journey 

on ‘the rattler’ from Rockhampton. As a child I was weaned on stories of my 

grandfather’s adversarial relationship with the landscape. A battler in every sense of the 

word, he related his stories in a self-deprecating style. He evoked his experiences of 

cattle drives, fighting, fencing and tree felling, wherein the Australian bush and desert 

became a site for human endurance and pain. These accounts were ironic as the brutality 

of his life in the landscape was contradicted by his pride in ‘beating the odds’ by 

combating drought and weather and ‘bastard cattle’ and ‘blunt axes’ and ‘bludgers’ and 

snakes. For my grandmother, a cook on a cattle station, it was also a site of endurance 

and pain, a geographic enemy, where she waited in isolation for her husband to return 

from droving or fencing or felling or fighting with only the ‘gins’ for company. When 

he did return she ‘suffered’ – ‘Christ knows’, she suffered – ‘in silence mind you’, 

while he ‘pissed his wages up against the wall’. They eventually moved in to Town, but 

my grandfather’s heart was always ‘out West’. 
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My mother was sent to work at 12 years of age after completing grade 7 and 

making her Holy Communion. This wasn’t considered an exceptional or a special 

circumstance as many young girls at that time in regional areas undertook menial jobs 

without completing school. Further education was thought to be a male privilege or a 

luxury most families couldn’t afford. She worked at the town’s Catholic Private 

Hospital where she undertook various duties assigned to her by the nuns including the 

disposal of miscarried babies. After becoming pregnant with me at fifteen and winning 

the battle against family and Church to go and have the child in a Catholic girls home 

down South where ‘it’ would be given to a good Catholic home and to someone who 

could look after it, she married. She had my brother soon after. My father went to 

Vietnam and never really came home. Consequently, we lived with my grandparents, 

who looked after us while my mother worked as a ‘bar maid’. On reflecting back on my 

childhood I now understand we were very poor. We didn’t really think about it much at 

the time. As children we were rich in inventiveness and imagination and spent as much 

time as we could outside, making up stories which we spent days enacting, enticing the 

neighbourhood kids to join in the role-play of the games. We were grubby, straggle-

haired skinny kids, usually barefoot, sometimes hungry, racing up and down the dirt 

roads in packs (the bitumen ended at the train crossing), using anything we could find, 

borrow or steal to enrich the games we were playing.  

As a white academic and artist, I continue to immerse myself in memories of those 

times in an attempt to excavate what was compelling about that landscape; the heat, the 

smell, the dirt, the flies, the horizon, the music, the colours and the exacerbated 

circumstances of the ordinary people who had no choice but to survive their 

extraordinary circumstances. The physical and psychological landscape of my (mis)-

remembered history plays like a Super 8 home movie in my mind, always with a 

country and western soundtrack behind. As children we learnt the songs that made up 

the soundtrack of those times ‘off by heart’. There seemed to be a strong connection 

between the ‘women who were wronged’ and ‘men who took their guns to town’ and 

my own family members. As an artist I re-interpret or re-imagine the people in the 

country and western ballads (‘Delta Dawn’ in Dawn’s Faded Rose) to initiate my 

excavation of a geographical environment rich in rhythms of sadness and violence. 

Memories of this time provoke questions about the peculiar contradictions between 

male pride and bravado and the female humility of existing day-to-day, living with and 
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struggling against the ‘grog’ and domestic and socio-cultural violence. Dawn’s Faded 

Rose incorporates such contradictions and attempts to expose characters that have the 

ability to conceal anguish in sarcasm, characters whose destinies rely on perilous, 

spirited and violent relationships with the landscape and each other. The characters in 

the work pay testimony to the inherent strength of the women I admired and have been 

influenced by. Characters whose identities are ‘as tangible and broken as the landscapes 

they inhabit’ (Gilman, 1981, p. xxi). In a similar way to that of playwright Sam 

Shepard, the work attempts to depict the ‘struggle between identity and self that is 

challenged through the universe of the dysfunctional family’ and the ‘blood ties that 

bind them’ (Gilman, 1981, p xxi). 

The depictions of ethereal children ever-present in my work resonate with 

memories of my mother’s stories of the miscarried babies that she was made to toss in 

the hospital incinerator as a distressed twelve-year-old. As a young girl, the stories of 

these children, the lost children born in blood and given to fire, haunted me. They haunt 

me still. I imagine their ashes floating across the dry landscape of this country and being 

swallowed by the distance. The characters in the play are examples of the women I 

innocently believed God forgot. Tough and uncomplaining, they had no choice but to 

live daily with religious intolerance, violence, poverty and struggle. Their fortitude and 

their strength is reflected in the characters’ conflict with the spiritually devoid landscape 

and with their inherent battle between salvation and damnation, where the ‘sins’ of the 

past are revisited in the present. Writing the play provided me with the opportunity of 

being able to grapple with the irresistible pull of common thematic threads—place, 

geography, distance, space and belonging, salvation, damnation—which filter through 

my artistic works. The creative writing process therefore became a synthesis of both my 

imagination and the ‘movement between conscious and unconscious activity, between 

the internal and the unpredicted, or the highly planned and the intuitive’ (Gandolfo, 

2006, p. 64). 

Dawn’s Faded Rose is my way of interpreting personal conflicts and tensions 

associated with the underlying pull of the landscape described, one that contains 

undercurrents of brutality and beauty, possession and dispossession, belonging and 

unbelonging. As such, the work poses arguments relating to white female inheritance of 

landscape and conflicting tensions relating to ‘white custodial heritage’. The synopsis 

below provides an overview of the plot of Dawn’s Faded Rose.  
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Brownsville is an imagined Australian outback town – hot, dusty, brown, faded 

– disappearing as the landscape reclaims the dirt it was built on. Four women 

remain in the dirt and the dust. These remaining residents cling to the secrets of 

the lives lived there whilst pitting themselves against the landscape that no 

longer nourishes them. The street signs have blown away and the iron roofs have 

all turned to rust. Dawn walks and has walked for 30 years the deserted streets 

every morning at dawn, her focus on the horizon… waiting… She carries a 

battered suitcase. Three women pay tribute to her passage through the 

apocalyptic landscape. They congregate in the service station that sells no petrol, 

doesn’t serve coffee and keeps its doors open for the cars that never come. The 

bowsers are broken and the bitumen is cracked. There is no water to waste and 

the flowers don’t grow. Thirty years ago a travelling American minister visited 

Brownsville and brought God and a thorny rose bush with him. Thirty years ago, 

Dawn’s father, a veteran, was vigilant in keeping Dawn ‘clean’. Thirty years ago 

Dawn walked the banks of the Higho creek, ankle-deep in lantana. Thirty years 

ago an old woman renounced God and tore up her hands ripping a rose bush 

from the earth as dawn’s first light turned the flowers to flame. Thirty years ago 

God fought the Devil in the driveway of the service station. Thirty years ago the 

service station bled its last tank of petrol into the dirt in an attempt to cleanse the 

land of the blistered bones of a new angel. (Hassall, 2009, personal journal 

entry) 

 

Notes on terminology used throughout this study:  

(Mis)-Remembrance, (ir)-reality and subjectivity 

(Mis)-Remembrance and (ir)-reality are personal terms used to excavate and define my 

memories of the outback landscape. Paul Ellingsen (2011) suggests memory and the 

past it’s meant to represent, whilst a puzzle, identifies us and identifies who we are. The 

landscape I remember is simultaneously real and aesthetically, something other than real 

– enhanced by my subjective associations to it and by my experiences within it. Whilst 

not being historically true or indeed accurate to geography, it is true and accurate to me. 

The (ir)-real and (mis)-remembered landscape is the launching pad into the fictive 

dramatic world of Dawn’s Faded Rose. Consequently, (mis)-remembered and (ir)-real 
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landscape, as discussed throughout this research, explores the tension between actual 

geographic landscape and biographical constructs of landscape phenomena, flavoured 

by my personal experiences of growing up in it. The landscape memories that make my 

story mine alone and set me apart from others in their experiences of the same 

landscape, reside, as Ellingsen claims, in the ‘countless nuances that science has no 

method of measuring’ (p. 144). The often (mis)-remembered and (ir)-real landscape 

phenomena informed landscape representation in the dramatic work. The subjective 

experiences may be considered as valuable research stimuli that generated the creation 

of the play. Concepts of (mis)-remembrance and (ir)-reality were interpreted through 

thematic and stylistic elements that directly affected character behaviour and thematic 

scripted content.  

 

Evoking and excavating landscape 

Evocation of landscape occurs from my immersion in the (ir)-reality of my (mis)- 

remembered encounters as described above. Memory and imagination converge and 

evocative images, symbols, metaphors and encounters surface. These elements are the 

stimulus for my creative writing and this study. I excavate the evocations during the 

analysis of the creative writing phase, like an archaeologist brushing away at a skeleton. 

I ‘dig’ and ‘pick’ away at the creative work and by exposing its bare bones I discover 

cultural meaning embedded within the landscape as discovered in the work and 

consequently attempt to theoretically frame the practice–led study. 

 

White inheritance 

White inheritance is a term used in this study specifically to identify tensions associated 

with Australian land ownership/acquisition and custodial heritage of land held by white 

Australians of English and/or European descent. The final draft of the play, which is the 

conclusion of the study, further explores themes of colonisation, place–attachment, race 

and gender from the perspectives of four white female characters that are in an ongoing 

conflict with the apocalyptic landscape they inhabit. 

The following chapter introduces the reader to the first draft of the work. This draft 

is the initial outpouring of ideas associated with the memories of the music, places and 

people of my past as discussed above. The chapter provides a framework for the play 

and indicates to the reader how questions pertaining to the impact of landscape on 
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female behaviour have developed through the course of writing Dawn’s Faded Rose. 

Ultimately, the draft of the play included here is the base document that promoted the 

research and further artistic responses to my confusion concerning my place in an 

estranged landscape, a place where I feel, as a white woman, I unbelong (Collingwood-

Whittick, 2007). 
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Chapter 1: Dawn’s Faded Rose 

… the whole of a story can never be told, no matter how much space or what devices 

are used to tell it. (Ely, Vinz, Downing, & Anzul, 1997, p. 95) 

 

Relevance of previous work  

This chapter provides a brief overview of my published plays and how these works have 

impacted on my further exploration of landscape as both a geographical entity and a 

theatrical protagonist. Whilst the previous works have thematically explored how place 

impacts on character behaviour and how atmospheric landscape drives the themes 

explored, they were less concerned with posing landscape as the point of analysis for 

emergent post-colonial debates relating to racial tension, land inheritance and 

ownership, and cultural heritage, as is the focus of this artistic work and consequently 

this research. 

This study extends the research I began with my first play Post Office Rose 

(Hassall, 2008), which was the subject of the thesis for my Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in 

Applied Theatre, Griffith University (2005). In Post Office Rose (2008) the behaviours 

of the female characters are implicitly tied to their socio-cultural environment, class, 

race, upbringing and gender. The female characters were written to deliberately 

challenge contemporary representations of roles written for women by exploring 

female-centric violence. Female-centric violence, the play suggests, is appropriate to the 

characters’ cultural, moral and spiritual relationship with geography and place. I further 

explored these themes in A Contemporary Hymn (Hassall, 2011), a heightened, poetic 

work that explores behaviour and identity as being implicit to social relationships within 

the specifics of place. In this work the landscape is urban and transformative and 

explores the tensions between landscape and culture-scape (Chaudhuri, 2002). Culture-

scape is identified by all or some of the geography and by place, architecture, 

environment and social groupings. As is common in my work, this play exploits 

religious and musical iconography—the action occurs during a night out at the 

Wasteland—a place that implicitly generates destructive behaviour as the dominant 

form of social interaction. The Wasteland is set in the Valley of No Shadow – a visually 

evocative and tactile landscape of desire and delight – dangerous yet compulsively 

attractive to those who return every week:  
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Gethsemane: In my garden of earthly delights it’s like there’s a rule 

book, a bible. Stick to a few commandments and I’ll give 

you get entry into the kingdom of fuck me heaven – 

Thou shalt not wear unfashionable shoes. 

Thou shalt not be in a group of fat girls. 

Thou shalt not look like a dickhead/ 

( / indicates where characters cut off each other’s sentences.) 

Black Angels: /a wanker/ 

/a waster/ 

Gethsemane: /Thou shalt not be too racially different/ 

Black Angels: /Too black/ 

/Too yellow/ 

Gethsemane: /Too brindle or brown/ 

/Thou shalt not be an old prick/ 

Black Angel: /or a desperate old slut/ 

/Thou shalt not be blind or off your ring/ 

/Thou shalt not be ugly/ 

/Thou shalt not be close to being ugly/ 

/Thou shalt not consort with ugly fat-arsed whores/ 

/Though shalt not behave like a dirty little whore until 

branded and given access to the Wasteland/ 

Gethsemane: If you are devout and abide by the rules, we brand you and 

you may enter the Wasteland. Some make it through 

unscathed. Some, less deserving, get blooded. Yet they 

return. It is all they have. (Hassall, 2011, p. 9) 

 

Post Office Rose (2008) also poses a sophisticated theatricality wherein the 

scenographic landscape – The Post Office Hotel (like the Wasteland in A Contemporary 

Hymn, 2011) is both a dominant symbol and a major theme in the piece. Its public bar 

exerts a pervasive atmosphere which blends the smells and screams of dying pigs from 

the adjacent abattoir with the lyrical poetry of Patsy Cline ballads. Place and 

environment are rendered familiar and unfamiliar – it is a place from the women’s past 

where youthful dreams were dreamt and enacted and it is the present environment 

where surreal nightmarish circumstances are unfolding. Time is manipulated by the 

ghost of Patsy Cline, the past and present overlap, and a story of betrayal, revenge and 

butchery is enacted, simultaneously in time and out of time, in place and out of place:  

 

LOUIE: /now you’ve come… 

EDDIE: /home to the Post Office… 
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LOUIE: /for the parcel we’ve been keeping.  

EDDIE: (moves to and takes down the guitar and holds it out to 

Louie who removes a small denim wrapped parcel from 

inside it. Eddie places the guitar at Charlie’s feet and 

Louie places the parcel on her lap)  

LOUIE: Take care of it.  

CHARLIE: I don’t want it.  

EDDIE: Sure you do.  

LOUIE: We’ve saved it, kept it. Now it’s yours.  

EDDIE: Open it.  

LOUIE: Open the fucking parcel… 

CHARLIE: (slowly unfolds the denim without looking at it)  

LOUIE: Belongs to you.  

We kept it. No. Don’t thank us.  

What are friends for/ 

EDDIE: /when I opened up his ribs, there it was… 

LOUIE: /broke him open… 

EDDIE: /intact… 

LOUIE: /and pulled it right out of his chest..  

EDDIE: /for a reminder… 

LOUIE: /for a souvenir… 

EDDIE: /for you… 

LOUIE: /it being yours and all… 

LOUIE: /day or night… 

LOUIE: /was so hot. The sweat was just  

EDDIE: /running right into my eyes 

LOUIE: /took special care of that heart… 

EDDIE: /considering the circumstances… 

LOUIE: You wanted his heart and here it is.  

EDDIE: Now say thank you, Charlotte.  

LOUIE: Say it… 

CHARLIE: I thought you were making it up.  

Storytelling. You were always telling me stories.  

EDDIE: Now why would we make up something like that? That’s 

just sick. (Hassall, 2008, pp. 61–63)  

 

In my work characters commonly feel displaced, experience a sense of discord and 

are dispossessed of a time they are desperately trying to recapture. In production (2004, 

Metro Arts; 2008, La Boite Roundhouse), Post Office Rose (2008) was acknowledged 

by some critics as controversial in its depiction of women, in particular for the use of 

rough poetic vernacular and for its depiction of violence perpetrated by women, on 
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women. Contrary to some of the controversial reception the play received, Post Office 

Rose (2004, 2008) received three Matilda awards, including best new script (2006), best 

emerging female artist (2009) and best supporting female character (2009), suggesting 

that the themes associated with environment, place and behaviour appealed to 

contemporary audiences and the broader Queensland theatre culture. The successful 

reception of both works as discussed prompted me to undertake further research into the 

impact of landscape on female behaviour in contemporary dramatic writing. Dawn’s 

Faded Rose is the outcome of that research and extends the landscape discourse begun 

at the Post Office Hotel in Post Office Rose (2008). 

The dramatic worlds in the previous works are identified by a ‘landscape 

imaginary’ – the Wasteland in A Contemporary Hymn (2010), The Post Office Hotel in 

Post Office Rose (2008). Within these worlds the dramatic surround extends beyond the 

onstage environment or the actual sceneography to examine the impact environment has 

on female character psychology and behaviour. This idea is explored through the 

conflicting relationships between the female characters and land/culture-scape and is 

common to my particular style of writing, as is acknowledged by Charles: ‘Hassall’s 

voice is gritty; regional … she dissects notions of femininity against stark settler 

landscapes’ (Charles, 2011, p. 1). 

In Post Office Rose (2008), one of the characters speaks directly to the audience 

and states ‘its funny how the past is a lot of times more alive than the present’ (Hassall, 

2008, p. 15). This statement is also relevant to this study as discussed in the 

introduction. Dawn’s Faded Rose invites the reader into a fictionalised version of my 

past and explores my (mis)-remembered encounters with the landscape and the 

corresponding influence it had on the creation of the play. Specifically, the first draft of 

the work frames a dramatic re-imagining of the Helen Reddy (1971) song Delta Dawn 

in a socio-political Australian landscape that explores notions of ‘white inheritance’ of 

landscape and associated racial and environmental themes. It re-imagines researcher 

biography into a dramatic plot (see Chapter 3: Practice–led Research – Phenomenology) 

in an attempt to address socio-racial tensions that I feel are under-analysed in 

contemporary theatre culture. In writing the first draft of the play a priority was to 

privilege the landscape not just as a pervading atmosphere but as the dominant theme, 

symbol and essentially protagonist in the work. Unlike the earlier works where actual 

geography was the place or the environment that framed the action, with this work I 
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wanted to theatrically evoke a setting that was actually active; brutal in its treatment of 

the white women who existed in it and acknowledged as such through the actual 

interactions between the characters and the landscape.  

Within the first draft as follows, the more complex post-colonial debate that arose 

from the theoretical landscape analysis and consequently impacted on Draft 2 is 

underwritten. However as is relevant to this practice–led study, this is the initial draft – 

a melding of artistic ideas and impulses that provoked a further analysis of landscape 

that emerged from the work. The initial creative outpourings in the play below utilised 

my storytelling ability to unearth ideas of landscape to explore layers of cultural 

meaning contained within the dramatic socio-geographic relationships. 
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Dawn’s Faded Rose (Draft 1) 

CHARACTERS: All characters play against the circumstance and are quite self-

deprecating and ironic. 

 

Landscape:* Overwhelming presence. Antagonistic. Menopausal. 

 

Dawn: Mid forties. She looks drought stricken. Barefoot.  

 

Maggie: An Angel. Doubles as Dawn’s father. 

 

Eva: Owner/proprietor of the service station. Looks as if she has stepped out 

of the nostalgic past. 

 

Lanie: Looks like a bag-lady. 

 

*Not an actual human character – a sense, an atmosphere that is all pervasive. 

/ indicates where the women cut off each other’s sentences. 

 

SETTING: 

The entire stage is covered in red cracked earth.  

A desert. Parched. The landscape thirsts. There has been no rain for a very long time. 

There is no water. A service station, half buried in places – broken, faded fittings, signs, 

a scarred counter, a door hanging off its hinges. Corrugated iron roofing. The bowsers 

are rusted/useless. There is no petrol. There are numerous rusted car bodies drowning 

in the dust. A rusted corrugated iron tank falling off its stand. There is a perimeter 

around the service station. The dingo fence. It is a barbed wire fence, held up in places 

by faded, splintered fence posts. The fence – an attempt to delineate a space in a space 

that is indefinable and indefensible from the dingoes it was originally meant to keep out. 

There is a sun-bleached sign:  

 

OPEN – FUEL – REFRESHMENTS…TAKE A REST BE REFRESHED 

 

 From far off we hear a dingo howl, another answers. The sound echoes then fades. 

Silence. 
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There is a whistling – a reverberating echo of an explosion – almost a memory – 

echoing the almost silent sound of napalm being dropped from an orange sky. It 

appears as if the landscape is on fire.  

 

The following action occurs from dawn until the stars appear in the night sky over a one 

day period. 

 

As the explosion fades into the distance, an angel – Maggie – appears (though she 

doesn’t wear wings). She crosses the desert. She lies down in the dirt on her back, arms 

and legs splayed and makes the mark of a dirt angel. She gets up and goes and perches 

herself on a fence post. She is very still. Waiting. An old woman – Lanie – is half buried 

in the soil, asleep. Waiting to be woken. Another woman – Eva – is tinkering under the 

bonnet of a broken down body of a car. She stops, focuses on the distance. Waiting. 

Dawn appears barefoot in the distance holding a battered suitcase. She waits. A dingo 

howls, the sound echoes, distorts in the silence then fades. Dawn breaks. 

 

Dawn: No valley. No shadow. 

Yea though I walk…I will fear no evil. (A dingo howls) 

 

Dawn begins her slow procession across the dirt. She stops, looks out to the horizon, 

scans the perimeter then continues. Eva moves to the old woman in the dirt and kicks 

her. Lanie arthritically begins to uproot herself from the dirt. 

 

Lanie: She passed? 

 

Eva: She’s passin’. 

 

Lanie: Shit…Again?  

 

Eva: Yeap. 

 

Lanie: (looking across the distance)  

Its dawn. Again. 
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Eva: (looking at Dawn)  

Yeap. Dawn. Again. 

 

The landscape turns mauve and Dawn crosses to the mark of the dirt angel. She pauses 

slightly, looks at the mark, scuffs it, walks across it, leaving bare footprints and enters 

through the broken frame of a door into the service station. Lanie and Eva follow her 

slowly. Eva closes the bonnet, and kicks closed the door of the car.  

Lanie kneels at the dirt angel imprint, picks up a handful of soil, rubs it in her fingers, 

sniffs it, whispers something to it, listens to it, then trickles it through her fingers and 

watches it drift away. The angel enters last. The angel stares at Dawn, as she climbs off 

the fence she sings. 

 

 Maggie: An’ did I hearyasay…he wasa meetin’ yahere today— 

To take you to his manshun in the skyyyyyyy… 

(Delta Dawn by Helen Reddy, 1971) 

 

Lanie: Coffee. 

 

Eva: Isn’t any… 

 

Lanie: Black. Three sugars. 

 

Eva: Isn’t any. 

 

Lanie: In a mug. 

 

Eva: Isn’t any. 

 

Lanie: Mugs? 

 

Eva: Coffee. 
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Lanie: How come? 

 

Eva: Run out. 

 

Lanie: Run out? 

 

Eva: Yeah. Want tea? 

 

Lanie: No. 

 

Eva: I think I got tea. 

 

Lanie: Bastard bloody stuff. 

 

Eva: There’s tea or there’s nothin’. Anyone else in this god-forsaken 

country’d have tea. One’a those bastard traditions we inherited from the 

fuckin’ English. Forty sumthin’ degrees in the fuckin’ shade and we cool 

off with a cuppa tea. It’s what we do. Not you. No, you gotta have coffee 

and there’s none I’m tellin ya. None. 

 

Dawn: Hot today hey. 

 

Lanie: Ya’ve ran outta coffee. 

 

Eva: Yeah. 

 

Dawn: Bloody hot. 

 

Lanie: Bullshit. 

 

Dawn: Bloody hot I’m tellin’ ya. 
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Eva: Don’t bullshit me. I said I ran out an’ I’ve ran out. 

That’s all there is to it and I don’t want to be entering into this 

conversation with you anymore. Ever again. 

 

Dawn: Hotter’n usual, I reckon. 

 

Lanie: This a service station? 

 

Eva: You been here every bloody day for the last thirty years or more, so what 

do you reckon? 

 

Lanie: Can’t remember when I got any decent service, that’s what I reckon… 

 

Eva: Piss off then. 

 

Lanie: /bullshit excuse of a service station if you’ve run outta coffee.  

 

Eva: I don’t give a flying fuck what you reckon. 

 

Dawn: I said hotter’n usual hey. 

 

Lanie: When? 

 

Dawn: Today… 

 

Eva: What? 

 

Lanie: When did you run out? 

 

Eva: Run out of what? 
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Lanie: Coffee. 

 

Eva: ‘bout 1976…5…no 6 it was. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Lanie: Just give me the sugar then. Three teaspoons…heaped, mind you. If I 

gotta have a cup of coffee without the coffee, I don’t want you scabbin’ 

on the sugar. An’ I want it in a coffee mug…with a spoon…a clean 

spoon. I don’t want to be stirring my coffee with a filthy spoon in a 

bloody tea cup. 

 

Eva: /drink ya sugar for Christ’s sake. 

 

Dawn: /sweatin’ already. Just runnin’ offa me/ 

 

Lanie: No water either hey? 

 

Eva: Nuh. Just sugar. 

 

Lanie: Brown sugar by the looks. 

 

Eva: Was white once. 

 

Lanie: So it’s dirty is it? Got dirt in it. What’s the bloody point of stirring it with 

a clean spoon if it’s already dirty? 

 

Eva: ‘an that’s the reason/ 

 

Lanie: what / 
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Eva: /that the spoons are filthy. No point stirring dirty sugar with a clean 

spoon…got ‘nough work ta do without worryin’ about washing up 

fuckin’ spoons all day. 

 

Lanie: Fair enough. 

 

Eva: Drink ya sugar. 

 

Dawn: He’s comin’ today…It’s hot enough. He came in the heata the day, 

hey…The ground is opening up. Out there. The cracks are getting 

deeper…have to step over them now. 

 

What day is it? 

 

Lanie: Fucked if I know… 

 

Maggie: Be Sundee, today. Sunday mornin’ comin down… 

(Sunday Morning Coming Down by Kris Kristofferson, 1969) 

 

Lanie: Sunday is it? The fucking Lord’s day. Let’s go to Mass hey.  

Get a bitta God inta us.  

 

Maggie: /roof fell down, then it blew away. That’s what they say. Church blew 

away. With the ‘spolsion hey? 

 

Dawn: Are you sure it’s Sunday? 

 

(a dingo howls. Another answers it) 

 

Maggie: Woke up Sundee mornin’ with no way ta hold me head it didn’t hurrrrt/ 

 

Eva: Probably. Feels like a Sunday. Lords day. 
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Maggie: /An’ the beer I had fa breakfast wasn’t bad/ 

 

Dawn: An’ on the seventh day/ 

 

Maggie: /So I had one more for desert/ 

 

Lanie: No Lord in this godforsaken country. 

 

Eva: What? He only visiting the green pastures is he? 

 

Lanie: This is the fucking worst coffee I’ve ever had. 

 

Eva: Shoulda had the tea then. 

 

Lanie: (spits sugar on the floor) No wonder me teeth are rottin’ outta me head if 

all I bin drinking is sugar for 30 years. 

 

Dawn looks through what was once a window. The others go quiet and watch her. 

 

Lanie: Starin’ out that window’s not gonna get him here any faster. 

 

Dawn: I’m thirsty. 

 

Lanie: That’s unfortunate. 

 

Dawn: (looks lost then goes to the counter to order) 

 

Eva: What can I get you then love? 

 

Dawn: I’d like a…I’m not sure, what do you recommend? 
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Eva: Tea? 

 

Lanie: What? You gonna fill the jug with some water and boil it are ya? Gonna 

put the kettle on and wait for it ta whistle? Got some Bushells Leaf 

stashed somewhere have ya? 

 

Maggie: Might as well piss in it, hey Lanie? 

 

Dawn: He’s late, isn’t he? 

 

(Pause) 

 

Eva: All packed then. 

 

Dawn: Yeah. 

 

Eva: Sit down for a while why don’t’cha. 

 

Lanie: Get her a cup of sugar…Service is a little short of shit here. 

 

Eva: Anyone forcing you to stay here and drink all my bloody sugar? 

Leave if ya want. Go on. Get. 

 

Lanie: Leave, that’s a good one… 

 

Maggie: What’s a leave? Leaves are green hey, like grass, green pastures…No 

leaves. Just bones now. I heard that/ 

 

Dawn: I’ll lay me down in green pastures…when I leave…when I go/ 

 

Lanie: /I’ll just go buy a bus ticket on McCafferty’s will I? 
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Climb in one of those big comfy seats and watch the dirt turn to bitumen. 

Or the Greyhound? I’ll get the Greyhound to anywhere. That’s what I’ll 

say when I’m buying me ticket. I’ll say give me a ticket…pensioner, 

concession, mind…to anywhere. Anywhere the fuck outta here.  

 

Dawn: /to the ocean. The East coast. Somewhere cool. East Coast maybe…That 

place on the East Coast…no…sounds too much like Brownsville. Don’t 

think I’d like it there. I heard about the goin’s on there.  

 

Eva: Army town. Fulla armed servicemen. Military types. 

 

Lanie: Better put some shoes on then. Not right to be going to somewhere else 

with no shoes on. 

 

Dawn: Can’t find them.  

 

Eva: Went to that town once. 

 

Lanie: Bullshit. 

 

Eva: Bloody did. 

 

Lanie: You never been anywhere. 

 

Eva: Went to Townsville. 

 

Dawn: That’s it. Townsville. 

 

Dawn: Was it like Brownsville? 

 

Eva: Don’t remember. 
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Lanie: You never been to Townsville. 

 

Eva: Have. 

 

Lanie: When? You tell me when you went to Townsville. 

I’m telling you you’ve never been to Townsville. 

 

Eva: No? Maybe it was somewhere else. 

 

Lanie: Someone just told ya about it maybe.  

 

Eva: Yeah. Don’t remember who though. 

 

Lanie: You might’a went South once. To see him off on the boat/ 

 

Dawn:  I reckon it was probably the old boy told you about Townsville. 

 

Lanie: Went there didn’t he? On the bus? On the Greyhound wasn’t it? 

 

Dawn: Dunno. Train…Rattler/ 

 

Maggie: /rattled his bones to there and back with a knapsack on his back to there 

and back while the band played Waltzing Matilda. 

 

Eva: Wasn’t the same.  

When he came back.  

Shame that. 

A lot’a them others weren’t the same either? 

 

Lanie: What others? 
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Eva: The others. The others that went. 

 

Lanie: Ta Townsville? 

 

Eva: To the In Country. 

 

Lanie: Not from here. There weren’t no others that went from here. I’d know. 

I’d know if there were any others ripped outta this dirt. There were no 

others. 

 

Eva: I didn’t say from here. Did I say from here? 

 

Lanie: What others then? 

 

Eva: The others. All them other boys. 

 

Lanie: Whose boys? 

 

Eva: Someone’s that we don’t know. Someone else’s. From other places. 

 

Lanie: Other places? How do you know any boys from other places? 

 

Eva: Lotsa boys went. It was in the papers, on the wireless, the TV. Went 

accordin’ to their birthdays. Happy fuckin’ birthday boys. 

 

Lanie: Dunno ‘bout that. Dunno ‘bout those other boys. 

 

Eva: What ya reckon that he was the only one went, do ya? 

 

Lanie: Only one from here. 

 

Eva: Pity ‘bout all them boys. 
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Lanie: Man needs his feet in his own dirt…knows what to expect when he’s got 

his feet planted in his own dirt. Couldn’t ‘spect him to be the same. 

 

Maggie: Had the jitters hey? Had the night/terrors/sweats. Waked up screaming 

thinking the asiatic/slopehead/dirtycongs were jumping outta trees at 

him. That’s what I heard. Left his mind over there in the mud. In the 

Delta. The little/yellow/slanteye/jamawearering/bastards got it and kept 

it hey? That’s what I heard. Came back touched. Touched in the head. 

And jittering. Ya can’t send boys away to them other countries to fight 

they come back jitterin’ hey Lanie? 

  

TIMESHIFT 

Maggie takes on character of Dawn’s father. He is scrubbing Dawn’s feet with a 

wooden scrubbing brush and the hose. It is hurting her. We can hear military choppers 

in the distance. As they fade a dingo howls. 

 

Maggie: Keep outta the dirt. How many times have I gotta tell ya. 

 

Dawn: Dad… 

 

Maggie: Girl your age should wear shoes. Do you hear me. Shoes. 

 

Dawn: I wear shoes all the time. 

 

Maggie: /doesn’t bloody look like it. 

 

Dawn: I do. 

 

Maggie: If you keep back-chatting me/ 

 

Dawn: Dad you gotta turn the water off/ 
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Maggie: What did you say?  

What did you just say to me? 

Want me to wash your smart little mouth out? 

 

Dawn: /the tank’s nearly empty! 

 

He grabs her and shoves the hose down her throat. The dingo gets closer then fades. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn: Weren’t him that came back. Someone else. Not him. 

 

Eva: ‘Parently a lot’a them boys came back touched. 

 

Lanie: You don’t know ‘bout those other boys an’ you’ve never been to 

Townsville.  

 

Dawn: Tank was empty when he came back. When he arrived. Home. 

 

Maggie: Running/on/empty… 

 

Eva: Few stubbies short. 

 

Maggie: Of/a/six/pack… 

 

Lanie: Not the full quid… 

 

Maggie: Touched in the head. That’s what I heard.  

 

Dawn: ‘Member he useta call me Delta Dawn. ‘Fore he went. 

‘Fore he came back touched. After the song. Mum’s favourite it was 

hey? 
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Eva: Bloody good song that. 

 

(Pause) 

 

It’s gonna rain. 

 

Lanie: Bullshit. 

 

Eva: Can smell it. Can’t ya smell it? 

 

Dawn: Don’t remember what it smells like. 

 

Maggie: Smells like clean. That’s what I heard. Smells like clean.  

 

Lanie: No rain today. 

 

Eva: What? You the weather man now.  

A Forecaster of weather. A meteorologist?  

That what you are? 

 

Lanie: I’m tellin’ ya it’s not gonna rain. 

 

Eva: How would you know if it was going to or not going to rain? 

A storm could blow in. Late this arvo. A Storm could blow in from the 

east coast and bring the rain. 

 

Lanie: I was told. 

 

Eva: Oh you was told was you. 
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Between dragging yourself outta the dirt this morning and coming in 

here for your coffee, you just stopped and had a conversation about the 

weather did ya? 

 

Lanie: Ya just told me there was no coffee. 

 

Eva: Piss off. 

 

Lanie: I spoke with someone in the know about the likelihood of it raining… 

 

Eva: Who? Who did you happen to have this enlightening conversation with 

about the weather? 

 

Lanie: None of ya business who I had a conversation with. Next you’ll be 

wanting to know who I’m having sex with and before I know it the 

whole country’ll know my personal business and when the rains are 

comin’ to Brownsville. 

 

Dawn: How long since it rained ya reckon? 

 

Maggie: Flooded once I heard hey? The Higho Creek busted its banks. 

 

I asked my love to take a walk…take a walk…just a little walk…  

(Banks of the Ohio by Olivia Newton John, 1971) 

Down beside…where the waters flow… 

 

I heard the land was weeping so much/bawlin’ her bloody eyes out – that 

all the poor bitch’s tears rolled down and pooled in the Higho.  

 

Kept comin’ those tears for daysandaysanweeks ‘parently. Flooded real 

big. Burstin the banks.  

 

Down by the banks of the Old Higho… 
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Bawlin’ her bloody eyes out she was.  

 

Eva: Been no rain in Brownsville since the flood. 

 

Lanie: In bad seasons ya learn ya country. That’s when ya learn. ‘Cause in the 

good times this land’s Heaven. Too bloody late for learning when ya in 

Heaven. 

 

Maggie: I cried my love, dontcha murder meeee…I’m not prepared for eternity… 

 

Dawn: I think I’ll take a walk down to the creek. By the banks’a the creek. 

 

Eva: Creeks gone love. ‘Member. Dried up. Some years ago now. 

 

Dawn: Dry? 

 

Lanie: As dry as her private’s darlin’. 

 

Eva: You’re really trying me patience today old girl. 

 

Lanie: No big wet season south of her border… 

 

Eva: I’d kindly thank you to stop referring to my clacker. Fuckin’ rude to be 

referring to a woman’s clacker in front of people. It’s Sunday for Christ’s 

sake. Have ya no decency at all.  

 

Lanie: ‘Bout time ya got over the men’a’pause…Ya bin whinging and bitchin’ 

for years now… 

 

Eva: If you’d taken a bit of a bloody pause with the men you wouldn’t have a 

gap between ya legs that you could drive an 18 wheeler through… 
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TIMESHIFT 

Eva and Lanie are younger. They’re arguing. 

 

Eva: Jesus Christ not again. 

 

Lanie: Not such a bad thing. 

 

Eva: How many now. 

 

Lanie: Six. This’ll be the sixth. 

 

Eva: You gotta start being more careful. 

 

Lanie: Can’t help it if I’m fertile. 

 

Eva: Fertile! …friggin’ understatement of the century. 

 

Lanie: I just gotta sit in the wet spot and me eggs start shudderin’. 

 

Eva: Look…I know the others all… 

 

Lanie: What ya think I go out there and purposely get meself knocked up every 

five minutes do ya? Is that what ya saying? 

 

Eva: Who’s the father this time? 

 

Lanie: Does it matter? 

 

Eva: Of course it bloody well matters. 
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Lanie: Not the point. Could be any number of my acquaintances. 

 

Eva: Ya gotta have some idea. It matters. 

 

Lanie: No…it don’t. Not out here. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Lanie: Didn’t call me Lanie for nuthin’. Ride the town bike up the lane. Take a 

stroll up the lane. Ridin’ up and down the lane. Pump the petrol boys, get 

the traffic movin’.  

 

Eva: Like a fuckin’ rabbit. 

 

Dawn: Hey…If a truck’d come through I’d hitch a ride. Get them to drive me 

somewhere where it rains. Be nice to travel in the rain. Skins burning 

offa me. Turn the fan on will ya? 

 

Eva: S’broken.  

 

Dawn: Skins burning off a me I said. 

The old boy told me to take care of my skin. In this heat. In this country. 

Didn’t want me burnt and dirty. Brown. Didn’t want me brown-skinned. 

Made him mad. Liked me clean and pale he did.  

 

(the sound of choppers in the distance) 

 

Maggie: Mad as a cut snake/ Plain mad/ Touch of the sun/ Too much sun. 

 

Lanie: Turn on the bloody fan. 

 

Eva: S’broken. 
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Lanie: Since when? Since when has the fan been broken? 

 

Eva: Since a long time ago, that’s when. Got dirt in the motor. 

Seized up, dried up, like everything else.  

 

Lanie: Was a good fan that. 

 

Eva: Far as fans go. 

 

Lanie: Couldn’t get it fixed? 

 

Eva: Completely fucked. 

 

Lanie: Shame. I feel like I could do with a breeze. A bit of a breeze, ruffling my 

hair, drying the sweat.  

 

Dawn: The roses smelt good in the breeze. 

 

Maggie: Grew here one time I heard. Big ones hey? Grew outta the dirt with the 

bindies.  

 

Eva: Can’t remember. 

 

Maggie: Don’t grow no more though. Roses are dead. Dead in the dirt. 

Thorns turned ta bindies. Bindi-eyes. Little flat spiky eyes. Staring up at 

ya outta the dirt. Spike ya when ya not looking. Vicious bloody things 

bindies. 

 

Lanie: You had too much sugar or somethin? 

Why can’t you remember anythin? The roses used to grow and the 

breezes used to come and we’d comment on the smell. We would sit out 

there on the verandah and comment favorably on the smell. 
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Eva: When. When was that? I’d recall any conversations about the smell of 

the roses on the breeze. It isn’t a conversation a woman is likely to 

forget. Out here…roses don’t grow here.  

 

Dawn:  Tanks were full. Rains had come. He came just after the rain. Remember. 

He came then. Before the earth started to split.  

 

Eva: Only ever been summer in Brownsville. Ever. Middle of summer. 

 

Lanie: Then how come I’ve got this cardigan? 

If it’s always only been summer, I wouldn’t have a cardigan. Would 

never have had a need to purchase a cardigan of this particular fabric in 

this particular colour. Might need a cardigan on the Coast. Might get 

cool there in the arvo…Got a cardigan packed have ya? 

 

Dawn: No. 

 

Lanie: Well don’t say I didn’t warn ya when ya end up with The Pleurisy. 

 

Dawn: No. I can’t remember having a cardigan that’d be appropriate to take to 

the coast. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Maybe I should walk outta town a bit. Maybe I should go and wait up the 

track. The beaten track. Find a tree, wait in the shade for a breeze. 

 

Lanie: No shade out there.  

 

(a dingo howls another joins in, then another) 

 

Dawn: Must be a tree somewhere.  
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Lanie: Not out there. Not one that’ll give ya a bit of shade. Used to be trees 

from what I recall… 

Ya got a hat.  

 

Dawn: No. 

 

Eva: She’s got no shoes. No cardigan and no hat. You know that. We been 

through it a number of times. Before. 

 

Lanie: How many times? 

 

Eva: A number. 

 

Lanie: Once or twice? How many times? 

 

Eva: Don’t know exactly. But If ya give me a minute I can do the calculations. 

 

Maggie: 30 times 365. That’s the number.  

 

Lanie: Have a stab. Pick a number. Estimate. 

 

Eva: 10,950. 

 

Lanie: That’s ya estimation. Your final answer. 

 

Eva: Yeap. Or there abouts. 

 

Lanie: Well I’m surprised I can’t recall the conversation. Do you recall the 

conversation. 

 

Dawn: No. 
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Lanie: You sure? 

 

Dawn: Yes. I’m sure. 

 

Lanie: Well if neither of us recall it, it didn’t happen. Law of averages. 

Murphy’s law. Hey Eva…’member that Murphy bloke that died. Fencing 

accident. 

 

Eva: Not as familiar with him as you were I expect. 

 

Lanie: Chainsaw took to him. Bit ‘im real good. Stupid bastard. Any decent 

bloke’d get bitten by a Yellabelly black, King Brown, fall off his fucking 

horse, die of thirst or something. Not him…oh no. He let a bloody 

chainsaw get him. Smartarse. Bled out in the paddock before anyone 

missed him…knocked me up once. 

 

Eva: Every stupid bastard knocked you up once.  

 

Dawn: What’s his name? 

 

Lanie: Murphy? 

 

Dawn: No. The one who’s coming. I can’t get it out of my mouth. It’s like my 

tongue’s burnt to the roof of my mouth every time I try and say his 

name.  

 

(Distant choppers are heard) 

 

I better have a cup of tea thank-you. Feeling a bit parched. Got time ta 

have a cuppa tea ‘fore he gets here. 

 

Maggie: When Liberty Valance came ta town the women folk would hide/  

(The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance by Gene Pitney, 1962) 
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TIMESHIFT 

Thirty years ago. Service station business. Eva is tinkering under the bonnet of one the 

cars. The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance is playing on the car radio. 

 

Eva: (looking off to the horizon) Someone comin’. 

 

Lanie: Eyes are playin’ up. 

 

Eva: Out there. Look. Walking. 

 

Lanie: /musta broken down. 

 

Eva: Run outta petrol. 

 

Lanie: Make out who it is? 

 

Eva: Naup. 

 

Lanie: Looks like a black fella. 

 

Eva: Don’t think so. 

 

Lanie: Carryin’ somethin’ by the looks. 

 

Eva: Can ya make it out.  

 

Lanie: Not a child is it? Not an injured child? 

 

Dawn walks from the other direction and looks out. She pauses watching. She gets on 

the bonnet of the car to get a better look. 
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Dawn: Someone comin’. 

 

Eva: What’s he carrying? 

 

Lanie: Is it a kid? 

 

Dawn: Looks like…a bush/ 

 

Lanie: /Bush ya reckon?/ 

 

Eva: /bugger me dead/ 

 

Dawn: /it’s burning. Looks like its burning/ 

 

Lanie: /that don’t sound good/ 

 

Dawn:  /it’s a man in black and he’s carrying a burning bush/ 

 

Lanie: /don’t sound good at all/ 

 

Eva:  /looks about done in/ 

 

Dawn: /where’d he come from/ 

 

Lanie: /nowhere/ 

 

Dawn: /Hey! Coooooeeeee! Hey! STRANGER/  

 

Eva: Get down off’a there. (takes a swipe at her) 
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TIMESHIFT 

Maggie: /when it came ta shootin straight and faaast he was mighty good… 

Walked outta the haze. Everything looked like it was burning around 

him. Middle of the day, no hat. The man in black. The man who brung 

God. Our/father/whose/arse/in/heaven/hollow/be/thy/name… 

 

Eva: Father. 

 

Lanie: What? 

 

Eva: His name. 

 

Dawn: Father? 

 

Eva: Not your father. The other sort. One them bastards fulla Christ. 

Man of the cloth. 

 

Lanie: Was he? 

 

Eva: Man of God. 

 

Lanie: Was he now? 

 

Eva: Dunno. Said he was. Lyin’ bastard I reckon. 

 

Lanie: Seem ta remember ‘im as a Gardener… 

 

Eva: Lookin’ for lost souls. 

 

Lanie: Young girls more like it. 
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Dawn: No. That’s not right. It was/ 

 

Lanie: /brung the roses didn’t he? 

 

Eva: Did he? 

 

Dawn: The burning bush/ 

 

Lanie: That rose there on ya shirt. He brung it. 

 

Maggie: and did I hear ya say/ 

 

Dawn: Yes. It’s/ 

 

Maggie: /He was a’meetin ya here taday/ 

 

Lanie: /dead that’s what it is, dead. Funeral flower. 

 

Maggie: /ta take ya to his mansion in the skyyyyyyy… 

 

Dawn: No it’s not. It’s faded a little. That’s all. Faded. 

 

Eva: Leave her now. 

 

Maggie: What’s a leave? What’s a leave? What is it? 

What’s that flower you have on…could it be a faded rose… 

 

Eva: /from days gone by/ 

 

Lanie: /an’ did I hear ya say/ 
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Dawn: Stop it!…I’ll wait on the outskirts. On the edge. I’ll follow Leichardt 

Street. Turn left into Burke and Wills Boulevard, then right into 

Simpson’s Road. I’ll find the Higho. I’ll wait on the banks of the ol’ 

Higho. Like before. Before on the creek bank. 

 

Maggie: Creeks dry. 

 

Lanie: How ya gonna find Leichardt Street? 

 

Dawn: Why I’ll… 

 

Eva: Ask someone? 

 

Lanie: No one left now. Why were anyone here in the first place I’d like ta 

know. Why were anyone here anyway? 

 

Eva: When? 

 

Lanie: Before.  

 

Eva: Coal or copper or cattle. Musta been some fucking good reason ta come 

out here. How the fuck would I remember? 

 

Dawn: I’ll just/ 

 

Lanie: /follow the street signs? Is that what you’ll do? Follow the street signs. 

That’s the usual mode of finding your way around a town, around a 

country. 

 

Maggie: Street signs all blew away. Heard a big wind came. Blew ‘em away in 

the dirt, clean offa the posts and out/there into the 

wide/open/space/blue/yonder. Not long after God’s bloke came to town. 

Started gardenin’ and pissed God off. Didn’t want another 
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absolute/fuckin’ shambles like that other Garden. That Eden. No God 

didn’t. God blew the signs clean away.  

 

(a dingo howls over the distant noise of the choppers) 

 

Eva: Only sign around here is that one. OPEN-FUEL-REFRESHMENTS. 

 

Lanie: Got any fuel? 

 

Eva: No. 

 

Lanie: Refreshments? 

 

Eva: No. 

 

Lanie: But yer open? Open for business? 

 

Eva: You’re here drinking my sugar aren’t ya. 

 

Lanie: And I can assure you that I am a long way off bein’ refreshed.  

 

Dawn: I’m off then. 

 

Lanie: Why don’t ya wait a bit longer. 

 

Maggie flies to the fence and hunkers in the dirt. Digging little holes, looking for worms 

or bones or things best left buried. 

 

Maggie: Cause she walks downtown with a suitcase in her hannnnd… 

 

Dawn: No. Better get going. Can’t wait here all day. Things to do.  
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Maggie: Lookin’ for a mysterious dark haired man… 

Places/to/go/people/to/see. 

 

Eva: Righto then. 

 

Dawn takes her suitcase off the table and walks through the door-frame. She pauses. 

 

Dawn: The creeks dry?  

 

Lanie: Yeap. 

 

Dawn: Bone dry? 

 

Lanie: Bones in the bed. Best let them be. 

 

Dawn: I’ll be real quiet. 

 

Maggie: Used to be good fishing in that creek hey? Catties, perch…crawchies too. 

Get a good feed off/a/bucket/full/a crawchies. Chuck ‘em in a 

pot/a/boilin’/salt-water. Back when it was running. When there was 

water. Before the bones turned to fossils in the bed. Decayin’ bones. 

Infectin’ it all. 

 

Dawn: Mightn’t see you for awhile. 

 

Eva: Righto. 

 

Lanie: Yeap. 

 

Dawn: Take care. 
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Lanie: Yeap. 

 

Dawn moves slowly to the fence-line carrying her suitcase. Eva and Lanie watch her.  

 

Lanie: Here we go… 

 

As she approaches Maggie, Maggie attacks her – clawing and biting. Dawn bats her 

away with the suitcase and runs. She falls in the dirt and Maggie and Dawn wrestle 

before Dawn breaks free and runs back through the door-frame. 

 

Dawn: That Maggie just attacked me. 

 

Lanie: Just defending her territory. Territorial buggers. 

 

Eva: Less likely to swoop if ya look the little bugger in the eye. Or wear a ice-

cream bucket on ya head with big eyes drawn on it. Scares the shit outta 

them. 

 

Maggie moves to the busted bowser and climbs up on it.  

 

Dawn: Where’d the bones come from? 

 

Eva: What bones? 

 

Dawn: In the bed. 

 

Eva: Whose bed? 

 

Lanie: Creek bed. 

 

Dawn: Where’d they come from? 
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Lanie: From those who went before. 

 

Dawn: Before what? 

 

Lanie: The dry. The menopause. 

 

Dawn: Oh. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Is my old man there? Will my father be there? 

 

Lanie: More than likely. 

 

Dawn: How’d he get there? 

 

Lanie: Everyone from round here gets there eventually, I ‘spect. 

 

Eva: Ya daddy used to take ya there fishing, hey? Before they touched him in 

the head. You’d walk ankle deep through the Lantana. The purple 

lantana. Was a pretty place once. Cool.  

 

Dawn: Which way is it again. I can’t seem to recall the direction? 

 

Eva: Out there love. Just head off over there in the distance. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

The choppers are getting closer. Artillery fire is heard. Maggie is Dawn’s father and he 

is holding her by the neck. They are standing in the muddy creek. Periodically he 

pushes her down and holds her under the water. She struggles. 

 

Maggie: Why d’ya keep doing this, baby? 
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Comin home with dirt all over your back. 

Under your nails. R & R isn’t for you, baby. 

Coming home with the fish smell on ya. 

I had my fill of fish in Hanoi. Love ya long time isn’t real.  

 

Don’t cry baby…Daddy don’t wanna hurt ya. But I can do things, baby. I 

had to learn…I’d crawl, real quiet like…knee deep through the filth and 

the stench and the rice-paddies, till I’d find a throat to cut. You hear me 

baby. 

A dirty yellow-brown throat…SShhh don’t cry… 

You just clean up now, do you hear. Clean up for daddy or I’ll strip that 

skin off ya myself. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn: Headin’ off…that’s right. I was going to steal a car. One of ya cars Eva. 

Couldn’t get it started. 

 

Maggie: He used to take you there, I heard. In the creek with the crawchies. Only 

catch ‘em with raw meat. Those little crawchies got claws hey? Can cut 

ya up if they get hold of ya.  

 

Lanie: Bastard of a thing wouldn’t start. 

 

Dawn: We were gonna get the fuck outta here. 

 

Eva: None a that language in here my girl. It’s Sunday. 

 

Dawn: One of your cars, Eva. 

 

Eva: Weren’t mine. They was being serviced. Old Sandy Duncan used to fix 

‘em for me. Bloody good mechanic that one. Best mechanic I ever had. 

 

Lanie: Best mechanic I ever had too. 
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Eva: Shame about old Sandy. 

 

Lanie: Could change ya grease an oil that’s for sure. 

 

Eva: Bastard of a thing to happen to a bloke… 

 

Lanie: Ute got him, hey. Pinned him down. 

Blew a tire on Devel’s Rd coming back from the Curry…Jack was 

fucked. Crushed him. They reckon he lived for two days under that car 

‘fore that truckie spotted him. ‘Parently the ants and the flies had a good 

go at him too. The land’d drained most of him, drunk her fill. Tryin’ to 

stave off the menopause. She’s a cruel bitch …Cunt of a way to go. 

 

Eva: Ford was it? 

 

Lanie: Probably. 

 

Eva: Holden would’na took to him like that. Good Australian car. American 

crap don’t deal with the conditions out here. 

 

Lanie: Can’t blame the Fords for Sandy’s misfortune. We took to those Fords 

an’ made ‘em our own as quick as we butchered the blacks and claimed 

this cruel bitch for England. 

 

Dawn: He’s an American! 

 

Lanie: That he is love. 

 

Eva: Couldn’t understand a word he said, at first, could we? 

 

Lanie: Thought he was a bit simple… 
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Eva: Too many fuckin’ teeth to talk properly… 

 

Maggie: (singing “Stars & Stripes”) 

…eeeeee…an/the/home/of/the/BRAVES… 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Thirty years ago.  

 

Lanie: Which one? As I recall there’s a Texas either side of the Great Divide. 

 

Dawn: Texas. U.S. of A.  

 

Lanie: Texas America? How’d he end up here? 

 

Dawn: Reckons God led him here. 

 

Lanie: Does, does he. I s’pose God just went up to him and said ‘Listen mate, 

there’s this place in the arse end of nowhere, over in the great southern 

land known as Australia and I’d like ya to find it for me, cause Christ 

knows I seem to have forgotten where the fuck it is.’ 

 

Dawn: He wouldn’t a said that. 

 

Lanie: How’d you know what God said? 

 

Dawn: I just reckon, God wouldn’t a said ‘Christ knows’. 

 

Lanie: He might’ve. 

 

Dawn: I’m not convinced. 

 

Lanie: Well he’s here, hey? 
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Dawn: He reckons Texas is swimming in oil. Crude oil. 

 

Lanie: Does he? 

 

Dawn: Yeap. 

 

Lanie: Isn’t any wonder he wanted to piss off outta there then. 

 

Dawn: Reckons those Texans have lost God in all that oil.  

 

Lanie: God drowned did he? In the oil. 

 

Dawn: Maybe. Came here ta look for God again. 

 

Lanie: Don’t believe everything he says. 

 

Dawn: He’s a man a the church. 

 

Lanie: He’s a fuckin’ a Bible-basher. An American one at that with a smile like 

a snake-oil salesman. 

Christ knows how he can keep smiling like that with all those blisters on 

his lips. Can’t trust a man who does that out here. 

 

Dawn: He’s talks nice. 

 

Lanie: Well keep your eye on him, I reckon. 

 

Dawn: The blisters are healing. 

 

Lanie: What sorta dickhead’d walk through the desert out here without a hat? 
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Dawn: He’s American. 

 

Lanie: They got deserts in America don’t they? 

 

Dawn: He thought ours were smaller I s’pose. 

 

Lanie: Like I said… 

 

Dawn: We planted the bush. 

 

Lanie: Yella Rose a Texas is it? 

 

Dawn: Bringing his bitta ‘Merica with him. Planted it here. 

 

Lanie: Keep it watered. Roses need lotsa water. 

 

Dawn: Planted it near the tank out the back of the service station. Get the run 

off. Soils damp there. 

 

Lanie: You and him out the back of the service station? 

 

Dawn: Yeap. 

 

Lanie: Betta make sure that no yella rose a Texas gets planted where it 

shouldn’t be growing… 

What ya dad think about that? You, gardening with that Texas crude 

bible bashing dick-head? 

 

Dawn: He don’t know ‘bout that. 

 

TIMESHIFT 
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Eva: Nuthin’ like the Queen’s English. 

 

Lanie: Thought he was a little retarded at first, hey Eva? 

 

Eva: Scandinavian or something when I saw him. 

 

Dawn: Fair. He was very fair-skinned. Blond wasn’t he? 

 

Maggie: Blonds don’t do well in this climate, hey? Not fair. Too fair. Burn easy, 

blister up. End up melanoma’d.  

 

Eva: That Joycey Watson was blond hey. She shrivelled up after a few years 

out here. 

 

Lanie: She wasn’t a real blond. 

 

Eva: I beg to differ. 

 

Lanie: I’m tellin’ ya she was a bottle. 

 

Eva: How do you know that? 

 

Lanie: Husband told me. 

 

Eva: Not a bad looking bloke was he? 

 

Lanie: Bit Scrawny/ 

 

Eva: /Lean/ 

 

Lanie: /Fell over and leaned on me a few times, I recall/ 
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Eva: /Spare us. 

 

Lanie: Country Service. Said it sounded romantic. Looked forward to it she 

said. Teaching the kiddies. 

 

Eva: Broke her spirit/ 

 

Dawn: She taught me music. 

 

Lanie: There are numerous different and varying definitions of music and I can 

assure you, she didn’t teach you music. 

 

Dawn: I learnt to play the recorder. I remember. It was wooden with a black 

plastic top. I could play Christmas carols on that recorder. 

 

Eva: /tried to bring some culture to the kids. Poor bitch. 

 

Lanie: Weren’t nothing wrong with the music they had, was there? Could’a 

saved herself the heartache. Should’a stayed away. Stayed in the city. 

Women don’t shrivel as much in cities. 

 

Dawn: Christmas carols about snow and quiet and night. 

 

Maggie: The silence in the night. Sleeping in pieces.  

Sleep in heavenly pieces… 

 

Lanie: She ever teach you to play Johnny Cash.  

 

Dawn: Not that I recall. 

 

Lanie: Useless/ 
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Eva: She wasn’t learning the guitar was she? Ya don’t play Johnny Cash on a 

recorder do you? 

 

Lanie: /Useless sort of fucking instrument if you ask me. Ever see a recorder in 

an orchestra. In the woodwind section of an orchestra? I don’t believe so. 

Melanoma got her ‘ventually. Half her fucking face cut off, poor bitch. 

 

Eva: Seen a few have ya? Orchestras? A patron of the fucking musical arts 

now are we? 

 

Dawn: I fell into a burning ring of fire I went down, down, down and the flames 

they went higher and it burns, burns, burns, that ring of fire that ring of 

fire… (Burning Ring of Fire by Johnny Cash, 1963) 

Old man’s song that one hey? Couldn’t he sing that old bastard. 

 

Eva: Didn’t have too much to sing about on his return. 

 

Dawn: No.  

I hear that train a’comin, it’s rolling round the bend and I won’t see the 

sunshine since I dunno when, I shot a man in… (Folsom Prison Blues by 

Johnny Cash, 1959)  

 

Lanie: Hanoi… 

 

Maggie: just to watch him die… 

 

Car Radio picks up song and underscores and fades… 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Maggie is the Father. He slaps Dawn in the mouth. She screams and runs. He chases 

her. The whistling of Napalm canisters being dropped, shrieking and screaming and 

engines of planes and artillery fire. He catches her. Slaps her again. She screams. 
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Maggie: …SHUTUP. JUST SHUT UP. 

  

(she does. He cradles her like a child.) 

Sneak up on ‘em I would. Crawling on my hands and knees. Into these 

villages. The fucking yanks had just been dropping their fucking clouds 

of death outta an orange sky. Yanks were worse than the gooks.  

Could still hear their dirty planes whistling up there. Kids and women’d 

be twisting and screaming. I saw a woman with a baby burning in her 

arms. Stuck to her. Fucking couldn’t tell where the kid finished and she 

started. The putrid stench of it…I spewed all over meself when I smelt 

that.  

(he begins to drag her across the dirt to the water tank) 

They was screaming and shitting themselves and burning and bleeding. 

No glory in that. No fucking honour in dragging half burning women and 

kids into the open and putting a bullet in their brains to shut them the 

fuck up…STOP FUCKING SCREAMING… 

 

The whistling of Napalm canisters dropping stops. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Eva: I hear that whistle blowing… 

 

Dawn: I hang my head and cry… 

 

Maggie: The ‘mericans took the songs outta him when they touched him in the 

head. Reached into his mind and burnt out all the songs. 

 

Dawn: I’m hitting the road now. See youse. 

 

Lanie: Get yaself past the perimeter and head North. 

 

Maggie: Watch ya’self. Crossin’ the perimeter. Dangerous out there with all the 

utes and chainsaws and melanomas. 
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Dawn: He’ll be here shortly. It’s arranged.  

 

Maggie: In her younger days they called her Delta Dawn… 

 

Eva: Sit awhile girl. It’s early yet. He’s more ‘an likely in transit. 

 

Lanie: Bad to travel in the heat of the day. 

 

Dawn: What time is it? 

 

Maggie: Prettiest woman you ever laid eyes onnnnn… 

But a man of ill repute… 

 

Eva: Getting late. Dawn broke a while back.  

 

(dingo howls) 

 

Lanie: One thing you can count on here. Dawn breaking. Every single day. She 

breaks. 

 

Eva: Everything round here is fucking broken. 

Maggie, sing us a song will ya. 

 

Dawn: Stop talking to that child. She don’t understand, she don’t listen.  

She isn’t even here…Poor little bastard. Bastard child. 

 

Eva: Where’s the music come from then! Hey? Where? 

 

Dawn: Stop it. Stop talking to her. I told you not to talk to her. 

 

Lanie: Don’t start her… 
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Eva: I talk to whoever the hell I want. 

 

Dawn: I’m off. 

 

Maggie: (starts screaming like a new born infant) 

 

Dawn: Shut her up. Stop her SCREAMING… 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn is squatting in the dirt. She is screaming. Lanie is holding her under the arms 

from behind. She is trying to quiet her. 

 

Lanie: Shhhh love. Shhhhh. Try not ta get ya self too worked up now. 

 

Eva: Jesus, this is bad hey. 

 

Lanie: Don’t push yet love. Hold it in. Don’t let this place take it yet. 

  

(screaming to the horizon)  

 

Not bloody yet you bitch. 

 

Eva: Christ all bloody mighty … 

 

(Dawn keeps screaming). 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Lanie: Shh love…here get some sugar inta ya… 

 

Eva: She’s pale. Ya reckon she’s looking pale? Better get her that tea. 
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Lanie: Course she’s fucking pale. Her great-great-grandmother was descended 

from the Irish as I recall. No…English. Got a bitta English in her 

somewhere way back. 

 

Eva: We all got a bitta English in us way back from what I recall. 

Shoulda left this bitch of a place to the blacks. Weren’t meant for white 

women this place. Serves us fucking right.  

 

Lanie: An what’s that s’posed to mean? 

 

Eva: Nuthin’. Wasn’t supposed to mean nuthin’. Just makin’ conversation. 

 

Lanie: Conversation my arse. You were makin’ a point. Statin’ your fucking 

opinion on a white woman’s relationship to this land. 

 

Eva: My opinion on the matter isn’t any of your business. 

 

Lanie: On the contrary. I would be very interested in hearing your learn-ed 

fucking opinion. 

 

Eva: I would suggest for the sake of continued genial conversation that we 

change the fucking subject. 

 

Lanie: I disagree. 

 

Eva: I won’t have politics discussed on a Sunday. You know that.  

 

Lanie: Politics my arse. You know shit all about politics. 

 

Eva: As I told you yesterday and the day before and the day before that, my 

politics are of no concern of yours, old girl. 
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Lanie: Private are they? Your political persuasions? 

 

Eva: My bloody oath they’re private. 

 

Lanie: When was the last time you voted? Cast a vote. Had your informed say 

about the preferred political policies of the bastard running this country. 

 

Eva: Never you mind when I voted or who the fuck I voted for. 

 

Lanie: No please. Go on, enlighten me on whom is the current Prime Minister 

of this country and whether or not you voted for him or her. Though I 

doubt in this bitch of a place it’d be a woman. 

 

Eva: I know who the Prime Minister is. I know very well who the bloody 

Prime Minister is. 

 

Lanie: How? How do you know? Been watching the television? Listening to the 

wireless? Conversing with the fucking city council? 

 

Eva: I just know. 

 

Lanie: Who is it then? 

 

Eva: Don’t matter who it is.  

 

Lanie: It does. It most certainly does matter who it is. 

 

Eva: It’s some bastard that’s for sure. 

 

Lanie: I could’ve told ya’ that.  
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Eva: If I could vote…cast my opinion…it’ll be when some black fella is going 

for the job. Fuck knows how some white university educated fuckwit in a 

big bastard of a house that has some token abo name and who 

acknowledges the traditional land-owners every time he goes out to 

fucking lunch thinks that the sins are so easily forgiven. 

 

Lanie: Whose sins? Ya getting politics confused with the confessional again. 

 

Eva: Ya know what I’m talking about . 

 

Lanie: I didn’t do nothing to ‘em. 

 

Eva: This is their fucking country and it’s more than fucking obvious it is not 

a place for pale women descended from the fucking English criminal 

classes. 

 

Lanie: Don’t you go tellin’ me this country isn’t mine…they took this country. I 

know that. But I had nothin’ to do with that…weren’t me. It weren’t 

theirs, but they took it. What the fuck can ya expect…Murderers, rapists, 

prostitutes, thieves… 

 

Eva: /original fuckin’ boat people.  

 

Lanie: They weren’t gonna come here and ask to fucking share now were they? 

 

Eva: That being my point. 

 

Lanie: You got gall to be tellin’ me this land don’t belong to me after I squatted 

bare-arsed on the banks’a that there dry creek bed and felt me babies 

leakin’ outta me into the dirt. Dripping outa me, slipping down me 

thighs. All the little girls. Little clots’a blood. Little moist things. Six 

babies I lost to this land. Six. This country’ll suck a womb dry. Greedy 

fuckin’ place this. S’what happens when something’s so dead. It gets a 

smell’a life…sniffs it out…in the dust storms and the red desert heat. 

Creeps up ya legs and pushes itself inside ya, reaches up and tears it right 

outta ya. An’ you…well you’re clamping ya legs together and writhing 
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in the dirt, praying the little bastard’ll grab hold a something…but it 

can’t. Too fuckin’ small and this country’s too fucking strong. An’ when 

it’s over, ya look at the dark patch in the dirt and you say “Alright you 

bitch, you fucking cunt, ya got another one.” An ya walk away. This 

country’s just as much mine as anyone’s. That dirt out there…that’s my 

family. I got blood ties to that dirt…my bastard kids are out there, 

soaking up the sun, soaking into the dirt, soft little bones drying in the 

creek. I got just as much claim to this land as any other bastard that’s got 

their blood tied to it. 

 

Eva: Ya got ya point an’ I got mine. I suggest we leave it at that. 

 

Lanie: All them women.  

 

Eva: What women? 

 

Lanie: Them women. Them poor parched bitches. With the creeks and the ridge 

and the rocks that took their names. After they died. Ya right. It mightn’t 

be a place meant for pale women descended from the English criminal 

classes but they gave it a shot and fought the bitch to the best of their 

abilities. Trying to scratch a livin’ in her dust. Out here in the heat and 

the dirt and the flies. Birthin’ their shrivelled little dead babies. 

 

Eva: But she should’na had to go through that. We should put a stop to it.  

 

Lanie: Ya could’na stopped it. Nuthin’ else for her ta do out here. 

 

Eva: She’s not like you. She’s not like me either. The good fucking Christ 

knows why we’re still here with her. But she’s gotta move on and that 

child’s gotta go too. Poor little Angel.  

 

Lanie: Wings no good to her here. 

 

Eva: Sometimes I feel ‘em. Flutterin’ against her back. Little sad scorched 

stumps of things. 
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(Pause) 

 

Lanie: Who give birth to that one again?  

(talking about Dawn now) 

 

Eva: You know who gave birth to her. Don’t be losing the fucking plot on me 

now, it’s too early. (talking about Maggie) 

 

Lanie: Not her. The other one. The one we’re here for. I don’t recall having a 

girl that lived. Though me minds not as sharp as it used to be. Abstaining 

will do that to ya. 

 

Eva: Don’t matter. We been motherin’ her for 30 years or more now. Joint 

custody I reckon. 

 

Lanie: Must be yours I reckon. Same temperament. Snappish. An’ I recall you 

going behind the service station with her old man on the odd occasion. 

Before he went off to Townsville. Apparently with them other boys of 

your acquaintance. 

 

 Eva: I never rooted anyone out the back. I got a bit more class than fuckin’ 

you. I’d remember pulling a root out the back. Not something I’d be 

likely to forget. 

 

Lanie: Most aren’t that memorable. Forgotten more than I recall. Mind you I 

remember old Sandy Duncan quite clearly.  

 

Eva: I’m sure your esteem was a comfort to him as he was bleedin’ out under 

that Ford. 

 

Dawn is dragging stuff out from under the counter. 

 

Lanie: What you looking for love? 
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Dawn: Ice cream container and a pen. 

 

Eva: No ice-cream for years love. Containers all perished. Years back. 

 

Lanie: We’ve already established there is nuthin’ available in the line of 

refreshments. Stop repeatin’ ya’self. 

 

Eva: Got a pen somewhere though. 

 

Dawn: Pens no good to me if ya haven’t got an ice cream bucket. 

 

Eva: Ah well that’s sorted then. 

 

Dawn: Perhaps a box might do. I could draw eyes on a box. 

 

Lanie: Ya gonna put a box on ya head then. 

 

Dawn: if there’s one available. 

 

Lanie: You’ll look bloody stupid walking around town with a box on ya head, 

girl. 

 

Eva: Who’s gonna see her? She can put a box on her head if she wants. 

 

Lanie: She’ll look like a fucking halfwit. 

 

Eva: Who’s gonna see her? 

 

Lanie: Slow. 
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Eva: What? 

 

Lanie: Slow. She’ll look like one a them poor slow-witted bastards that wear 

stupid things on their heads ‘cause no-one tells them they look simple. 

 

Eva: No-one is gonna see her for Christ’s sake. 

 

Lanie: We’ll see her and I find it offensive that a girl who is not a slow-witted 

poor bastard is going out of her way to look like one. S’not right. 

 

Dawn: I just want to keep that Maggie offa me head. When I leave. When I take 

off up the road. To wait. Don’t want him turning up and I got scabs all 

over me from that Maggie. Scabs aren’t very attractive when you going 

to meet a bloke. 

 

Lanie: Well wearing a box on ya head don’t suggest he’ll be pantin’ at the bit 

either. 

 

Dawn: I love him, ya know. 

 

Eva: Yeah love, we know. 

 

Dawn: He’s comin’ soon hey? Hey Lanie?  

 

(Pause) 

 

God brung him here I reckon. Dunno why but he did. Brung him to me. 

He’s like an angel hey? 

 

Lanie: As are you love. A poor bloody dirt angel. 

 

Dawn: ‘Cept for he’s dressed all in black of course.  
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Maggie: Man in black. 

 

Dawn: But don’t ya reckon he shines? Like Uriel or Gabriel or one them other 

angels…? 

 

Lanie: Not that familiar with most of the angels, meself.  

 

Dawn: Must be an angel ‘cause I got God in me now and he gave God to me.  

 

Lanie: Christ knows he brought the almighty down on us that’s for sure. 

 

Dawn: He did. He brought God…‘cause I…I’m just shining too…there’s this 

heat in me…Christ …it’s burning me. Burning the skin and the sin and 

the dirt clean outta me and I feel like I could just burn through this town 

and this desert and you…yeah burn bloody all a’ you, I would…and I’d 

strip the skin clean off’a your bones. And you know what? 

 

Eva: What’s that love? 

 

Dawn: While you’se was burnin’ I’d laugh. I’d laugh an’ laugh. ‘Cause I’d 

know…know for sure that God was in you’se too. His fire’d take you’se 

all up to heaven and we could dance with the angels…Uriel and them 

other blokes and they’d wrap they’re big white wings around us and we’d 

stay with ‘em. ‘Cause it’d be cool. Cool and white and soft and no dirt’d 

get under ya fingernails or in ya mouth…it’d be like being in snow. 

Hey…HEY…I bet those angels’d know Johnny Cash songs…all’ a them. 

Be like a party wouldn’t it? I fell in to a burnin’ ring’a fire, I went down 

down down and the flames they went higher and it burns burns burns 

that ring’a fire…that ring’a fire…I love him I reckon. That preacher. 

That bloke all in black ‘cept for that lil’ll white bit at his throat. 

 

Maggie: Like a Magpie. Big black Magpie swooped outta the desert and got at 

her. Give her a God almighty good one. Got at her real good. Good and 

proper. 
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Left a big scab. Big scabby scab that stopped her bleedin’, hey. 

‘Ventually fell outta her that scab. Here in the dirt. Then it just burnt 

right up. Right here in the dirt. That’s what I heard. Heard that hey 

Lanie? 

 

Lanie: That’s right darlin’. 

 

Dawn: Stop talking to that child. Told ya a thousand times to ignore that child. 

Ignore it. Pretend it’s not there. Forget it. 

 

Eva: That what you did? Forget it? 

 

Dawn: Yes. 

 

Lanie: Why? 

 

Dawn: To make it go away. 

 

Eva: Where’s it gonna go love? 

 

Dawn: Away. Somewhere else. Townsville maybe. 

 

Lanie: It could go with you. You’re leaving aren’t ya. Hitting the road? 

 

Eva: Gotcha suitcase packed. Ready to take off. 

 

Lanie: Or would she be an inconvenience love? Get in ya way? Disrupt ya 

romantic notions? 

 

Eva: Preacher mightn’t take to a child born outta wedlock. 

 

Dawn: Born in original sin. 
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Lanie: That’s right. They got rules don’t they. Commandments or some fucking 

thing. 

 

Dawn: He had a rose bush/ 

 

Eva: /that’s right, ya planted it out the back near the big tank. Beats the shit 

outta me how it grew out here/ 

 

Lanie: /in the desert. Desert Rose. Grew real big. Opened up with the/ 

 

Eva: /dawn. Grew and grew for months that bloody thing… 

 

Maggie: /in the dirt… 

 

Lanie: /dirty bastard. Taking advantage… 

 

Eva: /talking ‘bout love/ 

 

Maggie: /love and forgiveness/ 

 

Lanie: /and sin/ 

 

Dawn: /and he saved my soul/ 

 

Eva: /soulless bastards those preachers. 

 

Dawn: He wasn’t. He was full of God and he saved me. 

 

Lanie: Well that’s highly fucking debatable. 
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Dawn: I’m going. I’m getting the fuck outta here. With or without a box on me 

head too. 

 

She leaves. Lanie restrains Maggie who is making a noise like a starving baby bird. 

Dawn stays inside the fence line and walks the perimeter. 

 

Lanie: Shh love. She’ll be back. 

 

Eva: Should’a stole herself a vehicle, one that was workin’ a’course, that’s 

what she shoulda done. 

 

Lanie: Says the voice of the fucking prophet. 

 

Eva: A good vehicle’s a beautiful thing out here. The only thing that’ll keep a 

woman going. That ya can get anywhere…escape in. Ya can control a 

vehicle if ya smart enough. It’ll move with ya…to your own rhythm. 

Look after ya in all this distance…You can plan a journey inna good 

vehicle… 

 

Lanie: Didn’t live up to ya expectations when considering old Sandy’s situation.  

 

Eva: I’m not talking about one a those Ford automatic bastards. A woman’s 

gotta be able to slide through the gears…slow and easy like…stroke that 

vehicle through its paces. Let it move under ya. Now you tell me if 

there’s a bloke you’ve rooted was as easy to drive? Give it its head when 

it wants it…but the trick to drivin’ in a vehicle is to stay in control of it. 

A technique I am quite certain you never quite accustomed yaself to 

when you were in the drivin’ seat so to speak. 

 

Lanie: More focussed on handlin’ that stick shift in a manner more pleasin’ to 

the differential of the said vehicle, I reckon. 

 

Eva: Therein lays ya first mistake, old girl. 
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Lanie: All I ever recall drivin’ is a few sluts’ heads into walls when they 

whinged about me rootin’ their old men but apart from that/ 

 

EVa: /this is me point, see? 

 

Lanie: Be fucked if I actually know what ya drivin at/ 

 

Maggie: Fuckin’/ kissy/kissy fuck fuck/love ya/longtime/ speeding up/ 

 

Lanie: Go like the fucking clappers is the speed I recall bein’ most familiar with. 

Reputation be fucked. Fuck this vehicle bullshit. I’m beginnin’ ta lose me 

interest in this conversation. 

 

Eva: I’m telling you, if you look after a vehicle, oil it, feed it a bitta fuel every 

now and again, give it a decent polish once in a blue moon, it’ll take ya 

to hell and back any way you want. Ride ya fucking arse off in it all day 

if ya choose and won’t run outta fuel in two minutes either.  

 

Lanie: I should have got me fucking licence hey!!! 

 

Eva: And, old girl, the difference between your rides and mine is mine won’t 

smack you in the mouth when it’s pissed or leave ya lying on ya fucking 

back to bleed out inta the fuckin’ dirt when it’s finished with ya.  

 

Unless a’ course you smash it. Then ya fucked anyway so no matter… 

 

Lanie: Never copped a flogging I didn’t deserve. 

 

Eva: Bullshit. 

 

Lanie: Ya cop ya flogging and get on with it. Out here. Rules are different.  

 

Eva: Bullshit.  
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Lanie: Never killed me did it?  

 

Eva: Killed a coupl’a ya kids though didn’t it? 

 

Lanie: (picking up some dirt, letting it run through her fingers) 

She’s thrown every punch at me she can. She couldn’t kill me, so she 

used the heat and the dirt and the flies ta drive the blokes mad. Thinkin’ 

they might do it for her. Took more ‘an a few piss-weak floggin’s to kill 

me.  

 

Didn’t it? Didn’t it? Thought that Tommy Pierce was gonna kill me that 

time when he kept kickin’ me guts in after a big Sundee session on the 

rum. Didn’t though did he. The bastard. I got up an’ spat in his face and 

fucked his mate a few hours later behind the beer garden. Took me 

flogging and moved on. That prick drove a fucken’ Ford too as I recall. 

And if ya hadn’t noticed there’s no more men, there’s no more water and 

there’s no more fuckin’ fuel, so we’ve all been flogged now haven’t we 

and we’re still here. 

 

That’s the problem with this one. How the fuck she s’posed to toughen 

up if she can’t take a beatin’. God knows I took enough for her. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Maggie is Dawn’s father. He has Lanie by the throat, up against a wall of the service 

station. 

 

Father: You know about it? Did ya? Did ya? 

 

Lanie: Had me suspicions. 

 

Father: Ya just let it go on. 

 

Lanie: Not my business. 
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Father: Not your business ya reckon? 

 

Lanie: Yeah. I reckon. 

 

Father: Ya just as bad as she is ya fuckin’ moll. 

 

He lets go of her throat and throws her to the ground. 

 

Lanie: (gets up and punches him hard) 

 

You keep ya hands off her, ya here me! Keep ya bloody hands off her! 

 

 (He hits her back and she spits blood into the dirt.) 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Maggie: An’ did I hear you say he was a’meetin’ ya here today…To take you to 

his mansion in the skyyyyyyy… 

 

Dawn is still walking the perimeter, her gaze constantly on the horizon. She looks afraid 

of the distance. 

 

Lanie: Nah a good floggin’ never hurt anyone, ‘less it kills ya a’ course. 

 

(Pause) 

 

You better go tell her. 

 

Eva: I’m not telling her not again. It don’t sink in. Thirty years the same 

fuckin’ conversation is wearin’ a little thin. 

 

Lanie: It’s your turn. 
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Eva: Most certainly is not. 

 

Lanie: You’re her mother. 

 

Eva: I don’t recall that we established that for certain. 

 

Lanie: Well she’s got your snide temperament. I’m too old ta be her mother. 

 

Eva: Well she’s got your inclination to root inappropriate men. 

 

Lanie: All women have an inclination to root inappropriate men, as if ya didn’t 

know miss higher than friggin’ mighty.  

 

Eva: Old Lillian Harris didn’t. Died intact I reckon. 

 

Lanie: That’s cause she rooted women. 

 

Eva: She did not.  

 

Lanie: I’m tellin’ you if she was a bloke she would’ a been  called a confirmed 

bachelor. 

 

Eva: But she lived with her cousin. 

 

Lanie: Weren’t her cousin. 

 

Eva: True hey? 

 

Lanie: On me grave if I had one. 

 

Eva: How’d you know?  
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Lanie: Give it a shot once. 

 

Eva: For Christ’s sake/ 

 

Lanie: Rubbed up against her when she had no pants on. 

 

Eva: Ya didn’t. 

 

Lanie: I did. 

 

Eva: What ya weren’t getting enough from every other bastard with a prick 

around here. Had ta give a clacker a go too did ya? 

 

Lanie: Just thought I’d broaden me horizons. 

 

Eva: And? 

 

Lanie: Didn’t take to it all that much. But was interestin’. 

Soft. Soft and/ 

 

Eva: /Spare me! 

 

Lanie: You asked. 

 

Eva: Just fucken’ spare me the details. 

 

Lanie: You probably would’a got into it. 

 

Eva: Meaning? 
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Lanie: Meaning, running a service station. Your affinity with vehicles and such.  

Not very feminine are ya? 

 

Eva: Well. Lillian Harris hey. Who’d have thought. 

 

Lanie: Not somethin’ you’d advertise out here I expect. 

 

Eva: No. S’pect not. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Lanie: Ya best go get her then.  

 

Eva: One of us better. 

 

Lanie: Yep. 

 

Eva: Maybe she’ll come back of her own accord. 

 

Lanie: She hasn’t for the last thirty years. 

 

Eva: Maybe she will today. 

 

Lanie: Doubt it. 

 

Eva: It’d be over. 

 

Lanie: Yep. Maybe. Fuck I’m tired. 

 

Eva: First I’ve heard. 
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Lanie: I’m old. (A dingo is heard)  

 

Maggie: No/sleep/for/the/wicked/sleep of the dead/now I lay/me/down in 

green/pastures/yea though I walk through the/ 

 

Lanie: I’m tired. I wanna see me kids. Me poor little dead kids. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Eva: When do ya reckon was the last time it rained. 

 

Lanie: It weren’t water that flooded Brownsville. It was smoke. 

 

Eva: Jesus I could do with a smoke. When was the last time I had a smoke ya 

reckon? 

 

Lanie: Rollie? 

 

Eva: Yeah. 

 

Lanie: Drum or a Royal? 

 

Eva: Royal. 

 

Lanie: Dunno. 

 

Eva: Drum then. 

 

Lanie: Nineteen Seventy thr…no. Two. No…Dunno. 

 

Eva: What about a Winnie. 
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Lanie: Dunno. 

 

Eva: Well, it’s a good while I reckon. 

 

Lanie: Yep. Reckon it would be. Probably around the last time I had a 

FUCKEN CUP OF DECENT COFFEE! 

 

Eva: Used ta love a smoke. 

 

Lanie: Ya temperament was a lot better too. 

 

Eva: Driving. Smokin’. Playing the radio with the windows down. Searchin’ 

for a breeze. Searchin’. Lookin out for a bitta shade in all that distance to 

pull up under and have a kip. 

 

Lanie: Can be claustrophobic all that distance. Stops up ya lungs. Gives ya a 

cancer in the lungs, distance does.Ya can feel all that distance pressing 

down on ya. Squeezin’ the life outta ya. Ya realise how fucken’ 

insignificant ya are when ya consider all that distance surroundin’ us out 

here.  

 

Dawn: Behind me…always is the distance. Distance smells red. It is the blood 

of this land. It pulses…shimmers…though it’s sorta…fading…every day 

it seems to…fade.  

 

Maggie: An’ did I hear ya say…he was a’meetin’ ya here today… 

 

Lanie: Gets us all ‘ventually. The distance… 

 

Eva: Didn’t get the blacks though.  

 

Maggie: Nah. They thrive on the distance.  
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A dingo howls like it’s in pain. 

 

Eva: We just disappear in it. It’s like we was never here. It’s like this land 

don’t care if we was here or not when she starts throwin’ all that distance 

at ya. 

 

Maggie: They’s the shadows ya see in the landscape…those blacks…loomin’ 

‘cross the country…coverin’ up us white girls…stretchin’ outta the 

distance.  

 

Lanie: I’ll give ya that. They’re not scared a movin’ through all that distance. 

Anyone who can take offa their shoes and go ‘I’ll take you and ya 

distance on’ must have some nouse about ‘em hey? 

 

Eva: Children of the distance. Us white women never took to it as well. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Do ya actually remember the last time it was green ‘round here? How 

long you reckon since this land was fertile. 

 

Lanie: Dunno. When that poor little bitch was born in the fuel and the fire? 

Didn’t rain then. Oh no. Hasn’t rained since. 

 

(Pause) 

 

You’ll get burnt. Better come inside now outta the sun. Ya’ll blister up. 

Ya’ll get ya skin all irritated. Come on. Inside, hear? 

 

Maggie: /Delta Dawn what’s that flower ya have on…Delta… 

Last straw hey? When I got birthed outta her. Me grand-pop lost his 

mind all the way hey. Her mind went too. Went with me grand-pops. 

That’s why we’s all still here. She was a 
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force/force/once/me/mum…Delta Dawn what’s that flower ya have 

on…Delta… 

 

Dawn: Where is he? 

 

Lanie: What time was he comin’ love? 

 

Dawn: Dawn. 

 

Eva: Men are unreliable when it comes ta time love. 

 

Dawn: But I been waiting for ever. 

 

Maggie: Thirty years. That’s all. Not long in the big scheme a’things. In this 

distance. 

 

Lanie: He’s not far love. 

 

Dawn: How do you know? 

 

Lanie: I just know he’s probably a lot closer than you think. 

 

Dawn: Do I look alright? 

 

Eva: Might wanna brush ya hair. 

 

Lanie: No good takin’ off into the wide blue yonder with ya hair all ratty. 

 

Maggie: Don’ wanna look like a scrubber from the bush when he gets here. 

 

Eva: Got a brush in ya suitcase? In ya toiletries? 

 

Dawn: No. 

 

Lanie: Well ya can’t go to the Coast without a brush. 
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Eva: Maybe ya just can’t remember packin’ it. 

 

Dawn: I would recall packin’ a brush. 

 

Maggie: She don’t recall. 

 

Lanie: Why don’t we open up that suitcase and check? 

 

Dawn: No. I’m certain I didn’t pack me toiletries. 

 

Eva: Are ya now? 

 

Dawn: Certain of it. 

 

Lanie: Well it might be worth a look anyway. 

 

Dawn: No.  

 

Maggie: She won’t open it. 

 

Lanie: What about a fine tooth comb? 

 

Eva: What good’s that? 

 

Lanie: /case she gets a dose of The Nits. 

 

Eva: Ya get The Nits from kids. No kids around here. 

 

Lanie: They got some kids out there don’t they? 

 

Eva: Don’t recall. 

 

Lanie: Well ya must remember there being kids in Townsville.  

Can’t ignore kids…noisy bastards… 

 

Eva: Don’t recall there being kids out there. 
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Lanie: HAH! That’s’ cause ya never went.  

 

TIMESHIFT 

Maggie is Dawn’s father. He is de-lousing her. The sky is the colour of kerosene. He is 

rubbing kero on her head straight out of the bottle and dragging a Nit come through her 

tangled hair. Dawn is crying. Making a lot of noise. 

 

Dawn: Please dad…Daddy…please…please…God… 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn:  Had The Nits once. Me dad washed me head in kero. Burnt me scalp off. 

Same colour as the sky out here that kero was. 

 

Eva: Come out in the heat, The Nits. Outta the ground. Climb up ya. Inta ya 

head. 

 

Lanie: Had The Crabs once or twice but never The Nits. 

 

Eva: The Nits only like clean hair. 

 

Lanie: That explains it. Liked to keep meself tidy and clean downstairs. 

 

Eva: Who gave ya The Crabs? 

 

Lanie: Dunno. But I can assure you I shared ‘em around. 

 

Dawn: I don’ wanna be passin’ The Nits on when I get ta the Coast. Ya reckon I 

got time to wash me hair? 

 

Lanie: With what?  

 

Eva: Just keep that box on ya head. We’ll spray the insides of it with Mortein 

or somethin’.  
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Maggie: No water for washin’. Nup. None. Went up in smoke the water did. With 

the petrol. 

 

There is the sound of planes, explosions, napalm being dropped.  

 

Lanie: Bloody disgrace. Travelling without a comb for The Nits. 

 

Maggie: Bloody disgrace. Same as me. Bloody disgrace. That’s what they said. 

Bloody disgrace, me. Maggie Grace. That was gonna be me name. 

Maggie Grace rhymes with bloody disgrace, hey? 

 

Eva: Ya sure ya haven’t got a brush in there? 

 

Maggie: Bloody disgrace I said hey? 

 

Lanie: She’s a bloody disgrace. No shoes. No Hat. No cardy. No brush. What 

the fuck ya reckon she packed? What ‘xactly did ya pack love? 

 

Dawn: Just stuff. Stuff I need.  

 

Lanie: Let’s have a look then. 

 

Dawn: Nah I’m sorted. 

 

Eva: Got any money. 

 

Dawn: What? 

 

Eva: Money. 

 

Lanie: You’ll need some money love. 

 

Maggie: N’case ya wanna buy an ice-cream or somethin’… 

 

Dawn: I…yes…I… 
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Eva: How much? 

 

Dawn: ‘Nough. Nough for a ice-cream. A Have-a-Heart… 

 

Maggie: The pajama wearers stole his mind and the ‘merican’s tore out his 

heart…made him heartless. That’s what I heard, hey? Without a heart he 

couldn’t stomach the ‘merican. No he just couldn’t. 

 

The sounds of Vietnamese women and children screaming as the napalm whistles down 

from the sky from American planes. 

 

Dawn: I’m not sure…I… 

 

Lanie: Where’s ya purse? 

 

Dawn: I ‘spect I packed it. 

 

Lanie: Best check. 

 

Eva: Can’t be forgetting ya purse. 

 

Dawn: I got it. 

 

Lanie: Best check. 

 

Dawn: I’m sure I packed it. 

 

Lanie: Best check. 

 

Dawn: She’ll be right. 

 

Maggie: ‘Cause she walks downtown with a suitcase in her hand… 

 

Eva: Open your case love.  

 

Dawn:  No. 
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Lanie: Come on love. Open it up. 

 

Dawn: No. 

 

Maggie: Lookin’ for a mysterious dark-haired man… 

 

Dawn: He’s Fair. Fair-haired. 

 

Lanie: Not after the heat he wasn’t. Petrol got him… 

 

Eva: Ash. Ash in his hair. 

 

Dawn: He was flame…Burnt right through me…I fell inta a burning ring a 

fire… 

 

Lanie: Right up in flames… 

 

Eva: With ya dad. 

 

Dawn: Me dad broke me heart. Tore it outta me and set fire to it…went down, 

down, down and the flames went higher… 

 

Maggie: Ashes to Ashes/ 

 

Dawn: Christ…it’s burning me. Burning the skin and the sin and the dirt… 

 

Lanie: Dust to Dust/ 

 

Dawn: /clean outta me/ 

 

Eva: /yea though I walk through/ 

 

Dawn: Hot/ 

 

Maggie: The Valley/ 
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Dawn: Hot/ 

 

Eva: /Of the Shadow/ 

 

Dawn: /Hot/ 

 

Maggie: Bloody disgrace what happened here…all cause of Maggie Grace… 

 

Lanie: In the heat’a the flames/ 

 

Eva: You was gonna call her Maggie Grace/ 

 

Lanie: But for the Grace of fuckin’ God/ 

 

Dawn: /No God out here/ 

 

Lanie: God drowned in all that petrol/ 

 

Lanie: Not a country for pale skinned women… 

 

Maggie: /their names noted in plaques, scratched into tree stumps, chiselled on the 

face of monuments…waiting for someone to read them out loud/ 

 

Dawn: /Maggie Grace/ 

 

 Maggie: /Mary Kathleen, Taravale, Claravale, Bellalie, Edith Downs, Mt 

Margret–Tracy–Victoria–Helen–Joy/ 

 

Lanie: /Descended from the English criminal classes/ 

 

Eva: Cross the Great Divide and she looms – Mt Misery – throwing her 

enormous shadow… 

 

Lanie: /that gives no shade/ 
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Eva:  /across the desert/ 

 

Lanie: /burning the petrified bones of the dead women and girl children/ 

 

Maggie:  /their names immortalised in signs naming dry creeks, properties or 

valleys – Julia, Sandy, Maiden Creeks. Edith, Lana, Melinda, Alice 

Downs/ 

 

Lanie: /Ancient bones covered in earth. Bones that whisper the stories of 

forgotten women as they push through the dry skin of this land/ 

 

 TIMESHIFT 

There are flames everywhere. Cars are on fire and the bowsers are exploding. Lanie is 

wrestling the rose bush out of the dirt. Dawn is screaming. Still squatting in the dirt. 

There is blood running out of her. Down her legs. Maggie is singing throughout. 

 

Maggie: Delta Dawn…What’s that flower you have on…? 

 

Lanie: Come on you Bastard… 

 

Maggie: Could it be a faded Rose from day’s gone byyyyy… 

 

Lanie:  (her hands are bleeding as the thorns tear her skin) 

 

You stinkin’ rotten Bastard… 

 

Maggie: And did I hear you say he was a meeting you here todayyyy… 

 

Lanie: You hear me God…You fuckin’ listenin’ you Bastard? Ya not fucking’ 

getting her!  

 

Maggie: To take you to his mansion in the skyyyyyyy… 

 

Lanie finally gets the rose bush out of the ground and begins tearing it to shreds. Her 

hands continue to bleed. Running over the blossoms. Dripping into the earth that sucks 
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at the moisture greedily. A silence creeps out of the distance. Dawn crawls over and 

snatches up one of the discarded roses. 

 

Lanie: Let it go girl. (Trying to take the rose) No good ta ya now. It’ll chain ya 

to this moment. Those thorns get under ya skin, poison ya, never get ‘em 

out. Ya hear me?  

 

Dawn holds the rose tighter as the flames turn the sky orange and the rose turns 

brilliant red and Maggie is born in the dirt and on the shreds of the rose bush. Dawn 

shrieks and cradles the rose. 

 

Lanie: (tears the cord, picks up the child and curses God) 

Why? In the name of all that’s fuckin’ sacred…WHY..? 

 

The sound of choppers. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn: He’s not comin’ is he? 

 

Eva: No, love. He’s not. 

 

Dawn: Is he dead? 

 

Maggie: /in the mansion in the sky/ 

 

Lanie: Reckon so love. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Maggie is Dawn’s father. He is rolling a cigarette standing in front of the service 

station. Planes are getting closer. Dawn is going into labour, though trying to get into 

one of the cars.  

 

Maggie: See there would be this sorta vacuum. Ya could feel the air getting 

sucked outta ya. It was real quiet. Real quiet. Even the fuckin’ birds 

would stop.  

(He licks the paper and seals the smoke)  

Then outta the distance ya’d hear it.  
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(Whispers) Ka-Boom. Then the distance’d smack ya in the face and 

knock ya on ya arse. Ka-Boom.  

 (He moves toward and leans on a bowser and sticks the smoke in his 

mouth). Ka-boom. 

 

Lanie: Christ! It’s comin. Eva it’s fuckin’ comin/ 

 

Maggie: We knew then. Yeah we knew ya’d dropped some more a that shit. 

 

Lanie: We gotta get her outta here/ 

 

Maggie: (he releases one of the hoses from the bowser and dribbles petrol on the 

ground. The earth shrinks) 

 

Wanna smoke? Aussie tobacco? 

 

Lanie: Get that fuckin’ vehicle started for Christ’s sake… 

 

Maggie: See the thing is mate. I don’t like American cigarettes. Never did. Don’t 

like American smoke…Smoke comin’ outta the sky…shrivelling up the 

little kiddies…the little girls… 

(Pulls a Zippo out of his pocket, lights the smoke)  

Good lighters though. 

 

Eva: Bastard’s flooded…Fuckin’ Fords/ 

 

Maggie: S’matter a’fact I don’t like Americans much. Ka-Boom.  

‘Specially don’t like Americans gardenin’ with me little girl. Planting 

useless things. Things not meant to grow.  

Sure ya don’t wanna smoke?  

 

Eva: Get to the creek…RUN/ 

 

Maggie: See I bought some of that other stuff ya planted. Over there. Got me an 

Orange and before I knew it I was covered in Orange. 
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Lanie: She’s not going anywhere…it’s comin/ 

 

Maggie: Ya know it’s the only word in the English language that don’t rhyme 

with anythin’? 

 

Lanie: Jesus, God and all that’s holy, don’t take another one… 

 

Eva: Fuckin’ drag her if ya have to… 

 

Dawn: Daddy…it hurts/ 

 

Maggie: I know darlin’. I know. 

 

Dawn: DaDDDYYY… 

 

Maggie: Ka-boom. 

 

He lights the Zippo and tosses it in the petrol. The world explodes. 

 

Dawn: Daddy…no… 

 

Eva is trying to hose the flames. There is no water. She catches on fire. Dingoes are 

howling. The flames crawl toward Dawn. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Lanie: If it’s any consolation love, you weren’t the only one that was fucked. 

 

Eva: He liked a smoke ya dad did. 

 

Maggie: Maggie Grace was well and truly fucked. 

 

Dawn: What happened to me kid? 

 

Lanie: Dead. 
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Dawn: In the fire? 

 

Lanie: First breath she breathed sucked in all that distance/ 

 

Eva: /all that…Smoke…all those flames/ 

 

Lanie: /Little blossoms of her lungs just shrivelled up. 

 

Eva: Poor little bastard faded away before she even bloomed. 

 

Dawn: Him. What happened to…? 

 

Maggie: Ka-boom. 

 

Lanie: Never seen anythin’ like it/ 

 

Eva: Ever smelt burnt pork? 

 

Maggie: (voice of Dawn’s father) 

/crackling that’s been cooked too long/ 

 

Lanie: Turns ya guts that smell… 

 

Maggie: (voice of Dawn’s father)  

/turning’ black around the edges. Then it just sorta ignites. Ka boom. 

 

Sound of bombs/napalm being dropped gets louder. 

 

Lanie: If I wasn’t dyin’ meself, I woulda spewed. Putrid it was. 

 

Maggie: (voice of Dawn’s father) 

/fat. That’s what does it. Bubbles away there for a while. ‘Til it just can’t 

bubble anymore. Ka boom. Skin just sorta…bursts. And the women and 

the kids are howlin’ like dingoes/ 

 

Eva: Me hair was on fire/ 
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Lanie: /All that fuckin’ hairspray ya usta use/ 

 

Maggie: (voice of Dawn’s father)  

Then it goes quiet. Real quiet. And ya look around an’ there’s all these 

scorched things dyin’. Twisted things. Burnt ta’gether like black flowers. 

Black roses that didn’t get ‘nough rain. Fuckin’ gardenin’ alright. I know 

‘bout gardenin’. 

 

Dawn: Made me spew. Pork. When I was…you know…knocked up. 

 

Lanie: Open the case love. 

 

Dawn: Don’t want to…know… 

 

Eva: Go on. 

 

Dawn: /what’s in it? D’ya know what’s in it? 

 

Lanie: Reckon it’s the ‘merican love. 

 

Dawn: I’m goin’ ta the coast. He’s comin’ with me… 

 

Eva: We know love. 

 

 (Pause) 

 

Dawn:  Did I gather ‘im up then. 

 

Maggie: Shall we gather at the river…the beautiful, beautiful riverrrrr… 

 

Eva: Well…sorta…Bits and pieces. 

 

Lanie: /shoved ‘im, what was lefta him in the case/ 

 

Maggie: /fuckin’ stone motherless dead! 
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Lanie: Ya wanted to get ‘im to the creek… 

 

Maggie: Shall we gather at the River/ 

 

Lanie: Ya kept trying to drag ‘im and bits just kept sorta crackin’ off… 

 

Eva: /the beautiful, the beautiful, river… 

 

Maggie: Everyone’s bones end up there ‘ventually/ 

 

Dawn: I was dead…? 

 

Lanie: S’prised the fuck outta me too… 

 

Eva: /an’ we been here ever since…Christ knows why. But we have. 

 

Lanie: She worked it out ‘ventually… 

 

Eva: ‘course she fuckin’ did… 

 

Maggie: S’course we’re tied to it hey? The land… 

 

Lanie: We’re tied to it. This land. Won’t let us go the bitch. She reckons we 

wanted it. So here it is. Takes everythin’ offa us. ‘Til we’re naked and 

burnt fucking black.  

 

Maggie: Us white women gotta bear the brunt/ 

 

Lanie: We gotta bear the brunt’a what those bastards did.  

An’ ya know why?  

Cause we can take it. She knows that.  

That’s why she don’t kill the men out here.  

Couldn’t be fuckin’ bothered.  

She lets the chainsaws and the vehicles and the grog do that for her.  
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Useless bastards, men in this country.  

She got no use for them and their ideas’a mateship and heroes and 

cheerin’ fuckin’ dead soldiers paradin’ down streets, laying flowers on 

monuments.  

Nah we gotta bear the brunt’a it ‘cause she respects us.  

We survive anything she throws at us ‘till we’re fuckin’ dead and then 

she just throws a few more punches at us.  

And we keep sayin’ fuck you! She respects that.  

Penance.  

Payin’ the fuckin’ piper.  

God save the Queen and her wild Colonial Boys and let this country deal 

with the women.  

That’s why we’re still here.  

 

Eva: First bitta sense I’ve heard ya utter for 30 years or more.  

(Pause) 

 

So she’s finally passed. She’s movin’ on. 

 

Lanie: Seems like it. Hope Heaven’s like fuckin’ Townsville or she’ll be 

disappointed. 

 

 (Pause) 

 

Eva: So we can go. Best we get on then. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Lanie: Best get going before she throws another 30 yrs at us and me patience is 

wearin’ thin. 

 

Dawn: Where we gunna go? To the coast? 

 

Eva: Anywhere the fuck outta her, I reckon. Green pastures maybe. Pay a visit 

to them blokes you was talking about. Uriel and them fella’s who’re 

gonna sing Johnny Cash songs. 
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Dawn: How we gunna do that? 

 

Eva: Reckon one these bastards is gunna start today. Bastard better, I been 

fixing it for 30 years. 

 

Lanie: Leave that here. 

 

Dawn: Nuh. 

 

Lanie: You won’t be goin’ anywhere if ya don’t let go’a that suitcase. Can’t be a 

traveller no more. Time ta git. 

 

Maggie: We’ll look after it ey. We’ll chuck it in the creek. 

 

Lanie: I’ll chuck it meself, you’ll get in the vehicle with ya mother and 

grandmother. 

 

Eva: Stop talking shit old girl and get in the car. 

 

Lanie: I’m stayin’ with me kids. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Eva: Ya sure? 

 

Lanie: Yeah. Now take ya family and fuck off. 

 

Eva: I… 

 

Lanie: Spare me will ya. 

 

Eva: I… 

 

Lanie: Spare me I said. I’m sick of the sight of ya. 
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Eva: Sugars on the/ 

 

Lanie: /I know where the fuckin’ sugar is. 

 

Eva pauses then nods. She looks around. She struggles to take the suitcase off Dawn. 

Dawn hands it to Lanie. Lanie rips the faded rose off Dawn’s shirt. Dawn takes 

Maggie’s hand. They exit and get in the car Eva was fixing at the top of the play. She 

revs the engine. She guns it down the road. As the car disappears Lanie sings to the 

distance.  

 

Lanie: Delta Dawn what’s that flower you have on, Could it be a faded rose 

from days gone by… 

And did I hear ya say, he was a meeting you here today to take you to his 

mansion in the sky… 

She was 41 and her daddy still called her baby, all the folks around 

Brownsville call her crazy… 

Cause she walks downtown with a suitcase in her hand, lookin’ for a 

mysterious dark haired man… 

In her younger days they called her Delta Dawn, Prettiest woman you 

ever laid eyes on… 

But a man of low degree stood by her side, promised her he’d take her 

for his bride… 

Delta Dawn what’s that flower you have on, could it be a faded rose from 

days gone by… 

And did I hear ya say he was a meeting you here today, to take you to his 

mansion in the sky… 

 

 (opening the suitcase) 

 

Ya killed my boy ya bastard. Me only live one. You and me…we’re 

staying. Ya hear me…ya bastard we’re staying.  

No reprieve. No forgivin’. 

 

 (Pause) 

 

I’ll wait for the rain. 
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 (She looks out to the distance) 

 

Do ya worst you bitch. 

 

She goes to the sign and takes it down. Picks up her coffee cup and makes herself 

comfortable in the landscape. The landscape catches on fire briefly and as the flames 

recede, breaking through the smoke, the Southern Cross appears brightly in the sky. 

The dingo’s howl is very close now.  

 

End of play. 

 

 

As stated, the draft of the play included in this chapter utilised my storytelling 

ability to create a dramatic landscape rich in subtextual layers of cultural meaning 

which may be understood in theatrical discourses relating to the Australian Gothic 

(Carleton, 2004; Turcotte, 1998), specifically in conflicting themes concerning white 

inheritance of the landscape (Anscombe, 2010; Carleton, 2004, 2009; Maddison, 2011). 

The socio-geographic relationships as written were created from subjective associations 

with and from personal experiences of the actual and the psychological landscapes of 

my (mis)-remembered history. From thematic, theatrical and dramatic perspectives, the 

work attempted to weave my experiences into the tapestry of the play by transforming 

the (ir)-real into fiction.  

Once the first draft of the play was completed I began to immerse myself in 

landscape literature that predominantly included landscape theory, cultural geography, 

post-colonial theory and Gothic representations. From my analysis of this literature the 

following chapter attempts to identify cultural meaning that may be expressed in or 

understood from Dawn’s Faded Rose. The following chapter applies landscape studies 

as the theoretical framework that informed emergent cultural meaning in the play 

relating to: 

 Ideological Landscape 

 Colonial Landscape: White Inheritance and the Australian Gothic 

 Female Character Representation and the Gothic 

 Human character/Landscape Interaction 
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 Landscape as Place and Landscape Representation  

 The Mythic Space 

 Symbolic and Metaphoric Landscape. 

 

What follows therefore analysed the cultural meaning that may be understood 

through or made from the work and as such attempted to extend the reading of the play 

by situating the work in theoretical discussions on post-colonial themes (Anscombe, 

2010; Maddison, 2011) and current discourse in landscape studies (Elkins, 2008; Fuchs 

& Chaudhuri, 2002). In doing so the play may contribute to theoretical areas of socio-

cultural research and discourse from the position of a dramatic text. 
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Chapter 2: Landscape 

This country was hard on people. But they never seemed to hold it to account. In a way 

that seems peculiar … This country will kill you in a heartbeat and still people love it. 

(McCarthy, C., 2005, p. 271) 

 

The experience of writing Dawn’s Faded Rose made me interested in not just 

researching playwrighting practice (Nelson, 2008), but how cultural knowledge could 

emerge through the play about contexts of landscape. The literature analysis of 

landscape and post-colonial theory that follows situated the artistic work in socio-

cultural, socio-racial, socio-geographic and gendered contexts of landscape discourse 

and explored Gothic traditions in relation to the creation of a new Australian Gothic 

drama.  

This chapter introduces landscape as the thematic focus of the research through an 

analysis of landscape theory and current discourse on landscape in academic inquiry. 

The literature discussed becomes an extension of the reading of Dawn’s Faded Rose, 

rather than a plotting or mapping of landscape literature. Landscape theory helped me to 

excavate the layers of cultural meaning implicit in the play. Landscape is a symbol, ‘an 

individual view detached from the whole’ (Johansson, 2008, p. 224), and prompts the 

artistic exploration of time, memory, geographical inheritance and representation of 

women. Like so many writers who have come before me, landscape is a signifier of my 

social and cultural heritage in, as Gibson (1992) so clearly claims, the arbitrary system 

that is Australian history. Actual geography in Dawn’s Faded Rose is represented 

within theatrical atmosphere and images and in relationship to its inhabitants. The 

representation is no longer geography or nature, but landscape and therefore contains 

meaning in the cultural environment for which is it realised. However as Gibson posits, 

within cultural systems, the very notion of landscape in nature is a cultural construct (p. 

75).  

Dawn’s Faded Rose may be acknowledged as a cultural entity as it is an arbitrary 

document of personal subjectivity, dramatic persuasion and conflict, contained in a 

specific narrative history. The dramatic narrative gives rise to formulated meaning. 

Landscape as the focus and predominant symbol in the narrative is not a re-presentation 

of a portion of reality or nature but rather an imagined, interpreted and new presentation 

of the reality within the frame of the cultural world of Brownsville. Throughout this 
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study I interpret landscape theory to explore the relationship between experience, 

memory and ‘sensed form, visual form and the verbal form’ (Helsinger, 2008, p. 326). 

Landscape theorists agree that discourses pertaining to landscape analysis follow wide 

and varied methodologies that address the diverse and extensive range of landscape 

functions, forms and meanings including geographic, sociological, ideological, cultural, 

symbolic and metaphoric. Founded on the genre of landscape painting, landscape theory 

is usually applied in aesthetic contexts to variations and distanced observations on 

visual and historical arts practice. In this study landscape analysis served the dual 

purpose of analysing and interpreting the conceptual aesthetic landscape as embedded in 

the play and suggested that the play may be read outside its dramatic function to explore 

the role spatial experience has in constructing cultural meaning (Chaudhuri, 2002; 

Fuchs, 2002). Harris (2008), states: 

By studying landscapes, we can begin to see and understand some fresh 

perspectives on the mechanisms of specific cultural systems such as racism, 

oppression, strategically instituted famine, poverty, environmental degradation 

and its links and flows of capital, social exclusion and class stratification. We 

can also … gain new insights into the human impulse for sensual and spiritual 

delight, religious practice … and the great gift that is public space. (p. 190) 

 

During this study I found it difficult to separate contexts of landscape as relevant to 

the Australian Gothic genre, from post-colonial discourses of race, class, gender and 

place. While Dawn’s Faded Rose does not privilege either a white or an Indigenous 

landscape politics it became evident through the course of the study that the subtext 

evoked through the white female character relationships explores Indigenous post-

colonial theory and offers conflicting points of view from both white and Indigenous 

historical and racial perspectives. In any Australian landscape discourse, I propose that 

from cultural positions, socio-racial issues from historical perspectives are thematically 

embedded and as Maddison (2011) states: 

History matters: both recent history and long ago history. If we cannot face some 

of the uncomfortable truths about our past – if we cannot break our national 

silences – we will remain unable to engage in adaptive work in the present and 

the future. (pp. 47–48) 
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The uniformity of historic representations of landscape from the sensibilities of a 

white Australian position and from the white Australian spatial perspective, traditionally 

construct the continent as vast open space, empty and isolated, devoid of human life, 

industry and architecture. As Carter (2010) discusses, Aborigines, like convicts, ‘only 

appear in the pages of history as tale–bearers’ (p. 323). Gibson (1992) suggests that 

unlike Indigenous historical artefacts, white Australian artefacts are non-existent or 

unrecognised outside of ‘mythic’ social or cultural structures. Contemporary ‘structural 

realities entrench Indigenous disadvantage’ and Indigenous identity is variously 

constructed for various purposes and consistently associated with landscape and country 

(Anscombe, 2010, pp. 45–54). Gibson suggests this is due to white Australian artists 

being mesmerised by a pre-occupation with landscape and as such continue to attempt, 

after several hundred years, to define a non-Aboriginal Australia (p. 1). Maddison 

(2011) claims that ‘recognising that colonialism is not a historical event but an ongoing 

process is crucial to our [Australian] adaptive processes’ (p. 49). From the perspective 

of immediate and popular dramatic culture, this concept filters through new Australian 

Gothic plays, wherein playwrights are trying to come to terms with their place in the 

bloody landscape of history. 

Dawn’s Faded Rose attempts to culturally engage with the spatial experience from 

a (white) modern world perspective, wherein the characters sense of identity is both 

enabled and disabled through the diegetic flow between themselves and their 

relationship to and of the history of themselves in the landscape. Dawn’s Faded Rose 

questions the dominant ideological and/or mythological perceptions which have been 

used by ‘white Australians to promote a sense of the significance of (white) European 

society in the Australian landscape:  

 

Eva: This is their fucking country and it’s more than fucking 

obvious it is not a place for pale women descended from 

the fucking English criminal classes. 

Lanie: Don’t you go tellin’ me this country isn’t mine… they 

took this country. I know that. But I had nothin’ to do with 

that… weren’t me. It weren’t theirs, but they took it. What 

the fuck can ya expect… Murderers, rapists, prostitutes, 

thieves/ 
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Eva: /original fuckin’ boat people. (Hassall, 2011, Dawn’s 

Faded Rose [Draft 1], see p. 63) 

 

For Lanie ‘to be without landscape is perhaps, not to be’ (Harris, 2008, p. 191). In 

stating that the colonial history was an event she had no control over she claims her 

right to the landscape even if that right is tenuous in the present circumstance. As such, 

areas of the play acknowledge Gibson’s (1992) discussion on the problematic in cultural 

landscape discourse, specifically that the play may be read as falling into ‘classic 

nationalist orthodoxies that have always run through landscape tradition; indigenous 

[woman] becomes equated with spirit of place and white [women] are alienated from 

spirit of place’ (p. 79). However, Dawn’s Faded Rose consciously attempted to 

challenge mythopoeist discourse by locating the narrative in a dramatic framework 

wherein landscape was independent of the national identity; pro-active in its own 

decision making processes and assumed neither a white alienated perspective nor a 

black spiritual position. Landscape became performative and therefore prone to 

alternative dramatic and theatrical representation and in the final draft, prone to conflict 

associated with external factors alternative to European or Indigenous perspectives.  

 

The Landscape Within 

 

… the creative writer must ‘due to the nature of the written form, stand outside oneself 

and look in at the self looking out … ultimately seeing only the reflections of their own 

truth in multiple images. (Goldberg cited in Ely, Vinz, Downing, & Anzul, 1997, p. 16) 

 

Scourfield’s novel Other Country (2007) opens with the narrator observing a 

cowboy crouched in the dust, tracing a rough outline of Australia in the red dirt. He 

traces a line from above the Tropic of Capricorn to the top end of the country. Below 

the line he tells the narrator that this familiar landscape is Australia. He points then with 

a single direct finger above the line and claims ‘But up here. This is the other country… 

no borders, no barriers, no passport checks… you cross an invisible line… into this 

other place. And so it is within you’ (Scourfield, 2007, page unnumbered). The location 

is not specific though they are ‘behind the timber rails of a bull chute somewhere in the 

top end’. The passage floats on an unnumbered page. The dislocation of this 
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unnumbered page from the rest of the work, the lack of exposition, and the sparseness 

of the dialogue, evoke the weight of that other presence that is the isolated Australian 

landscape. Scourfield’s ‘and so it is within you’ captures the continuing fascination 

Australian writers have with endowing the Australian landscape with ideological, 

metaphoric, symbolic and mythic status. I return to Scourfield’s ‘and so it is within you’ 

and appropriate it to ‘and so it is within me’ as defining the motivation for writing 

Dawn’s Faded Rose. Like Marshall (2008) who discusses landscape from a 

phenomenological position I admit to having an over-developed sense of landscape 

which is reflected in the interpretive, creative framework of the play. Within the work I 

indulge sensory and impressionistic expressions of real embodied subjective 

experiences of place while challenging ideological perceptions of the Australian 

landscape and the white woman’s place in it. The play considered my role as the writer 

of the narrative in a broader context of personal and cultural white inheritance of 

landscape: 

 

Eva: She’s pale. Ya reckon she’s looking pale? Better get her 

that tea. 

Lanie: Course she’s fucking pale. Her great-great-grandmother 

was descended from the Irish as I recall. No… English. 

Got a bitta English in her somewhere way back. 

Eva: We all got a bitta English in us way back from what I 

recall. 

Shoulda left this bitch of a place to the blacks. Weren’t 

meant for white women this place. Serves us fucking right.  

Lanie: An what’s that s’posed to mean? 

Eva: Nuthin. Wasn’t supposed to mean nuthin’. Just makin’ 

conversation. 

Lanie: Conversation my arse. You were makin’ a point. Statin’ 

your fucking opinion on a white woman’s relationship to 

this land. (Hassall, 2011, Dawn’s Faded Rose [Draft 1], 

see p. 60–61) 

  

While excerpts such as this suggest that the characters in the play enact their 

alienation in the spiritual, moral and geographical landscape, further personal tensions 

pertaining to landscape inheritance and the broader Australian ideological landscape 
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construct emerged during the course of the study. While this chapter is predominantly 

concerned with analysing literature pertaining to landscape and associated post-colonial 

themes and Gothic representations in dramatic writing, a further broader analysis of 

ideological landscape is initially addressed. From the position of this artistic landscape 

discourse an analysis of ideological perceptions and representations of landscape are 

relevant as the play attempts to challenge traditional Australian representations from 

this perspective. 

 

Ideological Landscape 

The play aimed to invite discussion on ideological perceptions and representations 

of cultural landscape from the perspective of a dramatic work. As such, an analysis of 

the literature in this chapter also considered from a cultural perspective the meaning of 

my immediate and future inheritance of contemporary Australia. Ideological 

representations of the Australian landscape often neglect the fact that the Nation grew 

from a violent and bloody racial history. Maddison (2011) insists that ‘a crucial legacy 

of the history wars [in Australia] is a divisive politicisation of our national history along 

ideological and partisan lines’ (p. 62). As Gibson (1992) suggests, in the history of 

Australian literary, filmic and dramatic narrative ‘the common denominator is the 

Australian landscape’ (p. 63); it is both the ‘leitmotif and a ubiquitous character that has 

come to represent something other than [an] environmental or geographical setting’ (p. 

63). Similarly, in the new Australian Gothic plays, landscape is the recurring motif that 

resonates through the genre. Gibson posits that to analyse the Australian landscape, the 

questions of habitat and hermeneutics and the constant shift between referent and 

reference should be acknowledged and discusses conflicting viewpoints wherein the 

continent understood as landscape is both symbolic terrain but also comprehensible as 

‘extra-systemic, preternaturally unmanageable, or uncultural’ (p. 66). Carter (2010) 

refers to Sir Thomas Livingstone Mitchell’s (Field Books, 1838) historical explorations 

of landscape and recognises how chroniclers of Australia could not separate history 

from geography when preserving the spatiality of events and as such, invented 

rhetorical viewpoints (p. 116). 

The study is defined by my knowledge of what I as a white woman have inherited 

historically and culturally, and consequently I considered how I might utilise this 
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inherited knowledge for the progression of a vibrant research and artistic culture. 

Dawn’s Faded Rose attempted to pose oppositional perspectives and refers to notions of 

white Australian colonisation, settlement and traverse of the land as infecting the heart 

of the landscape while paradoxically reinforcing that same landscape as being firmly 

and immovably ensconced in the hearts of white Australians. Marshall (2008) states that 

‘discussion on landscape invites projections of cultural fantasies while never fully 

capitulating to their ideological imperatives’ (p. 196). Chaudhuri (2002) suggests that 

by entering the landscape discussion with an analysis of dramatic fiction the research 

puts forward an: 

… ideologically and psychologically revealing statement about our relation to 

the world around us, to a way of “not seeing”, of masking and occluding the 

unsavoury truths about our relations to each other and the land we supposedly 

share. (p. 11)  

 

In an Australian culture where the national identity is perceived as being tied to the 

land itself, ideological representation of landscape is apparent. The Australian landscape 

as a geographical presence has become so prevalent in the national cultural psyche that 

it inspires and realises numerous fragmentary images and possible worlds for artistic 

and dramatic stimulus. Carter (2010) acknowledges that traditional artistic discourses 

symbolised ‘not the physical country but the enactment of a historical space’ (p. 349). 

Dawn’s Faded Rose enacts the historical landscape space in fragmentary images and 

identifies tensions between what I have inherited, what I know, what I perceive and 

what is actually culturally specific. Gibson (1992) states that inherited cultural 

knowledge is not something that can easily be dug up, buried just below the surface of 

the landscape of Australia and claims: 

That if definitions of what it means to work in and on Australian culture must be 

formulated … then a nationalist representation of the societies living here is 

currently highly dubious if one is allied to the unorthodox, the venturesome and 

the different in Australia. (p. 195)  

 

The tension as identified by Gibson (1992) and addressed by this research 

incorporates numerous anomalies between white and black, male and female, inhabitant 

and inheritor, place and space, reality and ideology; and is specific to the understanding 
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of where we are or believe we are positioned personally, socially and culturally in the 

landscape.  

Frames of mythical eulogising have, as Anscombe (2010) discusses, defined an 

Australian ideology (and he deliberately blurs the distinction between ideology and 

mythology) that asserts rural with mythical normative. In doing so a popular mythology 

continues to evolve which is based around ‘social and structural issues including limited 

employment and social service bases, restricted post-school opportunities, conservative 

values, male dominated decision making and an ideology of “one big happy family”, 

mateship and a value on community’ (p. 45). Traditional cultural depictions and images 

are distorted whereby the reality of the outback conflicts with idealised perceptions of it. 

Recognised Australian metaphors for the outback landscape, such as ‘Back-Country, 

Out West, The Never-Never, Back-of-Beyond, Beyond-The-Black-Stump’ are concepts 

that have survived since colonisation and continue to be present on some level in the 

Australian psyche, even with the availability of air-conditioned vehicles and bitumen 

highways.  

Cosgrove’s (1984, 2008a) definitive theories on landscape ideology are debated in 

the Art Seminar discussion on Landscape Theory (DeLue & Elkins, 2008). Cosgrove’s 

theories examine landscape as constituting a discourse through which identifiable social 

groups frame themselves through relationships with the land and other human groups 

(2008b, p. 20) and this theory is explored in this study through the artistic work. 

Cosgrove’s discussion on landscape relates technically and epistemically with ways of 

seeing and is debated from a perspective relating to contemporary perception and 

theoretical analysis of landscape. Cosgrove theorises the idea [emphasis added] of 

landscape as being understood as a critical geographical framework of interpretation 

within a broader Marxian ideological understanding of culture and society: 

… landscape represents a way of seeing – a way in which some Europeans have 

represented to themselves and to others the world about them and their 

relationships with it, and through which they have commented on social 

relations … that has its own assumptions and consequences … whose origins 

and implications extend well beyond the use and perception of land; that has its 

own techniques of expression, but techniques which it shares with other areas of 

cultural practice. (Cosgrove, 2008b, p. 20) 
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Gaudio (2008) disagrees with Cosgrove’s (1984, 2008a) theories from the position 

of art history and suggests that although it is possible to recognise landscape on some 

fundamental level as being intimately engaged with ideology it is unhelpful and 

reductive to claim that landscape can be theorised as an ideology. Spirn (2008a) 

responds by suggesting that when considering the Danish, German and English origins 

of the word landscape, a combination of meanings is understood that ‘associate a place 

and the people who dwell there, past and present’ as incorporating the notion ‘of a 

mutual shaping of people and place: people shape the land and the land shapes the 

people’ (p. 92). Spirn further suggests that landscape is both shaped by ideology though 

is not only ideology as it ‘moves and shapes each one of us’ (p. 93). Cosgrove (2008a) 

in reply states that theories pertaining to landscape suggest idealistic interpretations of 

beauty and truth and therefore are ideological [emphasis added].  

The research suggests that an idealised perception of the Australian landscape is 

often constructed from urbanised perspectives and survives, as Winton (in Ben-

Messahel, 2006) states due to its ‘ideological and mythic function rather than its close 

relation to historical conditions at any points in Australia’s past or present’ (p. 100–

101). Ben-Messahel (2006) suggests that many Australian books, films, words and 

images are imagined by persons who may have had minimal contact with the outback or 

bush landscape. Landscape is the phenomenon through which ideological perceptions of 

Australian place, space and cultural identity are traditionally explored and the idea of 

the intractability of Australian landscape ‘has been an essential part of the national 

ethos’ (Gibson, 1992, p. 66). Historically, as Althusser (1977) and Eagleton (1996) 

suggest, landscape is represented by the imaginary relationship of individuals to their 

real conditions of existence. Gibson (1992) posits that when considering landscape in 

these contexts, the ‘landscape geography must be regarded as being domesticated and 

rendered safe for human manipulation and consumption’ (p. 66). Gibson further states 

that in artistic exploratory discourse, ‘the people utilising it [landscape] need to feel in 

charge of it … the land has to become an object to their subjective domain, unless it is 

meant to signify nothing but indomitability’ (p. 66).  

Carleton (2009) suggests that theatre represents and enacts space and as such reads, 

politicises and activates the ways in which cultural geographies are imagined by 

bringing Australian landscapes to the fore. In doing so, Carleton discusses how 
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Australian landscapes are theatrically examined in metaphoric or metonymic ways. His 

research also proposes that geography has been a focus of the creative energies of 

traditional and contemporary Australian playwrights despite urbanisation. Our 

relationship to the land is the significant over-riding phenomena and discourse that 

continues to define us culturally. As an artist, as a white woman, and as an academic I 

wanted to explore the struggle I have with coming to terms with the landscape I have 

inherited through the positions posed by Dawn’s Faded Rose. The play excavates the 

ideological and philosophical tensions that are associated with my need to stamp my 

white footprints on the cultural landscape, as a means of questioning my inherent place 

in this country. The research attempts to understand the purpose of the imprints I leave 

behind.  

As an ideological construct, it is evident that landscape, as Chaudhuri (2002), Fuchs 

(2002) and Spirn (2008) note, is notoriously difficult to define. However Chaudhuri 

states that the ‘instability and ubiquity of the term reflects the cultural need for 

landscape as a concept, making it powerfully generative for many fields including 

dramatic writing’ (2002, p. 12). Fuchs (2002) acknowledges that the word embodies an 

awkward conflict ‘straddling the gritty specificities of the material world and the 

idealisations of aesthetic traditions’ (p. 1). This conflict is discussed by Gibson (1992) 

as the paradox between the half-tamed, yet untameable and is not exclusive to diverse 

fields including Indigenous, natural or social as it concedes social subsistence while 

never allowing domination. He suggests this is: 

because it has been presented as so tantalising, so essentially unknowable-yet-

loveable, the land has become the structural centre of the nation’s myths and 

belonging … if the land can be presented as “grand yet unreasonable,” the 

society which has been grafted on to it can also be accepted as flawed and 

marvellous … marvellous because it has subsisted, with all its flaws, in this 

grand, yet unreasonable habitat. (p. 67) 

 

Chaudhuri (2002) acknowledges the paradox through terminology, preferring to 

discuss ‘culture-scape’ rather than landscape and suggests that debate encompassing 

discourse in landscape fields is principally definitional and occurs around issues of 

‘whether landscape refers to empirical reality, a piece of the world that is actually out 
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there or is always a representation – an image, idea, rendering, conceptualisation, or 

fantasy about what’s out there’ (p. 12).  

When considering such discourse from the position of a new dramatic work such as 

Dawn’s Faded Rose, I refer to Fuchs (2002) who claims that contemporary thinking in 

all areas of theatre is almost ‘exclusively concerned with the subjective, with contested 

representations of the human subject as the natural environment and the non-human 

order are restored to appropriate presence in dramatic form and meaning’ (p. 4). Re-

interpretation of ideological landscape applies to this investigation, which, as A. 

Bennett and Royle (2004) posit in their discussion of Althusser (1977), concerns the 

imaginary relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence (p. 172). 

Newman (2007) claims that there is no way to ‘master or dominate’ ideological 

positions on landscape as the notion of ideological supremacy is at best untenable (p. 

112) and in reality authentic landscape is concealed. Fuchs (2002) suggests that it is 

important to theorise the landscape from a spatial perspective in a theoretical 

environment that has been habituated for a generation to the linguistic turn. In dramatic 

writing it is the spatial turn that is written into, encompassing and surrounding the play 

that needs to be brought to life and set apart from the simply literal or naïve space of the 

visible theatre (p. 6).  

This study aimed to respond to Chaudhuri’s (2002, p. 11) dissatisfaction concerning 

the lack of representation in current dramatic writing examples in stimulating 

discussions in contemporary landscape discourse. In exploring landscape as the focus of 

Dawn’s Faded Rose, it was necessary to define characteristics of landscape by 

imagining or (mis)-remembering my historical, biographical influences—intellectual, 

social, political, and economic—which influenced the landscape’s cultural 

representation in the work. The play investigates the power of a landscape that contains 

undercurrents of both brutality and beauty. Landscape images, metaphors and symbols 

as represented in the play were often triggered by a song on a radio, a smell in the air, a 

memory of a journey and importantly, a nostalgic connection to a space that is no longer 

a true representation of a place, if it ever was. These influences combined to create a 

personal poetry that when explored in a creative context, resonated theatrically and 

dramatically with a rhythm that was melancholic, sometimes eerie but flavoured with 

the sounds and smells of my personal memories which in turn were linked to my 

intellectual, social, political and economic history. This research importantly provides a 
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personal context to the work and in doing so, attempts to strengthen the link between 

the research, the researcher and the play:  

I grew up barefoot in the red dirt of dusty Queensland outback and coastal towns 

both, west of and on the tropic of Capricorn. I was born and raised in a 

landscape that burnt through the soles of my bare feet. I left something of myself 

in that landscape. That part of me, the part I left behind in my rush to out-grow 

my small-town roots, kept calling, reaching out. (Hassall, 2008, personal journal 

entry)  

 

Prior to any creative writing activity being undertaken, I reinvented my relationship 

with the landscape by re-imaging geography and place as a play synopsis and setting. 

Dawn’s Faded Rose is set in a fictional place in an apocalyptic environment and is 

located in an existential time frame that eulogises the heat, the isolation, the space and 

the distance as dictates of the behaviour of the isolated female characters that exist in 

this world. As a dramatic framework the synopsis and the setting of the play (as 

outlined in the previous chapter) explores the landscape that I perceive as out there – 

that mythical outback landscape that is difficult to give any sort of scale to, the 

landscape that is ‘all space and no perspective’, where there is ‘an absence of vanishing 

points’ and, ‘there’s nothing to measure by … in the space and empty quiet of the centre 

[where] all sense of human time is lost … it is both before time and outside of it’ 

(Goodman & Johnston, 1972, p. 26). The play layers my perceived history of place 

through a spatial experience that depicts ordinary characters in extraordinary and 

exacerbated circumstances. In deconstructing ideological perceptions of the landscape, 

the play attempts to align with post-colonial debates relevant to the Gothic genre. It 

does this through its exploration of conflicting themes pertaining to white female 

inheritance of and relationship to actual and psychological place, space and world. 

 

Colonial Landscape: White Inheritance 

You came in boats and stepped onto the sand, but you forgot to pause for breath. 

(Lucashenko, 2004, p.19) 
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I have found it difficult to separate my understanding of (post)-colonial discourse (I 

initially identify post in parentheses as I don’t believe we are yet beyond 

colonialism) pertaining to white inheritance of landscape from Australian Gothic 

representations in Dawn’s Faded Rose. However while the play attempts to explore 

both Indigenous and white Euro-centric positions on landscape inheritance within a 

post-colonial discourse, the form and style of the piece is essentially Gothic. As such 

I have attempted to identify the divide in this chapter as follows. Post-colonial 

themes are especially evident in Australian Gothic representations because, as 

Carleton (2011) posits: 

Australia was imagined into being and was a place which had Europe’s fears 

and fantasies projected onto it centuries before its actual ‘discovery’. Then 

once Terra Incognita became Terra Australis upon British settlement in the 

eighteenth century, convict transportation effectively ensured that Australia as 

a conceptual site became what Gerry Turcotte (1998) describes as the world’s 

dungeon and a place that resisted certain European systems of logic. (p. 2, 

Unpublished paper; Three playwrights discuss Australian Gothic) 

 

From this position, my exploration of post-colonialism is as Hodge and Mishra 

(1991) discuss, constructed from the point of view of an heir from European 

colonialism (p. ix–xii). Before Australia as a country ‘was confirmed by explorers and 

cartographers and colonised by the British it had been imagined as the dungeon of the 

world, a grotesque space peopled by monsters’ and with the ‘advent of transportation of 

convicts its darkness [and Gothicity] seemed confirmed’ (Turcotte, 1998, p. 1). 

Colonialism and its post-colonial inheritance is understood by Ashcroft, Griffith and 

Tiffins (1989) in the Empire Writes Back, as encompassing all cultures affected by the 

imperial process from the moment of colonisation to the present day. This is due to the 

continuity of preoccupations throughout the historical process initiated by European 

imperial aggression (Hodge & Mishra, 1991, p. xi). Aboriginal society, as the inheritors 

of European imperial aggression and terra nullius, has its own history and version of the 

colonial experience, which as Hodge and Mishra discuss, does not exist in a different 

plane to that of the white civilisation nevertheless contests colonial versions of history 

as related and understood (p. 92–102).  
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The duality of the versions of history as perceived, racially present anxieties that 

are reflected in Dawn’s Faded Rose through themes associated with what Gelder and 

Jacobs (1998) and Kristeva (1991) suggest as ‘disentangling what is one’s ‘home’ from 

what is not ones ‘home’  

We should come to terms with the stranger in ourselves [all italics, emphasis 

added]: the foreigner within us … when we flee from our struggle against the 

foreigner, we are fighting our unconscious … that improper facet of our 

impossible own and proper self, that is, ones sense of property, of being 

properly in place. (Gelder & Jacobs, 1998, pp. 25–27) 

 

Within Dawn’s Faded Rose, landscape is explored through its spiritual, political, 

economic and industrial positions as well as through imagined dramatic construction of 

presence and identity. The play evokes the dialectics of place and displacement and the 

need to escape. Understood as features of post-colonial writing such dialectics bring 

into prominence the crisis of identity in society while subverting established notions 

about Australia as a ‘nation’ (Ben-Messahel, 2006, p. 60).  

European colonisation presented a new social order within the ancient landscape 

known only to its indigenous inhabitants. Along with the guns, germs and grog 

European settlers brought to Australia a fundamental idea totally foreign to the 

indigenous experience; ‘land as a divisible and alienable commodity, to be owned by an 

individual rather than a community’ (Forbes & Spearritt, 2004, p. 25). Apart from the 

isolation and alienation of the landscape itself, a major challenge that resisted European 

settlement came from the old social order; the Aboriginal peoples who stood between 

the Europeans natural right to the land (and) frustrating their desire for moral legitimacy 

and unitary national identity’ (Van Toorn, 1992, p. 88). Like Hillman (2011) I believe 

there is and has been a temptation by white Australian authors to place Aboriginal 

characters into literary categories of the marginalised (p. 217) wherein aesthetic 

statements are made which are essentially political and juridical (Hodge & Mishra, 

1991, p. 92). Colonial accounts, still evident, are shaped by racial assumptions that deny 

the Aborigines any real agencies: the natives are irrational and their actions are 

reactions to British actions (Cochrane, 2011, p. 200). Hodge and Mishra (1991) suggest 

the post-colonial position is due to the (white) middle-class acceptance of a definitional 
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acknowledgement of national identity in representations that derive from radical 

working class ideals (p. xiii).  

As an artist and a researcher I acknowledge my European roots and in doing so 

accept the bloody heritage bequeathed to me as a white Australian. Yet at the same time 

I am deeply defined by the landscape I was born in. Winton (in discussion with Ben-

Messahel, 2006) acknowledges European heritage (for white Australians) as being a 

concept that is predominantly alien and disconnected and suggests that an Australian 

maturity has evolved wherein a long term cultural attachment to Europe (and being 

European) no longer needs to be preserved. While being an advocate of Aboriginal 

rights Winton finds himself in a strange position and states ‘I know my country, I 

certainly know my landscape as to what it means to me. No-one’s really going to be 

able to convince me that I don’t belong here’ (pp. 6–7). One of the challenges 

associated with this research was the consideration of ways to culturally construct an 

apolitical fictional dialogue from a similar perspective which provided a discourse from 

a white woman’s position. There are implicit levels of meaning in Dawn’s Faded Rose 

that essentially are explored by placing the white female characters in the alternate 

position – that of fringe dweller in their ‘own’ land – which utilises the dual dramatic 

device of alienation and belonging. The characters are white women attempting to come 

to terms with themselves in a (traditionally) Aboriginal terrain. In this setting the 

landscape, and not the governance of European history or colonial jurisprudence, 

contests and rejects their presence and consequently engages with concepts of meaning 

debating white inheritance of landscape. Metaphorically the characters are represented 

as un-belongers who have little legal claim to inheritance of the landscape except for 

terra nullius and as such their representation may explore layers of gothic 

predispositions. 

From an historical socio-cultural perspective, Australia is a nation born as a penal 

colony in a brutal landscape ruled by rum, sodomy and the lash and colonised with little 

or no consideration for the traditional landowners. Hodge and Mishra (1991) discuss the 

contradictory nature of punishment in and of colonisation that suggests that 

transportation was a public spectacle closely aligned with public execution – the 

transformation of the death sentence into a punishing alien space. This transformation 

was supported by the might of the State which was seen as lenient through its 

sentencing of transportation rather than hanging. Atrocities experienced by convicts and 
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colonisers fed into the contradictory myth of convictism (heroes and criminal scum) that 

Hodge and Mishra state was based on the radical premise that State justice can be not 

only excessive but unjust and that criminality can be a social construction on behalf of a 

venal ruling class (pp. 118–120). The double system of values, with underlying 

subtextual elements of brutality, hostility and opposition has influenced gothic themes 

of paranoia which Hodge and Mishra, and Carleton (2004) suggest is associated with an 

historical obsession with guilt. 

Ideologically, Frontier Australian Gothic literature conscripts Aboriginal people 

into the role of white society’s darker self, depicting all that is outside of, against or 

suppressed within the civilised world (Van Toorn, 1992, p. 87). Ben-Messahel (2006) 

quotes Winton who claims that: 

In many ways there is a necessary savagery that’s required by people who 

colonise places, or who are confronted by new landscapes or difficult 

experiences. A kind of residual hardness which you can’t just dismiss as un-

useful or tasteless. (p. 61) 

 

Dawn’s Faded Rose attempts to discuss the associated savagery of colonisation and 

consequent ideas of landscape inheritance from the conflicting perspectives of the white 

fictional female characters and in the later draft, through themes of new and imminent 

‘invasion’. In doing so the play attempted to subtextually address contemporary issues 

pertaining to immigration and the fear of foreign invasion, for example,  

 

Lanie: Course she’s fucking pale. Her great-great-grandmother was 

descended from the Irish as I recall. No… English. Got a bitta 

English in her somewhere way back. 

Eva: We all got a bitta English in us way back from what I recall. 

Shoulda left this bitch of a place to the blacks. Weren’t meant for 

white women this place. Serves us fucking right. (Hassall, 2009, 

Dawn’s Faded Rose [Draft 1], see p. 61) 

And further: 

Eva: This is their fucking country and it’s more than fucking obvious it 

is not a place for pale women descended from the fucking English 

criminal classes. 
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Lanie: Don’t you go tellin’ me this country isn’t mine…they took this 

country. Bastards. I know that. But I had nothin’ to do with 

that…weren’t me. It weren’t theirs, but they took it. What the 

fuck can ya expect…they settled the bitch with murderers, rapists, 

prostitutes, thieves… 

Eva:  Ever considered that we are the original fuckin’ boat people? 

(Hassall, 2009, Dawn’s Faded Rose [Draft 1], see p. 63) 

 And further: 

Lanie: Them women. Them poor parched bitches. With the creeks and 

the ridges and the rocks that took their names. After they died. Ya 

right. It mightn’t be a place meant for pale women descended 

from the English criminal classes. Yeah it was the blacks that 

copped it. I know that. We all fuckin’ know that. But we gave it a 

shot and fought the bitch to the best of our abilities. Trying to 

scratch a livin’ in her skin. Out here in the heat and the dirt and 

the flies. Birthin’ our shrivelled little dead babies. (Hassall, 2009, 

Dawn’s Faded Rose [Draft 1], see p. 64) 

 

The research aimed to provide an alternative discourse on ownership of and an 

attachment to place from a non-indigenous position whilst also acknowledging 

traditional indigenous ownership. Traditionally the indigenous population of Australia 

represented a serious challenge to the moral legitimacy of colonisation contradicting the 

British legal fiction that Terra Nullius belonged to nobody (Van Toorn, 1992, pp. 87–

97). Goodwin (1987) claims:  

…a colony, penal or otherwise, immediately establishes a tension between the 

introduced culture, with its language, law, education and scale of values, and the 

indigenous qualities of the land that is settled and its existing inhabitants. (p. 35) 

 

Hillman (2011) in his essay White to me: Learning from theory and practice, 

discusses what he terms as the unofficial Australian accidental apartheid, a philosophy 

that restricts contact between white and black Australians and states that within all the 

mythology connected to Australian place and character ‘the story of the black men was 

always a shambles for white men’. He discusses his confusion surrounding historical 

accounts of the arrival of the First Fleet: ‘I grew up with the black men (who) were here 

when the ships came, but not really…’ (p. 214–216). Gelder and Jacobs (1998) claim 
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that when a nation engages with others—Indigenous people, immigrants, separatists—a 

sense of national identity is both enabled and disabled (p. 25). Historical white 

constructions of Aboriginal peoples are symbolically imprisoned in a national psyche as 

being the dark heart of a demonised nation. Traditionally represented as barbaric in 

colonial Gothic literature, the aboriginals were viewed as the personification of all that 

resisted the established, civilised values of well-regulated society (Van Toorn, 1992, p. 

88). Ironically, the existence of civilised colonial European society was in actuality 

often historically contested as being nearly non-existent, the country recognised in 

various historical archives as mainly unpopulated and the communities as undisciplined 

and peopled by settlers with little respect or time for God or the law. From dubious 

beginnings of tyranny, the lash and exploitation, the ‘white population nevertheless 

spread over an immense uncivilised landscape, its territory remarkable for the 

drunkenness and profanity of its people, the looseness of its women … the crudity of its 

social manners’ and ‘the shakiness of its ethics and morality’ (Goodman & Johnston, 

1972, p. 18). 

As previously discussed, representational landscape may be understood as both the 

subject of dramatic device (perceived) and the object of material environment (natural). 

This analysis and discussion informed the formation of the characters’ social and 

cultural values, interests and purposes. In offering dual perspectives of place ownership 

and appropriation, the play attempted to resist post-colonial discourses where the 

colonisers (characters) constituted white supremacy over place by proposing the concept 

that the symbol of supremacy is the landscape herself. Ashcroft (2000) discusses 

challenging dominant discourses through symbolic resistance and states: 

The most fascinating feature of post-colonial societies is a resistance that 

manifests itself as a refusal to be absorbed … which engages that which is 

resisted in a different way, taking the array of influences excerpted by the 

dominating power, and altering them into tools for expressing a deeply held 

sense of identity and cultural being. (p. 20) 

 

Despite the success of colonisation, the transplanted social organisations which 

spread throughout the heart of the natural Australian landscape are examined through 

conflicting experiences of despair and hope which as Goodwin (1987) suggests can be 

acknowledged as running ‘roughly parallel to the contrast between colonialism and 
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nationalism’ (p. 35). The cultural cannon of colonial literature in dealing with 

‘alienation, disjunction, terror and conflict’ examines white protagonists who are 

uprooted and transplanted, who are estranged and terrified and ‘almost always 

victimised by a powerful oppressor; the landscape, their convict heritage or the 

indigenous population’ (Turcotte 2009, p. 355). The landscape, with its many 

phenomena ‘unnameable in the English language’ impacted on colonial experiences and 

‘the beginnings of white settlement in Australia [were seen as] brutal and dismal’ 

(Goodwin, 1987, p. 37). Consequently Goodwin suggests that the modern Australian 

literary cannon symbolises a literature of oppression, loneliness and fear and ‘is a 

literature of violence and is beyond endurance in its treatment of judicial punishment, 

male–female relationships, gang warfare and declared war’ which reduces the reader to 

a state of nervous tension which both wears them down and wears them out (p. 36–37).  

One of the dominant ideas addressed in the play was an exploration of place and 

environmental inheritance as experienced by white women of European descent. The 

play incorporated into dramatic form personal socio-political concerns relating to 

Australia’s diminishing fossil fuels and natural resources. Until the early 1900s white 

Australia was a conflicted nation caught between the desire to kill off the entire 

aboriginal population and the requirements of their pastoral needs to use them as an 

essential ‘slave’ labour force (Biskup, 1973; McQueen, 2004). As such, an almost 

‘classical colonial situation developed; political and economic power was in the hands 

of the Europeans, while the Aboriginal societies retained traditional characteristics’ 

(McQueen, 2004, p. 63). Lucashenko (2004) discusses the value of the landscape 

beyond the economic and suggests it is simultaneously myth, history, resource and 

economy and claims that ‘Europeans came and overstocked and overstayed and 

consequently white Australians run to the coastal edges of the continent from the 

parched land they created’ (p. 18). This research responds to this statement and early 

journal entries evidence how these themes were initially considered as being pertinent to 

the original draft. 

We have taken everything. She has nothing left…and so the landscape dries up, 

cracks and screams to be nourished as we emerge from one of the worst 

droughts on record. She no longer gives. She has stopped nourishing. Her rich 

red soil has turned to dust and just…blows away. My landscape is a ‘woman 

going through menopause’ – once fertile – her blood red soil sustained the 
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natural flow and nourished the land. Now she is dry – dried up – she is cracked 

but she no longer bleeds – there is no flow – she is infertile. The womb that 

fertilised our inherent identity is parched. (Hassall, personal journal entry, 2006) 

 

Indigenous sensibility as discussed by Lucashenko (2004) suggests that (prior to 

forcible removal or massacres) there is no inhospitable, barren or dead heart landscape 

as their co-existence with the landscape was centred around spiritual meaning, purpose 

and value. Consequently this porous relationship, which is based on nurturing, healing, 

responsibility and sanctity, is far more democratic than it is for an industrial (European) 

society (Lucashenko, 2004, pp. 18–19). The world of the play is framed within a post-

apocalyptic atmosphere which is inherited by the white female characters. The 

characters in the play are shaped by the behaviours and the pedagogies of previous 

generations and are as a consequence now exiled in a spiritually devoid and perilous 

place of their own making, for example: 

 

Lanie: No one left now. Why were anyone here in the first place I’d like 

ta know? Why were anyone here anyway? 

Eva: When? 

Lanie: Before.  

Eva: Coal or copper or cattle. Gold or gas. Oil. Musta been some 

fucking good reason ta come out here. 

How the fuck would I remember? We fucked it and now we’re 

stuck with it. (Hassall, 2009, Dawn’s Faded Rose [Draft 1], see p. 

45) 

 

This excerpt attempts to address questions pertaining to the disappearance of a 

bountiful landscape from which Aboriginal communities had lived, a question which is 

also posed by Hodge and Mishra (1991) when discussing Aboriginal literary and visual 

representations of landscape. Hodge and Mishra suggest that ‘traditional culture 

provided a highly flexible set of ways of encoding a nexus of rights and obligations 

toward the land’ (p. 92) which contradicts the ‘incursion of whites with their stock and 

excessive demands on a fragile ecology’ (p. 93–96). Spence (1866, in Johnston and 

Anderson, 2005) discusses the colonial economic perspective of landscape: 
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… we have an enormous territory sparsely populated by an agricultural, pastoral 

and mining population … and here and there a township close to a gold field or 

a copper mine … we only produce raw material and all our efforts are directed 

toward producing it with the smallest amount of labour .… In Australia a great 

proportion of the land is unappropriated and held by Government in trust for the 

[white] people … I am so much accustomed to look forward a few generations 

for the future of our own colony and wherever I turn I see so many instances of 

the economy of land, so many proofs of its enormous money [sic] value, so 

much care taken of it, and of all that can be supposed to increase its productive 

powers, that it is impossible for me to overlook the greatest of all distinctions 

between the new country and the old. (pp. 50–56) 

 

Lucashenko (2004) states ‘inland blacks are left looking at the broken remnants of 

the pastoral industry and the faint breath of a chance to recover their land as the 

defeated whites move off it’ (p. 16). Indigenous acknowledgment of country and 

landscape beginning with the Mabo decision regarding land rights in 1992 has 

generated contemporary dramatic works that address themes of white inheritance and 

disappearing notions of European supremacy. Gelder and Jacobs (1998) state that in 

post-colonial Australia, particularly since the Mabo decision, literary theories pertaining 

to Freud’s ‘uncanny’ [emphasis added] (The Uncanny, 1919) may be applied to 

emergent and yet to be established procedures for determining rights and claims of 

inheritance of land 

In this moment of de-colonisation what is ours [emphasis added] is also 

potentially, or even always already theirs [emphasis added]; the one is becoming 

the other, the familiar is becoming strange…we often imagine a future condition 

of reconciliation – but the uncanny can remind us of just how irreconcilable this 

image is within itself … It is not simply that Australians will either be 

reconciled with each other or they will not, rather these two possibilities 

(reconciliation and the impossibility of reconciliation) coexist and flow through 

each other in what is often a productively unstable dynamic. (pp. 23–24)  

 

Once the post-colonial discourse was considered from the position discussed above, 

a further analysis of Dawn’s Faded Rose as a contemporary Australian Gothic play 
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became essential to the understanding of emergent cultural meaning provoked by the 

work. 

 

Gothic Landscape 

We know that blood has indeed stained the wattle, Henry, and the bleeding hasn’t 

stopped yet … (Lucashenko, 2004, p. 16) 

 

This study posits that Dawn’s Faded Rose is a contemporary dramatic work identified 

as belonging to the gothic genre and therefore poses a sophisticated theatricality that 

acknowledges the bloody history of the landscape from contemporary perspectives. 

New Australian Gothic works stand apart from the majority of the more innocent 

popular Australian voices of the Old and New left playwrights of the twentieth century 

(Meyrick, 2002), as they are less concerned with defining a collective national identity 

that is uniquely and popularly Australian than with questioning identity in relation to 

history, place, position and geography.  

Extensive discussion on Australian Gothic is relatively new in research fields and 

as such there is limited literature available to draw on in this study. However, as 

Carleton (2011) discusses, Australia is now ‘old’ enough to have distinctive regional 

Gothic modes and genres, and where these once used to manifest in literature and 

architecture, theatre seems to be at the forefront of Gothic exploration in the twenty-first 

century (p. 2). The grotesque carnival of the convict settlement, the abject deprivation 

and violence associated with colonisation and subsequent entrenched Indigenous 

genocide and disadvantage is a signifier, as this study suggests of our social and cultural 

heritage. As such Australian Gothic drama can be described as embracing themes that 

Goodwin (1987) criticises as wearisome in traditional Gothic contexts. Wilcox (2007) 

agrees that Gothic literature has been viewed in negative ways from both social and 

aesthetic positions (p. 44) and refers to Cavallaro (2002) who suggests that historically 

‘gothicity’ is associated with tastelessness. Armitt (2007) suggests that elements which 

fuel gothic representations ‘recognise the horrors that extraordinary and contemporary 

life can still provide – within and beyond the context of gender’ (p. 17) while also, as 

explored in Dawn’s Faded Rose, addressing issues within and beyond the context of 

race. The genre acknowledges the bloody history of the landscape and dramatic conflict 
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is examined in the struggle to come to terms with this concept rather than with concepts 

of alienation and displacement in the land itself. Carleton (2011) agrees with Turcotte 

(1998) who states that it was a common belief that it was impossible for Australian 

writers to produce in the popular mode, as from an English sensibility, the landscape 

lacked the appropriate setting or apparatus e.g. castle ruins, creeping ivy green, spring 

panels or subterranean passages. Carleton (2011) states that the traditional European 

Gothic sensibility affected antipodean writers’ imaginative and creative conflicting 

responses to ‘place’ (p. 1). 

This conflict is identified by Gelder and Jacobs (1998) who suggest that non-

Indigenous Australians can consider themselves ‘innocent’ of being implicated in 

processes of colonisation or ‘guilty’, in the sense that ‘all of us’ are drawn into the guilt 

industry (p. 24). If Dawn’s Faded Rose is an example of neo-gothic post-colonial 

Australian drama, both these positions are dramatically explored simultaneously; the 

characters are ‘innocent (out of place) and guilty (in place) at the same time’ (Gelder 

and Jacobs, 1998, p. 24). Similar to research on Indigenous lives and notions of identity 

(see Anscombe, 2010), Dawn’s Faded Rose suggests that the (white) characters’ lives 

have been severely disrupted and dislocated from their traditional concepts of identity 

with its strong association to country and landscape. The sense of dislocation and 

disruption identifiable with this form and as expressed in this work may be due to 

personal conflicts concerning inherent feelings of responsibility in colonial settler 

activities, which I hadn’t realised until undertaking this research. 

As an example of the genre, Dawn’s Faded Rose discusses Australian identity from 

contemporary socio-political perspectives of race, class and gender. Experiences of 

alienation and the fragility of culture have been, as Gibson (1992) states, refrains 

evident within a cannon of work spanning over 200 years of white Australian images, 

stories, films and artwork. The final draft of the play (refer to concluding chapter) 

challenges post-colonialist perspectives, and deliberately explores tensions associated 

with traditional European ways of seeing the world and is consistent with tensions that 

suggest that even while one remains within the structures of colonialism, one is in some 

way located beyond or after them also (Gibson, 1992). Traditional perceptions of 

colonialism suggest that civilisation is found in the settlement and enclosure of land by 

civilised society and socially conditioned cultural groups. The transplanted colony 

would gradually ‘belong’ – ‘be in place’ – within the uninhabitable, ‘inhuman 
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landscape’, humanism was seen to prevail ‘or so the story goes’ as Gibson states 

(pp.72–74). Grant (2002, in Paradies 2009) suggests that colonial societies were 

confronted with cultural entities that were confusing and therefore impacted on the 

colonisers understanding of themselves. Such mutuality, he claims, effected the 

‘breaking down of Australia’s previously self-exclusivist self-understanding (p. 3). 

Australian gothic literature as defined by Turcotte (1998) explores generic elements of 

the gothic mode to articulate the confusing colonial experience. The gothic colonial 

experience emerged from conditions of deracination and uncertainty and transposes the 

familiar into an unfamiliar space. The gothic mode appealed to colonial writers as it 

could express the tensions experienced in the New World where concepts of the ‘laws 

of reason’ were no longer appropriate or applicable (Turcotte, 2009, p. 355). Dawn’s 

Faded Rose theatricalises the uncanny experience in a dramatic plot line wherein the 

landscape is rendered both familiar and unfamiliar and as such the characters feel in 

time and out of time, in place and out of place, simultaneously.  

If Dawn’s Faded Rose is an example of the genre, it may attempt to ‘communicate 

a sense of spiritual malaise which emphasises the endemic fears and themes of the white 

colonial experience’ (Turcotte, 1998, p. 1). Gelder and Jacobs (1998) relate such themes 

to Freud’s theories on the uncanny (The Uncanny, 1919) which are concerned with the 

psyche in relation to the individuals’ sense of place in the modern world. This sense of 

the ‘uncanny’ as experienced by the characters is, as Gelder and Jacobs (1998) discuss, 

refuting concepts of Australia as a settler nation by inferring that a ‘condition of 

unsettledness folds into this taken–for–granted mode’ (p. 24) of acknowledged but 

contested occupation in the landscape. In Australian neo-gothic drama, white 

displacement in the landscape is overtly heightened and presented as a dominant theme 

through pervasive representations of symbolic landscape. Akin to Dawn’s Faded Rose, 

these plays depict a landscape that is alive, which participates in and determines the 

action. The works delineate place as that which often brutally determines the fate of the 

characters that are in immediate conflict with their surroundings, and explore the 

crossover between worlds—historical, present and apocalyptic—by often surreal 

characters existing dually in temporal and spiritual realms. In doing so, they unearth a 

heightened dramatic and theatrical tension through their manipulation of time 

(historical, past and present) and reality (normal and potential). Australian neo-gothic 

drama consistently responds to and transforms historical landscape representations by 
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often presenting landscape as the dominant antagonistic (refer Ash, Carleton, Evans, & 

Harris, 2004; Betzien, 2005, 2009; Carleton, 2006; Hassall, 2008, 2011; McGahan & 

Charles, 2009; Watts, 2007; P. White, 2008). As such, dramatic landscape interpretation 

often implies symbolic and metaphoric implications in association with its functional 

geographical representation.  

Gothic elements in Australian drama began to appear in the later part of the 

twentieth century in the works of Patrick White: The Ham Funeral (1965), Night on 

Bald Mountain (1965), The Signal Driver (1982) and Netherwood (1983). As in Patrick 

White’s plays, the new Australian Gothic dramas depict dramatic elements that explore 

concepts of temporality wherein ‘the spirit is as tangible as the flesh and the inanimate 

as the animate’ (Brisbane, 1965). Daniels (2008) suggests that issues of temporality are 

informing current theoretical writings on landscape in more innovative performative 

modes as the practice of landscape art is highly sensitive to time and history: 

Studies of temporality in a number of multidisciplinary fields including memory, 

narrative, nationality and biography are being framed in terms of spatial fields 

that include landscape along with cognates such as place, site and environment. 

(Daniels, 2008, p. 239) 

 

In recent theatrical representations of landscape in the new Australian Gothic genre 

(refer Ash et al., 2004, Surviving Jonah Salt; Betzien, 2005 Children of the Black Skirt, 

2009, The Dark Room; Carleton, 2006, Constance Drinkwater and the Final Days of 

Somerset; Hassall, 2008, Post Office Rose, 2011, A Contemporary Hymn; McGahan & 

Charles, 2009, The White Earth; Mellor, 2008, Magda’s Fascination with Wax Cats; 

Watts, 2007, Not Like Beckett) landscape may be considered as an active participant in 

the dramatic worlds depicted. Heightened symbolic and metaphoric qualities attributed 

to landscape nominate geographic place as projecting an individual identity that is in 

direct conflict with human characters. Conflict is evoked through a series of human–

landscape encounters wherein both landscape and culture take on narrative agencies and 

consequently the plays open up the multiple imagined spaces of the Australian 

landscape. Human/landscape conflict therefore enacts direct human/geographical 

tensions which contributes to collective social orders and exacerbated behaviours of 

characters represented. As such these plays may be read in terms of a broader frame of 

cultural analysis in their thematic exploration of representations of landscape and 
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historical concepts of white Australian belonging. Characters are depicted as moving 

through atmospheric landscapes wherein a sense of unbelonging (Collingwood-

Whittick, 2007) is evoked through feelings of displacement and confusion associated 

with environment, geography and place.  

Carleton (2006) states that his work both explores and represents, not just physical 

or geographical frontiers but ‘those grey areas between cultural certainties and pre-

conceptions about space and history’ (p. 3). Carleton acknowledges that there has been 

renewed interest and popularity in Australian Gothic fiction over the last five years in 

drama and other art forms: 

Andrew McGahan’s (2005) Miles Franklin award winning novel The White 

Earth adapted for the stage by Shaun Charles (2009), performing artists the 

Kransky Sisters and their Esk Valley milieu, Queensland and Northern Territory 

based playwrights Angela Betzien, Kathryn Ash, Gail Evans and Anne Harris 

are all tackling the genre. (p. 107)  

 

He further suggests that essentially the popularity of the genre has developed 

through the work of Queensland and New South Wales artists. He believes this is due to 

these artists having a strong and fraught connection with concepts and perceptions of 

indignity:  

Our history haunts us and the land we live upon. There’s a continuing 

connection with the nation’s ghosts up here that has managed to survive 220 

years of concerted white erasure. (p. 107) 

 

Kantor (2007) in the introduction to Not Like Beckett (Watts, 2007), also suggests 

that new Australian dramatic writing explores amongst a myriad of interpretive 

possibilities the ‘coloniser’s struggle with his own limitations as he confronts his own 

demise’ while being haunted by the ‘ghosts and the unknowable spectres of our own 

beautiful yet alienating and blood-soaked landscape’ (p. 7). Akin to the gothic 

sensibility, Dawn’s Faded Rose poses landscape as the medium through which human 

behaviour, activity, experience and discourse is investigated and specifically from the 

position of this research how female characters are represented.  
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Female Character Representation 

The study explores representations of white female characters struggling with their own 

limitations in an estranged landscape. Within this study, discussion on white female 

character representation is promoted by my perception of specific character types as 

being under-analysed and under-theorised in a national canon of dramatic work. 

Historically, (dramatic) literature doesn’t fully represent the environmental conditions 

from which certain dominant modes of (female) behaviour naturally emerge (Ben-

Messahel, 2006, p. 171). A lack of critical frameworks of reference may inadvertently 

be responsible for the perpetuating of a masculine dramatic writing culture and the 

perpetuation of women’s roles within society and culture that are steeped in traditional 

representations. If, as Gibson (1992, p. 73) states, it is taken for granted that society en 

masse cannot make a mark on the land (and therefore its framework of reference in art 

making), Australian narratives tend to focus on ‘heroic individualism and adaptability 

and the ingenuity of individuals in the unwelcoming arena of national definition’ and as 

such: 

… the heroes’ persistence in the legendary setting persuades us that the land is 

habitable but only by a very special breed of people [men]; in mythic terms, 

therefore the nation is feasible, but only as a collection of extraordinary [male] 

individuals. (p. 73) 

 

The secular (rather than creationist) myths associated with colonial settler society 

have explored the structures of communities. Gibson (1992) defines this exploration as 

the tension between myth and history e.g. white Australia defined itself as a non-replica 

of the mother country; the colony dedicated itself to establishing its peculiararity in 

spite of established ties to the mother country. Carleton (2011) discusses how this idea 

resonates in the gothic mode: 

The early generations of inhabitants moving here from the Northern hemisphere 

in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries felt estranged from the 

Great Southern Land where the hostile indigenous population were seen as 

extensions of the land itself and needed to be tamed, civilised or erased 

altogether; and where nothing in the natural world made sense – the flora, fauna, 

weather, seasons or climate. (Hassall, Carleton, & Charles, 2011, p. 3) 
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Dawn’s Faded Rose questions that which defines our civilisation (landscape) 

through its exploration of themes pertaining to where we (white women) belong in the 

experience of civilising the landscape. White civilisation as represented by the female 

characters and their location in the inoperable service station, in a ghost town, in a 

desert wasteland, suggests that tensions associated with white inheritance and rights to 

landscape can’t be resolved; the landscape becomes the metaphorical barren terrain of 

white civilisation (Hodge & Mishra, 1991, p. 96) that in the later draft is subject to 

‘invasion’ from other external forces. Dispossession becomes the white female 

experience. The fictional characters are symbolic reminders of Australia’s violent 

history from both gendered and racial perspectives. While the play is concerned with the 

dictates of the past from a neo-gothic perspective it also considers the volatile flux of 

present and future environmental and political contexts and events. Landscape is still 

the principle motif but the motif in this instance, challenges the obsessive investment in 

landscape that has previously been definitional of identity and relationship to place. 

Representation as Ben-Messahel (2006) claims is a discursive meditation which occurs 

between the event and the culture which contributed to the construction of national 

ideologies (p. 171).  

The masculine tradition inherited in contemporary Australian drama beginning with 

the writings of The New Left playwrights of the 1970s can be acknowledged as being 

predominant in Australian literary and artistic traditions since colonisation. The New 

Left playwrights of the 1970s controversially changed the face of dramatic writing in 

Australia. The gritty dramas of these playwrights reflected the concerns of a nation pre-

occupied with self-examination in a global environment. Deliberately disregarding out-

back traditions in the themes examined within their plays, playwrights of the ilk of 

Buzo, Hibberd, Williamson, Romeril, Sewell and their contemporaries examined the 

nature of the Australian character from an urban male, middle-class perspective. They 

were no longer concerned with defining a culturally identifiable character representation 

that focussed on nostalgic or conservative examinations of diggers or Anzacs or sun-

bronzed battlers as were the playwrights of the Old Left.  R. White (1981) suggests this 

shift can be attributed to the rise of the suburban middle-class. As a result our dramatic 

inheritance in playwrighting and performance offers rare opportunities to theorise the 
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impact of the outback landscape on the behaviour and psyche of the female Australian 

character from a contemporary perspective.  

This investigation attempted to extend Meyrick’s (2002) discussion by specifically 

creating, writing and developing a play for contemporary performance that evokes and 

dramatises the Australian landscape from a female Gothic perspective (as discussed 

below) while theorising artistic concepts from within the practice–led experience. I 

explore representations of white female characterisation that I perceive as being under-

analysed and under-theorised in a national canon that historically doesn’t address the 

environmental conditions from which certain dominant modes of (female) behaviour 

naturally emerge (Ben-Messahel, 2006, p. 171). The fictional characters in a Gothic 

sense are reminders of this Nations violent history from both gendered and racial 

perspectives. Representation as Ben-Messahel (2006) claims is a discursive meditation 

which occurs between the event and the culture which contributes to the construction of 

national ideologies (p. 171). Rather than representing a sunburnt country as a land of 

sweeping plains the landscape within the play is consciously gendered as female and is 

represented as ‘a parched, greedy bitch’ and ‘an unforgiving cunt’ and is attributed 

responsibility for the exacerbated social and cultural experiences of the female 

characters. Consequently Dawn’s Faded Rose attempted to challenge anthemic 

representations of geographical space and place through interactions that actively 

impacted on the female character/landscape relationships. In agreeing with Miles’ 

(1994) suggestion in the introduction to Women’s Writing that gender is the unwritten 

law of the Gothic genre, an analysis of gothic gender representation as further discussed 

considers the implications of conflicting feminist interpretations which may be imposed 

on the play. 

 

Australian Gothic Female Character 

Brabon and Genz (2007) acknowledge that the intersection of theories pertaining to 

post-feminism and Gothic are much debated and controversial concepts (p. 1). Wilcox 

(2007) observes that questions pertaining to the validity of post-feminist approaches to 

female Gothic representations have a tendency to oscillate around issues of 

victimisation, responsibility and autonomy (pp. 43–45). A feminist analytical reflection 

on the female characters in the play and their circumstances may inadvertently suggest 
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the play be interpreted through isolating moments of dramatic action from the matrix of 

the story. I suggest that in doing so the purpose of the work is disregarded, that is the 

landscape narrative and its associated exploration of alternative socio-cultural, national 

and gendered themes are lost. 

Second-wave feminism acknowledges that in literary models Gothicism is 

inherent in the lives of women who have been subject to patriarchal conditioning 

especially in relationship to the environment (Armitt, 2007, p. 16). The characters in 

Dawn’s Faded Rose acknowledge their inherent dissatisfaction with their colonial 

heritage yet they do not contest their traditional gendered socio-geographic roles. In 

addressing the female inheritance of the Gothic Landscape I refer to Brabon and Genz’s 

(2007) discussion where they suggest ‘at risk of stating the obvious’ any analysis of ‘a 

new critical category termed “post-feminist” Gothic cannot avoid addressing the 

relationship between and intersections of gothic and feminism’ (p. 5). On a thematic 

level this research may extend discourse pertaining to Ward Jouve’s (1986) and 

Armitt’s (2007) theories on post-feminist gothic literature where the manifestation of 

inherent violence works through the nooks and crannies of the landscape. However the 

research also discusses and contradicts contexts of post-feminism predominantly 

through the character of the landscape. The landscape oscillates between victim and 

victimiser while subtextually controlling the lives of the female characters that inhabit 

her. Landscape depicted as female identity is metaphorically the first victim of 

colonisation; her traditional carers usurped by a white European population who 

effectively raped her for natural resources that are now (in the dramatic landscape) 

totally exhausted and almost forgotten. However Landscape (referred to as ‘she’) is also 

depicted as the victimiser, a by-product of colonialism; exerting power over the 

inherited order of isolated, alienated women in the play: 

  

Lanie: We gotta bear the brunt’a what those bastards did. 

An’ ya know why? 

Cause we can take it. She knows that. 

That’s why she don’t kill the men out here. 

Couldn’t be fuckin’ bothered. 

She lets the chainsaws and the vehicles and the grog do that for 

her. 

Useless bastards, men in this country. 
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She got no use for them and their ideas’a mateship and heroes and 

cheerin’ fuckin’ dead soldiers paradin’ down streets, laying 

flowers on monuments. 

Nah…we gotta bear the brunt’a it cause she respects us. 

We survive anything she throws at us ‘till we’re fuckin’ dead and 

then she just throws a few more punches at us. 

And we keep sayin’ fuck you! She respects that. 

Penance. 

Payin’ the fuckin’ piper. 

God Save the Queen and her wild Colonial Boys and let this 

country deal with the women. 

That’s why we’re still here. (Hassall, 2009, Dawn’s Faded Rose 

[Draft 1], see pp. 94–95) 

 

From a feminist perspective the play seems to rest in a no-(wo)mans land as the 

characters do not contest their traditional place from a second-wave feminist position 

nor do they act in accordance with post-feminist doctrines of behaviour which is 

‘critical of any definition of women as victims who are unable to control their own 

lives’ (Wilcox, 2007, p. 43–45). However the play is framed and encapsulates a 

woman–centred perspective articulated from a maternal–centred historical position. I 

suggest that an alternative neo-gothic reading of the play may be considered where the 

female characters are nominated as co-aggressors and equal to their represented male 

counterparts in terms of moral stature, value judgements, spiritual malaise, strength, will 

and voice. Both genders find themselves in untenable positions as the hierarchal role is 

nominated as belonging to the landscape. I therefore propose that the neo-gothic female 

(as depicted by the characters in Dawn’s Faded Rose) is constructed as moving beyond 

circumstances attributed to post-feminist Gothic readings by being an active, aware and 

conscious participant (as opposed to victim) in the violent, sexual and spiritual dramatic 

landscape of the play. Brabon & Genz, (2007) refer to Hoeveler (in Gothic Feminism: 

The Professionalization of Gender from Charlotte Smith to the Brontes. Cited by 

Brabon & Genz, 2007) and conclude that feminist literary critics prefer to reject any 

notion of women as inherently ‘masochistic [or] the female author’s careful 

manipulation of the masochistic pose [or] the gothic heroines indulgence in 

recognisable masochistic gestures for effect’ (p. 59). By actively engaging in the violent 

circumstance as written, as co-aggressors the characters attempt to challenge concepts 
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pertaining to second-wave and post-feminist gendered status roles whilst still 

challenging the historical female Australian stereotype.  

The concept of co-aggressor as explored in the play suggests that I challenge 

expected character identity traits by creating them with what may be considered 

masculine patterns of behaviors. This form of role inversion is identified by Brabon and 

Genz (2007) who discuss Hoeveler’s theories relating to female authors and 

manipulation of role identification. The female character is participatory in what may be 

considered as masculine patterns of behavior, for example: 

 

Maggie is Dawn’s father. He has Lanie by the throat, up against a wall of the 

service station. 

Father: You know about it? Did ya? Did ya? 

Lanie: Had me suspicions. 

Father: Ya just let it go on. 

Lanie: Not my business. 

Father: Not your business ya reckon? 

Lanie: Yeah. I reckon. 

Father: Ya just as bad as she is ya fuckin’ moll. 

(He lets go of her throat and throws her to the ground) 

Lanie: (gets up and punches him hard in the mouth) 

You keep ya hands off her, ya hear me! 

Keep ya bloody hands off her! 

He hits her back and she spits blood into the dirt and goes for him again. 

(Hassall, 2009, Dawn’s Faded Rose [Draft 1], see p. 73–74) 

 

In this instance Lanie’s participation as co-aggressor may be identified with 

discourses on the cultural interpretation of geographical environment as determining 

human life, interaction and behavioural activity and may be linked to definitions of the 

Australian Gothic in this study. As Wilcox (2007) suggests, the female place in the 

Gothic ‘exceeds definitional discourse theories pertaining to feminism, second and 

third-wave feminism and post-feminism as in contemporary culture they are now 

becoming interchangeable’ (p. 44). As stated the female characters attempt to negotiate 

their interaction with geographical space, place, culture and environment through their 

relationships in and with the landscape. The human/geographic negotiation may be 

posed as symbolic but alternatively it is active and interactive as it attempts to define 

specific socio-cultural behaviours. 
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Human Character/ Landscape Interaction 

Dawn’s Faded Rose explores alternate interpretations of place through symbolic and 

metaphoric representations of human/landscape interactions. As such the play promotes 

theoretical investigation of human/landscape interaction by addressing dramatic themes 

of colonisation, landscape identity, place attachment, race and gender and therefore an 

extension of the reading of it may be positioned with aspects of cultural geography. 

Cosgrove (1984), Daniels (1998), Duncan (1990), and Price and Lewis (1993) posit that 

the task of cultural geography is ‘to examine the patterns of signification in the 

landscape and their reflexive role in moulding social relations while contending with the 

spatial patterning of race, class and gender’ (p. 1). Terkenli (2001) posits that 

geographical and philosophical approaches to landscape in cultural geography studies 

are ‘contextually variable, intricately connected with distinct social and environmental 

meanings and relations as understood and inscribed in place’ and may explore ways in 

which the ‘experiences of richly textured landscapes finds its way into other cultural 

forms’ (p. 5).  

 The metaphorical and symbolic exploration of landscape within the play links the 

geographical space directly to authentic cultural behaviour (as pertaining to the fiction) 

and identity. The play interprets landscape through its theatrical and dramatic 

application of what Harris (2008) discusses as a ‘questioning of the material 

manifestations of human/landscape interactions’ (p. 189). Landscape in the play is 

posed both as a dramatic device (character) and as a dramatic world (setting). Fuchs 

(2002) acknowledges that every dramatic world is ‘conditioned by a landscape 

imaginary’ wherein the dramatic surround extends beyond the onstage environment and 

its scenographic representation to examine the boundaries between art and social life 

(pp. 25–30).  

 

Landscape as Place and Landscape Representation 

The predominant research space in this study may be acknowledged as the play setting; 

the world as nominated by the fiction. In this space, tensions between geographical 

space as place (real) and geographical space as identity and presence (created) were 
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explored. The relevance of a representational or symbolic reading of landscape as space 

and/or place in this instance goes beyond the play’s dramatic function as a theatrical text 

as: 

Landscape contains place but is inside space and has particular value as a 

mediating term between space and place. It can therefore more fully represent 

the complex spatial mediations within modern theatre and between modern 

theatre and the world. (Fuchs, 2002, p. 3) 

 

The spatial experience is responsible for the character’s psychologies. The 

characters’ attachment to place is explored through a shifting reality that layers past 

experiences within the present circumstance. The manipulation of time in the dramatic 

landscape therefore represents the past as always being present and viewed through 

present circumstance. Ben-Messahel (2006) suggests that it is the writer’s task to 

attempt an historical reconstruction of past by representing the presence of the past (p. 

104). The characters in Dawn’s Faded Rose enact an inability to escape the landscape, 

lethargy to leave, which is directly linked to their historical attachment to place. The 

historical spatial experiences contribute to the characters perceptions of self and identity 

in the present circumstance of stagnation. 

These historical experiences also provoke the characters present conflicting 

attachments to landscape and place. Harris (2008) discusses Del Upton’s (2008) 

extension of Lefebvre’s (1991) theories that further define place attachment wherein 

self is understood as always being located in space and therefore in turn, identity and is 

embedded socially and physically in time and place. ‘Place attachment and its 

symptoms of nostalgia, homesickness, patriotism, nationalism – are an example of the 

role landscapes play in the “psychic investment” in identity’ (Harris, 2008, p. 191). 

From this position the research attempted to interpret dramatic space and place as that 

which determines human life, human culture and human behaviour and activity. In 

doing so the play interprets spatial frameworks of cultural geography in association with 

artistic spatialising impulses to provide a cultural representation of the experience, 

identity and history of the characters created as determined by the separate functions of 

the geographic presence. As such this interaction may be read for indications of the 

characters relationships (real, symbolic and metaphoric) to the natural, social, cultural, 

economic and spiritual landscape. 
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The dramatic representation of landscape has specific textual functions. One 

function is to precisely locate the way the aesthetic world is ‘emergent from the 

landmarks, geography, afflictions and patterns of the (Australian outback) landscape’ 

(Fuchs, 2002, p. 4). A second function explores how the aesthetic and emergent richly 

textured geography of place also signifies the behavioural interaction of the human 

characters. The play nominates landscape as character and thereby poses it as presence. 

The play therefore provides an alternative to (a). traditional scientific and geographic 

analysis of landscape which discusses landscape as environment and (b). landscape as 

discourse as investigated by the humanities especially in the field of art history.  

This study suggests that dramatic explorations of landscape presence may be 

positioned within the field of cultural studies as the research dramaturgically defines 

new spatial dimensions of landscape interpretation and representation held apart from 

traditional (human) character interaction (Fuchs & Chaudhuri, 2002, p. 3). The 

landscape in the play functions as a dialectic articulation of themes pertaining to white 

inheritance and enacts a sociological complexity entailing both physical and 

psychological presence. As a cultural form the play alternately explores landscape as the 

philosophical, geographical and cultural milieu which distinctively exerts control over 

the characters’ destinies. In positioning landscape as presence and as such recognising it 

as an identity, the concept of landscape sociology as a dramatic device is innovatively 

posed within the play.  

This study proposes that landscape sociology is that wherein landscape enacts a 

specific interactive role within the socio-cultural milieu. The concept of landscape 

sociology attributes the actual geography with symbolic functions of status and power. 

In maintaining this status, landscape is represented as a protagonist within the play. 

Australian geographic characteristics of isolation in space and boundless space is 

represented as an overwhelming and powerful presence. The characters are placed in 

adversarial psychological conflict with the antagonistic landscape. Sociological 

meaning is made through the complex interaction between constructs of the actual 

geographic and the represented aesthetic interpretation of landscape:  

 

Lanie: Can be claustrophobic all that distance. Stops up ya lungs. Gives 

ya a cancer in the lungs, distance does. Ya can feel all that 

distance pressing down on ya. Squeezin’ the life outta ya. Ya 
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realise how fucken’ insignificant ya are when ya consider all that 

distance surroundin’ us out here. (Hassall, 2009, Dawn’s Faded 

Rose [Draft 1], see p. 79) 

 

The dual perspectives of the theatrical interaction explore landscape as 

encompassing both an internal psychological state of mind and external aesthetic 

identity. In doing so the research attempted to narrate a complex sociology of landscape 

which posed an alternative perspective of spatial inquiry in a dramatic writing context. 

Landscape identity as created in the play is a complex sociology of space, place and 

physical and psychological presence. The sociological landscape fuels tensions 

concerning class, race and gender as applied to the cultural identity of characters.  

Analysing Landscape as presence and identity in this manner is an alternative way 

of approaching and interpreting landscape studies from a dramatic position. In doing so, 

it may be understood that the play culturally explores tension in human–landscape 

interaction and may be related technically and epistemically with ways of seeing beyond 

visual or design representations in theatre practice. Within an Australian literary 

context, Ben-Messahel (2006) suggests that Winton’s work (from 1982 to 2010) in a 

similar way narrates ‘Australia’ through the characters he creates. The identities of 

Winton’s characters are conceived as a conflict between the internal reality of self and 

the external reality of self in place. For Winton ‘space commands representation and 

perspective; the narrative point of view and use of typography … are essential devices 

in the construction of both character and plot’ (as cited in Ben-Messahel, 2006, p. 98).  

Positioning landscape as both identity and pervasive geography is also evident in 

contemporary Australian film. The Proposition (2005, Surefire 3 Film Production, 

Pacific Film and Television Commission and the United Kingdom Film Council) by 

Nick Cave and directed by John Hillcoat visually evokes geographical Australian 

landscape as identity on a mythic scale depicting it as an overwhelming and grotesque 

adversary and thereby representing a strong antagonistic presence within the film. Fox 

(2007) states that in the screenplay The Proposition (2005), writer Nick Cave ‘keeps 

close to the pull of the Australian landscape, which he uses as a second protagonist – 

with its huge power, with its nauseating sense of space, its blinding, brutal sun; it drives 

everyone mad in the end’ (p. 2–3). Murphy (2006) supports this analysis by suggesting 

that the representation of the Australian landscape by cinematographer Benoit 
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Delhomme in The Proposition (2005) ‘while not drawing attention to itself, functions as 

a secondary character’ (pp. 1–2).  

Dawn’s Faded Rose attempts to respond to Schama’s (1995) discussion which calls 

for an expression of landscape studies that maintains social relevance beyond purely 

visual representation. He suggests that expression may be more effective through an: 

… excavation below our conventional sight-level to recover the veins of myth 

and memory that lie beneath the surface’ and can be conducted ‘via 

interpretation of expressive media’ such as literary texts, paintings and other art 

forms. (p. 14)  

 

These mediums, Schama (1995) implies, reveal the power of ‘social memory – 

mythic unreason’ (p. 14). Dawn’s Faded Rose represents landscape as a determinant of 

the characters’ social, moral and spiritual female existence. It is both nurturing and 

destructive. The characters’ individual, social, cultural and national identities are 

consciously constructed as being determined by the landscape’s aesthetic and dramatic 

presence. The aesthetic dramatic world contains a complex social and cultural 

organisation defined by its geographical specificities. Ben-Messahel (2006) discusses 

similar concepts of landscape in Winton’s body of fiction and claims that Winton’s 

geography insists on the intrinsic relationship between place and people. He suggests 

that Winton poses the argument that the individual springs from the configurations and 

colours of the land which establishes the topography of the land and the body in a 

unification of both physical and psychological realms (p. 103–105). 

Similarly to landscape representation in Winton’s work, Dawn’s Faded Rose poses 

the concept that fictional landscape representation may become a site of intertextual 

analysis. Landscape is discussed by Terkenli (2001) as that which traditionally 

constitutes ‘intertextual sites’ that support social and cultural organisations through ‘the 

naturalisation of particular readings from particular positions’ (Norton, Experiencing 

Nature: The Reproduction of Environmental Discourse Through Safari Tourism in East 

Africa, 1996, as discussed in Terkenli, 2001). The various dramatic interpretations and 

representations of landscape in Dawn’s Faded Rose provide new ways of thinking about 

human socio-cultural encounters with perceived landscape, by projecting landscape 

identity as the dominant antagonist in the human cultural group. The research may 

therefore invite discussion on ideological perceptions and representations of cultural 
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landscape. This discussion on landscape may, as Marshall (2008) states invite 

projections of cultural fantasies while never fully capitulating to ideological imperatives 

(p. 196). 

 

The Mythic Space 

Immersion in the play and in its perceived landscape exacerbated a search for characters 

that existentially contend with geographical adversity. The adverse nature of the 

landscape is inexorably manifested through character behaviour and is linked to 

experiences of socio-cultural violence. Within Dawn’s Faded Rose landscape became 

an explicitly apocalyptic alternative to the mythopoeist discourse. Traditionally 

Australian myths have been created to construct images of place (country, continent, 

landscape) and people (national character) to shape an alternative version of history. 

Though the play makes no attempt to represent the landscape from an empirical reality, 

Dawn’s Faded Rose explores dominant characteristics and qualities of aesthetic 

landscape that are subtextually political through its attempt to reconceptualise the values 

of the desert and past mythic traditions. In doing so the play supports the values of the 

geography as acknowledged through mythic representation, yet also attempts to situate 

the landscape in a future, ‘not as a legitimisation of the present ( a form of existence 

which is radically incomplete), but as a charter for change’ ( Hodge & Mishra, 1991, p. 

95). 

Carleton (2004, pp. 128–131) discusses isolated Australian geographic locations as 

becoming mythic spaces in the cultural and national psyche, so often excluded from 

national historiographies that they consequently become defined by their own lack of 

empirical reality. Surviving Jonah Salt (Ash et al., 2004) originally titled The North 

Myth Project is set in a mythical outback region ‘up North’ and Carleton identifies a 

number of themes from a subjective (non-indigenous) cultural perspective associated 

with this geographical landscape: 

 physical and psychological isolation 

 failure (personal dreams and of broader visions of Settlement) 

 space to escape, disappear and reinvent oneself 

 Wild West myths of lawlessness and frontiership 
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 masculinised site of violent testing and endeavour. 

 

He suggests that urbanised Australians perceive these areas as ‘the end of line’ and 

maintain that concepts of identity and behaviour associated with these mythic spaces 

include that which is: 

 foul mouthed 

 racist and redneck 

 uncultivated 

 uncivilised. 

 

Carleton (2004) claims that the mythic space is represented in the Australian 

imagination as a retreat or escape from all things urbanised Australia represents; culture, 

reality, civilisation, law, industry, propriety, social progressiveness (p. 130). Myth in 

sociological analysis as described by Clegg (1989) is a ‘form of pretence an 

oversimplified representation of a more complex reality’ (p. 26). Cosgrove (1984, 

2008b) suggests that discourse surrounding symbolic construction of landscape provides 

comments upon methods by which actual geographical landscapes are represented 

through issues of ‘myth, memory and meaning that invade landscapes material 

existence’ (Cosgrove, 2008b, p. 21). 

Despite being one of the most urban nations in the world Australian national artistic 

and literary cannons provide a rich outback tradition of characters that demonstrate 

extraordinary stoicism and spirit in a landscape often depicted as geographically 

adversarial. Myths are utilised in Australian literature to present the values and 

attitudes, conscious and unconscious, that an individual, a culture or a nation might live 

by (Ben-Messahel, 2006, B. Bennett & Haskell, 1992) and consequently the adversarial 

relationship between person and place has provided a rich national discourse. Gibson 

(1992) discusses these values in terms of a national tradition of reverence. Reverence of 

the white Australians’ conflict with landscape, he suggests provides the alienated 

society of settlers a socio-cultural means to obscure their fears of the unfamiliar, the 

Indigenous population and the unforgiving country. 

In essence, myth becomes an essential socio-cultural tool in defining and/or 

fabricating a place for a non-Aboriginal society in a colonised country. Myth becomes a 
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unifying tool to ease the un-ease associated with European displacement and the 

anxieties associated with the unknown remote landscape. Anscombe (2010) states that 

‘popular mythology which terms rural and remote Australia as ‘the bush’, denotes 

stereotypes, classifies without appreciating diversity and conjures images that may have 

no relationship to reality’ (p. 45). The popular mythology of the cultural landscape 

excavated through colonial processes is criticised by Gibson (1992) and Anscombe, as it 

provides a point of view constructed by the heirs of European colonialism. The 

Australian myths supporting notions of mateship and the little–Aussie–battler ideology 

in relation to the psychology of country are constructs that accept and admire socio-

cultural shortcomings. The Australian landscape is an ingredient of generic socio-

mythic tradition that becomes the canvas for a persistent national obsession deriving 

from a fascination with the preternatural continent. As such, artistic works and literary 

traditions attempt to rationalise a mythology of, as Gibson terms it, dialectical 

oppositions.  

Dawn’s Faded Rose provides alternative oppositions to the more traditional 

drought and flood, flood and fire, nature and culture contexts by eliciting theatrical and 

dramatic tensions in regard to: the beauty and brutality of landscape psychology, white 

and black inheritance of landscape, and masculine and feminine geography. The play, in 

a sense, turns the mythology inward by excavating previous tensions certified in details 

of deprivation in the wasteland of the centre, and then enables the landscape proprietal 

custody of and rights to itself and its inhabitants through a gendered position of status 

and power. Rather than exhorting the prevailing mythology of ‘us in conflict with it’, 

the play proposes ‘she is in conflict with us’. It is suggested that within the prevailing 

realism of the play ‘the orthodoxy of realism provides a paradox for myth’ (Gibson, 

1992, p. 74), the heightened, landscape enacts female superiority. Her matriarchal status 

is reinforced by the human characters enabling ‘her’ to enact, exert and impose her will 

upon them. Consequently she influences and controls their behaviour toward each other 

and interprets their moral and spiritual relationship with the heightened environment in 

which they exist. Inherent and inherited violence is manifested through the characters 

interaction with the behaviour of the landscape. Consequently the play sociologically 

narrates the landscape as mythic; both super- and pseudo-real, ‘she’ is both protagonist 

and antagonist within the socio-cultural aesthetic world constructed, and encompasses 

both an internal psychological state of mind and an external aesthetic identity, as well as 
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a racial and gender preference and logic. Landscape as represented in Dawn’s Faded 

Rose poses mythic status as being both truth and untruth, never a complete falsehood 

even if the characters belief in her identity is misguided: It is still an ultimate truth.  

 

Symbolic and Metaphoric Landscape 

The research explored the characters’ physical and psychological identities as being 

historically in conflict with an anthropomorphic landscape identity. The examples used 

from the play throughout this section provide examples of the way landscape becomes 

the paradigmatic site for the individual experiences of the characters. The characters’ 

interactions with the landscape as identity is a response to their collective experiences of 

the landscape’s individuality (Fuchs & Chaudhuri, 2002, pp. 12–26). The relationships 

between the characters and the landscape are forged symbolically and metaphorically. 

Ben-Messahel (2006) acknowledges that ‘symbolic landscape is loaded with history’ 

and encroaches upon the geographical, psychological or spiritual characters’ soul and 

progression (p. 190). Similarly to characters in the early cannon of works by Sam 

Shepard, my characters attempt to examine the idea that their destinies are bound to the 

land through the blood ties that bind them to it (Gilman, 1981). This bond attempts to 

express the brutality of the socio-cultural milieu of their historical and everyday 

experiences, for example:  

 

Lanie: You got gall to be tellin’ me this land don’t belong to me after I 

squatted bare-arsed on the banks’a that there dry creek bed and 

felt me babies leakin’ outta me into the dirt. Dripping outa me, 

slipping down me thighs. All the little girls. Little clots’a blood. 

Little moist things. Six babies I lost to this land. Six. This 

country’ll suck a womb dry. Greedy fuckin’ place this. S’what 

happens when something’s so dead. It gets a smell’a life… sniffs 

it out… in the dust storms and the red desert heat. Creeps up ya 

legs and pushes itself inside ya, reaches up and tears it right outta 

ya. An’ you… well you’re clamping ya legs together and writhing 

in the dirt, praying the little bastard’ll grab hold a something…but 

it can’t. Too fuckin’ small and this country’s too fucking strong. 

An when it’s over, ya look at the dark patch in the dirt and you 

say “Alright you bitch, you fucking cunt, ya got another one.” An 

ya walk away. This country’s just as much mine as anyone’s. 
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That dirt out there…that’s my family. I got blood ties to that 

dirt…my bastard kids are out there, soaking up the sun, soaking 

into the dirt, soft little bones drying in the creek. I got just as 

much claim to this land as any other bastard that’s got their blood 

tied to it. (Hassall, 2010, Dawn’s Faded Rose [Draft 1], see p. 63–

64) 

 

While also posing themes associated with white inheritance, the above monologue 

exemplifies the way dramatic elements of symbol were utilised to enact landscape 

identity. The adversarial relationship between the human character and the landscape as 

presence examines themes of infertility as being linked directly to landscape. The 

landscape is addressed as the identity that is solely responsible for the characters’ 

inability to carry a child to full term. The theme is explored through dramatic metaphors 

pertaining to what is depicted as an inherent and spirited cultural–geographic violence.  

The play deliberately isolates these human–geographic relationships from 

intellectual social constructs of behaviour for dramatic effect. In doing so the play aims 

to pose dramatic questions concerning land ownership, place attachment and 

propagation of white female family and social groups in the landscape. Ideological 

theories pertaining to Australian landscape are replaced by the reality of a bleak and 

brutal existence dictated by a metaphorical construct of landscape identity. The research 

therefore often acknowledged the substitution of what is real (history, family, personal 

life) into the vaguely unreal (dramatic symbol and metaphor) and perceptions of what is 

authentic (place) into the unauthentic role demanded by landscape. In traditional literary 

representations, urban society is often the predominant corrupting force while nature 

offers spirituality that is often absent from such a society. The play therefore attempts to 

challenge constructs of traditional ideological perceptions of landscape in this context. 

In representing ‘landscape’ as both the subject of dramatic symbol and metaphor 

and the object of material environment, the play may be analysed as a way in which the 

social and cultural constructs of the fictional characters’ values, interests and purposes 

were formed. Duncan (1990) recognises that in literary hermeneutics, metaphorical 

devices are significant to understanding literary interpretations of landscape and its 

relationship to the communication of social meaning (p. 117–126). Metaphor as a 

dramatic device suggests the experiencing and understanding of one thing in terms of 

another and Richardson (2000) claims that social scientific writing uses metaphors at 
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every level as it depends upon deep epistemic codes regarding the way knowledge is 

figured (p. 927). Richardson further suggests that metaphor organises the social 

scientific work and affects the interpretation of the “facts” while metaphorical 

expression structures the actions we take as researchers in theorising, for example, 

building a theoretical structure, experiencing this structure which has form and 

foundation and experiencing this as an edifice which is sometimes in need of shoring 

up, dismantling or deconstructing (p. 927). 

Similar to theories pertaining to ethnographic inquiry, Dawn’s Faded Rose may be 

read largely for social and symbolic relationships. These relationships are conceived 

through landscape posed as an identity who is ‘speaking for, standing in for and taking 

place of another “human” presence’ (Van Loon, 2001, p. 278). Van Loon further refers 

to Said (1978), who suggests that all identities are ‘temporal and symbolic 

constructions, that engage in determining boundaries and establish relationships 

between selves and others’ (Van Loon, 2001, p. 278). As an example of such 

discussion, the following excerpt from the play may be read symbolically as the 

landscape’s tears representing a time when the land was flooded. This event, rather than 

being contextualised as a natural disaster having socio-economic repercussions on the 

characters lives, is perceived by the characters as a period of misery in the existence of 

the landscape. As such any emotional connection to the event is considered from the 

perspective of the landscape that is conceptualised as something other than material 

earth: 

 

Dawn: How long since it rained ya reckon? 

Maggie: Flooded once I heard hey? The Higho Creek busted its banks. 

I heard the land was weeping so much/bawlin’ her bloody eyes 

out, that all the poor bitch’s tears rolled down and pooled in the 

Higho.  

Kept comin’ those tears a’hers for daysanddaysanweeks ‘parently. 

She was bloody miserable alright. Flooded real big. Busted the 

banks she did. (Hassall, 2009, Dawn’s Faded Rose [Draft 1], see 

p. 33) 

 

Cosgrove (2008b) in reviewing his seminal work Social Formation and Symbolic 

Landscape (Cosgrove, 1984) claims that in treating landscape symbolically ‘the 
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disconnection of landscape from productive social relations with the material earth’ as 

image, text and theatrical representation ‘has attracted criticism’ as there is concern 

among writers to ‘sustain the sense of landscape as a material environment, 

acknowledging its symbolic attributes without reducing it to a mere social construction’ 

(2008b, p. 34). He acknowledges Olwig’s (1996) argument that landscape ‘as a way of 

seeing, a symbolic construction, largely replaced landscape as a direct human 

experience and expression of collective social order within a specific geographical and 

environmental context’ (in Cosgrove 2008b, p. 34).  

Dawn’s Faded Rose attempts to address what I perceive as being the 

inappropriateness of the bush tradition by exploring an existential post-apocalyptic 

landscape. By incorporating weighty symbolic elements, exaggerated use of the 

vernacular and fluctuating and distorted timeframes, a dramatic fiction unfolds that may 

address the post-colonial landscape (Ben-Messahel, 2006, p. 101). The mythic and 

ideological function of the landscape as written embraces the brutality of a colonial 

inheritance and aims to offer alternative perspectives of contemporary cultural 

identification in landscape studies. The chapter attempted to access and identify cultural 

meaning which may be understood as emerging through and from the work. Utilising 

landscape and post-colonial theory the chapter attempted to situate the work in the new 

Australian Gothic genre by exploring varying contexts of landscape analysis from white 

and Indigenous perspectives. The complexity of landscape as explored by the research 

suggests an interpretive framework of subjective landscape phenomenon which may be 

highly variable in analysis and interpretation of the play (Harris, 2008, p. 187–194). I 

refer to Elkins (2008) who suggests that ‘landscape is an exemplary encounter with 

subjectivity … understood as a kind of unity … which reflects, or articulates, the sense 

of self’ (p. 103).  

The following chapter explores my philosophical subjectivity and acknowledges 

my responses to literature as discussed. In doing so the research investigated the link 

between phenomenological experience of landscape and the creation of the dramatic 

fiction. It addressed the challenges associated with practice–led playwrighting research 

in a broader analysis of creative construction. The chapter further suggests that while 

the study engages with traditional discourses of earlier interpretive landscape methods it 

may also contribute to the growing phenomenological approaches in the field (Elkins, 
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2008; Fowles, 2010; Potter, 2004; Snead 2002) as my personal experiences of landscape 

are analysed from phenomenological positions. As a result the chapter explores the 

processes of creation of landscape and how creative ideas were dramatically 

contextualised within the work. Further the following chapter identifies how artistic and 

dramatic concepts were theorised through methods that were applied post-play creation. 

The method of Dramatic fusion as proposed maintains the importance of retrospective 

methods as providing significant knowledge concerning the creative process of myself 

as playwright. 
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Chapter 3: 

 Practice-Led Research – Phenomenology 

 

Practice-led inquiry 

The study maintains the importance of retrospective methods as providing significant 

knowledge concerning the working process of professionally active creative individuals, 

particularly those who have contributed significantly to the development of artwork in 

their domain (Perkins 1981). As a result the methods used may be seen as challenging 

the way knowledge of creation and development activities within the creative writing 

experience is related, by providing an alternative model to structured frameworks of 

research in this field. This study privileged the unstructured creative nature of my 

writing activity while acknowledging the variables of self-initiated (un-structured) 

writing behaviour. As a playwright working from a comprehensive experiential and 

theoretical knowledge base, I also needed to become self-initiating in a research practice 

which involved the interaction of variables hitherto under-realised in contemporary 

research (Mace & Ward, 2002). The emphasis of the study was deliberately on the 

creation and development of a dramatic text (play) rather than applied to the 

scenographic practices and presentation styles that may be inspired by a production of 

the play (Fuchs, 2002). My experiences of landscape, as discussed, formed the basis of 

the study.  

Practice–led inquiry is becoming more common within creative fields of inquiry; 

however, the debates surrounding it as an accepted methodology are on-going. 

Consequently, in choosing to frame my study as such, there were personal and academic 

challenges surrounding my decision which I feel are pertinent to the narrative of this 

research journey, and consequently may further inform discourse in this field. The 

following discussion attempts to situate the research in a practice–led framework and 

also attempts to make a claim for practice–led inquiry in research in the field of 

playwrighting. In doing so it discusses the challenges inherent to creative writing 

research. 

My fascination with landscape and its conflicting elements initially identified my 

desire and enthusiasm to further explore it through socio-cultural and socio-geographic 
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lenses which were formulated through my expertise as a creative writer. As a playwright 

working predominantly in interpretive, fictive modes, I have consciously built an 

extensive knowledge base relating to creative writing, creative activity and 

playwrighting practice. My theatrical knowledge is a result of tacit and personal 

understandings of classic and contemporary art and dramatic works, dramatic structure 

and technique, nominated genres, art and theatre history, aesthetics, culture, emotions, 

values, personal theories, previous works, critical analysis, and historical and 

contemporary perceptions of art, culture, society and environment. Kay (1991) posits 

that the experienced, professional artist knows what will fail or succeed in their specific 

field as ‘expertise is an important factor in creative producing’ (p. 246).  

The creative writing and rewriting of Dawn’s Faded Rose resulted from my 

concentrated immersion in the fictional world of the play, my (re)-experiencing, (mis)-

remembering and evoking of landscape and in imaginatively experiencing the lives of 

the characters as conducted in that world. Immersion in the field in this manner may be 

considered diversely different to, or set apart from traditional artistic research methods. 

However as Freiman (2003) states, creativity is ‘separate’ from other concepts of textual 

knowledge production (p. 5). Initially when undertaking this study, art work as research 

and its methodological applications in academic inquiry seemed to be a muddy field, 

difficult to navigate and I suspected constantly shifting for each individual working in 

it. 

Colbert (2009) clearly identifies the differences between the process based and the 

practice–led research characteristics through an articulation of a study of a river (see 

Colbert’s 2009 excellent refereed conference paper: Accommodating the Experiential 

Within Practice–led Research, Margins and Mainstreams: 14
th

 Annual AAWP 

Conference, 2009). I adapted her analogy and applied it to the landscape focus in my 

own work. Colbert’s definition suggests that as a practice–led researcher I may not 

focus on the effect of culture on the landscape. I may not focus on ‘how it has 

previously been described or experienced in noting the describing’, nor will I be 

interested ‘in identifying and measuring these effects scoped within a contained field … 

nor will my research path follow a linear trajectory’ (p. 4). Rather as a practice–led 

artistic researcher I seek ‘to write about the nature’ of the landscape during a cultural 

journey. Observations and experiences [were] noted as well as numerous previously 

unrecognised qualities. ‘The researcher’, Colbert , states, ‘is seeking to understand what 
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has been experienced, to identify, explore and understand how others have understood 

and written about experiences and reflect on combinations of [all] experiences’ (p. 4). In 

Dawn’s Faded Rose, as the focus of this study, I was therefore attempting to write the 

experiences of smelling the roses wilting in the desert heat, hearing the scratch of a 

match on flint to ignite the dry surrounds, feeling the water disappearing into the dirt as 

the land cracks open under the midday sun, enduring the agony of a child being born in 

the red desert dirt while the landscape catches on fire.  

The study claims that knowledge discoveries were generated from within and 

through the socio-geographic experiences contained within the play. Practice–led 

methods ensured the created artistic product remained epistemologically prominent. My 

playwright self was neither subordinate to nor greater than my researcher self. Both 

identities were prominent at different times and specific to the different writing 

activities. The research was experiential and embodied, and discipline and idea specific. 

The framework discouraged researching about the play but rather privileged knowledge 

that could be discovered through the reflective unearthing of landscape creation and 

development. It suggested that the play once written disclosed methods pertaining to 

creation and development of landscape and therefore led research outcomes. 

Consequently in association with my professional practice understanding of the field, 

the practice–led paradigm provided me with a means of imagining new ways of 

communicating landscape and also analysing and interpreting landscape experiences as 

evoked in and excavated from within the work. Landscape interpretation, representation 

and presentation grew from a complex and often chaotic context of thinking, imagining, 

writing, discarding, interpreting, reflecting and re-drafting that was an on-going creative 

and artistic experience. The artistic creative research experience complies with Barone 

and Eisner’s (1997) definition of practice based research which in relation to this study, 

suggests the play would reveal the presence of certain aesthetic qualities or design 

elements that infused the inquiry such as: 

 the creation of a virtual reality (setting) 

 the presence of ambiguity (landscape) 

 the use of expressive language (rough poetry and song) 

 the use of contextualised and vernacular language (dialogue) 

 the promotion of empathy (character and circumstance) 
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 the personal signature of the researcher ((mis)-remembrance) 

 the presence of an aesthetic form (fictional world). 

 

Barone and Eisner’s (1997) points consider the significance of dramatic and 

theatrical elements specific to the evocation of landscape in the play. They are also 

commensurate with professional practice methods of creative writing activity. 

The artistic and creative research also attempted to comply with Reason’s (1998) 

definitions of creative writing research in practice–led paradigms and is contextualised 

in Colbert’s (2009) paper. Colbert agrees with Reason who posits that the task of 

researchers in this field is to merge Presentational forms of knowing e.g. those that are 

excavated from [subjective] experiential knowing and provide expression through 

dramatic form, with Propositional knowing; [objective] knowledge that is understood 

through theoretical ideas and expressed through abstract language (p. 4). Colbert (2009) 

suggests that within such a negotiation the researcher manages the tensions between 

‘the scope and subject of the topic, establishment of the relevant fields of knowledge, 

designs a research method and provides structure to the accompanying paper’ (p. 4). 

The practice–led paradigm therefore enabled Dawn’s Faded Rose to reveal the 

theoretical underpinning pertinent to the cultural meaning evoked, nominate the 

methodology pertinent to dramaturgical and interpretive analysis and theorise 

knowledge derived from a critical reflective thinking about the experiential, the 

imagined, the interpreted and the representational evoked in and from the play.  

During this time I was conscious of Stock’s (2007) warning about the dangers 

associated with artists incorporating practice–led methods in academic research. In 

exploring and rejecting numerous possibilities I became aware of the potential for 

expanding practice–led investigation through new methodological developments in the 

articulation of theoretical contexts of meaning made through and by the play. Similarly 

to Armstrong (2005) who uses the term praxis-led [emphasis added], the methods I 

employed attempted to emphasise an ‘iterative, creative research practice where practice 

and theory became inseparable’ (p. 3). Furlong and Oancea (2005, p. 8) suggest that 

integrating theoretical principles of research with creative practice provides discourse 

on activities which borrow from each other and consequently inform and support each 

other as practice–led inquiry. This study therefore sought to realise a discourse that 
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from dual positions of creativity and theory framed my dramatic writing activity while 

incorporating Dawson (1998), Freiman (2003), Kroll (2002), Nelson (2008), and 

Throsby’s (1993) suggestions that new art-works may provide examples of new 

knowledge statements in the field for which they are written and in wider cultural 

contexts. Colbert (2009) agrees that the practice–led paradigm discloses numerous 

possibilities for creative writing research of this nature and states: 

Practice–led research in the domain of creative writing, has a number of 

distinguishing characteristics: the potential for the emergence and development 

of new directions in the creative artefact during the course of the research; the 

use of intuitive, unconsciously arrived at, inscribed and personal knowledge in 

the creative research process; numerous iterations in the creative process and a 

striving for originality in the creative artefact. (p. 3) 

 

In acknowledging successful and varying principles of creative research which are 

focussed on developing the artists’ practice, this investigation sought to theoretically 

formulate a methodological framework that did not risk manipulating the dramatic work 

into an unworkable process-specific discipline. During the very personal and subjective 

experience of creation, I didn’t want process-based methods to lead the creation of the 

artistic work. I wanted the landscape, through the fictional contexts of the play, to 

generate the knowledge and thereby acknowledge what Haseman (A Manifesto for 

Performative Research. Cited in Green, 2007) describes as performative research. 

Performative research may be understood in this case as evolving from the 

interpretation and evocation of interpretation, presentation and evocation of landscape 

in the work from which meaning evolved. Consequently this investigation reinforces 

that the play itself is the focus of the research and the source from which theory may be 

derived. 

Denzin (1989), Turner (The Politics of Landscape: Rural Scenery and Society in 

English Poetry 1630–1660. Cited by Cosgrove, 2008a, p. 9) and Bruner (The Narrative 

Construction of Reality. Cited in Ely et al., 1997) have all discussed and engendered 

much discussion of similar research activity and suggest interpretive methods employ 

structures of representation that require symbolic statements concerning culture, 

biography and human group life. As such I attempted to devise hybrid research methods 

that could incorporate symbolic and metaphoric exploration and encapsulated landscape 
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interpretation and representation. Colbert (2009), Csíkszentmihályi (1997) and Stewart 

(2001) seem to agree that theorising a work which may holistically incorporate thematic 

texture, subtext, symbol, and metaphor into a field of existing knowledge ‘may entail 

drawing on multiple fields and an amalgam of processes which join uniquely’ (Colbert, 

2009). The hybrid approach as Stock (2007) suggests will still search to incorporate 

rigorous epistemology, methods and evaluation processes and may engender alternative 

ways of knowing (pp.1–8) as applied to contexts and experiences of landscape. 

Therefore the theory as formulated and derived from the play occurred through the 

unification of both traditional and innovative methods.  

The study attempted to address the debates surrounding practice–led research by 

extending Barone and Eisner’s (1997), Barrett’s (2007), and Mace and Ward’s (2002) 

research discussions pertaining to the expression of real world creativity in research 

writing. I turned in part to principles of traditional inquiry and devised a hybrid 

methodology which extracted contexts of landscape from the work through the lenses of 

landscape theory which extended my cultural–understanding reading of the work. This 

understanding then enabled me to analyse the creation and development of the work, 

which transpired through the application of principles of interpretive phenomenology 

(creation phase) and action research (creative developmental phase). If, as Keane (2006, 

p. 3) states, practice–led research explores the ‘construction and coordination of social 

structures, cultural contexts and personal narratives wherein practice activities must 

constantly be performed’ [emphasis added], the evocation and dramatisation of the 

landscape may be considered as dually the mode of research [method] and the research 

question [subject]. In consideration of Mafe and Brown’s (2006) discussions on 

practice-led research, this study may be acknowledged as an analysis of subjective 

experiences, derived from individual interest and skill and which from a constructivist 

perspective may be typified as a bottom-up approach to research. In reference to the 

subject of this study, landscape is the subjective experience driving the fiction and as 

Elkins (2008) acknowledges that ‘like the body [landscape] is something we all feel 

ourselves to be inside. It’s our subject, but we’re also part of it; we help make it; we live 

in it’ (p. 88), while Cosgrove (2008a) claims that landscape in artistic contexts is a 

‘spiritual and aesthetic response to nature’ (p. 90). 
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Candlin (2000), Fratzeskou (2005), Gray (1996), Haseman (2006), Krauth (2002), 

Mafe and Brown (2006), and Stock (2007) agree that practice–led study may be 

considered as having the potential to open up new epistemological discussions. If so, 

this study may provide from a fictive dramatic position an analysis on the role 

landscape has in constructing cultural meaning.  

Dawn’s Faded Rose is complex and diverse and draws on ‘experiential and external 

stimuli’ and ‘operates not only on the basis of the explicit and exact but also 

incorporates tacit knowledge’ (Barrett, 2007, p. 143) and personal embodied and 

subjective associations with landscape phenomena. While believing that the theory 

generated from these overlapping elements could be significant, I understood that 

writing about creative construction was challenging and acknowledged the debates in 

and about the field. I didn’t want to become defensive about the work and thereby 

sound pretentious. Pretension in research writing, Nelson (2008) posits, can be 

generated by artists attempting to apply theoretical frameworks to creativity and by 

doing so the theory ‘is of limited relevance’ and becomes ‘artificially used for rhetorical 

purposes’ (p. 5). Stewart (2001) also recognises the dangers in practice–led fields and 

states that undisciplined artists working as researchers can fall into a trap of pretending 

practice is research by not knowing what established research paradigms are and 

consequently the art may be devalued as vicarious because method, purpose, structure 

and positioning are not clearly articulated. Strand (1998) acknowledges that recognising 

creative arts products as research may be problematic as artists may have a limited view 

of potential opportunities in research (p. 38).  

 Bourke and Neilsen (2004) contribute to the practice–led debate and argue for the 

importance of rigorous methodological inquiry in support of the creation of arts product 

and suggest that artistic creation as research investigation needs to be formalised (p. 3). 

Freiman (2001) argues with Stewart (2001), Strand (1998), and Bourke and Neilsen by 

suggesting that attempting to provide answers to the ‘vexed question’ pertaining to 

creative research is a ‘social construction which is determined by the parameters in 

which it is applied’ as the creation of art product is ‘impossible to measure’ (Freiman, 

pp. 4–9).  

In acknowledging the debate surrounding the paradigm, this study explored the 

movement and tension between creative writing and research writing and attempted to 

structure the exegesis as an extension of the reading of the dramatic play whilst also 
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devising principles for practice–led methodological applications. In doing so, the 

research strove to address the challenges inherent to the paradigm. Like Freiman (2001) 

I wanted to acknowledge that creativity functions within contexts and discourses 

understood from previous knowledge and does not ‘spring unbidden and from nowhere’ 

(in Freiman 2007, pp. 4–9). Kroll (2002) and Throsby (1993) provide advice to artists’ 

that encourages them to employ a rigorous methodological framework which doesn’t 

manipulate definitions of research to comply with the difficulties of appraisal (p. 5). 

Throsby (1993) suggests that if considered this way, a link between scientific inquiry 

and arts research models becomes evident, in that scientific inquiry partly refers to the 

formulation, expression and testing of ideas about the world which is exactly what 

practicing artists do if a conceptual rigour is maintained. Throsby (1993) also suggests 

that all forms of art product contain a hypothesis about a reality that is perceived by the 

artist: 

It may be descriptive, it may be analytical …. But the making of an artistic 

statement is an exploration of an idea (and) … each statement … is some sort of 

contribution to the objective body of knowledge which is called art. (p. 35) 

 

The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) of Canada in 

working to acknowledge creation/research clearly outline the potentially transformative 

nature of research undertaken by artists (2011). The document defines creation/research 

as research activity or approaches to research that foster the creation of literary artistic 

works wherein both the creative writing and the research writing foster standards of 

excellence and where such written discipline: ‘represents a new development, … is 

original, innovative, or renews an aspect of the field’ (Description section, para. 4).  

In this study both the creative text and the creative impulse and behaviour of the 

writer were granted equal prominence in locating the knowledge formation in creative 

and theoretical fields as it attempts to describe and define what was specific to the work. 

As stated, my writing activity was subjective, instinctual and relied on (mis)-

remembered encounters with the landscape and other esoteric and intangible concepts 

pertaining to plot, theme, image, symbol, metaphor and character. Reason and Hawkins 

(1988) discuss how research in creative expression is experiential and as such meaning 

is released and made manifest by the medium of the creative context in which it is 

written (p. 88). The play in this case constructed and released meaning and the research 
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nominated dual positions of creation and investigation by exploring the movement 

between creative writing and research writing. It embraced the undisciplined elements 

inherent to artistic creation, distinguished the art product as leading the research, and 

proposed that the product was responsible for producing the knowledge about the 

creation and development of the work and for producing meaning in cultural contexts.  

Subsequently, the play and the theory the play generated became equal and 

epistemologically valuable. During the reflective analytical processes, invaluable source 

references in the form of excerpts from the play and narrative stream of consciousness 

journal entries revealed and generated data about landscape and about play creation and 

development. Landscape impressions, imaginings and representations that were 

discovered reflectively provided a basis for a method of analysis on the plays creation, 

which in turn fed into the plays development. Consequently, the creative writing 

experiences as discussed here were, as Dawson (1998) suggests, ‘already a dialogic 

engagement with theory, language and a range of social and cultural discursive 

formations’ (Bourke & Neilsen, 2007, p. 1). The practice–led framework enabled me to 

tell the story first. I was then able to theoretically frame creation and development 

holistically, while addressing the tension between academic research writing and the 

liberating, expressive, spontaneous, and reflective functions necessary to making 

connections between the different sets of ideas. 

If, as Stock (2007) suggests, the rise of creative practice–led research projects has 

opened up potential for bringing together the separate domains of professional practice 

and academic research this study aims to provide an example of a symbiotic unification 

of creative and exegetical writing. In complying with Kroll’s (2002) suggestion that 

writers of fictional play-scripts ‘research widely if their topic demands it and will 

always in some sense research themselves’ as I have done, the practice–led paradigm 

has allowed me to formulate a unique and innovative hybrid method of inquiry that may 

apply to research investigation for other artists in the creation and development of new 

fictional dramatic work.  

Dawn’s Faded Rose is unique to my individual creative process and the 

methodologies utilised are unique to the creation and conceptualisation of it as artistic 

product. Its writing and redrafting processes were initiated in the consciousness of 

creative and development practice experiences. Consequently, discourse reached out 

from within and through, not only the artistic statement as Mafe and Brown (2006) 
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suggest, but also through my conscious acknowledgement of experiences which are 

embedded in what James (1898) defined as fringes of meaning (James, 1898, in Edie 

1987). My utilisation of hybrid methods within the practice–led paradigm identified 

with what Stock (2007) suggests as being concurrent with creative investigation in 

practice–led models that acknowledge distinct artistic product as evocative, rich or 

unique research presentational forms. In this case with claims of knowing evoked 

through the language, symbols, metaphors, and theatrical and dramatic elements 

inherent to creative writing in dramatic forms.  

The research was therefore conceived and conducted in and within the specifics of 

professional creative and developmental dramatic writing pursuits and as such, 

discoveries and experiences followed a creative loop back into the development of the 

play. Consequently, the study has the capacity to contribute to knowledge formation on 

theorising the phases of dramatic writing which conclude in a new work. This is 

evidenced by the research description of the two separate writing phases that proposed 

that the key characteristics and methodologies relevant to this study only become clear 

over time in response to contextual practice issues (Gray, 1996, p. 2). Integrated, the 

phenomenological and action research principles as applied worked toward the mutually 

beneficial outcome of evoking and dramatising landscape as the focus of the play, and 

consequently, the research. The study was not aimed at a quest for certainty but rather at 

enhancing and articulating the perspectives of viewing, understanding and 

contextualising my writing of landscape contexts.  

The phenomenological discussion that follows attempted to draw on my subjective 

relationship with landscape. In an attempt to articulate how ideas for landscape 

representation were explored and evolved, the following analysis utilises personal 

journal entries (identified as pre-narratives) to identify the artistic evocation of 

landscape in the first draft of the play.  

 

Phenomenological Experience  

Phenomenology cannot be summarised … unlike other styles of philosophy, what is 

interesting … about phenomenology is not what it can reveal of the skeleton, the 

deeply hidden taxonomy, but what it shows of the flesh, the surface: the 

stories it tells, the richness of experience it calls to our attention. 

(Kleinberg-Levin, 2009, p. 137) 
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This study attempted to explore and discover new contexts of landscape phenomena 

through fictive dramatic lenses. The creation of Dawn’s Faded Rose was a complex 

undertaking, and attempting to frame the complexity of thinking, imagining, 

remembering and reconceptualising landscape as research stimulus initially seemed 

impossible. Part of my experience of writing a play entails the unknowing; the surprises 

that the world of the play reveals as it is being written. I believed this element of 

surprise was central to this study, not only dramatically and theatrically, but also 

theoretically. I would discover contexts of landscape through the surprising disclosures 

that the work revealed. I believed, that once the play was written, it, as a creative 

document would be the point of disclosure which would enable me to analyse the 

creation and development of the work and consequently the representations of the 

landscape within.  

As discussed, landscape concepts, ideas and themes grew from personal, historical, 

philosophical and social experiences which were interpreted, imagined and dramatised 

through the play. The text was created as a response to various and often conflicting 

ideas on landscape, vague feelings generated by memories of songs and subjective 

associations to social or environmental stimuli. Creative and artistic ideas emerged out 

of embodied experiences, understanding, re-conceptualisations and realisations of and 

about landscape phenomena. Creative writing activity was often initiated through my 

responses to specific geographical or environmental images, climate, and dwindling 

natural resources. These responses affected the initial composition of ideas pertaining to 

the relationship between human character and landscape as identity and presence. 

Colbert (2009) and Barrett (2007) state that this mode of practice acknowledges that the 

ever-present voice of the researcher is—as mine is in the creation and development of 

Dawn’s Faded Rose—the instrumental force which must be brought into language 

(Colbert, 2009), as must the intrinsically emotional and subjective dimensions of the 

artistic process (Barrett, 2007, p. 135).  

As such the research acknowledged the movement and tensions between the ‘inner 

and outer arcs of attention’ in the creative process (Marshall, 2001, p. 433). These arcs 

explain artistic knowledge discovery as being underpinned and shaped by rigorous 

reflective and reflexive methods. The play in turn evaluated and identified the cultural 

and theoretical meaning as expressed through the work, which in turn influenced my 
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parallel reading, fields of inquiry, my research path and the final structure of my 

exegesis (Colbert, 2009). As a consequence of this, the play facilitated deeper levels of 

understanding of the dramatic, and thereby unearthed cultural meaning within the work 

and within my creative processes (Goddard, 2007, p. 113). The creative work therefore 

enabled documentation of the ‘enquiry cycle’ (Haseman, cited in Green, 2007) in which 

my tacit and experiential knowledge of subject was explicitly analysed and theorised. 

The phenomenological discussion in this chapter imagines a landscape reality as 

being the indeterminate product of my own experience which I understand as authentic. 

Authenticity in this case is neither an absolute truth nor a disinterested truth, but is the 

transformation of (mis)-remembrances, memory, and narrative biography into dramatic 

expression of (ir)-real landscape. It addresses the tension and movement between 

memory and landscape representation in the play from a phenomenological position of 

reflection on the creative writing process. Within this framework I explored an 

interesting parallel relating to the divide that separates landscape as I experienced it 

growing up (conscious memory) and that same landscape as an artefact of cultural 

production (dramatic text). In this research, I propose that this divide is understood as 

Dramatic fusion. Dramatic fusion suggests there is a symbiotic, unified relationship 

between playwright and play. As such it explores the theory that the playwright is 

dually present and invisible within the text, though implicitly at the centre of the 

emergent cultural meaning. 

The phenomenological experiences as discussed explored ideological tensions 

associated with landscape. In doing so the research may suggest that cultural 

imperatives may conceal authenticity. Landscape to me is dually authentic and 

inauthentic – it is real and somewhere out there and it is (ir)-real and somewhere within. 

As Ellingsen (2011) discusses, this sort of duality of memory meant that as a researcher 

I had to go beyond, get underneath the familiar story of what I knew as my history to 

unearth and transform landscape into what I (mis)-remembered. The ways I excavated 

landscape memory and constructed landscape phenomena and socio-geographic 

conflicts were complex. Rather than constructing inauthentic representations, I revealed 

myself, as Ellingsen suggests, as an unrecognisable figure in the past I was free to 

invent. The creative invention evoked was a response to memory and experience, but 

also to how I (mis)-remembered, for example, what I saw when I (mis)-remembered and 

how I felt when I (mis)-remembered. The play became a means of distilling my 
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curiosity and pre-occupation with landscape and through the creation of it I developed 

and nurtured skills of ‘observation, analysis, empathy and self-reflection’ while 

exploring and transforming elements of ‘individual experience as cultural product’ 

(Kaminsky, 2011, p. 140). 

While acknowledging Dewey (1934), Heidegger (1962), Merleau-Ponty (1962), 

and philosophical discourses relevant to imaginary variation and approaches pertaining 

to creator and creation, this study focussed phenomenological experiences of landscape 

from contemporary positions of reflection on the creative process (Dubow, 2008; 

Marshall, 2008; Natanson, 1998; Newman, 2007). During the creative and ongoing 

artistic process, the unconscious didn’t distinguish between my past and present. Rather, 

there was an intermingling of (mis)-remembered sensory snapshots of past and present 

circumstances and experiences that acknowledged that the accuracy of landscape 

evocation may prove unreliable as specific geography. Ellingsen (2011) defines this 

form of intermingling as the fluidity of movement between the past and the present – 

and states that conceptually it explores ‘the sliding between now and before that occurs 

in memoir’ (p. 148).  

In exploring the tensions between experiential and interpretive representations of 

landscape, the play may be considered a significant space that unified and/or challenged 

ideological and phenomenological subjects of discourse, for example, it explored the 

space between landscape as cultural product and landscape as subjective experience. 

Landscape may be described as a subjective perception of my participation in the world, 

its essence defined by its presence in my personal and creative consciousness. Marshall 

(2008) suggests phenomenology imagines reality as the indeterminate product 

[emphasis added] of experience (p. 197) and as such phenomenological investigation 

enabled me to explore my experiences of landscape from a position within the creative 

writing experience. Edmund Husserl’s definitive body of work in this area is discussed 

by Kleinberg-Levin (2009), who agrees that the phenomenological subject is reliant 

upon relationships with the physical world – of being in the world; and the 

phenomenological object is in consciousness – of being in perception. The landscape 

therefore, as the object of this investigation, is defined by its presence in my 

consciousness. Curtis’s (1978, p. xiii) further phenomenological research may be 

applied to define the distinguishing features of this inquiry:  
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 A belief in the importance of, and in a sense the primacy, of subjective 

consciousness (personal subjective experiences of landscape). 

 An understanding of consciousness as active to meaning-bestowing (play 

creation). 

 A claim that there are certain essential structures to consciousness of which 

we can gain direct knowledge by a certain kind of reflection (extended 

theoretical reading).  

 

This study excavates that which lies in what James (1898 in Edie 1987) discusses as the 

play’s ‘fringes of meaning’. Consequently the study aims to investigate how 

experiential authorial meanings reside in a text on a level outside the works status or 

function within cultural contexts. In evoking landscape experiences, my perceptual and 

(mis)-remembered encounters with and of the landscape fused creatively into the fictive 

world encounters in the play. The play became the research space that reflected the 

landscapes’ role in exploring my lived experience, my cultural identity, my writing 

behaviour, and my vernacular language, all of which was, in turn, defined fictively 

through dramatic interaction. The phenomenological turn as explored in this study may, 

as Dubow (2008) discusses, be attributed to discovering ‘a new kind of poetics or even 

ethics depicting the need’ – I had ‘to look out at a space and have it look back’ (p. 113). 

Phenomenological exploration unearthed hidden, sensory experiences that were 

embodied and as such generated subjective meaning. These meaningful experiences 

were revealed as essential to my creative writing activity, that is, by locating and 

defining the link between self, landscape and play. During this reflective process I 

consciously placed myself as the referential beginning point of the fiction. Therefore 

this study suggests that meaning is acknowledged as occurring prior to dramatic 

embodiment of language, sense and dramatic form. 

In addressing the methodological complexity associated with framing creative 

writing, this study sought to discover a discourse which acknowledged that during the 

creation phase there was a continual shift between my real-world contexts of landscape 

and the dramatic interpretation and representation of landscape in the world of the play. 

Freiman’s (2003) discussion on methodological complexity in creative writing suggests 

tensions are apparent in the field, in as much as the discipline becomes a site for the 
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social interaction between writers, readers and texts. He further discusses these 

complexities as bearing some relationship to wider social as well as academic 

expectations of what writing and creativity actually is (2007, pp. 1/14). 

The play as read or performed by others does not literally convey the knowledge of 

my essential experiences, which were concealed within complex layers of cultural and 

biographical history and buried within the conventions of my immediate social 

structures. Aesthetically, the socio-political, moral and cultural relationship I continue 

to have with the text is not apparent. My authorial hidden experience is not evident in 

the play wherein my truths are creatively constructed as drama for aesthetic or thematic 

purposes. Essentially a reading or performance by others does not account for the 

intimate relationship I have with the play. The relationship between creator and creation 

as explored in this study, is acknowledged by Natanson (1998) as being a relationship 

that is expressed by memory or sympathetic fancy’ (p. 4), and therefore understood as 

unique, personal and subjective.  

By acknowledging myself at the centre of the dramatic experience I was able to 

investigate that which evoked the causal truth, the subversive fictive world that is 

otherwise hidden. The landscape as represented in the play became a reciprocal space 

for a methodological emphasis on authorial experience as it functioned as a point of 

beginning for the collaborative interaction between me and other human characters in 

the material world of the fiction. My experiential truths were embedded in, concealed in 

and were fundamental to the process of creative, imagined interaction. The play was 

initiated in the consciousness of landscape experience and consequently discourse 

reaches out from within the experience through not only the artistic statement as Mafe 

and Brown (2006) suggest, but through my unearthing and revealing of experiences 

which are embedded within that which was created. 

 

Dramatic Fusion 

This phase of the practice–led research acknowledged Csíkszentmihályi’s (1997) five 

step definition of creative process: immersion, incubation, insight, evaluation and 

elaboration, whilst also identifying a clearly established problem, a clearly articulated 

method, the location of the study within a field of inquiry, socially responsible reporting 

and availability of findings (in the analysis of the play). Additionally I attempted to 
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‘negotiate the singularity of creative practice and objectify the personal by way of 

reflective processes’ (Colbert, 2009, p. 3). I devised and explored a theoretical 

framework of analysis that generated scholarly discourse and new ways of thinking 

about creation from the artistic transformational experiences associated with writing the 

play: Dramatic fusion.  

In proposing the new theoretical framework of Dramatic fusion the study 

acknowledges that the playwright’s cultural, experiential, lived and embodied 

knowledge is at the centre of the unconscious creative writing behaviour. These 

elements are explored in conjunction with symbolic images and metaphors, ideas for 

thematic exploration of dramatic conflict, and theatrical rhythms pertaining to dialogue. 

This phase of the study therefore indicates that theoretical and methodological 

applications specific to dramatic writing activity may be remote or removed from the 

immediate art or act of creation. As a practice–led inquiry, research findings were 

framed through the ‘self critical movement between experience and reflection [on 

landscape] … as the tensions between ‘practice and experience [were] systematically 

honed and refined’ (Haseman, cited in Colbert 2009, p. 152). This research articulates a 

theoretical and methodological framework that supports reflective analysis post-creative 

writing. Natanson’s (1998, p. xiii) theories on creative writing research may be pertinent 

to this study as they suggest that by evoking the landscape as the central focus, an 

intentional consciousness emerged which posited an ideal of the landscape within the 

work. As such, the ideal of the landscape as evoked may be understood as directly 

linking interpretive phenomenological analysis with the creative domain of the play.  

During this analysis I unearthed conscious phenomenological experiences of 

landscape which were creatively concealed within the play. The creative process was a 

gestation period that was interspersed with frantic periods of flow activity 

(Csíkszentmihályi, 1997; Perry, 2005), lengthy periods of reflection and critical 

analysis, and moments of spontaneous narration. The application of this idea as method, 

and the consequent analysis of the experiences revealed, exposed dramatic elements as 

emergent and led to the discovery of a dramaturgical cohesion between 

autobiographical experiences and the layering of dramatic and theatrical elements. 
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The diagram may be considered a model for this phase of the creative writing 

experience (dramatic fusion). It attempts to depict the experiential intimate world of the 

playwright fusing with the fictive public world of the play and wherein a dramaturgical 

cohesion between playwright (creator) and text (creation) emerges. From this 

perspective dramatic fusion was applied as method to: 

 Discover, define and theorise the experiences important to the creative 

construction of the play. 

 Provide access to the authorial landscape from within the creative writing 

experience. 

 Investigate the convergence of my consciousness in association with the 

imagined fictive dimensions associated with the play. 

 

The analysis expresses the theory that subject and object are entwined in what 

Dewey (1934) recognises as a mutually constitutive and symbiotic relationship. As a 

dramatic, literary or performative work the play compels a suspension of ‘belief in the 

(fictive) familiar through examples inspired from what is familiar’ (real) to me 

(Natanson, 1998). Dubow (2008) suggests that phenomenological discourses on creative 

mediations of landscape ‘need to incorporate more hidden sensory and affective 

processes’ to construct a permissible view of what comes into being for the subject, for 

example, focussing investigative interpretations toward the how as opposed to the what 

(p.104). As a consequence, Dubow (2008) claims that landscape becomes more than a 

neutral empty space in which subjects move and objects reside but rather a relational 

field ‘innocent of all boundaries between subject and surroundings replete with the 

break(ing) down (of) the subject–object relation’ (p. 104–140). While acknowledging 

that this form of interpretive focus does not represent a full and systematic articulation 

of creative process activity I agree that articulating these experiential discoveries can 

reveal important instances of inspiration and idea conceptions in the flow of creative 

writing (Perry 2005, Massimini, Csíkszentmihályi, & Delle Fave 1988).  
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The Creation of Dawn’s Faded Rose 

Whatever happens seems to be happening beyond human experience, across a gap of 

undimensional, universal space. Perhaps that is what the Aboriginal means by ‘the 

dreaming time’. (Goodman & Johnston, 1972, p. 33) 

 

The play cannot disclose my actual, private landscape. It does however comply 

with States’ (1985) discussion of Heidegger's (1962) theories which suggest that the 

work may reveal ‘a different kind of [landscape] than I usually tend to be in’ (p. 2). The 

work offers ‘both an altered sense of [my] reality and a phenomenal renewal’ (States, 

1985, pp. 12–13) of my landscape experiences. Heidegger’s seminal definition of 

creative work describes understanding (for the creative writer) as existentiality wherein 

the essence of truth lies in the disclosure of concrete potentialities for being within the 

horizons of one’s placement in the world (in Palmer, 1969, p. 130). States posits a 

similar discussion and rather than using the term existentiality he calls this placement in 

the world somewhere else. Somewhere else is not a spatial elsewhere as in a place of 

reference but a place of disclosure. To disclose personal experiences embedded in the 

play I reflected on and analysed phenomenological narration as a method of exploration 

into the evocation of landscape. In doing so, I extended the narrative purpose of the play 

and thereby extended the potential for reading the work in contexts other than the 

dramatic or performative. 

 

Analysis: Excavation of Landscape  

Culture is never more in evidence than when nature is spoken about. 

(Dubow, 2008, p. 99) 

 

This phase of the study reflectively analysed personal journal narratives to describe 

excavated experiences of landscape which were infused within the creative work. Each 

of the narratives included in this chapter constitute a (mis)-remembered experience of 

landscape specifically related to my experience of it, in time. Clandinin and Connelly 

(2000) state that autobiographical writing is very closely related to journal writing. 

Considered as field texts they are always interpretively constructed (p.102). The 

narrative journal entries discussed here triggered creative ideas around which I re-told 

the landscape story. On reflection of these journal entries significant landscape images 

were revealed which impacted on the creation of the dramatic work and as such may be 
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considered as ‘field notes’. Similar to Davies’ research, the narratives attempt to record 

‘the existential conditions of what [I was] doing, situating them in a place, at a certain 

time, with detail of particular events noted. [I] then turn inward to give an account of … 

feelings’ (1996, in Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 89). 

The analysis therefore explored my existential narratives as being the truth of 

experiences from which the plays dramatic elements were derived. The analysis 

discusses the evocation of the imagined landscape of the play and applies Dramatic 

fusion as the predominant method of disclosure derived from a phenomenological 

narrative framework: landscape experiences which were often scribbled on bits of 

paper, written and rewritten in journals, recorded moments of my past history and 

present circumstance. An analysis of the narratives became essential to my 

understanding of how landscape ideas were evoked and consequently gave me insight 

into the dramatic concepts that surfaced in the work. As Ellingsen (2011) states ‘we 

drag our past, with its undigested emotional baggage, along with us, and in retelling it 

we can’t help but evoke the narrative form’ (p. 148). These narratives formed bits of the 

puzzle that provided the link between memory of landscape and the play. Consequently 

the narratives provided insight into the evocation of landscape in Dawn’s Faded Rose.  

The sometimes careful and disciplined descriptive writing and sometimes chaotic 

scribbling, fused memory and (mis)-remembrance with imagination and eventually 

became articulated in dramatic form. For the purpose of this study I describe these 

scribbling and writings as pre-narratives; narratives that were evoked prior to the 

dramatic narrative of the play. In articulating what was imagined, Casey’s (2002) 

landscape research suggests that as a phenomenologist, I explored content which 

possessed sensuous and intuitive forms and which predicated descriptions of ‘colour, 

tone, kinaesthetic feeling and the like’ (p. 42). Newman (2007) also discusses 

phenomenological inquiry from a similar perspective and claims that methodologically 

it acknowledges a ‘useful responsibility to the imbrications of the sensing and the 

sensed, the seeing and the seen, the touching and the touched’ (p. 112). Therefore this 

chapter didn’t attempt to discuss the best application of phenomenological doctrine to 

the reading of the play but was concerned with investigating ‘the truth about the fictions 

(mis-remembrances) natural to my mind (Natanson, 1998, p. xii) that were unearthed 

and transformed in the work. Therefore the study indicates that if the essential truth of 

the landscape was found in the varying narrative forms, the analysis is as Ellingsen 
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(2011) discusses; more a means of exchange than an indication of the actual reality 

(empirical or geographic) of landscape.  

In re-imagining the landscape in theatrical time and place, I yielded to the pre-

narrative and its ability to preserve the memories of landscape which continue to beckon 

and which I continue to explore through the richly layered textures indicative of 

dramatic fiction. Consequently, as Kleinberg-Levin (2009) and Casey (1998) advocate, 

the phenomenological analysis provided in this study attempts to be rigorously 

expressive in its descriptions of experience which are necessarily presented as being 

located in time and place. In doing so, the pre-narratives provide essential data 

pertaining to the actuality of (mis)-remembered lived experience of landscape, which in 

turn reveals the intricacies and complexities of the creative process.  

While the play may provide an example of what Daniels’ (2008) discusses as 

landscape narrative wherein issues of temporality are acknowledged as informing 

current theory, an analysis of the pre-narratives provided an example of the cohesive 

link between the play and the playwright. This was perhaps the most captivating and 

challenging process in the research as it was where descriptive narrative revealed its 

performative dramatic function by enabling the narrative experience in its own words 

and language outside and apart from the play (Casey 1998, 2000a, 2002; Kleinberg-

Levin, 2009; Natanson, 1998). Representations of landscape are studied in various 

disciplines including art history, sociology, cultural geography, architecture and 

landscape art yet, as Helsinger (2008) suggests ‘there has been little consensus about 

how to understand the relation between landscape and art’ and the artist (p. 325). 

Similar to studies in cultural geography and art history (see Cosgrove, 2008b; Leibsohn, 

2008; Taussig, 2008) phenomenological analysis explored landscape significance 

through performative metaphors that were excavated from conflicting historical 

constructs, events and socio-cultural, economic and philosophical positions. I engaged 

with memory and place, space and cultural terrain which bound the research in a 

dramatic framework of landscape, language and daily social practice. Narrative forms 

Daniels (2008) suggests have the ‘ability to arrest time, absorb events and outlive or 

surpasses history’ (p.238), as landscape studies in innovative, performative modes are 

spatially framing ‘memory, narrative, nationality and biography with ‘cognates such as 

place, site and environment’ (p. 239). 
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Analysis: Excavation of Dramatic Elements 

If, as suggested by this study, the play can be considered as the ‘space’ that inhabits the 

place between my memories of the real Australian landscape and my articulation of 

landscape as an evocative and rich source of creativity, then my representation of real 

and (ir)-real landscape provided evocative stimulus for research activity. The 

interpretive representations of sensations, impressions, meanderings and insights of and 

into landscape as pre-narrated, were based on my intimate relationship with real, 

embodied experiences of a real encompassing place (Marshall, 2008, p. 195–6) and 

were eventually transformed into dramatic elements for the purpose of the play. 

Narrative inquiry, Clandinin and Connelly (2000) claim, carries a sense of search, a ‘re-

search’, a sensing again (p. 124). If this is the case then this chapter is an example of 

how ‘re-searching’ – excavating and sifting through (mis)-memories of time and place – 

contributed to theorising the creative process. In seeking other or fictive representations 

of landscape, the play poses an alternative to what may be acknowledged as the 

ordinary, or as Casey (1998, 2000b, 2002) suggests, direct landscape experience.  

During this reflective process, I became intrigued by Casey’s (2000b, 2002) 

suggestion that I could philosophically explore descriptions of things that were at stake 

in the creative process (pp. xiii–xviii). Casey’s (2000b) premise maintains that such 

descriptions illuminate philosophical concerns which may contribute to eventual 

solutions. In applying this theory to the creative process I was seeking to discover from 

where the dramatic elements that formed the initial cohesive dramatic ideas for the play, 

emerged. Consequently, the dramatic stakes were revealed by focussing on subjective, 

essential phenomenological perceptions, imaginations, representations and descriptions 

of the landscape’s rhythms, smells, movements and sounds (as inherent to me the 

creator). Casey (2000b, 2002) acknowledges discoveries such as I was seeking as being 

philosophical quandaries. He identifies concerns regarding the unreliability of things as 

insubstantial as idea or image (the prototypes of representation) in relation to perceived, 

felt or remembered worlds (p. xvi). However, Casey (2002) suggests that through the 

detailed and considered descriptive analysis of the phenomenological truth, I could 

discover what was at stake and therefore resolve philosophical quandaries which may 

arise from this study. Similarly, Natanson’s (1998) discussion on analysing the 

phenomenological in literature suggests that phenomenological narrative writing, as 
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explored in this study, can express a clear linkage, between the fictive universe and my 

intentional consciousness.  

To evoke the landscape as a dramatic device, I revealed embedded experiences that 

incorporated ideological tensions between landscape and consciousness. Landscape is 

my subject and the place in which I exist in consciousness and where my characters 

exist in unconsciousness. DeLue (2008) refers to W. J. T. Mitchell’s ‘Imperial 

Landscape’ (2002) who suggests that ‘landscapes shape us [emphasis added] as if 

agents in their own rights and therefore are not a genre of art but a medium … evoking 

the manner in which humans use them as a means of artistic ends’ (p. 11). 

Phenomenological analysis evoked intersecting contexts of story in which memory, 

nature and culture took on alternative narrative agencies including environmental socio-

cultural behaviour, and economic and environmental decline; and wherein themes of 

geographical inheritance and legends of place became fictive exploratory spaces. 

Personal perception, imagination and representation of landscape, further explored 

tensions between creative space and geographical place. Space and place became 

abstracted ideas of remembered landscape and were represented fragmentally as 

presence, distance and location and became the predominant focus of the dramatic 

tension, for example: 

I know the landscape I perceive as real is in actuality ir-real. But its ir-reality is 

the persistent present of my history. I smell it on the wind that blows from the 

west… it grits against my skin… its memory burns through the soles of my bare 

feet… it compels me to return. And so it is within me and those who came 

before me. I pass it on to she who comes after me… it is her inheritance. 

(Hassall, 2009, personal journal entry) 

 

The form of narrative expression as indicated above was the means through which I 

exposed my autobiographical landscapes. The aim of analysing the pre-narrative writing 

was to explore and identify the ideas that had prompted dramatic expression. While 

narrative, as Ben-Messahel suggests (2006), rests upon techniques that advocate 

concepts of subversion (p. 97), Dramatic fusion provided me with the method to escape 

from (mis)-remembrance and move away from the immediacy of autobiographical 

representation. Dramatic fusion when applied identified how the experiential was 

transformed into the fictional. Applied as method, it enacted the tension between the 
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superiority of my internal reality of space and place, over the geographical subversion 

of my reality into the plays fictive world. While the pre-narratives provided fragments 

of time past and present and identified the early ideas for dramatic and theatrical 

exploration, they also as Ben-Messahel (2006) further suggests proposed a ‘series of 

fragmentary actions’ that I analysed and observed from various angles to construct 

meaning about the plays dramatic and/or cultural purposes (p. 97).  

The phenomenological pre-narration was a construction of particular versions of 

my prior knowledge (reality, history, memory, remembrance, mis-remembrance) and 

consequently created a version of reality that was subverted to influence and interpret 

the fictive world (Ely et al., 1997, p. 64). Often written metaphorically the pre-

narrations were intimately linked to creative exploration as they provided alternative 

referential starting points prior to the writing of the play itself. Denzin (1989) claims 

that ‘personal experience narratives are stories people tell about their personal 

experiences while Brady (2006, p. 4) refers to Sallis (1999), and Aquilla and Pallotta-

Chiarolli (1997) and discusses the idea of cross-cultural fertilisation of the fictional 

narrative when writing research findings. The concept of cross-cultural fertilisation may 

be considered similar to Dramatic fusion as both suggest a means of exploring the 

relationship between conscious research, personal experience and fiction. This research 

therefore complies with Ely et al.’s (1997) discussion on reading theorists Iser (1980) 

and Eco (1979) who acknowledge that fictive power lies in the rhetorical devices used 

that allow readers to enter into the vicarious experiences of the writer. Ely et al. also 

encourage researchers to write lived experiences in combination with imagined reality 

and ‘well-turned fabulistic tales’ using various tools of narrative including ‘characters, 

setting, motifs, figurative language, atmosphere, plot, theme, dialogue and many other 

literary devices’ (p. 64).  

The incorporation, exploration and application of literary and dramatic devices 

while being understood as the implicit tools of the creative writer, are the elements 

within the pre-narratives which illuminate the stakes relevant to the philosophical 

discoveries in this study. The reflective analysis of the pre-narratives filtered immediate 

and historical consciousness into creative writing experiences and activities that were 

evocative, rich, symbolic and metaphoric. By exploring Casey’s (2002) theory that I 

could analyse descriptions of things that were at stake in the creative process to 
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illuminate philosophical discoveries, an analysis of the pre-narratives ultimately 

identified idea conception and layered meaning for: 

 themes  

 characters  

 plot  

 setting  

 dialogue  

 symbols 

 metaphor 

 language 

 atmosphere. 

 

Van Manen (1990) claims that narrative in writing shares a fundamental feature 

with phenomenology: ‘Both story and phenomenology move in the tension between 

particularity and universality’ (p. 120). Bruner (in The Narrative Construction of 

Reality, as discussed in Ely et al., 1997) reflects that in narrative thinking a writer needs 

‘to attend two landscapes simultaneously: the outer landscape of action and the inner 

landscape of consciousness’ (in Ely et al, 1997, p. 69–78) and similarly to Casey 

(2000b) points to the central roles of imagination and feeling to assist in layering 

meaning. ‘The metaphorical concepts we live with and think through in our everyday 

lives may structure the ways in which we orient ourselves in our research (and give) a 

coherence (to our work) that is embedded’ (Ely et al., 1998, p. 116). The following pre-

narratives provided the basis for reflection on conceptual explorations which in turn 

provided the framework for analysis. Dramatic fusion was the predominant method 

applied. Through its application, Dramatic fusion excavated the phenomenological 

truths embedded in the fiction by excavating the ideas that generated creative writing 

activity. 

 

Analysis: Phenomenological Experience 

The following five tables as presented reveal an analysis of personal pre-narratives. 

Dramatic fusion as method explored the evocation of the creative work. Through 
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application of this method I attempted to contextualise and understand how as a creative 

writer I filtered my conscious experiences of landscape into dramatic elements which 

provided the skeletal framework of ideas for the play, that is, the world of the fiction or 

the dramatic setting. The dual perspectives of real experience and creative expression 

transformed into dramatic elements that provided the imaginative, the evocative, the 

atmospheric and the actual landscape of the play. The pre-narratives as analysed in 

Table 1 and 2 provided the crucial stimulus for the fusion of ideas as analysed in Tables 

3 and 4 which revealed a dramaturgical cohesion between reality and fiction. Table 5 

considers the previous four tables as the impetus for the ideas that eventuated in the 

synopsis of the work. It should be noted that the following narratives were written prior 

to the 2011 flood disaster and were personal reflections on the drought and Australia’s 

environmental crisis. 

The following journal entry (2006) disclosed my subjective concerns regarding the 

future of the Australian landscape as a productive environment. These concerns became 

conceptual ideas which framed the basis of the dramatic plot and the associated 

dramatic elements such as themes, symbols, metaphors and characters as explored in the 

play. The elements which were fused are highlighted in bold: 

As a woman, wife and mother I am increasingly anxious about growing global 

and national issues concerning diminishing fossil fuels, the greenhouse affect, 

the war on terror and more immediately the continuing water shortage and 

drought crisis. The Australian landscape is predominantly a desert with the 

majority of its population living on the East Coast. With the water crisis I feel 

the desert is expanding, creeping closer as the Australian continent dries up. 

We are fighting a war on water and in a war for oil each day. We are fighting 

this war in our own landscape. Any war leaves paths of physical, psychological 

and metaphorical devastation; landscapes are broken and inhabitants left 

floundering in unfamiliar terrain. These wars implicitly affect our national 

perception of identity in relationship to others. Our relationship with the 

United States is fertile. And why shouldn’t it be if God is on their side as we 

are repeatedly told…and told…and told…This fruitful union is blossoming even 

as our own landscape dries up, cracks and screams to be nourished as we 

undergo one of the worst droughts on record. (Hassall, 2006, personal journal 

entry) 
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The highlighted excerpts above were reflected or subverted in the play by first 

being fused into ideas for dramatic elements. Analysis of the phenomenological pre- 

narrative as disclosed, enabled me to excavate and identify conceptual ideas; themes, 

symbols, images, metaphors and characters which implicitly generated the creative 

writing experience, as outlined in Table 1. 

Table 1: Dramatic fusion 

Narration Dramatic 

Fusional Elements 

Ideas for Dramatisation 

As a woman, wife, mother… Characters 

Conflict 

Challenge perceptions of 

accepted female roles 

(stereotypes) 

Female place-Who are we? 

Anxious about…diminishing fossil 

fuels, the green house effect, the 

continuing and immediate water 

shortage and drought crisis. 

Theme The continuing 

sustainability of the 

Australian landscape in 

crisis 

…the war on terror… Theme 

Symbol 

American Imperialism 

America as World Police  

Landscape is predominantly a 

desert… as the Australian continent 

dries up. 

Symbolic 

Character 

Symbol 

Landscape as female 

Landscape as menopausal 

Fighting a war on water and a war 

for oil… 

Image Apocalyptic aftermath of 

environmental disaster 

…landscapes are broken and 

inhabitants left floundering in 

unfamiliar terrain… 

Theme Colonial inheritance from a 

white female perspective 

Our relationship with the United 

States is fertile… 

Theme 

 

 

Symbolic 

Character 

 

Dramatic Catalyst 

The environmental 

repercussion of continuing 

this relationship. 

American male – sexual 

and fertile. 

Responsible for landscapes 

destruction and therefore 

the present circumstances 

of the play. 

God is on their side as our own 

landscape dries up, cracks and 

screams to be nourished. 

Symbolic 

Character 

Theme 

The American male is a 

travelling Minister. 

Landscape devoid of 

spirituality. 
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Analysis of Table 1 

As a subjective starting point for the dramatic work the above table exampled numerous 

ideas for the exploration of dramatic elements including; theme, symbol, character, 

image and catalyst. Importantly however, this pre-narrative generated a focus idea for a 

subtext which resonated throughout the creative writing experience and consequently 

the early draft: 

 

Landscape is predominantly a 

desert… as the Australian continent 

dries up. 

Symbolic 

Character 

Symbol 

Landscape as female 

Landscape as menopausal 

 

This idea eventually became a focus of the early draft of the work; a female 

landscape coming to the end of a life-span/life cycle. The landscape took on a symbolic 

significance and the idea of landscape as a woman going through menopause, no longer 

fertile, unproductive and unresponsive was formulated, for example: 

My landscape is a woman going through menopause. Once fertile, her rich red 

soil is no longer fertile. She is a hostile and cruel bitch, my landscape, as she 

cracks and no longer bleeds, opening herself up for the rain that doesn’t come. 

(Hassall, 2009, personal journal entry) 

 

Thematic concepts were further generated regarding ideas pertaining to a hostile 

and cruel Australian landscape. In descriptively personifying the landscape I was able to 

formulate a metaphorical, inter-personal relationship between myself as a white woman 

and my conflicting feelings of belonging to the landscape, in this constructed 

relationship. I further explored my personal feelings of un-belonging to the landscape to 

which I am so attached to, for example: 

As a white woman I see myself reflected in the heat haze on the distant horizon 

that I’m told doesn’t belong to me. My perspective of self, that I see reflected in 

this landscape is clouded by my inheritance of it. My reflection is 

hazy…indistinct…but I am reflected there on that horizon of un-belonging all 

the same. It comforts me that grudging reflection. (Hassall, 2010, personal 

journal entry) 
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Kelsey (2008) states that in attendance to the phenomenology of our experience of 

the history of landscape and to the signs of our connectedness to it we may understand 

our place in it and consider contexts of belonging (p. 209). Kelsey (2008) further 

suggests that landscape theory tells us that longing to belong is integral to landscape 

ideology. Ideologically the above narratives revealed my personal and subjective 

tensions concerning cultural, white female inheritance of an Australian landscape in 

crisis. Three sections of the Fusional table reflected these concerns: 

 

As a woman, wife, mother… Characters 

Conflict 

Challenge perceptions of 

accepted female roles 

(stereotypes) 

Female place – Who are 

we? 

Fighting a war on water and a war 

for oil… 

Image Apocalyptic aftermath of 

environmental disaster 

Anxious about…diminishing fossil 

fuels, the green house effect, the 

continuing and immediate water 

shortage and drought crisis. 

Theme The continuing 

sustainability of the 

Australian landscape in 

crisis 

 

Analysis of the Table demonstrated further dramatic elements which linked theme, 

image and character. Consequently dramatic elements are recognised as unconsciously 

originating from within the pre-narrative which had provided a dramatic circumstance: 

 

Circumstance 

A female (menopausal) landscape is coming to the end of a life-span/life cycle 

and is no longer fertile (unproductive). As such she behaves as hostile, 

unpredictable and cruel to all who interact with and within her. A small group of 

white women who challenge accepted stereotypes pertaining to marriage, 

motherhood and gender, exist though seemingly don’t belong, in an infertile, 

brutal and unforgiving apocalyptic landscape, a landscape which seems to enjoy 

their continuing estrangement. Through character and thematic conflict, specific 

themes of white female inheritance of landscape and landscape ownership are 

posed. (Hassall, 2008, personal journal entry)  
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The following pre-narrative revealed my subjective concerns regarding the 

environmental, cultural and political repercussions of strengthening international ties 

with America. This type of intentional subjectivity was vital for the creation of the 

work. At the time of creating the work, the nation’s wellbeing (as I understood it) was 

becoming more and more reliant on the fostering of good relations with America, a 

country historically intent on dominating world oil distribution. Petrol prices were 

skyrocketing. Australia was experiencing one of the worst droughts on record. Both 

petrol and water were valuable commodities. Consequently my subjective, personal, 

political value judgements were focussed into pre-narrative expression which provided 

further ideas for exploration than those initially identified in Table 1. 

I stare through the window of the bus I am travelling on after work. I think about 

home—not my home, here, in Brisbane; my family home – my cultural home, 

Central and Western Queensland, Australia. DRY PLACES – BROWN 

PLACES – places separated by vast distances. Distant places which are 

cheaper to fly to these days than to drive to. The man in front of me is reading an 

article in today’s Australian: BP SHUTS DOWN ALASKAN OILFIELD. 

And a smaller article at the bottom right hand corner of the page: 

DEFENCE UPGRADE FOR AUSTRALIAN MILITARY. 

The side of the bus boasts that it is powered by natural gas. Too late… 

Shania Twain is playing on the bus driver’s radio…(God help me)… and he 

is whistling along to her ‘feeling like a woman…’ though smoking, drinking and 

eating are prohibited and I wonder at the injustices perpetrated by the Brisbane 

City Council on those of us who must use public transport. Out of the window of 

the naturally gassed bus the suburbs display well-kept Queenslander homes 

sticking up out of double-perch deserts, lawns that haven’t seen sprinklers 

for a long time. I get home and the dogs are thirsty, their water dish holds only 

a small amount of dirt. I need a coffee but there isn’t any left (God help me).I 

sprawl on the couch and wonder when it’s going to rain. I contemplate if there 

is enough dirty washing to justify doing a load. I think about stocking up on 

bottled water and how the increasing cost of petrol can’t possibly justify having 

to put up with the bus-driver’s rendition of Shania Twain. (Hassall, 2007, 

personal journal entry) 

Similar to Table 1, the above pre-narrative provided (as highlighted in bold type) 

further ideas which surfaced within the play as dramatic elements and are analysed in 

Table 2 (see following page). 
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Table 2: Dramatic fusion 

Narration Dramatic 

Fusional 

Elements 

Ideas for Dramatisation 

DRY PLACES – BROWN 

PLACES – places separated by 

vast distances  

Symbol 

Metaphor 

Place – Brownsville 

Distance –Antagonist 

BP SHUTS DOWN ALASKAN 

OILFIELD. 

Theme Diminishing Fossil Fuels 

 DEFENCE UPGRADE FOR 

AUSTRALIAN MILITARY 

Theme Australian military involvements 

in global conflicts 

The side of the bus boasts that it 

is powered by natural gas.  

Theme 

Symbol 

Environmental rape of landscape. 

Too late- Image Apocalyptic world 

Shania Twain is on the bus 

driver’s radio 

 

Atmosphere 

Symbol 

Music, rhythms, language of place. 

Radio – link to past –Outside of 

landscape in other world 

God help me Symbol God not present in landscape.  

Landscape bereft of spirituality. 

…smoking, drinking and eating 

prohibited 

Metaphor 

 

Socio-cultural sustainability – 

there is nothing left. 

well-kept Queenslander homes 

sticking up out of double-perch 

deserts, lawns that haven’t seen 

sprinklers for a long time- 

Symbol 

Theme 

 

Infertility/Death/Deterioration 

A total lack of water. 

I wonder when it’s going to rain Metaphor Desire for Rain – Life/fertility. 

Landscape is emotionally barren. 

I need a coffee but there isn’t any 

left 

Theme No simple pleasures left in 

landscape. 

God help me Symbol God is not present. 

God won’t help. 

Too late- Image Apocalyptic world 
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Analysis of Table 2 

This pre-narrative was vitally important to the creative process as Fusional elements 

provided me with ideas for the plays setting, location and geographical space and place, 

as highlighted in the appended table below.  

 

DRY PLACES – BROWN PLACES 

– places separated by vast distances  

Symbol  

Metaphor  

Place – Brownsville 

Distance – Antagonist 

 DEFENCE UPGRADE FOR 

AUSTRALIAN MILITARY 

Theme  Australian military involvements 

in global conflicts 

…smoking, drinking and eating 

prohibited 

Metaphor  

 

Socio-cultural sustainability – 

there is nothing left. 

I wonder when it’s going to rain Metaphor Desire for Rain – Life/fertility. 

Landscape is (spiritually) barren. 

I need a coffee but there isn’t any left  

 

Theme  No simple pleasures left in 

landscape. 

BP SHUTS DOWN ALASKAN 

OILFIELD. 

Theme  Diminishing Fossil Fuels 

 

Further specific dramatic concepts began to dramaturgically cohere into theatrical 

expression which explored the circumstances of the play further, for example, the 

fictional dramatic setting, location and geographic space and place: 

Circumstance  

A female (menopausal) landscape is coming to the end of a life-span/life cycle 

and is no longer fertile (unproductive). As such she behaves as hostile, 

unpredictable and cruel to all who interact with and within her. A small group of 

white women who challenge accepted stereotypes pertaining to marriage, 

motherhood and gender, exist though seemingly don’t belong, in an infertile, 

brutal and unforgiving apocalyptic landscape. There are no more fossil fuels left. 

The landscape has been raped of all she has to give. There are no pleasures left 

to the women who exist here, not even any coffee left to drink. There is no 

water. There are no more men. There is only distance. Through character and 

thematic conflict, specific themes of white female inheritance of landscape and 
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landscape ownership are posed. This is the landscape the white women have 

inherited. 

 

As the storyline was formulating, dramaturgical integration of the ideas provided a 

cohesive link between phenomenological narrative, dramatic ideas and outlines which 

on reflection resulted directly in the development of dramatic space and place: 

Table 3: Dramaturgical cohesion 

Dramatic Idea Dramaturgically Cohered Future Ideas for Exploration 

Brownsville Place Name:  

BROWNSVILLE 

Was once a town but is now 

disappearing into the 

landscape. 

Also the name of the town in 

Helen Ready’s song Delta 

Dawn – Character 

Distance Location:  

TOTALLY ISOLATED 

Brownsville is in the middle 

of nowhere surrounded by 

distances too vast to describe. 

Distance is oppressive, hostile, 

and antagonistic and in conflict 

with white female character– 

Character trait of Landscape. 

DEFENCE 

UPGRADE FOR 

AUSTRALIAN 

MILITARY 

External Geographic 

Landscape: 

DEVASTATION 

The geographic space/placed 

appears devastated, razed as 

any landscape appears after 

military activity. 

Within the landscape there are 

echoes of past military activity – 

Soundscape. 

…smoking, 

drinking and eating 

prohibited 

Refreshments 

Smoking, eating, drinking are 

activities that are no longer 

possible. 

 

Within this landscape, place, 

space these activities are no 

longer possible because there is 

nothing left – no food, no water, 

no cigarettes – Symbols of time 

past. 

I wonder when it’s 

going to rain 

Immediate Geographic 

Landscape 

DROUGHT STRIKEN 

Landscape is parched and 

earth is cracked. 

 

There is no water. There has 

been no rain for a very long 

time. Rain becomes a symbol of 

life but also a symbol of death if 

geographic regeneration is 

reliant on it and it doesn’t 

happen. Conflicting Symbol of 

life/death. 
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I need a coffee but 

there isn’t any left  

 

Desire for 

Refreshment/Stimulant. 

LOCATION WITHIN 

LANDSCAPE 

A point of reference/a place 

where coffee can be purchased. 

A SERVICE STATION – 

links to food, coffee, 

cigarettes/ 

REFRESHMENTS. A place 

of rest when moving 

through distance – Place of 

reference and character 

interaction. 

BP SHUTS DOWN 

ALASKAN 

OILFIELD. 

Landscape Metaphor 

LANDSCAPES STRIPPED 

BARE/RAPED 

There is no more petrol. 

 

In a world of diminishing 

fossil fuels – petrol-prices 

skyrocket – petrol becomes 

a commodity. Landscape 

has nothing left to give – 

she is barren, menopausal. 

Links to SERVICE 

STATION as location 

within the landscape-

Setting 

 

Analysis of Table 3 

Table 3 provided an analysis of how ideas for dramatic elements were dramaturgically 

cohered into more definite concepts for dramatic writing activities. Table 3 also 

exampled the focus ideas which evolved into the theatrical setting of the play, for 

example: 

The entire stage is covered in red cracked earth. 

A desert. The Landscape appears parched. There has been no rain for a very 

long time. There is no water. A service station, half buried in places – 

broken, faded fittings, signs, a scarred counter, a door hanging off its 

hinges. Corrugated iron roofing. The bowsers are rusted/useless. There is no 

petrol. There are numerous rusted car bodies drowning in the dust. A rusted 

corrugated iron tank falling off its stand. There is a perimeter around the 

service station. The dingo fence. It is a barbed wire fence, held up in places 

by faded, splintered fence posts. The fence – an attempt to delineate a space in 

a space that is indefinable and indefensible from the dingoes it was originally 

meant to keep out. A radio’s static is the only other sound. There is a sun-

bleached sign:  

OPEN – FUEL –REFRESHMENTS…TAKE A REST BE REFRESHED 
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From far off we hear a dingo howl, another answers. The sound echoes then 

fades. Silence. 

There is reverberating echo of an explosion – almost a memory – echoing 

the sound of napalm being dropped. It appears as if the landscape is on fire.  

… 

Dawn appears in the distance holding a battered suitcase. She waits. A dingo 

howls, the sound echoes, distorts in the silence then fades. Dawn breaks. 

(Hassall, 2009, Dawn’s Faded Rose [Draft 1], see p. 19) 

 

Table 4 further demonstrates the significance of applying Dramatic fusion as 

method in this study. Table 4 reveals how ideas evoked in narratives 1, 2 and 3 

dramaturgically cohered though a process of analysing experiential narratives to 

discover further ideas which resulted in dramatic expression, for example,  

Table 4: Dramaturgical cohesion 

Experience Idea Dramatic Expression 

Anxiety about diminishing 

fossil fuels, the green house 

effect, continuing and 

immediate water shortage 

and drought crisis. 

The continuing 

sustainability of the 

Australian landscape in 

crisis. 

…stage is covered in red, 

cracked earth. A desert. The 

landscape appears 

parched… 

I wonder when it is going 

to rain. 

Desire for Rain – 

Life/fertility. 

…there has been no rain 

for a very long time. There 

is no water. 

BP SHUTS DOWN 

ALASKAN OILFIELD. 

Diminishing fossil 

fuels. 

A service station, half 

buried in places – broken, 

faded fittings, signs, a 

scarred counter, a door 

hanging off its hinges. 

Too late – Apocalyptic world. The bowsers are rusted/ 

useless. There is no petrol. 

DRY PLACES – BROWN 

PLACES 

Place A rusted corrugated iron 

tank falling off its stand. 

There is a perimeter around 

the service station. The 

dingo fence. It is a barbed 
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wire fence, held up in places 

by faded, splintered fence 

posts. 

–places separated by vast 

distances… 

Distance as antagonist. 

 

The fence – an attempt to 

delineate a space in a space 

that is indefinable and un-

defensible from the dingoes 

it was originally meant to 

keep out. 

I need a coffee but there 

isn’t any left. 

No simple pleasures 

left in landscape. 

There is a sun-bleached 

sign:  

OPEN – FUEL –

REFRESHMENTS…TAKE 

A REST BE REFRESHED 

DEFENCE UPGRADE 

FOR AUSTRALIAN 

MILITARY 

Australian military 

involvements in global 

conflicts. 

There is reverberating echo 

of an explosion– almost a 

memory – echoing the 

sound of napalm being 

dropped. 

 

Analysis of Table 4 

Dramaturgical coherence was understood through an analysis of the creative 

construction of the plays actual landscape – the setting. As such I acknowledged that the 

setting became the interpreted creative space which evolved from experiential narrative. 

The setting as written in the play subverted my personal relationship with and to the 

Australian landscape, yet it only became the setting because of this experiential 

relationship. The setting provided the actual geographic space, the atmosphere in which 

the stories, the lives and the conflicts of the characters were enacted. From this point, I 

interpreted all the ideas as analysed to discover the basis theatrical through-line which 

was dramatically framed within the plays setting. 

The dramatic framework (setting) of the world of the play began as a response to 

my own (subjective) social, political and philosophical concerns. During this reflective 

process the importance of personal pre-narratives to the creation of the play and its 

theatrical and dramatic elements became evident to the unconscious formulation of the 

creative process. The pre-narratives as analysed excavated the multiple layers of the 
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phenomenological experiences and incorporated autobiographical exploration of what I 

have acknowledged as (mis)-remembered memories of landscape. (Mis)-remembered 

landscape is as previously discussed, a landscape phenomenon which I feel vitally 

connected to, it is part of me, it is within me, yet it is not in actuality the real 

geographical landscape. As such my (mis)-remembrances evoked a tension between 

reality and the (ir)-reality of my experience of it. As a creative writer, I also found 

alternate, more poetic ways of expressing the relationship between self and landscape 

which contributed to the formulation of the play. I hoped this exploration would 

enhance the interpretation of the heightened poetic world I attempted to create. The 

following pre-narrative is included in the introduction to this study and was 

predominantly inspired by the blurb of an old book I discovered in a second hand book 

shop; The Australians (1972) represents this relationship in just such a way. The 

personal and somewhat intimate details of self as expressed, unearthed the truths 

underlying what Natanson, (1998) discusses as the fictions pertaining to the writers’ 

unconscious mind. Elements that became fused into dramatic expression are 

highlighted, for example: 

Behind me…always is the distance. … Distance smells red.  

Her colours blow the red winds that whisper my history. The red winds which 

reach across the distance and coat me in the dust of the landscape of my past… 

and I almost smell the thin, raggedy girl wearing hand me down clothes, 

barefoot in the dirt. Long blond hair tangled down her back, her eyes 

always on the horizon … waiting…That girl is still within me…  

 

In the centre, green is almost forgotten…a distant memory layered in dirt.  

 

A sky the colour of kerosene turns to shades of bruises as night battles for 

its place in the desert. 

 

At the back of me always the earth breathing the distant, dry smell of the 

bones and the forgotten secrets of the women who have come before 

me…their names noted in plaques, scratched into tree stumps, chiselled on 

the face of monuments… waiting for someone to read them out loud… 

  

Mary Kathleen, Taravale, Claravale, Bellalie, Edith Downs, Mt Margret–Tracy–

Victoria–Helen–Joy… 
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Cross the Great Divide and she looms – Mt Misery – throwing her enormous 

shadow across the desert shading the petrified bones of the dead women and girl 

children… 

Ancient bones covered in earth. Who were these women? The women whose 

bones whisper the stories of the forgotten as they push through the dry skin 

of my land…  

  

It is a sun-burnt and blistering national anthem that whispers as the land 

cracks but doesn’t bleed. In her menopause she spreads herself open for the 

rain that doesn’t come… 

 

I think that soon there will be no more women …there…at the back of 

me…in the thirsting, broken presence of my land and I ask myself if that 

place… there in my country… ever really was meant for white women… 

 

…and so it is within me… 

(Hassall, 2010, personal journal entry) 

 

The landscape pre-narrative became dually a poetic (mis)-remembered, (ir)-real life 

space and a creative account that identified embedded phenomenological experiences 

for the dramatic fiction. In analysis of the pre-narrative I discovered the underlying 

tensions between the actual and creative landscape and within the artistic intercourse 

between playwright, geographical place, fictional space and play. The poetic, 

heightened exploration of perceived landscape and my place in it provided me with the 

opportunity of removing myself from the immediate, the autobiographical and mundane 

and therefore provided me with the opportunity to explore the perceived relationship on 

a more metaphoric and symbolic level. In doing so I exposed a more satisfying tension 

between self and landscape which evolved into what Dewey (1934, p. 247) suggests 

may constitute a unitary linkage between my experience and dramatic expression. This 

provided another layer for analysis which presented ideas for a synoptic framework 

(plot and story-line). The synopsis fused the tension of the symbolic and metaphoric 

relationship with that which was evoked through the analysis of the previous tables.  
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Table 5: Dramaturgical analysis  

Heightened Phenomenological 

Expression 

Dramatic Fusional  

Elements 

EVOCATION OF 

LANDSCAPE 

Behind me always is the 

distance… 

Symbolic layer to 

the female character 

representation of 

landscape. 

Landscape as 

presence. 

Landscape is 

reclaiming itself. 

Brownsville is an 

imagined Australian 

outback town –hot, dusty, 

brown, faded – 

disappearing into the 

distance as the landscape 

reclaims the dirt it was 

built on. 

I think that soon there will be no 

more women …there…at the back 

of me…in the thirsting, broken 

presence of my land and I ask 

myself if that place… there in my 

country… ever really was meant 

for white women… 

Thematic 

exploration of white 

inheritance of 

landscape from a 

post-colonial female 

perspective. 

Four women, isolated in 

all the distance, remain 

and reside in the dirt and 

the dust. 

… and I almost smell the thin, 

raggedy girl wearing hand me 

down clothes, barefoot in the dirt. 

Long blond hair tangled down her 

back, her eyes always on the 

horizon… waiting… 

Central Character. 

She waits. She has 

waited for a long 

period of time. She 

will wait to escape 

the inescapable 

presence of the 

landscape. 

Dawn walks and has 

walked the deserted streets 

every morning at dawn for 

a long time, her focus on 

the horizon. Waiting. 

Always waiting for…she 

can’t seem to remember. 

In the centre, green is almost 

forgotten…a distant memory 

layered in dirt. 

Atmosphere. 

The landscape is 

drought stricken. 

There is no water to waste 

and the flowers/trees don’t 

grow. 

At the back of me always the earth 

breathing the distant, dry smell of 

the bones and the forgotten secrets 

of the women who have come 

before me…their names noted in 

plaques, scratched into tree 

stumps, chiselled on the face of 

monuments… waiting for 

someone to read them out loud… 

Atmosphere. 

The juxtaposition 

between character 

and their link to 

place; past and 

present to stimulate 

dramatic tension. 

Its remaining residents 

cling to the secrets of the 

lives lived there… The 

street signs have blown 

away so can no longer be 

read and the iron roofs 

have all turned to rust. 
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Ancient bones covered in earth. 

Who were these women? The 

women whose bones whisper the 

stories of the forgotten as they 

push through the dry skin of my 

land…  

  

 

Catalyst. 

The tension between 

the characters’ past 

and present 

circumstances. 

Many years ago Dawn 

walked the banks of the 

HIGHO creek, ankle deep 

in lantana. Many years 

ago an old woman 

renounced God and tore 

up her hands ripping a 

rose bush from the earth 

as dawn’s faded light 

turned the flowers to 

flame. Many years ago 

God fought the Devil in 

the driveway of the service 

station. 

It is a sun-burnt and blistering 

national anthem that whispers as 

the land cracks but doesn’t bleed. 

In her menopause she spreads 

herself open for the rain that 

doesn’t come… 

 

Catalyst. 

The catastrophe that 

has rendered the land 

infertile. The event 

that embeds the past 

with the present in a 

post apocalyptic 

landscape of the 

characters’ own 

making. 

Many years ago the 

service station bled its last 

tank of petrol into the dirt 

in an attempt to cleanse 

the land of the blistered 

bones of a new angel.  

 

 

Analysis of Table 5 

The analysis of the heightened pre-narrative suggested that a more poetic freedom of 

expression was discovered which culminated in the idea for the storyline of the play. 

The synopsis of the initial draft of Dawn’s Faded Rose as follows provides the 

framework within which the play unfolds. With the ideas generated from the previous 

four tables, Table 5 dramaturgically cohered the major ideas and dramatic elements; 

including atmosphere, themes, symbol, character, imagery, conflict and catalyst, into a 

structured synoptic framework from which continuous creative writing activity 

occurred: 
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Synopsis 

Brownsville is an imagined Australian outback town –hot, dusty, brown, faded 

– disappearing into the distance as the landscape reclaims the dirt it was 

built on. Its remaining residents cling to the secrets of the lives lived there. 

Four women remain and reside in the dirt and the dust. The street signs 

have blown away and the iron roofs have all turned to rust. Dawn walks 

and has walked for 30 years the deserted streets every morning at dawn, 

her focus on the horizon. Waiting. She carries a battered suitcase, three women 

stand paying tribute to her passage. Eventually they follow in silent procession 

and congregate in the service station that sells no petrol, doesn’t serve coffee and 

keeps its doors open for the cars that never come. The bowsers are broken and 

the bitumen is cracked. There is no water to waste and the flowers don’t grow. 

Thirty years ago a travelling American minister visited Brownsville and brought 

God and a thorny rose bush with him. Thirty years ago, Dawn’s father, a Veteran 

was vigilant in keeping Dawn ‘clean’ in his attempt to cleanse his line of the 

filthy stench of the taint of a war that wasn’t his. Thirty years ago Dawn 

walked the banks of the HIGHO creek, ankle deep in lantana. Thirty years 

ago an old woman renounced God and tore up her hands ripping a rose 

bush from the earth as dawn’s faded light turned the flowers to flame. 

Thirty years ago God fought the Devil in the driveway of the service station. 

Thirty years ago the service station bled its last tank of petrol into the dirt 

in an attempt to cleanse the land of the blistered bones of a new angel. 

(Hassall, 2008, personal journal entry) 

 

The continual reformation of landscape as outlined in this analysis may offer an 

indication of the complexity of theorising creative writing activity. Linking narrative 

inquiry with phenomenological method was surprisingly satisfying. Formulating the 

methods as outlined enabled me to understand how overlapping elements of life, 

experience and art are implicitly incorporated in my creative work. Dawn’s Faded Rose 

became a document that was generated from what Marshall (1999) discusses as living 

life as inquiry [emphasis added]. This form of inquiry, she suggests is whereby notions 

of method are linked to and tested through practice specific activity associated with 

theory and generated from what she describes as life space (pp. 339–341). In analysing 
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the pre-narratives, the evocation of plot and setting, became clearer through an analysis 

of the relationship between landscape and art and artist. Consequently the reflective 

process as described identified the significant unconscious transformation from 

imagination to fictional dramatic creation. The play became a phenomenon separate to 

and apart from my identification of self in landscape but only because of my perception 

of self in landscape.  

My personal human contribution as researcher (author) is suggested by Dewey 

(1934) and Casey (2000b), as that which constitutes experiences such as sensation, 

intuition, contemplation, will, association and emotion. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) 

acknowledge Dewey’s research on experience as being seminal to contemporary 

research of this nature for, as Dewey claims there are no [artistic] experiences in which 

these human contributing factors don’t determine what actually happens in the artistic 

product (p. 246–248). In responding to internal/active experiences as research stimuli I 

acknowledged that expressions of creative feeling, intuition, imagination and 

subjectivity were the fundamental factors which determined how the play became. It 

was on reflection of all the contributing experiential and phenomenological factors 

involved in the process of creation that I gradually came to an inevitable 

intellectualisation of the play. The intellectualisation process sat outside of initial 

dramatic explorations and the associated phenomenological narrative constructions. As 

such I became, as Joyce Carol Oates (in an interview with Phillips, 1978) describes, the 

intellectually curious observer of my own (creative) experience, post-creation. My past 

and present, conscious experiences of landscape and its associated cultural impacting 

factors enabled me to ‘re-search’ the genesis of the work. Analysis of this nature is 

associated with Dewey’s and Best’s (1985) discussions on creativity and creative 

writing by suggesting that the merging of personal cultural tradition and history, 

biography and perception with creative plot inception can generate movement toward a 

dramatic resolution.  

The synopsis and the setting offered a layering of all that had unconsciously come 

before. Layers of conscious experience were interpreted, subverted and then concealed 

in the various contexts of landscape that were evoked creatively and culminated in the 

draft of the play. I could only understand and formulate an analysis of creative writing 

processes after the first draft of the play was completed. Consequently, the play itself 

became a definition of the experiences underlying the creative process and as such, 
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complies with Best’s (1985) suggestion that creativity is not a feeling or experience but 

the creative process which is necessarily ‘identified by product’ (p. 89). The play is the 

determinant which identified the analysis process through interpretive lenses of 

phenomenological experiences. For example, as a researcher I could only identify my 

creative process through an analysis of the experiences which unconsciously generated 

the creative product. Therefore the method as discussed in this chapter doesn’t attempt 

to suggest that through the application of Dramatic Fusion, a creative statement (play) 

becomes. Dramatic Fusion wasn’t applied as a method to create meaning but rather 

utilised as a method to discover meaning and provide an understanding of how the 

creative activity was unconsciously generated. In response to Freiman (2007), creative 

experience activities were no longer sites for vexed questions as the personal pre-

narratives contained the authenticity of creator in the plays meaning. Consequently the 

play functioned as an extension of truths, experiences and discourses understood from 

personal knowledge.  

The phenomenological analysis of the pre-narratives may inadvertently suggest that 

there was a structure to the creative activity and dramatic writing and hence a formulaic 

progression of the creation of the work. I remind the reader that this was a practice–led 

study. As such, the play came first. The writing of the play was the first phase of the 

research writing activity. The play as subject of this study was written in a series of 

continuous but essentially random and un-sequential activities unconsciously layered 

into creative contexts. An analysis of pre-narratives expressed dramatic and theatrical 

ideas that were often sensory, subjective and instinctual. Ideas occurred in no specific 

order and the play wasn’t written in any designated time frame. To understand the work, 

I had to produce the work. To understand the relationship between myself, the 

landscape and the fiction I created, I had to create the work and then analyse the 

creative constructions pertaining to the work. The methodological analysis and the 

application of Dramatic fusion was applied to intellectualise the creative activity and 

only occurred after the becoming of the work. Dewey (1934) discusses similar theories 

pertaining to creative activity and similarly to Freiman (2007) suggests that the 

becoming of an artistic statement does not occur in such a way that can be composed 

into or defined as an [emphasis added] experience, as different and conflicting 

experiences and tensions interpret the numerous layers of the research and the creative 

writing.  
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Within the fictional document that is the play the characters have their own 

histories, motivations, and conflicts that sit within the dramatic constructed world as 

reality as they experience it. Their experiences are not my experiences. As researcher 

my relationship to the play once it is framed as a dramatic work conceals the (ir)-reality 

of my experience. If creative experiences are to be understood as experiences that are 

not easily identified, categorised, assessed or articulated, then as a researcher I agree 

with Best (1985), that it may require imagination to understand the work of [my] 

imagination and the corresponding analysis of phenomenological experiences.  

During the following developmental phase, my role to reveal then conceal 

phenomenological truths of experience became superseded. The following creative 

development phase aimed to expose the plays’ truths in collaboration with professional 

artistic peers. The meaning inherent in the work was analysed and exposed from the 

perspectives of the individual artists’ experiences which exist within and outside of the 

world of the play. The play became a place of disclosure rather than a place of 

concealment. The following chapter discusses dramatising the landscape. This 

terminology is used during the following phase of the research as the play and the 

contexts of landscape as contained within became an active dramatic experience for 

myself and a collaborative artistic team. 
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Chapter 4: Methodology –  

Creative Development And Action Research 

There is an odd, almost dreamlike quality to the Australian … stories. 

They are always faintly Kafka-esque, dislodged from everyday reason … in such 

a land(scape), there were no clear cut victories. 

(Goodman & Johnston, 1972, pp. 21–22) 

 

This chapter focuses on the further investigation of landscape through collaborative 

artistic process aimed at developing the play into a more cohesive dramatic text. This 

was the second stage of the playwrighting process and was specifically interested in 

utilising professional creative development processes to refine the work. Within the 

creative development processes, principles of action research were incorporated to 

structure the cycles of play development. A particular research focus of this phase was 

to discover if such an approach was both artistically valid and also transferable.  

In investigating contexts of landscape in this manner this phase aimed at 

discovering how collaborative theatrical exploration, embodiment and representation 

affected the development of the play and consequently the cultural meaning contained 

within. This phase of the research explored W. J. T. Mitchell’s (2002) suggestion that 

landscape is not a genre of art but a medium evoking the manner in which humans use 

them (landscapes) as a means to provoke artistic and cultural meaning. This phase of the 

research was specifically focussed on developing the play by excavating the potency of 

landscape in the work in collaboration with an artistic team, for example, how the 

development of plot, thematic exploration, character behaviour and relationships and 

corresponding dramatic and theatrical elements affected landscape, geography and 

contexts of place as written in the first draft. 

Immersed within this phase of the study I lived dual experiences as both playwright and 

researcher who simultaneously: imagined, investigated, (mis)-remembered, revealed; 

and reflected, collaborated, contextualised and theorised, the practical processes of play 

development. Consequently this research aimed to integrate the demands of two 

different conceptual frameworks: academic research and professional play development 

practice (Candlin, 2000). Professional play development in this instance was aligned to 

industry frameworks of practice experiences wherein the focus is solely on artistic 

development of product e.g. the theatrical and the dramatic contexts of the work. The 
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research framework and or methodological exploration became a secondary focus.   The 

professional play development and collaborative process involved working with artists 

aligned with contemporary theatre companies and professional theatre organisations 

rather than academically aligned theatre/performance researchers or researcher/artists.  I 

also make the distinction between professional and independent or amateur artists. The 

term ‘professional artist’ as discussed by this research refers to industry professionals 

who are recognised as having work produced by State or National theatre organisations, 

who have been employed as directors or performers for theatre organisations at this 

level or have worked in creative development contexts for organisations at this level. 

The inclusion of professional practitioners in this phase of the process significantly 

complimented and extended the research by investigating the value of the work as an 

artistic product independent of it as a research document.  As a playwright I became 

familiar with the expectations required of an artistic work valued at this level. I could 

consciously align the work as an artistic product within an artistic landscape.  I could 

artistically collaborate with and draw on the skills of artists who are professionally 

active in diverse areas of performance including dramatic writing, acting, directing and 

dramaturgical analysis of new work for performance at this level. The value of working 

with professional artists in this context meant that the play development process would 

be thorough, discursive, critical and rigorous. The play would be scrutinised, analysed 

and workshopped from individual perspectives that holistically considered the play 

from various angles for its development. 

  

The complexity of the practice–led, creative research was intensified during this 

period due to the nature of artistic collaboration. Various layers of interest and inquiry 

were generated by the play through the expertise of other artistic motivations and 

behaviours. Workshopping, experiencing and embodying Dawn’s Faded Rose was 

guided by a director and dramaturge through the performance of actors. The 

collaborators were responsible for bringing to life (in workshopping capacity), from 

their personal and professional perspectives, the (ir)-real conflict between landscape and 

the characters in the world of the play, which had, in turn, been created by me, the 

playwright. Further to the initial collaborative phase, the play’s professional 

development required dramaturgical responses from professional peers. These responses 

to the work were external to the workshop process and concerned their understanding 
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and analysis of the play as a potential new work for performance. Again, the 

complexities of creative writing and development needed to be negotiated and, for the 

purpose of this study, theorised. Existing models of research were adapted within the 

practice–led paradigm to frame the creative development process. Consequently action 

research principles were applied, adapted and contextualised and for the purpose of this 

study, acknowledged as creative development processes.  

This phase of the research incorporated and adapted principles of action research to 

the creative development of fictional contexts of landscape and to the corresponding 

dramatic and theatrical elements within the work. Therefore this study investigated how 

action research contributed to creative development practices to generate the fictional 

development of the landscape narrative and therefore impacted on: 

 

 Artistic and thematic development of the work.  

 Dramatic and theatrical structure of the work. 

 Human–geographic relationships within the work.  

 

The creative development practices informed concepts and ideas for reflexive 

action and reflection on the plays development. This phase was where I as the 

playwright sat outside the creative work to analyse the play as a dramatic work in 

progress, with the aim of developing the text in response to various forms of 

dramaturgical feedback. This phase of research involved questioning, restructuring, 

editing and rewriting, often in the immediate workshopping context, to compile a draft 

which would be suitable for future rehearsal production periods.  

The constant shift between my created, imagined (ir)-real world and the fictional 

reality of the characters that were created by actors, under the guidance of a director, in 

a world contextualised by an aesthetic landscape design concept, is one of the chief 

characteristics of the field in which I was working and is usual to creative development 

processes that are focussed on developing new work for performance. Consequently, 

though this study is predominantly concerned with the creation and development of a 

written play, I refer to Esslin (1976/1996) who acknowledges that a dramatic text 

cannot be a finite document as it is always written with an eventual performance 

outcome in mind. As a performance, a play is created through multiple artistic 
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collaborations. As such, Esslin (1976/1996) suggests, a dramatic work contains a higher 

portion of reality, as it contrasts with all other illusionary producing arts (visual, film, 

televised) because the character who is the figment of the playwright’s imagination is 

actually an actor on stage on a real chair in an imaginary world (Esslin, 1976/1996, p. 

86).  

The practice–led paradigm acknowledged the multi-layered collaborative field of 

performance and explored an action research approach to harness this form of artistic 

collaboration in the creative development processes. Areas that needed addressing in the 

work were revealed and considered during the collaborative and dramaturgical 

processes. This phase was diversely different from the creative writing phase. During 

the creative writing process I lost myself in the fertile fields of my imagination. I 

‘participated’ as creator, in the psychology of the represented landscape and 

consequently in the conflicts of characters existing therein. This participation was 

essential to creating the fiction. I deliberately moved away from accepted norms of 

behaviour by imaginatively isolating myself in the constructed dramatic world. In doing 

so, I was attempting to make sense of my perceptions of the real world through 

imagined dramatic interpretation and representation. While engaged in the creative 

writing activities the fictional world became a conceptual real world in its reflection of 

the actual world. The created and fictional world of the play incorporates characters, 

situations, events and philosophical and ideological conflicts that are authentic to the 

world of the fiction. During the creative development processes the experiential 

landscape and its corresponding dramatic narratives were interpreted and activated by 

others to provide discourse from artistic cultural perspectives, other than my own.  

In conducting creative development activities of this nature, the study also served 

the purpose of investigating whether principles of action research could be effectively 

adapted and applied in the field of creative development artistic processes. By focussing 

on the fictional development of the play, this phase of the research privileged the artistic 

work rather than the playwright’s or artistic participants practice. In doing so this phase 

acknowledged the tensions in creative developmental activities that co-exist with 

traditional data reportage, for example, data reportage is objective and analytical – it 

provides reflective data; whereas production dramaturgy is instinctual and experiential – 

it generates reflexive action. 
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Workshopping, discussing, enacting and rehearsing ideas and concepts from the text 

to further develop the text provided ideas for action (experience) and reflection and 

development (new creative ideas, rewriting). The collaborative artistic interactions often 

activated feedback (data) in the immediate moment of the practice. This feedback 

extended the theatrical expression of the work through, for example, theatrical potency, 

dramatic expression and the embodiment of characters in conflict. Consequently during 

this phase it was often difficult if not impossible to separate artistic activities of creative 

development from data collection, interpretation, application, analysis and reportage; 

that is, to separate aesthetic and artistic creative development practices and processes 

from research data. As such, theory can be considered as being generated by the 

evaluation of the development of the artistic product. By integrating creativity and 

research holistically in professional practice contexts of artistic behaviour, experience 

and action, the play became a lived creative experience for the researcher, artistic 

collaborators and other interested stakeholders.  

 

Play Development 

If we can avoid impulses toward elimination, the rage to order and the desire for unity 

 and singularity we can anticipate a continuing flourishing … research endeavour 

 full of serendipitous incidents and generative expansions. 

 (Gergen & Gergen, 2000, p. 20) 

 

This phase of the study attempted to discern whether the articulation of creative 

development processes could enhance the relationship between social academic 

research and the broader context of professional socio/cultural theatre practice. If, as 

Greenwood and Levin (1998b) suggest, action research advocates crossing the 

boundaries between academia and society, it follows that the application of creative 

development processes in this manner unites artistic research with cultural product and 

events. Tensions between artistic practice and research which became apparent in this 

study may have the potential, as Gergen and Gergen (2000) suggest, to locate the 

innovative power that depicts the transformative nature of social science research.  

During the development phase, landscape became (from an authorial position) a 

place of uncertainty because as Kopytoff (cited in Marshall, 2008) suggests, as an 

artistic construct, it was continually negotiated through others in conjunction with each 
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minor change in context. My experiences of landscape as explored and articulated in the 

creative phase and in the first draft of the work, were essentially invisible or secondary 

in the collaborative workshop environment. The artistic collaborators and spectators 

responded to the landscape as written in the play from their own referential starting 

points that were obviously different to my own. From their individual relationships to 

the play, landscape was not the singular focus and became, due to the nature of the 

dramatic experience, the setting which situated the action.  

Time constraints dictated that I couldn’t fully share all the important personal 

experiences of landscape pertaining to the play’s creation, yet the collaborators were 

made aware of the purpose of landscape to this study. Winter’s research (1987, as 

discussed in Lisle, 2000, p. 110) suggests that this sort of dialogic reflection can become 

a mode of communicating, a creative dialectical reflexivity. I acknowledged that my 

private landscape contexts would be controlled by and through others in the public 

experiences of collaboration. The landscape as experienced by others in the creative 

development process exampled how ‘actions reflected in the material world remained 

open to negotiation and multiple, intersecting interpretive possibilities’ (Herman, 1997, 

in Marshall, 2008, p. 198). As such the research acknowledges Policastro and Gardner’s 

(1999, p. 213) creative theories by suggesting that the development of the final draft of 

the work was ‘not solely of my creative mind but was also a reflection on the dynamic 

interaction among creative individuals’, the creative space in which those individuals 

worked and the informal audience responses to the play as cultural product. As 

discussed in the previous chapter, ‘self’ as the referential beginning of play analysis 

reverts to being somewhere else. During the collaborative experience the play generated 

immediate and reflective opportunities for development and as such offered a different 

kind of here than was usual in the creation of it.  

Dawn’s Faded Rose was the site of the dramatised imagined, symbolic and 

metaphorical ‘research space’ which framed contexts of landscape discourse I was 

exploring. The play juxtaposed elements of the theatrical landscape with the everyday 

socio-cultural and environmental concerns of the characters. The collaborative process 

was aimed at determining whether the layered and intersecting contexts of landscape 

story were cohesive and comprehensible as dramatic narrative. Script analysis and 

workshopping practice generated discussion, reflection and action on themes, character 

and dramatic construction. This form of creative development activity is discussed by 
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Greenwood and Levin (1998a) as co-generative inquiry [emphasis added], research that 

aims to solve and define pertinent problems in given contexts through democratic 

inquiry in which professional researchers collaborate with other stakeholders to seek 

and enact solutions to problems (p. 96).  

 

Creative Development 

In professional environments, creative development practices enhance broader 

knowledge of the work through discussion and the facilitation of improvement by the 

often re-working of stories, incidents, and histories in the work. In this instance 

improvement of the work focussed on landscape contexts and human-geographic 

relationships as experienced through the collaborative exploration of the dramatic 

world. As such the creative development process and practice had the ability to 

contribute to or question the authorial cultural frameworks of landscape knowledge, 

understanding and experience as written in the early draft. The creative development 

acknowledged the potential of the varying personal human contributions of the artists 

who participated. The participating artists interrogated the work from individual and 

differing perspectives and therefore opened up the potential of the creative work in 

areas that I had not previously considered. What was stimulating about this phase of the 

research was the live contribution to the work – the immediacy of having actors and 

professional peers discuss and interact with the work in their capacity as artists. 

Marshall (1999) discusses living life as inquiry [emphasis added] whereby notions of 

method are linked to and tested through practice associated with theory and generated 

from what she describes as life space (p. 155).  

The research indicated that it might be possible to more formally facilitate the link 

between professional creative development behaviour and research inquiry. The creative 

development cycles were conducted in rehearsal studios and theatre spaces and 

constituted a creative shared life space for myself and the participating collaborators. 

The acknowledged creative environments promoted creative experiences and dramatic 

expression pertinent to play development practice. Best (1985) suggests that it is not 

immediately obvious how creative experiences can be understood as these experiences 

are not easily identified, categorised, assessed or articulated. Stock (2007) suggests that 

(drama/theatre) practitioners will immerse themselves in a principally studio-based 
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‘embodied and experiential inquiry into the form, and professional artists increasingly 

ask for (and in some funding contracts are required to engage with) peer feedback’ to 

encourage reflection and refinement of their work. This is the nature of artistic 

collaboration in the professional theatre industry context and artists fully understand 

their role in the creative development process.  

By structuring this phase of the research as an artistic creative development 

process, I collaboratively explored the experiences and the imaginations of the artistic 

team to interrogate and refine the work of my imagination. In doing so, I recognised that 

my professional artistic knowledge of playwrighting and workshop/development 

practice was essential in communicating and collaborating with the artistic team, who in 

good faith would authentically respond to the work. During this phase of the study there 

were challenges associated with balancing individual professional knowledge and 

subjective associations with and of the creative work, with the collective wisdom of 

other stakeholders (actors, director, dramaturges, playwrights, audiences). In similar 

ways to creative development processes, Greenwood and Levin’s (1998a) research 

suggests action research is based on the premise that professional knowledge is 

important but does not privilege this knowledge over that of the other stakeholders. 

Consequently it was through the collaborators’ experiences of Dawn’s Faded Rose that 

I as researcher understood whether I had evoked the landscape effectively in both a 

creative and theatrical context and in a creative technical context. I refer to technical 

context as that which communicates in a logical manner dramatic elements such as 

structure, storyline, plot, theme, character, circumstance, conflict, tension and action.  

The creative development process incorporated the action cycles to focus my 

attention on solving structural and dramatic problems as well as enabling exploration of 

creative conceptual elements that were questioned, proposed or discovered by the 

artistic team or other invested stakeholders. In-depth creative development required 

collaborators to question, unearth and communicate meaning which may not have been 

apparent in language, images, symbols or metaphors contained within the early draft of 

the play. As such, collaborators agreed to be critical, analytical, and deliberate and 

systematic in their analysis and exploration of the play and in sharing that which was 

newly discovered.  
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Incorporating Principles of Action Research 

The creative development process aimed to improve the play through the application of 

practice specific behaviour and collaborative practical analysis and personal reflective 

analysis. The incorporation of action cycles into the process aimed to structure the 

refining and rewriting of the work. In educational models action research is 

acknowledged as a methodology that accomplishes something with and for others apart 

from oneself (Cherry, 1999; Denny, 2005; El-Dib, 2007; Leitch & Day, 2000; Lisle, 

2000; McMahon, 1999; Winter, 1987). The action research cycles focussed on 

enhancing understanding of the fiction whilst consolidating and refining meaning within 

the dramatic context. Applied as creative development it therefore developed the 

capacity of the researcher and others to co-generate knowledge about what happens in 

the fictional work as opposed to developing knowledge about the technical practice of 

playwrighting. From a similar position, Colbert (2009) maintains that action research 

may accommodate the characteristics inherent to creative writing; however, variations 

to these principles may develop due to the oppositions also inherent in fiction writing, 

for example, intellect and imagination. In the early stages of this phase of the study 

traditional principles of action research such as observation, reflection and planning 

were often not adhered to. My position as playwright saw me having to work reflexively 

and instinctively in the moment on the workshopping room floor to make edits or 

changes to the script. 

This phase acknowledged that creative development behaviour, its cyclic nature, 

and its scope for reflection and action were also principles inherent in action research 

process and practice. By acknowledging the similarities and incorporating the principles 

of action research into creative development practice, I refer to Fratzeskou (2005) who 

suggests that it is plausible to explore existing theoretical methods for developing new 

types of research in artistic practice paradigms as artists begin to focus on the way 

artistic knowledge may be communicated theoretically. Stock (2007) also suggests 

researcher/practitioners using practice–led methodologies play dual roles; reflecting on, 

contextualising and theorising their own work whilst drawing on a range of 

methodologies to enhance and enrich the research. I nominate this phase as creative 

development; as unlike traditional action research, this study was not seeking to evoke 

change in the participants (actors or audiences) who responded to the work and/or who 
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may have been inadvertently changed by the process, nor was it devised to develop my 

skills in playwrighting practice. The aim was to evoke change or develop content in the 

fictional world of the play. Change and development was anticipated to occur in the 

characters, their interactions with each other and the landscape and in the world of the 

play and as a consequence, the structure of that fictional world as the developing 

dramatic circumstances dictated. Consequently in developing the play as the focus of 

the research this phase enabled me to: 

 

1. Explore the diversity of the experiences of the artistic teams and selected 

audiences to enhance my analysis and my ability to construct meaning 

from the workshop experiences to inform ideas for development. 

2. Utilise the collaborators professional dramatic techniques and technical 

expertise of theatrical craft to discover and unearth play development 

opportunities. 

3. Enrich the developmental writing experience through objective 

collaboration and discussion in a dramatic artistic context. 

4. Analyse meanings constructed through the process in reflective/reflexive 

actions which led to the construction of more effective meaning in the 

final draft. 

 

As stated, the creative development and dramaturgical processes acknowledged the 

tensions that co-exist with traditional data reportage. I had to make conscious and 

explicit decisions about the interplay between accepting, responding, thinking and 

action concerning the creative dynamic of the play, whilst being discerning about 

identifying and selecting those elements which would be beneficial overall to the 

development of the work. The dramaturgical feedback provided through practice 

experiences unearthed a fusion of possibilities between professional artistic process and 

theoretical methods through dialectical interchanges between myself and artistic 

individuals in specific cultural encounters. As such, I engaged with my research from a 

critical perspective that provided me with the ability to make artistic and creative 

decisions about the landscape expression and consequently the development of the play.  

During this phase of the research I engaged with place, space, performance 

practitioners and cultural terrain, which bound the research in a dramatic framework of 
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landscape, language and artistic practice. The play was now a place of disclosure rather 

than a place of concealment. My role to reveal and then conceal phenomenological 

truths of experiences was superseded by the collaborators role in the developmental 

process. The collaborative experience aimed to expose the plays truths through the 

perceptions and understandings of others. Their landscape experiences and 

interpretations which existed within and outside of the world of the play were fed back 

into the creative loop of development.  

 

Collaborators (Co-researchers) 

I refer to the co-researchers in this investigation as collaborators in keeping with 

professional contexts of dialectical and practice–led artistic collaboration. The artistic 

collaborators were asked to identify what they perceived as gaps in the play from their 

position as professional practitioners familiar with practical development of new work. 

Engaging in the practice specific context in this way was a means of explicating 

meaning and understanding and of developing the capacity of the play to inform, 

educate or entertain. Consequently, collaborators engaged in a play analysis (critical 

study) which promoted new ideas on the play (previous knowledge) and generated 

artistic material (new data) for dramatic writing (reflection and action). In the first phase 

collaborators included: 

 

 Actors 

 Director  

 Professional Playwright Peers 

 Creative Development Festival Co-ordinator 

 Creative Development Festival Audience.  

 

In the second phase collaborators included: 

 

 Professional Playwright 

 Professional Dramaturge  

 Director (also professional playwright). 
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The research was cyclic, analytical, reflective, reflexive and conscious and 

incorporated: 

 

 Collaborative Analysis 

 Workshopping (Testing) Ideas 

 Responding to Embodied Experiences 

 Reflective Observation 

 Contextualising Meaning from external Response to Plot, Character and 

Story. 

 

As a researcher/playwright I recognised the importance of internal influences 

(personal and tacit knowledge) on my work as well as the external influences 

(collaborative experience in the field) on how a new work is developed. In educational 

contexts McMahon (1999) suggests that internal and external factors are paramount to 

adult learning and have contributed significantly to educational theory (p. 163). He 

states that contemporary learning theory ‘recognises that each adult learner actively 

constructs meaning within an individual context determined by individual 

interpretations of individual experiences’ (p. 164). Similar principles of experiential 

understanding can be applied, for alternate purposes, to artistic creative development 

process, for example, the theatre makers actively construct meaning within a 

collaborative artistic context determined by individual interpretations of individual 

experiences of the play for the purpose of developing the fictional narrative. 

Collaboration provided a dialectical reflexivity which became the mode of inquiry 

which aimed at understanding concepts of landscape in the play as being intelligible to 

others and proper to the story being dramatised. In contributing to the development of 

theory for practice–led investigation it may be suggested that artistic collaboration 

recognises that theatre artists (and audiences) approach the development of new work 

with existing knowledge about creative development contexts of practice. This is due to:  

 their understanding of the nature of theatre practice 

 their wide range of technical experience of their craft  

 their ability to utilise their knowledge reflexively in practice specific 

creative development contexts 
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 their understanding of their specific role in the process of play 

development 

 their ability to immerse themselves in character and/or the world of the 

play 

 their belief that a theatre space enables the exploration of possibilities. 

 

Knowledge may therefore be considered as emergent through the collaborative 

understanding, beliefs, experiences, crafts and techniques as applied to creative 

development process. Somekh (1995 in Leitch & Day, 2000) suggests ‘too much 

emphasis on the importance of self in action research can distract the practitioner from 

the substantive focus of the study’ and warns against self-exploration and personal 

growth as becoming the focus and purpose of the study (p. 184). I proposed a version of 

reflexive and reflective practice which focussed exclusively on the domain of the artistic 

product.  
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Diagram 2: Action Research Cycles 

 
 

The creative development phases were reflexive (spontaneous and intuitive 
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in the collaboration on the fictions and imaginings in the play and by reflecting on what 

is discovered to extend the meaning of the play. 
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Diagram 3: Generalised Model of Play Development:  

Create–plan–communicate–collaborate–observe–reflect–evaluate–act–develop 
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action’ and acknowledged tacit processes of thinking which generated ideas for 

rewriting of the work. Rather than informing learning about the process, the reflection 

and reflective actions, which were retrospective and contemplative, informed the 

systematic and deliberate development of the fictional narrative over time. This phase 

incorporated structured cycles of development that generated reflection, reflexivity and 

rewriting, which, in turn, were co-generated from the workshop/rehearsal/reading 

process wherein creative discoveries followed a creative loop back into the second draft 

of the play.  

Diagram 4: Creative Development as Reflective Practice 
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This phase was open-ended, informal and explanatory and enabled invested artistic 

collaborators the opportunity to directly communicate and engage in discussion with the 

playwright through their various and practical artistic reactions to the work. My 

responses to their reactions were later reflected upon outside the collaborative workshop 

experience. I was both active subjective participant and objective observer. From within 

the artistic workshop experience reflexivity became the critical analytic interpretive and 

evaluative process between the stimulus of receiving the workshopping experiences and 

responding to them while interpreting them for projected future actions (Lisle, 2000, p. 

113). This phase was where I the playwright simultaneously sat outside the creative 

work to objectively analyse and develop the text in a collaborative research process, 

while participating in the process as the creator of the text who presumably had all the 

answers. This was a crucial and somewhat challenging period of questioning, 

restructuring and in some instances editing Dawn’s Faded Rose in action in the 

immediate moment.  

 

Diagram 5: Creative Development as Reflexive Practice 
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Creative Development Phase 1. 

There were three cycles to the creative development phase of the study. The three cycles 

were structured to inform ideas for reflection which aimed at generating further ideas 

for the final development of the dramatic work.  

 

Cycle 1: Cold Read  

Implementation: The play was read, discussed and dissected in a limited capacity with 

artistic collaborators. This was an informal meeting with collaborators: four 

professional female actors, one male director, two festival development co-ordinators 

and one stage manager and was the prelude to an all day workshopping process 

conducted prior to a planned rehearsed reading. This meeting was designed for the 

specific purpose of giving the actors an opportunity to (a) read the play and (b) pose 

questions relating to dramatic and theatrical elements within the play. Prior to the initial 

cold reading taking place I contextualised the play for the actors and revealed my 

purpose in writing it. The contextualising process linked directly back to the 

phenomenological experience and incorporated discussion on: 

 Themes 

 Landscape as (symbolically) designated female presence. 

 

The collaborators were asked informally to provide feedback on and ask questions 

of the playwright concerning their analysis and response to the script from their 

professional artistic practice perspectives which align with recognised creative 

development processes.  

 

Data Collection Tools 

Data collection tools utilised incorporated:  

1. Observation Notes – (personal journal entries). 

2. Collaborators’ Questions.  

3. Response to the play (data). 
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It was important for the plays’ development to gauge responses to the work from 

interested stakeholders, audience, and academic and professional peers. These responses 

were general and predominantly considered plot elements. Responses were often 

generated as questions and indicated areas in the work that were unclear and often 

related to structure, timeframes, character relationships and symbols. The main areas 

identified as unclear were indicated by actors, director and festival co-ordinator and 

were collectively focussed on: 

 

 Time, place, setting – 

Where is the play set and in what location and era? 

 The characters’ relationship to each other – 

Are the women related to each other and if so how? 

 The characters’ temporal existence. Are they dead? 

Why are they dead? 

Why do we care about them if they are dead? 

 

Reflection 

Observations indicated that the questions as posed by the collaborators linked to 

subtextual and thematic elements of the play in development. These subtextual elements 

were framed by the contexts of landscape being explored in the study. The collaborators 

agreed that these questions would be further investigated in the workshop the following 

day.  

 

Cycle 2: Workshop  

This workshop considered the above questions and attempted to interpret these 

questions through the workshopping, prior to the rehearsed reading performance. Due to 

time constraints these questions were not fully addressed to a degree where script 

development could occur reflexively. This was due to numerous factors: 

 The director was focussed on basic blocking techniques for the purpose of 

staging a rehearsed reading of the work wherein actors enacted action with 

scripts in hand. 
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 Actors were focussed on individual characterisations. 

 I as playwright operating reflexively in the creative development process 

had limited time to do major rewrites on the rehearsal room floor. 

 

I therefore had to consider these questions within the perspective of the rehearsed 

reading. Consequently a significant aim of the reading was to contextualise aspects of 

landscape evident in the work that related to the above questions generated by the 

collaborators. 

 

Observations 

This stage of the cyclic process evidenced the distinctions between action research and 

creative development. There were no data collection tools employed to document for 

future reflection other than scribbled notations on the ‘working’ script. As the 

playwright actively participating in the workshopping process I operated reflexively, 

making changes and decisions in the moment on the rehearsal room floor. The focus of 

the workshop was to have the play read effectively in front of an audience the same 

evening. Due to the nature of creative development workshopping processes, there was 

no time to reflect or replan during the first two cycles as is usual in action research. 

Questions raised by the collaborators during the workshopping process were similar to 

those raised the night before in the cold read.  

 

Table 6: Data analysis 

Landscape context:  Responding to: 

Defining landscape in spiritual and/or 

temporal time? 

 

Time, place, setting 

Where is the play set and in what location 

and era? 

How has the landscape impacted on the 

relationship between the women and their 

behaviour to each other? 

The characters’ relationship to each 

other? 

Are the women related to each other 

and if so how? 

Why does the landscape hold on to their 

spirit/ghost selves? 
The characters temporal existence? 
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Cycle 3: Rehearsed Reading (data collection) 

The workshop was designed to culminate in a staged rehearsed reading in a creative 

development festival, FreeRange, which was open to an audience in the public domain 

(see Appendix A for FreeRange information). The creative development festival 

provided an opportunity to showcase the early draft of the play in a public theatrical 

forum. The purpose of the creative development festival was to provide artists with the 

opportunity of unpacking the contents of their creativity and theatrical ideas and 

concepts to further investigate what they’re doing and why they’re doing it. Directly 

prior to the reading I had the opportunity as playwright to speak to the audience about 

Dawn’s Faded Rose and thereby provide them with a context to its creation. Audience 

members were encouraged to ask questions about the play. It allowed me the 

opportunity of providing some insight into the creation and purpose of the play and to 

explain what my purpose was in having the play read in its early draft form. The 

creative development festival provided a unique opportunity for audiences to respond to 

the work in a public forum. The forum therefore enabled me to acquire valuable general 

responses to the work in a deliberately creative practice environment in the public 

domain. The process, therefore, supported the unitary linkage between creative practice 

and research. 

 

Audience 

The audience consisted of general–public theatre-goers, students and professional 

artistic and academic peers. The audience were aware that this reading was conducted in 

a creative development context in the public domain and as such were given the 

opportunity by the festival to provide anonymous critical feedback to the playwright at 

the end of the reading.  

 

Implementation 

This phase of the creative development process was implemented to stimulate questions 

for consideration in the redrafting process. A specific aim of this phase of the research 

was to discern what was particularly characteristic of Dawn’s Faded Rose to 

stakeholders outside the research or workshop paradigm. In doing so, this phase aimed 
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to provide me the opportunity of being able to critically assess landscape contexts 

within the work.  

 

Data Collection 

1. Observation notes 

2. Peer response 

3. Anonymous questionnaire 

  

A questionnaire (see Appendix B) was planned and prepared in consultation with the 

Festival co-ordinator for the purpose of generating responses and feedback (data) on 

landscape and its contextual relationship with plot, storyline and characters. The 

questionnaire was designed to ascertain the potency of landscape as evoked. The 

questionnaire was distributed to audience members after the reading. The respondents 

remained anonymous and the questionnaires were collected on the night by the 

FreeRange facilitator and Artistic Director of Metro Arts, who forwarded them to me at 

the close of the event. The questionnaire focussed on contexts of landscape evident in 

the play and asked for responses to the following: 

 

1. Did you feel the Australian outback landscape was a presence throughout the 

play?  

2. How would you describe the presence of the landscape in the play? 

3. How much did you feel that living in that landscape contributed to the behaviour 

of the characters? 

4. Did you find the behaviour of the female characters stereotypical? 

5. Did you find the female characters theatrically interesting? 

6. If you could describe this play would you describe it as? 

7. I consent to this information being used for future reference in developing 

the play or for research purposes. 

 

The feedback questionnaire sheet also asked for other comments (see Appendix B for 

audience responses).  
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Contextual Responses (Data) 

The three phases of this stage of the study questioned my prior knowledge of landscape 

and its subsequent meaning in the work, through the interplay of action, embodiment, 

response and reflection. As such the responses from this phase of the study identified 

and contextualised what worked and what needed further development. 

 

Personal Observation and Reflection 

My immediate reaction to the reading offered conflicting perspectives, personal and 

subjective and artistic and objective, for example:  

 

 Ability to detach personal and subjective associations to and with the 

work to attend to and identify evident problems in the text as observed 

and experienced through the reading of and responses to the work? 

 Ability to identify and challenge cultural statements associated with the 

exploration of landscape in Dawn’s Faded Rose. 

 

Cherry (1999) acknowledges that reflection theory incorporates techniques which 

promote a critical subjectivity that can heighten the researchers awareness of the 

dimensions between the invention of personal meaning and knowledge, and knowledge 

that may be considered of value to others (p. 83). As such, I documented (see Appendix 

D) a comprehensive response to the read in an attempt to extract meaning from the 

embodied experience of witnessing the work as a cultural event in the public domain. 

Tension between my researcher and playwright self became evident as I acknowledged 

some frustration on witnessing the work read, for example: 

 Hearing my play read publicly for the first time after a very limited 

workshopping period.  

 Needing to articulate to the collaborators the specific rough poetry of the 

vernacular language to effectively convey the rough rhythm of the piece.  

 Watching the actors struggle with music, language, rhythm and time 

leaps contained in the play. 
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 Realising social and cultural representations contained within Dawn’s 

Faded Rose were unfamiliar and foreign to members of the artistic team 

and audience. 

 Having professional knowledge and personal understanding of where I 

believed the play needed development prior to the reading. 

 

I acknowledged the need to: 

 balance professional knowledge and individual artistic concerns 

regarding thematic and subtextual elements  

 value the communal response when observing the reading as an audience 

member  

 value the collective wisdom and experience of the artistic team and other 

invested audience members. 

 

Areas identified for future development  

Significant dramatic and theatrical elements were identified which would provide the 

basis for dramaturgical analysis. My observation of the process identified further 

dramaturgical possibilities and posed a number of dramatic ideas relevant to future 

development:  

 

 Dawn’s father: pre and post his Vietnam War experiences 

Develop some light and shade in the relationship between Dawn and her father – 

pull back on some of the violent sequences and write a scene where we see how 

he cares for her. 

 

The American Minister: sexual relationship with Dawn 

Clarify the sexual relationship between Dawn and the Minister, e.g. what were 

the circumstances which led to the sexual act. Was it consensual? Who 

instigated it?  

 

The ‘Angel’ Child: conflict with Dawn 
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Develop the relationships between Dawn and her child otherwise there is an 

inherent lack of empathy for them and the circumstances which led them to their 

present situation of seeking redemption. Maggie the ‘Angel’ child is possibly the 

most difficult role in the play. I knew the character to be significantly under-

developed and her role in the play seems mostly superfluous in this draft. 

 

Sequence: structure of the work in relating the narrative 

Consider the sequence of events within the structure of the work – not 

necessarily in the sequence of flash back events. Consider elements related to 

the unravelling of the past actions that lead to the present circumstance. 

Consider time–sequence structure –e.g. the play is set in the future and keeps 

flashing back to the past. I will consider setting it in the present and flashing 

forward to the future.  

 

Spiritual and temporal time 

Clarify why the characters are all dead? Why have I written them as ghosts who 

through the flashback events unfolding push this realisation onto Dawn? 

Thematically link imaginative ideas pertaining to my premise that within the 

landscape there are certain places we visit in this country where prior events are 

‘imprinted’ in the nature and fabric of place. I think this may alleviate potential 

confusion about where the play is set. 

 

Landscape representation 

Could I situate the atmosphere, representation of place, geography and 

environment in a more identifiable subtextual cultural experience? 

  

Global metaphor 

What are the intended associations between our national political ties to America 

and the global economy and energy crisis? I do not want to be overt about these 

themes. I think symbolism is evident – NO WATER/NO FUEL though perhaps 

some exposition may be necessary. I do not feel that the MINISTER as the main 

American symbolic device is clear. I need to develop the ‘God and Country’ 

(Star Spangled Banner – Land of the Free) element. His relationship with Dawn 
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is the catalyst. America’s war on Vietnam and Australia’s subsequent 

involvement in this and future crises impact directly on the conflicting 

relationship Dawn has with her Father. Is the confrontation between the 

MINISTER and Dawn’s father the brutal resolution to themes of American 

imperialism – culturally and socially. 

 

Artistic peer responses (data) 

Four professional industry peers who were audience members were specifically 

interested in providing comprehensive feedback. Professional peers included the 

director, two playwrights, and the Festival Co-ordinator and artistic director of Metro 

Arts—also a playwright (see Appendix E). It should be noted that there was no personal 

information generated as all feedback was specific to the development of the fictional 

contexts in the work that was read in the public domain. 

 

Directorial response 

The director’s feedback on my questions regarding the potency of landscape within the 

work was: 

The concept of ‘landscape’ in the play, its description, the characters 

relationship to it and the embodiment of it, seems to be working well, and as 

such is not an immediate priority for future drafts. The ‘landscape’ is there – any 

further discussion on it will simply over-intellectualise the idea. Let it sit there 

and age and bake in stillness and silence like the real landscape.  

 

His general feedback and questions pertaining to the work centred on the characters: 

Much of the word of mouth feedback I’ve received is that the characters of 

Lanie and Eva work extremely well. We understand them. Their shorthand and 

repartee with each other makes them instantly familiar. We like them and 

consequently care about them. Which doesn’t seem to be the immediate case 

with Maggie and Dawn. Why is this? Part of the answer potentially lies in the 

most discussed and complex issue in the play – are the characters dead?  
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He also included in his response a number of questions for me to consider. He felt these 

elements were underwritten in the draft work and could be developed further:  

Where is the play set? Purgatory? 

Why doesn’t she (Dawn) remember? 

Why is she stuck? (In the place where she died) 

Why do Lanie and Eva know? (Dawn is dead) 

 

Festival co-ordinator response 

Tension of mystery/ surprise/ deliberate confusion 

I wonder how the piece can work to surprise us theatrically. How the laws of 

time and space can bend to imbue the landscape of the play with this 

otherworldliness. Can day and night pass in a heartbeat? Does a character exit 

stage left and then re-enter stage right – to create a kind of Twilight Zone–

feeling of entrapment? Can any of the characters see US – the audience? Are we 

spectators to their prison? I think this point relates to constructing rules of the 

environment earlier on. What can be done in this space to escape and what 

can’t? Have others tried before? And what happens when they do? I want to feel 

like I am in an outback limbo, caught somewhere between Hell and Eternity.  

 

The role of Maggie 

I wonder if Maggie – as a character – doesn’t complicate things a little too 

much? I question her role in the overall piece. She is beautiful and her dialogue 

is very tender but – when it all boils down – what does she ACTUALLY do? I 

wonder whether she could (a) be the free spirited angel kind of figure – 

representing (without words) the need to escape, the possibility of 

somewhere/thing else? Or lost opportunity? (b) whether we ‘enter’ the story 

through her, whether the piece starts with her waking, having fallen from 

‘heaven’? discovering these characters as we do? (c) she becomes the ‘trigger’ 

or ‘vessel’ through which we are pulled back to the Vietnam sub-plot? The actor 

reading the role floundered significantly in the reading due to time constraints, 

difficulty of dual role, her professional technique training practice (Suzuki) and 
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lack of familiarity with the music/songs. Consequently I found the combination 

of all these elements made it difficult to analyse the character as written from the 

reading. However going into the reading Cement Dawn’s relationship with her 

daughter (Maggie) during the pregnancy and birth to strengthen any sort of 

purpose for Maggie’s existence in the reality of the play. Address why Dawn 

ignores her presence throughout the majority play. 

 

How can we draw a stronger connection between Vietnam and the Present – two 

timelines? 

I think the answer here is a question of environment or landscape. Americans/ 

Australians didn’t fare well in Vietnam because they couldn’t navigate the 

landscape, it was so far removed from what they were used to. In the same way, 

white English women ‘from the criminal classes’ didn’t fare well in the 

Australian outback because they couldn’t navigate the landscape, it was too far 

removed from what they were used to. This link may well be there already in the 

text but it needs galvanizing – to bring the two sub-plots together. 

I wonder how both timelines can come together to literally explode where the 

play does a kind of metaphysical shift and the environment – to which they have 

been chained to – somehow opens up or transforms through nature (rain seems 

the most obvious example but what if it was snow?). As an audience, I want a 

reprieve from the heat. This would also add to the ‘Twilight-ness’ of the world.  

 

Dialogue 

The dialogue is one of the strengths of the piece! It is quick and clever and harsh 

and horrible and beautiful all at the same time. But I wonder what could be 

achieved with more moments of stillness/ exhaustion? How can the world grind 

to a halt to give the audience a chance to catch-up with what’s going on/ piece 

the puzzle together, y’know? 
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Playwright peer response* (full response see Appendix E) 

American culture 

Early on we also get presented with the song. Delta Dawn is the main song, but 

there are hints of other songs and song-making. We realise that we are dealing 

with the harsh Australian landscape, but the songs are not of the Slim Dusty 

variety, they have an American flavour. I began to wonder at this stage whether 

there would be some significant symbolism or message in this and whether you 

would deal in some explicit way with American cultural dominance. But no, you 

didn’t seem to be doing that. This became a strand in my interpretation, and I 

kept this idea alive, waiting for indications that I might see more. Again, this is 

the background I was bringing. I have been interested in questions of cultural 

sovereignty for many years because I work in Australian performing arts – stage 

and screen. And you can’t work in Australian culture without realising that 

American cultural imperialism poses a grave threat to our sense of identity, our 

sense of ourselves, our ability to make a living (that is, increasing the number of 

people who believe in our own culture and reduce their willingness to accept 

American artistic forms as the norm by which to judge all art). I'm not saying 

that your play has to take up this struggle I’m merely acknowledging the fact 

that this is one of the critical/interpretive tools in my kit bag and it goes with me 

wherever I go. 

 

Time 

I was confused in some of the 30–years–ago scenes. Was Penny’s character the 

same, only thirty years younger? Was Dawn then a child? In some of these 

scenes it seemed so, particularly the later ones. But because of (a) the lack of 

technical support such as costume, lights, sound effects, and (b) the fact that 

actors were reading scripts and seemed themselves not totally sure of the precise 

meaning of the text at points, I couldn’t follow this clearly. 

 

Sound effects 

Dingo howls and choppers. Very evocative sounds. Do the dingo howls provide 

a counterbalance to the choppers? Or are they a purposely discordant contrast? 

Both are full of danger, but for whom? The dingo is, if you like, a part of the 
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natural environment, the harsh landscape at the heart of the play with its 

metaphoric weight in the lives of the characters. But dingos are also dangerous 

for the young, the vulnerable. Choppers are dangerous for the vulnerable among 

the Vietnamese. They bring death and destruction. But in a direct contrast, they 

bring salvation for the Americans and Australians who’ve been wounded in their 

attempts to fight against the Vietnamese who are trying to assert their 

independence against the imperial aggression forced on them. And Dawn’s 

father was one of these aggressors, so we are compelled to deal with these 

sounds and their connection with the characters of the play. I am not clear about 

how to deal with them, but I could feel the potential power of these aural images 

and I think it won’t be totally easy to eventually deal with them as the play nears 

the stage and the technical elements need to be given moments and settings and 

levels of importance and meaning. 

 

Playwright peer response (see full transcript Appendix E) 

Surprise 

Having taking me so firmly into the cultural specificity of this gendered north 

Australian landscape, how can you surprise me now with things I don't know 

about either the cultural terrain or the theatrical terrain you're treading? i.e. how 

is your play similar to but remarkably different from those you've been 

influenced by/exposed to/inspired by? 

 

Genre 

What kind of play is this? I know we all hate being boxed into genres – and I'm 

sincerely not asking you to churn out formula here. But audiences bring 

associations and generic expectations whether we like them to or not. Beyond 

wanting to explore white women in a specific Australian landscape, what kind of 

piece of theatre are you wanting to create? Is this, for instance, an outback 

murder mystery/thriller? Rewrite the rulebook surrounding genre by ALL 

MEANS, but I really do think it helps to know what you're trying to achieve in 

terms of PLOT and STRUCUTRE as well as in terms of THEME and MISE EN 
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SCENE, where you've devoted your energy successfully thus far and have 

achieved terrific clarity. 

 

Dramaturgical assessment of peer response (personal analysis) 

There was an overwhelming amount of feedback generated during this phase and it 

should be noted that to ensure the work intrinsically remained the fusion between 

phenomenological inquiry and the re-imagining and re-enactment of landscape contexts, 

specific responses (data) were selected as being pertinent to the plays development in 

phase 2. The following personal responses attempted to incorporate the majority of the 

ideas which I felt were relevant to the study and therefore to the development of the 

work.  

 

Female Characters 

Clarify the relationship between the women. Identify their relationship to 

landscape and their inheritance of it: family ties the blood ties that bind them to 

each other, binds them to the landscape. Make the relationship explicit through 

exposition? 

 

Male Characters 

Find further (perhaps metaphoric) ways of identifying the male characters 

dramatic roles. The Minister is directly linked to symbols and metaphors within 

the work pertaining to American dominance, economic dependence and military 

aggression. The Father character is symbolic of ‘collateral damage’ – being 

involved in a conflict that wasn’t his through a relationship made on terms 

beyond his control. Identify within the work their relationships with Dawn pre- 

and post-war/Vietnam – write more active scenes. 

 

Play Structure 

The structure of the work operates in shifting time periods – past, present and 

future. This is deliberate though it seems to be a major point of confusion and 

links to questions relating to spiritual and temporal time frames and the strong 

responses pertaining to characters as being ‘dead’. Clarify within the work the 
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idea that violence and violent acts leave ‘imprints’ in the landscape that can’t be 

removed – are ever-present? 

 

Surprise in the Landscape 

The landscape representation, atmosphere, presence, function and purpose, 

seems to be clear. Yet what is the surprise in the landscape? What can the 

landscape offer that isn’t anticipated? 

 

Global Metaphors 

As identified by two of the professional peer respondents – the global metaphor I 

am trying to make is unclear. This must be clearly related to the function of the 

Minister and his relationship to Dawn. Make the link between fuel crisis and the 

apocalypse – the present environmental circumstances. 

 

Soundscape 

The Soundscape is convoluted and therefore confusing – too many ideas going 

on at once at this point in time. Is there a way to devise a soundscape that may 

clarify questions pertaining to Time Frames and Global Metaphors? Is the link 

the Apocalypse? 

 

Audience questionnaire response (data – full responses Appendix B) 

Analysis of the audience questionnaire suggested that the ideas for landscape 

exploration and representation were understood as being thematically and theatrically 

evoked in the work. 

It is obvious from both audience and artistic peer response that the landscape and 

contexts of landscape are strongly evoked in the work. This study therefore suggests 

that creative development processes incorporating principles of action research such as; 

planning, observation reflection and analysis, proved to be beneficial to the plays future 

development. The process clearly identified dramatic and thematic elements in relation 

to plot, theme and character which needed addressing through rewriting.  
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Reflection Phase 1 

The rehearsed reading proved to be integral to the artistic creative development of the 

work and consequently to the research inquiry. Dawn’s Faded Rose provided the basis 

for a collaborative creative development process through which creative ideas were 

generated with the plays further development as the collaborative focus. The audience 

responded positively to the play, with most commenting on the relationship between the 

characters Evie and Lanie (see tabled comments to questionnaire Appendix B).  

From my subjective position as playwright, the reading was mostly a horrifying and 

somewhat nerve-wracking experience. From an objective perspective and in 

consideration of the limited time-frame in which collaborators had to apply individual 

practice specific techniques, I felt that the actors did a more than reasonable job in 

conveying the sense of the text and evoking the landscape as an almost ‘other’ presence, 

while being predominantly concerned with their own motivations specific to their role 

in the process. The director and the playwrights had a more comprehensive 

understanding of the sense, purpose and context of the piece than the actors and the 

questions posed by these artistic associates will provide a starting point for Phase 2 of 

the creative development cycle. Phase 2 began with the following questions in mind:  

 

What or where is the surprise in the landscape? 

Where is the play set? Purgatory?  

Why are they stuck? (In the place where they died) 

 

These questions linked with ideas from earlier feedback and generated further 

questions for consideration in the final redrafting processes. My analysis of this 

feedback led me to consider the following ideas for development (see table, Appendix C 

for full responses):  

 

Where or what is the surprise in the landscape? 

I need to further develop the landscape so it becomes ‘alive’ – resonates with 

life. I can further manipulate the laws of time and space to enhance the 

otherworldliness of the estranged and apocalyptic landscape. Construct the rules 
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of the environment from a more theatrical perspective. What elements of the 

world may be manipulated to do this? 

 

Find a link between one of the characters (Maggie) and the external environment 

– can she in some way directly address the audience to invite them into the 

landscape? 

 

Where is the play set? 

Find the metaphoric or symbolic elements that identify the work within an 

apocalyptic environment that represent more effectively the landscape and post-

colonial themes explored.  

 

Utilise theatrical elements to create a more definable atmosphere? 

 

Consider external elements such as weather to identify climate and question 

understanding of place, space and time. 

 

Why are the characters stuck in the place where they died? 

Invest in Maggie the power of the past and the knowledge of the future. Should 

we enter the story through Maggie? 

 

Provide exposition of why they are stuck? Can Maggie provide this information 

or should they all have some knowledge even if they aren’t forthcoming with it? 

 

Creative Development Phase 2 

Dramaturgical Analysis (personal observation) 

Phase 1 had evidenced that the evocation of landscape within the work was strong. It 

had also posed numerous questions and creative ideas which evidenced that the play 

required further development in numerous areas that would further clarify the landscape 

contexts explored. The three main questions as stated above seemed to broadly frame 

further contexts of landscape in the work that needed consideration or more in depth 
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exploration through immersion in the creative writing process. Initially this phase was 

anticipated as being a final workshop process, conducted, on the rehearsal room floor 

with actors and director. Their role would be to get the play up on its feet after 

discussing and identifying problem areas within the script, in collaboration with me and 

wherein I would either make decisions regarding the development of the script on the 

floor or through later reflection (see Appendix D for more comprehensive account). 

 

 Redrafting (action) 

 

Phase 1 had identified a number of ideas for development which I acknowledged as 

needing to be addressed dramaturgically within the writing. From involvement in 

previous professional creative development process I understood that some rewrites 

needed to occur prior to the dramaturgical assessments being acquired from professional 

peers. The rewrites as completed during this phase were minimal and were basic 

responses to the ideas which were generated from reflection on feedback as discussed 

above and included: 

 

Devising a soundscape that could clarify questions pertaining to time frames and 

Global Metaphors? Link the soundscape to the Apocalypse through the 

SYMBOL of a RADIO that broadcasts the news of the world and activated 

through the voice of Maggie. 

 

This idea could also connect to elements of surprise in the landscape e.g. 

weather. This idea may also connect Australian landscape with larger Global 

landscape and future APOCALYPSE. 

 

What can the landscape offer that isn’t anticipated – RAIN. Link the rain to the 

ruination of the landscape and the Global apocalypse. This idea may further 

embed post-colonial themes and those of white inheritance of landscape. 

 

Identify more fully in the work Dawn’s relationship with her father pre and post 

war. 
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Find the light and shade. This idea may suggest that an alien landscape 

traumatises/disrupts/disturbs the family environment. 

 

Rethink the spiritual and temporal timeframes within the structure. Identify the 

idea that violence and violent acts leave atmospheric and/or symbolic imprints in 

the landscape that can’t be removed and are ever-present. This idea further 

personifies the landscape – it has MEMORY. Particular events and 

circumstances are inherent and are evidenced through tone, texture and 

atmosphere of place. 

 

Creative Development Phase 3 

Cycle 4: Dramaturgical analysis (professional peers) 

I deliberately did not forge ahead and do a major redraft of the text after the completion 

of Phase 1, as I needed to reflect further on the responses and consider the rewriting 

from the position of the research inquiry. The study claims that there are two stages to 

development: the generative (creative) and refining (development) modes of work. The 

generative phase tended to be the most organic: glorious, messy and almost impossible 

to explain. The refining modes of work tended to be largely dramaturgical: analytic, 

reflective, responsive to what has been excavated by the generative processes.  

 

Data collection 

Written Dramaturgical Responses 

Dramaturgical response is often most useful in the refining modes of creative 

development because it creates more space for outside insight from both your own 

perspective and that of your fellow creative’s or peers. The dramaturgical discussion 

and analysis employed during this phase of the study was solely focussed on written 

script development rather than practical application as negotiated through workshop 

performance with actors as was originally planned. Therefore this phase of the creative 

development process required collaboration with artistic peers that had professional 
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dramaturgical experience and understood the processes of dramaturgical creative 

development of new work. Stebbins (2006) defines dramaturgical practice as:  

… a form of interpretive analysis which focuses on connecting action wherein 

meaning emerges out of the behavioural consensus between human beings, 

objects and their environment … a behavioural outcome of human activity and 

the defining characteristic of the social act. (pp. 1–2)  

 

Within the theatrical dramaturgical analysis as implemented during this phase, the 

frame of reference became contextual, in this instance the written world of Dawn’s 

Faded Rose, not the world as performed. The play’s world enacts and signifies the 

spiritual and temporal lives of the characters including their actual, relational and 

metaphoric history with landscape and place. Sarbin’s (1977) work is further 

contextualised by Stebbins (2006) who suggests history, when considered in this 

context, is not necessarily an historical event (within the past), but rather an alive event 

situated in the present, a bringing to life and a representation of events – a dynamic 

dramatic act. It can be explored metaphorically through images which provide a rich 

texture of episodes, leading to other episodes, each in turn influenced by collateral 

episodes and by the effect of and on the multiple characters within (Stebbins, 2006).  

 

Implementation 

After minimal changes were made as outlined above, the draft copy was provided to the 

collaborators for the purpose of them assessing the work through dramaturgical practice 

analysis. 

Collaborators 

1 x Professional Director 

1 x Professional Playwright 

1 x Professional Dramaturge 

 

The three collaborators are familiar with my work in professional practice contexts 

and were also present at the rehearsed reading of the work during Phase 1. All showed 

interest in the work and its future viability as a performance text. The questions which 

were considered during this cycle extended those that were identified from feedback 
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generated and analysed in the previous phase. The professional dramaturges were 

enlisted to provide feedback on the overarching themes, content and structure of the 

work. 

Identified areas for development 

What or where is the surprise in the landscape? 

Where is the play set? Purgatorial landscape?  

Why are they stuck? (In the landscape/place where they died). 

 

Landscape became the over-arching frame that supported the further exploration of 

dramatic and thematic elements. It identified dramaturgical concerns generated in Phase 

1 and framed the dramaturgical analysis around discussion and investigation of the play 

through:  

 

The representation of events; where is the play set. Purgatory?, and if so what 

does this say about the metaphorical landscape?  

Bringing to life the dynamic dramatic act; what or where is the surprise in the 

landscape?  

Further exploring how human beings accomplish, accept and question 

meaning in their lives; why doesn’t she (Dawn) remember? Why is she stuck? 

(In the place/landscape where she died), Why do Lanie and Eva know? (Dawn is 

dead).  

 

This phase of the creative development process therefore focussed on developing 

meaning within the play and with developing fictional characters and circumstances 

within the fictional work. 

 

Responses (data) 

There was a large amount of data generated, which is included here as relevant to the 

final development of the work. The data as outlined below was that which I felt was 

specifically relevant to this research. The data included below was posed in the form of 

questions or as general responses (which is usual in creative development practice of 
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this nature) to the areas in the work that the dramaturgical collaborators felt needed 

further attention (see Appendix E for full response).  

 

Directorial Response  

 

Landscape 

Has setting the play in one place – has this actually somehow undermined the 

investigation?  

In some ways the landscape, the actual physical geography seems far too 

profound to show in any way. Isn't it best to let the landscape (and what it 

embodies) exist in our minds – don’t show the embodiment of our fears let our 

imagination do the work. 

 

Structure 

This is a convention the playwright used to great effect in her earlier work, Post 

Office Rose. In this new work the relationship between the main narrative and 

the scene breaks doesn’t feel like an organic fit. In Post Office Rose the scene 

breaks provided an added boost to some dramatic point in the main narrative. In 

Dawn’s Faded Rose, the scene breaks are more complex, they don’t stick to one 

incident, and they don’t necessarily connect with the main narrative at all times. 

Indeed there are numerous incidents where there are multiple scenes within the 

one scene break, which can be potentially disorientating.  

 

The scene breaks suggest a much larger narrative (in the backstory) struggling to 

be heard.  

 

The Question of Ghosts 

I think we will understand fairly early on that they are all dead. So then a 

number of questions are raised:  

What then do the ghosts want? 

Why do Lanie and Eva hang about waiting for Dawn to remember?  

Why does Dawn forget?  
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The question of ghosts brings us to a larger question, and that is of action:  

What are the main motivations and obstacles of the play? It seems to me, 

at this stage, that the main action for Eve and Lanie is to make Dawn 

remember.  

But how?  

And why?  

Why does she (Maggie) need Dawn to remember?  

 

Practicalities 

How the two landscapes are realised will be the determining factor of much of 

the plays success, and I wonder whether it is indeed possible to have both 

visually represented at the same time on stage? 

 

The backstory  

There is an apocalyptic backstory struggling to get through, or at least there 

seems to be – a father driven mad by war, a lover arriving with a burning bush – 

a climax of biblical proportions at the petrol station. This is all riveting stuff, but 

in the current draft it feels pushed into the background. 

 

I felt, as a reader and theatre maker, that I ultimately have very few questions to 

ask about what happened after the explosion, and a great deal more questions 

that I want answered about before the explosion - What would happen if the play 

was balanced in the other direction? Towards a more straightforward telling of 

the incidents leading up to the apocalypse at the petrol station? What would 

happen if they used their poetry to drive the action, to seduce boys, to fall in 

love, to terrorise their daughters, to seek meaning in the landscape?  

 

Dramaturge Response (see full response Appendix F) 

 

What can you do to unbury the women’s secrets, particularly the women other 

than Dawn? Their backstories must be excavated.  
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Dawn’s disremembering is not the same as forgetting. She chooses to forget the 

minute that that petrol station exploded. Her disremembering is a second choice, 

one that requires immense vigilance to maintain as it seems clear that the past is 

always coming back at her, through the landscape – at some level, there are 

moments where she is close to remembering or she remembers momentarily and 

chooses to forget – By quarantining all of that into the trauma flashbacks, I think 

sometimes it makes the real-time story feel too circular, or the changes in that 

world too subtle.  

 

Why do the women around her try to get her (Dawn) to stay? We never 

understand why they do this…do they want her to remember for her own peace? 

 

Can the trauma become unstuck…? Can the grief heal…? Can the remembering 

begin and not be so overwhelming that the only choice is to choose not to 

remember again? 

Is there any room for the women to actively influence/change Dawn, or at least 

have an agenda to try? What might that be…? 

 

I think the key is to understand the rules and stakes of that real-time world… 

Can you use your compressed timeline (dawn to dusk). Can things only change 

in this limbo if she remembers before dusk…? Or are there other ‘rules’ or 

‘consequences’ to the landscape. 

 

For Dawn’s pregnancy to be the inciting incident that blows Brownsville apart… 

it has to bear the symbolic weight of the story and the world somehow. Was the 

act consensual? The world you have created is one of women… the land is 

woman… but men are continually destroying it… a place where white culture 

tries to engage with a landscape… a Christian religion… Australian culture… 

American culture and pop culture… but also a lurking sense of Indigenous 

history… somehow there but not there… 
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Answer the question of who Dawn’s mother is… why Dawn’s life was not 

shaped by her mother’s love but by her father’s pain and trauma… and why all 

of the women have been compelled by Dawn to be in that space 

 

In terms of looking at the skeleton of the plot, it seems clear that you are missing 

key elements in both the real-time and the flashback story and you need to 

answer those – 

the first real action needs to happen earlier – we need to jump into it 

more quickly, so that you can unpack more strategies of disremembering 

from Dawn.  

 

Playwright 1 Response 

 

Why is today is different from any of the other days in the last thirty years? This 

could be signposted earlier in the play. 

 

Why should Dawn choose today of all days to finally open the suitcase and 

deliver herself of purgatory? Her breakdown scene suggests an escalation of 

some sorts for her, but I don’t really understand why it’s happening today and 

not any other day.  

 

Why has Lanie access to some external kind of knowledge about the weather, 

about the past? There’s still a link to be made between Dawn’s ‘blindness’ to the 

past – her inability or refusal to remember – and the final event (the arrival of 

acid rain/fallout) for me. You can make up the rules that apply here. 

 

 

Analysis: Dramaturgical Assessment of Peer Response  

The following response represents a dramaturgical cohesion of feedback into five 

specific areas for development. The five areas specified extended ideas identified in the 

previous phase:  
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 landscape  – What or where is the surprise in the landscape? 

 time: past and future  – Where is the play set: Purgatory?  

 ghosts and memory – Why are they stuck? (In the place where they 

died) 

 backstory – (what is told may be the key to link all the rest) 

 relationships  – (to each other in this place) 

 

In compiling the dramaturgical responses into these categories, I was conscious of 

keeping the work aligned with the intended thematic exploration as framed by the 

research. My responses to the feedback and consequent rewriting activities also 

considered the meanings constructed from the analysis of landscape and post-colonial 

literature and consequently how this understanding was incorporated into the 

dramaturgical development of draft 2.  

 

Ideas for redrafting (see full response Appendix 6) 

Landscape 

I quite liked the idea that the landscape is too profound to actually show it. If the setting 

becomes the service station – the symbolic nature of both the service station and the 

landscape may be heightened. I want to keep the characters confined – that’s why I have 

them fenced in – the violence that they have experienced is CONTAINED within – in a 

sense. The surprise is the threat that comes from / is posed by the EXTERNAL element 

– that which is out there – beyond. The landscape is the external geographical 

environment and the internal psychological environment which affects both character 

and place.  

 

Consider: How does the external – that which is evoked from without 

impact on the internal – that which is CONTAINED within (in 

the service station). What is the threat that comes from out there? 

The weight of the ‘white-washing of Indigenous History: 

INVASION? 
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Could I include a symbolic soundscape that evokes post-colonial 

themes? Could it be the whispers of past violent history?  

INCLUDE THE SOUNDS OF THE TALL SHIPS ARRIVING? 

 

I agreed that the religious metaphors and symbols needed further development –

could this be achieved through reworking the character of the minister (MAN). This 

may further the development of the relationship between the Minister and Dawn and as 

a consequence the Minister (AMERICAN IMPERIALISM) and the country/nation. 

Time 

It is interesting that all four dramaturges commented on the play being set in purgatory. 

I don’t think that I have ever indicated that the play is set anywhere other than the 

Australian desert landscape. I think the confusion stems from the characters being dead 

– GHOSTS – I think there is the assumption that if the characters are dead than they 

must be residing in a spiritual realm. I am not sure whether this can be addressed in the 

script – Perhaps it is a case of more strongly suggesting my idea of violence as being 

imprinted – CONTAINED – within the landscape in a more straightforward way in the 

script: 

 

Consider: Using the radio more effectively to connect the time shifts to an 

escalating environmental decline that happens over a long period 

of time. This idea could perhaps connect the time shifts to post-

colonial, landscape and issues of custodial white inheritance of 

landscape. 

 

Ghosts and Memory 

I am not sure whether everything just begins again – cyclic – or if once Dawn 

remembers (does she need to remember or has she not really forgotten – just refuses to 

recall) they are all free or released from their state of CONTAINMENT. I like the term 

– (dis)-remembering – it links very strongly with my theoretical exploration of (mis)-

remembrance. So again – are there multiple layers to Dawn’s memory loss – does she 

actually remember but chooses to disremember??? Clarify the physical and 

psychological landscapes: 
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Consider: The radio is the link between both past and present, and past and 

future while also the mechanism that links the INTERNAL to the 

EXTERNAL physical and psychological worlds/landscapes –it 

conveys news from BEYOND into the internal CONTAINED 

environment.  

 

The characters aren’t essentially ‘stuck’ in the landscape – they relive moments of 

violence over and over again to remind us of a violent history/past and want Dawn to 

acknowledge her responsibility in past actions:  

 

Consider: If the characters main action is to make Dawn remember. 

SOMETHING NEEDS TO HAPPEN ONCE SHE 

REMEMBERS  

– Has it got to do with Maggie?  

Why does she (Maggie) need Dawn to remember?  

Do the characters stop her leaving the service station – OR IS IT 

THAT DAWN JUST ETERNALLY RETURNS – she can’t 

escape the sins of the past? Perhaps Dawn needs to 

acknowledge/admit the past and then they are able to EJECT 

(somehow?) her from the landscape 

 

Backstory 

I need to make a more definite choice about the relationship between Dawn and the 

Minister. Is it a consensual sexual relationship? Can Maggie play the role of the 

Minister as well as the Father OR should I actually include a symbolic male character? I 

believe that there needs to be a scene included where Dawn and the Minister are 

actually seen to be interacting – show the backstory – don’t tell it! 

 

Consider: Writing in more of the backstory – this means revisiting the scene 

breaks – the past. 
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Show why she was so obsessed with him. Who is he? What does 

she find so compelling about him? IT IS BECAUSE HE HAS 

COME FROM OUT THERE – BEYOND BROWNSVILLE. 

Comes to be saved? Comes to offer Salvation? 

 

Could I change the town’s name to Salvation? This may open up 

a lot of ideas linked to post-colonial themes – and contemporary 

political activities – SORRY etc.  

 

Relationships 

I need to open up the relationship between Dawn and the other two mature women 

earlier on – to express exactly her (family) ties to each of them – is there REAL conflict 

between them? 

More importantly – did she understand the potential repercussions – what would happen 

if she got pregnant to an American (the invader/the foreigner) – again connect these 

ideas more strategically to post-colonial themes? 

 

Consider: Can the child of this (taboo) relationship have some sort of 

status??? 

Can she be the first generation of the new colonialist’s? 

Should I COLONISE the landscape – Take that which was 

originally taken? Can the invaders (white Australians) become the 

invaded? 

 

If I do this I need to consider whether I should I incorporate a 

MALE character into the female environment? 

 

It became obvious that the separate categories as indicated above—landscape, time, 

ghosts and memory, backstory and relationships—were interconnected in my overall 

analysis. These five areas seemed to evidence the places in the work where the creative 

ideas met and as such provided an indication of where most of the dramaturgical work 

needed to be done. Tensions between traditional research reportage and analysis and 
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artistic creative development processes became evident and were encountered during 

this phase. As a playwright I had to be selective about decisions regarding what 

feedback was going to be important to the artistic development of the script. As a 

researcher I was conscious of selecting data that serviced the research inquiry and 

aligned with original landscape contexts. Overall, it became evident that incorporating 

and applying principles of action research within the creative development process, as 

designed for this research and identified as create–plan–communicate–collaborate–

observe–reflect–evaluate–act–develop were useful in redrafting the play. The redraft 

that is included in the following chapter reflects the above process by incorporating 

responses from the dramaturgical, creative development cycles. Reflection on the 

responses generated through this processes provided further creative ideas that filtered 

into the work. 
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Chapter 5:  

Dawn’s Faded Rose (Salvation Roses)  

 

The redrafted play (reportage) 

The following redraft occurred from an analysis of responses from the dramaturgical, 

creative development cycle. After lengthy reflection on the feedback, ideas for rewriting 

influenced, interpreted and filtered into the work. Interestingly, a number of issues that 

revealed themselves in the first stage of the creative development process resurfaced 

during the redrafting process – especially the responses pertaining to American cultural 

imperialism. It seemed that in the redrafting process, ideas which were generated from 

within the dramaturgical phase encompassed a number of thematic threads that stitched 

theoretical landscape literature and analysis with (mis)-remembrances of landscape 

experience and personal history (as discussed in the conclusion). In future performance 

projects Dawn’s Faded Rose will be retitled as Salvation Roses, a title that has been 

generated from the research and analysis phases. Aligned with the Australian Gothic 

genre the play attempts to provide a theatrical discourse on post-colonial debates. It 

questions ownership of the Australian landscape and therefore poses conflicting 

positions on white inheritance of the Australian landscape, associated with global and 

military conflict and environmental sustainability. The play suggests that the only 

option for ‘salvation’ for the white women is to accept the past in the face of an 

imminent bleak future.  

The redrafting of the work tended to be free-flowing, often one idea flowed into 

another, yet I believe the redraft provides a clear indication of how dramaturgical ideas 

were analysed, deconstructed and utilised for script development purposes. The major 

ideas that impacted on script development included:  

1. Re-imagining of the landscape setting – including elements of surprise, e.g., 

unnatural weather conditions (paper rain) and the arrival of TALL SHIPS across the 

vast expanse of desert (invasion). 

2. Clarify that Eva’s and Lanie’s motivation from the start is to make Dawn remember 

what occurred in the landscape that impacts on their present circumstance in ‘place’. 
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3. Explore the ideas of CONTAINMENT – characters are contained within space, place 

and a circumstance of their own making (imprisoned in the past experience of the 

landscape’s history). Link this idea with RADIO as a symbol – a channel to the external 

outside environment of time and place. 

4. Clarify the relationships – between the women and between Dawn and the preacher. 

Do this by using the symbol of the RADIO more effectively to generate TIMESHIFTS 

into past and future time frames.  

5. Re-imagine Maggie’s role – have her as a more pro-active character in Dawn’s past 

circumstance and let her generate Dawn’s present circumstance of (dis)-remembering. 

Take a more pro-active role in Dawn’s journey of remembrance and acceptance. 

Construct this relationship to suggest that Maggie was the catalyst for the drama.  

6. Re-imagining PLACE (renaming) to encompass the temporal and spiritual 

timeframes encountered in the fiction. The township will be retitled as SALVATION. 

As a result the new draft of the play will be entitled Salvation Roses. For the purpose of 

this study the second draft of the play will be named Dawn’s Faded Rose (Salvation 

Roses). 

 

Summary of redrafted play:  

The work discusses the violence of history as being imprinted in the landscape through 

exacerbated fictional circumstances. The play aims to explore contemporary issues 

relating to ownership of the Australian landscape including ‘white’ inheritance of 

landscape, and relates themes of ‘invasion’ to contemporary military conflicts. As such, 

the work suggests that ‘white’ Australians are only temporary visitors. When the TALL 

SHIPS arrive, sometime in the distant future, four women seeking salvation from the 

embattled history of the landscape must decide their role in the ‘invasion’. 

 

Synopsis of the redrafted play: 

Salvation is an imagined outback town, somewhere in the Great Southern Land – hot, 

dusty, brown, faded – disappearing as the landscape reclaims the dirt it was built on. 

Four white women remain in the dirt and the dust. Waiting. The street signs have blown 
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away and the iron roofs have all turned to rust. Dawn appears and has appeared since 

the time before the great flood, every morning at dawn, her focus on the horizon. 

Waiting. She carries a very large battered suitcase. The women congregate in the 

service station that sells no petrol, doesn’t serve coffee and keeps its doors open for the 

cars that never come. The bowsers are broken and the bitumen is cracked. There is no 

more Fuel. There is no more water. Salvation moves in and out or time, as temporal 

and spiritual time frames shift, and merge in the heat haze that is the distance; the 

surrounding landscape. In another time, Dawn’s father, a Veteran, is vigilant in keeping 

Dawn ‘clean’ in his attempt to cleanse his line of the filthy stench of an invasion that 

wasn’t his. In another time, Dawn walks the banks of the creek, ankle deep in lantana. 

In another time, an old woman renounces God and tears her hands to shreds ripping a 

transplanted rose bush from the earth as dawn’s faded light turned the flowers to flame. 

In the time of the rain, God fights the invading Devil in the driveway of the service 

station… and… the service station bleeds its last tank of petrol into the dirt in an 

attempt to cleanse the land of the blistered bones of a new angel. In this and future time, 

the TALL SHIPS come bringing God and the preacher man with them. You can get to 

anywhere from Salvation… 
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Dawn’s Faded Rose (Salvation Roses) – (Draft 2) 

 

CHARACTERS**: 

 

Landscape: Female. Greedy. Menopausal. * 

 

Dawn: Late forties. She looks drought stricken. Barefoot. Self-

deprecating. 

 

Maggie: An Angel. Innocently matter of fact. 

Doubles as Voice on the radio.  

 

Eva: Late fifties. Owner/proprietor of the service station. Looks as if 

she has stepped out of the nostalgic past. Argumentative. Tough. 

Self-deprecating. 

 

Lanie: Seventy-ish. Looks like a bag lady. Used to be the town bike. 

Argumentative. Rough as guts. Self-deprecating. 

 

Man: Plays all male characters. Is the only character that can freely 

enter and exit service station. 

 

** The characters are imprints of our violent past. They are the aftermath, the strange 

feeling you get when you drive through those empty deserted towns in the outback. They 

are the eyes behind the curtains. 

 

* Landscape is not an actual human character but operates as the antagonist within the 

circumstances. The other characters defer to her as ‘real’. 

 

N.B.: Characters need to be self-deprecating to play against the exacerbated 

circumstances. 

 

/ indicates where characters cut each other off when talking. 
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Spelling and grammatical vernacular are used deliberately in an attempt to capture a 

particular poetic rhythm of dialogue. 

 

TIME: 

Time shifts between the future, the present and the past are indicated by TIMESHIFT. 

The characters are both in time and out of time. 

 

SETTING: 

In the township of Salvation, somewhere in the middle of the great Southern land. The 

service station: The interior of a service station that has seen better days. Dusty as if the 

external landscape is creeping in and taking over. Taking itself back. Bare shelves. 

Piles of old newspapers. Cracked and broken furniture. Glass missing from windows. 

The space appears neglected. It is very hot. The fans don’t work. There is no petrol. 

There is an old electric radio on the scarred counter top.  

The surrounding landscape: The external landscape is heat haze. Barely 

discernible as geography. It is alive. A purgatorial landscape – though it is not 

purgatory. The service station seems to float in the brilliant summer heat. If anything 

can be seen through the spaces/windows/doors of the building it would be: 

.  

 Lost sheets of corrugated iron roofing.  

 Broken petrol bowsers – rusted/useless.  

 Hints of rusted car bodies drowning in the heat, disappearing in the dirt.  

 A rusted corrugated iron tank falling off its stand.  

 A barbed wire fence, held up in places by faded, splintered fence posts.  

 

However any foreign introduced object is being swallowed by the landscape. 

There is a sun-bleached sign:  

SALVATION OPEN – FUEL – REFRESHMENTS…TAKE A REST BE 

REFRESHED 

 From far off we hear a dingo howl, another answers. The sound echoes then fades. 

Silence. 

As dawn breaks the heat haze briefly turns to flame. There is the silhouette of a man in 

the distance. Silence.  

An old woman – Lanie – is half buried under various bits of used service station 

paraphernalia. Waiting to be woken. 
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Another woman – Eva – is deathly still, staring at engine parts on the counter. Waiting. 

The following action occurs from dawn until the stars appear in a one day period. 

The radio bursts into life and Helen Reddy’s Delta Dawn brings the space to life, 

underplays the following.  

An angel – Maggie – appears against the heat haze framed in the doorway. Eva comes 

to life and she watches Maggie find her way through the cluttered broken space. For a 

moment Maggie is framed against the distance – arms spread like wings. She enters and 

perches on a chair. She sings along with gusto. 

 

Eva: Ya bringin’ her in? 

 

Maggie: No choice. Nuthin’ I can do but bring her. Ta Salvation. 

 

Eva: Righto then. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Eva: Hey…Lets get this bloody show on the road. You…get ya arse inta 

gear…Hey…Hey 

 

Eva moves to the old woman and nudges her, none too softly, with her foot.  

 

Lanie: Do that again and I’ll kick ya guts in. 

 

Eva: Get ya arse up. We got work to do. She’s comin’. 

 

Lanie: For fucks sake.  

 

Eva: Just get up and continue. 

 

Lanie: Continue ya reckon. That’s it. That’s all ya got ta say. Con-fucking-tinue. 
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Eva: Yeap. On. Continue on. Like any other day. Continue the fuck on. 

 

Dawn appears from somewhere inside the service station, holding a battered suitcase. 

She stands just inside the doorway. A dingo howls, the sound echoes, distorts in the 

silence then fades. Dawn breaks across the landscape. 

 

Dawn: Dingoes are riled up this morning. 

 

Maggie: Always riled up. Ya know that. Have been for years. Getting closer. 

Sound real close today. 

 

Lanie: Here again then. 

 

Dawn: Thinkin’ ‘bout takin off. Elsewhere. 

Startin’ ta get there from here.  

 

Lanie: Ya can get ta anywhere from Salvation I reckon. As we’ve previously 

discussed.  

On occasion.  

On more than one occasion. 

 

Dawn: Have we now? I’m glad we’ve cleared that up then.  

Got that sorted. 

 

Eva: Always good ta go, ta leave, if that’s what ya doin’, from somewhere. 

 

Dawn: Here’s as good’a place as any.  

 

Eva: Easy to leave from, not easy ta find. Salvation. 

 

Lanie: Goin’ somewhere cool I expect is it? Ya love a bitta breeze as I recall. 

Going somewhere where there’s a bitta breeze? 
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Dawn: Fucking too hot already.  

(She half turns back toward the distance, scans the horizon. Waiting. A 

dingo pup yelps as if it’s being beaten. Maggie flutters on her perch. 

Yelping continues.) 

 

Maggie: Ya sweat. Out here ya sweat a lot. Ya sweat and then ya burn up. 

Blacken up.  

Bad thing for a white woman. Ta burn up.  

(Yelping sounds like the pup is hurt.) 

SShhh. Sshhh, liitle one. SShhh. 

 

Dawn: (Going to the door and yelling) 

Shut ya whinin’…Bloody dogs…bastards.  

Bastard bloody dogs. 

Reckon it’ll rain today. Dogs are restless. 

 

Lanie: Ya better get yaself inside then.  

Wouldn’t want some bastard dog getting’ at ya. Rain might rile ‘em up. 

Them bein’ restless, like ya said. 

 

Eva: Jesus God and all that’s Holy let it rain today. 

 

Maggie goes and lies in the dirt that creeps in through the doorway. She deliberately 

has placed herself in front of Dawn. She makes the mark of a dirt Angel. She gets up. 

Looks at it and spits on the mark. Nothing happens. Keeps spitting on it. 

 

Lanie: S’not enough love. Not enough ta make it grow. 

(The dingo pup yelps then fades.) 

 

Maggie: Just add water and watch it grow. Ta settle it. 
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Maggie goes back to her perch and begins tearing up old newspapers into tiny pieces. 

Dawn looks at the mark, scuffs it, walks across it, leaving bare footprints and enters 

into the service station. She slams her suitcase down on a table, sits herself down, 

throws her legs up on a table. 

 

Dawn: Talkin’ to no-one old girl? Spirits perhaps? 

 

Lanie: She likes her spirits.  

That bitch (talking about the landscape).  

Holds ‘em close alright.  

 

Maggie: Lotsa no-one’s here to talk to.  

Black ones, white ones, blackened ones.  

Won’t let ‘em go.  

This place.  

Stamps ‘em in the dirt and keeps ‘em there. Ya can feel ‘em when ya 

move through the distance.  

Out there on the hriiizon.  

Somethin’not right.  

(the) No-one’s out there makes ya skin crawl.  

Just move past ‘em. Best not ta disturb ‘em. That’s for the best. Move 

through ‘em and let ‘em rest. 

When ya get ta Salvation, keep travellin’ and don’ look back. 

 

Eva: Findin’ Salvation. Sayin’ Sorry. Repenten’. Don’t mean ya saved.  

 

Dawn: Ignore ‘em I reckon. Just ignore ‘em.  

 

Lanie: Who? 

 

Dawn: The dead. 
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Lanie kneels at the dirt Angel imprint, picks up a handful of dirt, rubs it in her fingers, 

sniffs it, whispers something to it, listens to it as it whispers back. 

 

Maggie: (whispering) 

 Good chance of rain taday Lanie.  

She sprinkles the torn up newspaper over Lanie as if it was rain 

RAININ’, POURIN’ and we’s all bin snorin’. 

Good chance.  

Chance of rain. Today. 

 

Lanie: What’s different about today then? 

 

Lanie trickles the dirt and the news of the world through her fingers and watches it drift 

out into the heat haze. The man can be seen watching them. 

 

Maggie.  (Picking up Dawn’s suitcase and dancing with it) 

I can feel it in me bones. 

 

(Maggie moves to the transistor radio, fiddles with the volume. Static. 

She sings badly, though with gusto, to the static.)  

 

Maggie: ‘cause she walks down town with a suitcase in her hand… 

(Delta Dawn by Helen Reddy, 1971) 

 

…today in…massive flooding…static…missing presumed…static…a 

meeting of the UN…static 

 

Eva: Could do with a flood. A small amount of flooding rain, cleansing rain/ 

 

Lanie: /Don’t trust it. Out here.  

Brings things with it. 

The bastard rain. 
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Maggie: /lookin’ for a mysterious dark haired man/ 

In her younger days they called her Delta Dawn/ 

 

Dawn: (Struggles to turn the radio off) 

Jesus!  

 

Eva: /to wash it away/ 

 

Dawn: (Still struggling to turn off the radio) 

This things fucked! 

 

Eva: /what’s come before/ 

 

Maggie: /prettiest woman you ever laid eyes on/ 

 

Lanie: Everything’s fucked. It’s Salvation.  

 

Maggie: But a man of ill repute… 

 

Eva: /to fill in the cracks, settle the dirt, stop up the cracks opening in the 

distance. 

 

Maggie: /promised her he’d take her for his bride/ 

(Dawn finally gets the radio to turn off.) 

 

Dawn: JESUS! 

 

(Pause) 

 

Maggie: Was rainin’ once. 
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Eva: Pissin’ down as I recall/ 

 

Maggie: Floggin’ down/ 

 

Lanie: fuckin’ pourin/ 

 

Dawn: Really?  

(Pause) 

Musta bin before I was born/ 

 

Lanie: /An event. Even, some might say, an important event that needs renewed 

and continued discussion. 

 

Maggie: The Rainin’, THE POURIN’ and we’s all bin’ snorin’. 

 

Dawn: (a little agitated) 

Rainin’ in Salvation. Don’t seem right. 

 

Eva: Why not?  

 

Maggie: Did though. Fuckin’ rained like a bastard.  

(She throws handfuls of newspaper rain in the air)  

 

Dawn: /Shut up…I refuse to be considerin’ what rain feels like.  

But I’m sure it’s unpleasant…unnatural. 

 

The dingo pup resumes yelping. Maggie flutters and perches and scratches at 

newspapers. 

 

SHUT THE FUCK UP YOU MONGREL! 
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It doesn’t. 

 

Maggie: Sshh little one. Sshhh. Sshhh. 

 

Dawn: Too fuckin hot. Disrupts me good temperament. 

 

Eva: Like a drink would ya love? A refreshment. 

Ta cool off. While we converse. About the weather. 

 

Dawn: Yes. 

 

Eva: Hey old girl, want a refreshment?  

 

Lanie: Yes, as you know very well. I would care very much for a refreshment. 

 

Eva: Good.  

Time for a civilised conversation.  

A conversation suitable for this time of the morning.  

A conversation where we discuss hot beverages and cool refreshments 

rather than bastard dogs and bleak weather.  

 

Lanie: Not much choice now. It’s past Dawn. 

 

Maggie: Times movin’ on.  

 

Eva: Dusk’ll be here before we know it. 

 

Dawn: Wishin’ the day away before it begins.  

(The other dingoes join in.) 

Be careful’a that. Before it begins. 
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(She takes her suitcase and again moves to the door. She waits.) 

Deja vu.  

Before. I bin’ here before. 

 

Lanie: Here we go. We begin. Again. 

 

Maggie: Here we go. Here we go nowhere. Not while…not until…We just go on 

and on and on and on and on and on. I’m ready ta go. Bin ready for a 

good while now. But we’ll go through all’a this again. Cause we’s got to. 

Cause we’s betrayers. We’s the betrayin’ ones. We whitewashed and 

whitewashed this place, this land until we just disappeared in it.  

 

The dingoes call is closer, closer, then fades back into distance. 

 

Eva: What’ll ya have? 

 

Lanie: Coffee. 

 

Dawn: Cold Water. 

 

Eva: Isn’t any. 

 

Lanie: Black. Three sugars. 

 

Dawn: Clear. Ice cold. 

 

Eva: Isn’t any. 

 

Lanie: In a mug. China mug. 

 

Dawn: With little beads of condensation on the glass/ 
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Eva: Isn’t any. 

 

Lanie: Mugs? 

 

Dawn: A long tall glass/ 

 

Eva: Coffee.  

 

Lanie: How come? 

 

Eva: Run out. 

 

Dawn: With beads of condensation/  

 

Lanie: Run out? 

 

Eva: Yeah.  

 

Dawn: /Trickling, leaking/  

 

Eva: Want tea? 

 

Lanie: No. 

 

Eva: You? 

 

Dawn: /What is this? Not normal, ya hear.  

You two are far from behaving normally.  

For this time of the morning. 

 

(Pause) 
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Eva: I got tea. I believe. I believe there may be tea. 

 

Lanie: Bastard bloody stuff/ 

 

Dawn: Unpleasant/ 

 

Eva: /There’s tea or there’s nothin’. Anyone else in this god-forsaken 

country’d have tea. Would’ve had. Tea. Would’ve had tea. One’a those 

bastard traditions we inherited from the fuckin’ English. Forty sumthin’ 

degrees in the fuckin’ shade/  

 

Maggie: (Voice on the radio that she is again fiddling with. She hums the ABC 

Radio News theme music before relaying the news from another time.) 

 

/Welc…static…ABC…on this…static…lia Day 

wee…end…2012…Unprecedented…in the high forties across 

the…static…coast…static…/ 

 

Eva: /and we cool off with a cuppa tea. It’s what we do. We did. Not you. No, 

you gotta have coffee and there’s none I’m tellin’ ya. None. Americans 

drank the coffee. 

 

Dawn: Americans? 

 

Eva: Yeah. 

 

Dawn: Here? 

They drank coffee here? 

 

Eva: Yeah. 

 

Dawn: Well I find that very unlikely. Unusual. 
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Lanie: What’s unusual is that they got a fuckin’ drink at all. 

(Pause) 

Jesus it’s hot. Heat laying across the land. Suckin’ her dry. 

Bad for the constitution. 

 

Maggie: BIG drought. Dried her up.  

Thought we was right after the flood, the floggin’ pissin’ down rain. One 

extreme ta the other’s what I heard.  

 

Maggie: (Radio cuts back in. ABC Radio News theme music before continuing to 

relay the news from another time.) 

static…East and West and…static…coast. static…moving into the low 

to mid…static… 

WE INTERRUPT THIS BULLETIN…static… 

 

Dawn: I can’t listen to this. Noise. This INTERRUPTION. In the background. 

It’s enough with the Bastard dogs and broken weather. It’s disruptin’ me 

good temperament.  

 

(She gets up and goes to the door. Radio static shrieks. Maggie flutters. 

Tears at paper. The heat haze reaches for Dawn and tries to swallow 

her. She wants to move through the doorway but it’s too hot.) 

 

I find it difficult to contemplate. To remem…recall. To finish.  

 

Lanie: It’s not something you do well/ 

 

Eva: /Haven’t recalled anything for fuckin’ years. 

 

Dawn: Imagine. Americans. Drinking coffee. 

Here. 
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Makes me a little distracted. Unbalanced. 

Tourists were they? 

 

Lanie: Invader’s more like. 

 

Dawn: Fancy that. 

 

Eva: Better sit a while / 

 

Lanie: rest and refresh/ 

 

Eva: /in Salvation/ 

 

Lanie: at the Service Station. Coffee? 

 

Dawn: Water. Cold. Iced Water. With little beads of condensation on the glass. 

 

 

Maggie: (ABC news bulletin from another time continues.) 

 

static…9
th

 September…static…2016…rad…levels…coast. 

static…temperatures…moving into the low to mid…static…extreme, 

repeat extreme fall…radia…static..levels…UN…static…Global 

desert…indoors… 

STAY INDOORS…STAY INDOORS…STAY INDOORS…static 

intensifies 

 

The heat haze intensifies, pulses, then dissipates slightly. Dawn changes her mind and is 

drawn back into the service station. The radio quietens. 

 

Dawn: What’s wrong with that radio? Appliances that old can’t be trusted. Got 

the stupid date wrong. It’s interferin’ with me plans. With me train of 

thought. 
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Eva: What date do you think it is then? 

 

(Pause) 

 

Dawn: Its…its…its…its…its…/ 

 

(She picks up a newspaper. Another newspaper. Another etc. There are 

many years worth of newspapers and she can’t get a handle on which is 

the latest with a date that’s near correct. She becomes disoriented, goes 

to leave, can’t.) 

 

(Pause) 

 

Lanie: /she says she’s run outta coffee. Bullshit excuse of a/ 

 

Maggie: STAY INDOORS…STAY INDOORS…STAY INDOORS/ 

 

Dawn: /I heard/I KNOW.  

Turn it off. 

 

Pause/silence/the heat haze intensifies, pulses into the service station. The man enters. 

They don’t acknowledge him. He waits. Maggie turns radio knob and static resumes 

then fades. 

 

Lanie: /service station. 

 

Eva: Don’t bullshit me. I said I ran out an’ I’ve ran out. 

That’s all there is to it and I don’t want to be entering into this 

conversation with you anymore.  

Ever again. 
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Dawn: ‘Tis hotter’n usual, hey. 

 

Returning to her seat brushing aside some of the newspapers scattered. A few catch her 

eye and she shoves them in her suitcase. 

 

Eva: Not much hotter’n the last thirty, forty, hundred, thousand, consecutive 

scorching bastard years though hey? 

 

Dawn: Dunno ‘bout that. How would I know about that? The 30, 40, 100, 1000 

year heat. Christ. Seems hotter’n I remember. Than I recall. Recently 

recall. That’s all. 

 

The man moves to Dawn and lights a cigarette. She gets agitated about the cigarette 

smoke.  

 

Maggie: Same. Same as ever. It’s that heat you’d expect ta feel after petrol 

s’plodes. Heat that floats above the ground. Close. Greasy. Heat that 

STAYS there. Greasin’ up the place. Suckin’ on the dirt. Grabbin’ things 

that happen’d before.  

 

TIMESHIFT 

The service station just before the rain. There is a standoff. Dawn is collapsed in the 

dirt. Lanie and Eva are tending to her. Dawn’s Dad is silhouetted against a backdrop of 

flame. Smoking a cigarette. There is the cry of a new born child. A dingo pup yelps. 

 

Man: Kaboom. 

 

Dad flicks the cigarette. Everything explodes. He exits the service station through the 

doorway. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn picks up the cigarette butt and puts it in her suitcase. 
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Maggie: Things that happen’d before have a tendency to stay, to stitch themselves 

in, on, over a place in the heat an inn’a dirt. Like a tapestry in the 

landscape. Lots of little stitches. 

 

Man is seen silhouetted in the heat in the distance. 

 

(She goes to the radio. Static.)  

In other news…static…American…peace 

keeping…static…Australia…static…base…forces in…static…Territory 

(Fiddles with knob) 

When Liberty Valance came to town the women folk would hide… 

 

Lanie: Certainly a scorcher. Be mad to be outdoors in this. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Service station business before the rain. Eva is tinkering under the bonnet of one of the 

cars. ‘The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance’ (Gene Pitney, 1962) is playing on the radio. 

They see the man coming out of the desert. 

 

Eva: (looking off to the horizon) 

Someone comin’. 

 

Lanie: Eyes are playin’ up. 

 

Eva: Out there. Look. Walking/ 

 

Lanie: /musta broken down. 

 

Eva: Run outta petrol. 

 

Lanie: Make out who it is? 

 

Eva: Naup. 
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Lanie: Looks like a black fella. 

 

Eva: Don’t think so. 

 

Lanie: Carryin’ somethin’ by the looks. 

 

Eva: Can ya make it out.  

 

Lanie: Not a child is it? Not an injured child? 

 

Dawn is framed in the doorway. She pauses watching. She gets on the bonnet of a car to 

get a better look. 

 

Dawn: Someone comin’. 

 

Eva: What’s he carrying? 

 

Lanie: Is it a kid? 

 

Dawn: Looks like…a bush/ 

 

Lanie: /Bush ya reckon?/ 

 

Eva: /bugger me dead/ 

 

Dawn: /it’s burning. Looks like it’s burning/ 

 

Lanie: /that don’t sound good/ 

 

Dawn:  /it’s a man in black and he’s carrying a burning bush/ 
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Lanie: /don’t sound good at all/ 

 

Eva:  /looks about done in/ 

 

Dawn: /where’d he come from?/ 

 

Lanie: /nowhere/ 

 

Dawn: /Hey! Coooooeeeee! Hey! STRANGER/  

 

Eva: Get down offa there. 

(takes a swipe at her) 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Maggie: From outta the East a stranger came, a law book in ‘is ‘and, his hand, 

The kinda man the West would need to tame a troubled land (The Man 

Who Shot Liberty Valance, by Gene Pitney, 1962). 

 

Lanie: He was trouble that one/ 

 

Maggie: /‘cause the point of a gun was the only law/ 

 

Lanie: /Should’a left ‘im there, we should’a/ 

 

Maggie: /that Liberty understood/  

 

Lanie: /On the edge of the fuckin’ desert/  

 

Maggie: /When it came ta shootin’ straight and fast/ 
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Lanie: /Let the land take’im.  

 

Maggie: /He was mighty gooooood. 

 

Eva: We found a few didn’t we. Over the years. 

 

Dawn: We only kept one. We dragged ‘im in outta the desert. 

We kept ‘im here with the fuel and the vehicles and the refreshments. I 

recall that. That we kept him/ 

 

Lanie: (referring to the desert, the heat haze) 

Let her keep t’others. They were fucked anyway. 

 

Dawn: /not sure why though or for how long.  

Remind me why he came here? To this place. 

 

Eva: Went lookin’ for Salvation/ 

 

Lanie: Well he/ 

 

Dawn: /certainly found it. 

 

Lanie: Set up a camp out the back’a this place din’ we? For ‘im ta sleep. Outta 

the sun.  

Was this place wasn’t it? 

 

Eva: You been here every bloody day for ever or more, and every other day 

for more years than I care ta remember, before that.  

Does it look familiar?  

Is it recognisable?  

Can you recall ya’self being here, in this place, at that particular time? 
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Dawn: I can’t/ 

 

(Pause) 

 

Lanie: /Can’t recall when I got any decent service, that’s what I reckon? 

 

Eva: Pity ya can’t piss off then hey, ya stupid/ 

 

Lanie: /bullshit excuse of a service station if you’ve run outta coffee/  

 

Eva: /as ya very well know I don’t give a flying fuck what you reckon. 

 

Lanie: An’ as you very well know, no-one pisses off from Salvation. 

 

Dawn: I am.  

About ta piss off.  

Ta somewhere else.  

Like I said.  

Earlier. 

 

Maggie: Those who seek Salvation, lose it.  

Those who lost Salvation, hope to reclaim it. 

That’s bin’ the tragedy of this country. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Dawn: Was he good lookin’? The bloke? The one we kept? 

 

Lanie: You kept. 

 

Dawn: I kept? 
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Lanie: Yes. 

 

Eva: Against our better judgment. 

 

Dawn: Against it? 

 

Eva: Yes. 

 

Dawn: Oh.  

Was he though? 

Good lookin’? 

 

Maggie: Good ‘nough. Looked a bit like a magpie. All black and white. 

The love of a girl can make a man stay on when he should go, stay on, 

Just tryin’ to build a peaceful life where love is free to grow… 

(Man who shot Liberty Valance, Gene Pitney,1962) 

 

Man appears silhouetted in the doorway. He collapses. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Lanie, Eva and Dawn are crouched over the man they spotted earlier and who they’ve 

just found on the edge of the distance. Dawn is wiping his brow with a filthy rag. The 

rag is actually a shredded piece of an Australian flag. The man is half dead from the 

sun. 

 

Eva: Where the fuck he come/ 

 

Dawn: Water. We gotta get him some water/ He looks parched, dry/  

 

Lanie: /from. Get him inside.  
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Dawn: Reckon he’s not bad lookin’ underneath all them blisters hey? 

 

Lanie: Just help me get ‘im inside and we can discuss his countenance, his 

distinguishing features, his pleasant face, once we know if he’ll live or 

die. 

 

Dawn: Reckon I can keep ‘im? 

 

Eva: He’s pretty much fucked I reckon. 

 

Dawn: If he’s not. If he’s not fucked. Can I keep ‘im? 

 

Lanie looks out into the desert, into the distance, into the dry. Stares the landscape right 

in the face. 

 

Lanie: If she don’t want him back.  

 

They drag him none too softly through the dirt into the service station. He disappears 

behind the piles of newspapers. The landscape reaches for him and the dingo pup 

howls. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn puts the filthy rag in her suitcase. 

 

Eva: Believe he was foreign. 

 

Dawn: There was somethin’ about him wasn’t there? 

 

Eva: Most certainly. Most certainly there was something about him. 

 

(Pause) 
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Lanie: When? 

 

Eva: What? 

 

Lanie: When did you run out? 

 

Eva: Run out of what? 

 

Lanie: Coffee. 

 

Eva: Jesus Wept! ‘bout nineteen seventy…no ninety-five…no -six it was. 

2021? Dunno. 

While back now. 

 

Dawn: When did we drag ‘im out? 

 

Lanie: ‘bout nineteen seventy…no ninety-five…no -six it was. 2021? Dunno. 

While back now. 

 

Dawn: I feel I should know that. 

Though I believe we have discussed me somewhat poor memory. 

Me lapsing memory. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Lanie: Just give me the sugar then. Three teaspoons…heaped, mind you. If I 

gotta have a cup of coffee without the coffee, I don’t want you scabbin’ 

on the sugar. An’ I want it in a coffee mug…with a spoon…a clean 

spoon. I don’t want to be stirring my coffee with a filthy spoon in a 

bloody tea cup. 

 

Eva: /drink ya sugar for Christ’s sake. 
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Dawn: Perhaps we should move on. 

 

Lanie: Praise Jesus!  

 

Dawn: From the coffee. From the beverage conversation. Which I believe is 

now exhausted. Completely fucking exhausted. 

 

Eva: Heard it all before have you? 

 

Dawn: Don’ wanna listen to it now, that’s all. I’m parched. 

Could do with a water.  

 

Lanie: No water/ 

 

Eva: Just sugar/ 

 

Lanie: Bone dry. 

 

Eva: Yeap. Hear that girl, bone dry. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Dawn: Brown sugar by the looks.  

Completely fucking unconvincing as a thirst quencher. 

 

Eva: Was white once. 

 

Maggie: White don’t do no good here in Salvation/ 

 

Dawn: /dirties up with the white lies and the white liars. 
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‘An the white washin’.  

 

Pause. They stare at her as if waiting for something else. There is the far away sound of 

a ship’s horn as if through the mist and distance of history. The man excitedly walks 

across the space and out into the heat as if he has discovered something or is about to. 

 

Dawn: She’s opening up. Out there. Cracking and splitting/ 

 

Lanie: So it’s dirty is it? Got dirt in it. What’s the bloody point of stirring it with 

a clean spoon if it’s already dirty? 

 

Eva: There’s me point/ 

 

Lanie: what/ 

 

Eva: /that the spoons are filthy. No point stirring dirty sugar with a clean 

spoon/  

 

Dawn: /getting bloody deeper minute by fuckin’ minute. 

 

Eva: /Got ‘nough work ta do without worryin’ about washing up fuckin’ 

spoons all day. 

 

Lanie: What are ya gonna wash up with? 

 

The heat haze reaches in through the doorway. The space crackles, sizzles, spits 

contempt at the women. A lone dingo howls. Another answers. A pup yelps. The heat 

moves. The landscape shifts, reaches, moves closer. There is another loud noise like a 

ships horn whispering through mist. 

 

Dawn: Hear that? I think the ground is opening up. Out there. The cracks are 

getting deeper now…will have to, may choose to…step over them now. 

When I leave, I reckon. 
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Lanie: Ya won’t be leaving here until/ 

 

Dawn: /Until? 

 

Eva: No good just going out there and returnin’/  

 

Lanie: /Continuin’ to return.  

 

Eva: Ya got ta leave. Give it up/ 

 

Lanie: /this country/ 

 

Eva: /this place/ 

 

Lanie: /this time that’s no longer in time/ 

 

Eva: /no longer our time/ 

 

Lanie: /if it ever was. 

 

The dingo pup yelps. The heat crackles. The landscape moves. 

 

Maggie: Sshh. Sshh little one, Sshhh. 

 

Dawn: I am reasonably sure that I have no fucking clue what you’re on about. 

Jesus. Women your ages should be better occupied. Doing something. 

Something else. CWA baking or …or…something other than this. 

 

Eva: We’re busy enough. 

 

Dawn: Oh yeah? Doin’ what? 
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Talkin’ this shit. 

 

Lanie: Gatekeepin’ usually. 

 

Dawn: Well…You should find other stuff to do. 

Something else is all I’m sayin’. 

 

(Pause) 

 

What day is it? 

 

Lanie: Fucked if I know/ 

 

Maggie: /Be Sundee, today. 

 

Fiddles with the nob on the radio. The man enters and goes to Dawn. 

 

static …And the Lord God …Praise Jesus…I say Praise Jesus/ looked 

down upon…static…good…static…reign down upon the 

earth…static…static…cleansing the…static…Praise 

Jesus…static…pass the ammunition static…Pass the ammunition and 

Praise THE LORD… 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Another time. The man is the American preacher. He and Dawn are out the back of the 

service station under the tank stand, planting the rose bush. 

 

Man: Where I’m from, they grow as big as your fist. 

 

Dawn: How’d ya end up here? 

 

Man: God led me. 
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Dawn: I s’pose God just up an’ said ‘Listen mate, there’s this place in the arse 

end of nowhere, over in the great Southern land known as Australia and 

I’d like ya to find it for me, cause Christ knows I seem to have forgotten 

where the fuck it is.’ 

 

Man: God would not have said that, darlin’. 

 

Dawn: How’d you know then? 

 

Man: Well darlin’, I guarantee he wouldn’t have said ‘Christ knows’. 

 

(Pause)  

 

Dawn: Why roses. 

 

Man:  Beauty. 

 

Dawn: Why here? 

 

Man: I’m looking for Eden. 

 

He rubs rose petals against her mouth. She bites him. 

 

Dawn: We got the bastard snakes. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Have ya found it? 

 

Man: I just might have. 
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(Pause).  

 

Dawn: It’s not that pretty here. 

 

Maggie: It’s real pretty from here I reckon. (he reaches for her) 

Let’s get on our knees, darlin’. Lets get on our knees and thank the Lord 

for this our new Eden. (he pushes her to her knees) 

Lets get on our knees and thank the Lord for all that’s pretty…come on 

girl…on your knees darlin’… 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn puts the rose petals in her suitcase. 

 

Maggie: (Radio continues.) 

Get on your knees and pray for Salvation! SALVATION IS YOURS 

SAYETH…static… 

 

Lanie: You and him, the one ya kept, out the back of the service station? 

 

Dawn: I don’t recall. 

 

Lanie: Plantin’ roses where they should never have grown. 

Remind me, What’d ya dad think about that?  

 

Dawn: He didn’t know ‘bout that. 

 

Eva: Didn’t he? 

 

Dawn: Not that I recall. 

 

Eva: (I) Believe he was foreign. 
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Dawn: There was somethin’ about him wasn’t there? 

 

Eva: Most certainly. Most certainly there was something about him. 

FOREIGN. 

 

Maggie: /static…Get on your knees and PRAISE Jesus and pass the 

ammunition…static/ 

 

Dawn gets agitated, clearly doesn’t like the radio broadcast.  

 

Dawn: Ya need ta get that radio fixed. Or buy a new one. Religious services.  

Bloody Sundee religious crap. 

 

Eva: A FOREIGNER I said. 

 

Lanie: The fucking Lords day. Let’s go to Mass hey.  

Get a bitta God inta us. (finds this hilarious) 

 

Maggie: /roof fell down, then it blew away. That’s what they say. Church just 

blew away and took God with it. No God here in Salvation. Oh no, not 

for years. Can’t be findin’ God in Salvation. 

 

The landscape stretches, shimmers, groans. 

 

Dawn: Are you sure it’s Sunday? 

 

A dingo howls. Another answers it. 

 

Maggie: (Turning the radio to static only. She begins singing.) 

 

Woke up Sundee mornin’ with no way ta hold me head it didn’t hurrrrt… 
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Eva: Probably. Feels like a Sunday. Lord’s day. 

 

Maggie: /An’ the beer I had fa breakfast wasn’t bad… 

 

Dawn: Day of rest… 

 

Maggie: /So I had one more for dessert… 

 

Lanie: No Lord in this godforsaken country. 

 

Maggie:  Then fumbled in my closet through my clothes 

 

Eva: That I’ll agree with. Left us to this bastard of’a place. 

We wanted it we got it. HAH. 

 

Maggie: to find me cleanest dirty shirt 

 

Lanie: This is the fucking worst coffee I’ve ever had. 

 

Maggie: then I washed me face and combed me hair… 

 

Eva: Shoulda had the tea then. 

 

Maggie: and stumbled down the stairs to meet the day… 

 

Lanie: (spits sugar on the floor) No wonder me teeth are rottin’ outta me head if 

all I bin drinking is sugar for years. 

 

Dawn looks through what was once a window. The others quieten – watch her. The man 

comes closer; she almost reaches for him and changes her mind. The sound of the ships 

horn is heard way off in the distance. He disappears. 
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Dawn: The cracks get deeper. Openin’ up. We could disappear inta those cracks. 

If we weren’t careful. If we let ourselves go. 

 

The dingo pup cries, it’s pain echoes in the distance. Maggie flutters, perches. Shreds 

paper. 

 

Lanie: They’d best be careful then. Getting’ here. Over the cracks. 

 

Dawn: Who?  

 

Lanie: The gentlemen I believe you are expecting’s gonna call. 

 

Dawn: Gentlemen. HAH. What would you know about gentlemen? 

 

Lanie: Enough, I reckon. 

 

Eva: Lifted her skirts ta anyone, she would. 

Quite the slut in her day. 

 

Lanie: One cock’s just as good as another out here. 

 

Dawn: HAH!  

I’m thirsty. 

 

Lanie: That’s unfortunate.  

 

Eva: What can I get you then? 

 

Dawn: Ice cold water in a glass that has condensation beading on it. 

Alternatively…what do you recommend? 

 

Eva: Tea? 
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Lanie: What? You gonna fill the jug with some water and boil it are ya? Gonna 

put the kettle on and wait for it ta whistle? Got some Bushells Leaf 

stashed somewhere have ya? 

 

Maggie: Tanks are dry. Bone. Dry. Dried up.  

 

Dawn: What gentlemen are you referring to then? I am reasonably dead certain I 

dunno who ya are referrin’ to. 

 

Maggie: On your knees and let us pray/ 

 

(Radio static increases)  

In this our …static…hour…static…may the …static…keep us 

…static…reported…complete…static…gunfire sounds cuts through the 

static…silence. 

 

Lanie: Yeah ya do. 

 

Dawn: I don’t. 

 

Eva: Sure you do. Preacher type. Preacher type who likes to garden. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Before the flood. Dawn is off her brain excited. She runs into the service station, 

screeching. She throws a bible on the table. The man is silhouetted in the heat haze as if 

giving an evangelical sermon to the masses of those wanting to be saved. 

 

Dawn: Guess what? Guess what? Mum, Ma guess what? 

 

Eva: For Christ’s sake keep it down will ya. 

 

Dawn: You’ll never guess! Go on guess. 
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Lanie: Ya mother’s a bitch/ 

 

Eva: Ya Grandmother’s a slut/ 

 

Dawn: No. Not that. I know that. 

The bloke. The one from the desert. The good lookin’ one. He’s a 

preacher. A FUCKING GOD LOVER! 

 

Eva: (clouts her) Stop ya fuckin’ swearin’. 

Unattractive in a girl your age. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Dawn: Well? 

 

Lanie: Ha Huh. Is he then. Is he just. 

 

Eva: That’s all we need. Christ. 

 

Lanie: A fuckin’ Bible-basher.  

Bible Basher with a smile leakin’ snake-oil. 

Christ knows how he kept smiling like that with all those blisters on his 

lips/  

 

Eva: Ya keep ya skinny arse away from him, ya hear! 

  

Lanie: /can’t trust a man who smiles like that out here. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn puts the bible in the suitcase. 
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Lanie: Remind me. What’d ya dad think about that?  

You, gardening with that bible bashing dick-head? 

 

Dawn: Dickhead was he? 

 

Eva: Could say. Some did/ 

 

Lanie: /Cunt more like it. 

 

Dawn: He didn’t know ‘bout that. 

 

Eva: Didn’t he just. 

 

Dawn: Not that I recall. 

 

Eva: Believe he was foreign. 

 

Dawn: There was somethin’ about him wasn’t there? 

 

Eva: Most certainly. Most certainly there was something about him. 

FOREIGN. FOREIGN/ 

 

Lanie: I BELIEVE ya repeatin’ yaself/ 

 

Dawn: /I’m not fucking deaf. 

 

Eva : Apparently repetition assists in nudgin’ the memory. 

Has it. Helped? The Repetition? 

 

Dawn: Dunno. 
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(Pause) 

 

Eva: All packed then. For ya journey. Ya trip? 

 

Dawn: Yeah. 

(She goes to doorway with suitcase) 

  

Lanie: Where are ya goin’ again? 

 

Dawn: Somewhere else. 

 

She moves, determined to go. Eva stops her and leads her back to the chair.  

 

Eva: Sit down for a while why don’t’cha. 

 

Lanie: Get her a drink…Service is a little short of shit here. 

 

Eva: Anyone forcing you to stay here and drink all my bloody sugar? 

Leave if ya want. Go on. I dare ya. 

 

Lanie: Leave, that’s a good one… 

 

Maggie: What’s a leave? Leaves are green hey, like grass, green pastures…No 

leaves. Just bones now.  

 

Dawn: I’m off somewhere else. That’s all somewhere else. 

 

She gets up and goes to the doorway. She comes back and gets her suitcase. Goes back 

to the doorway. Can’t quite cross over, move out and through. Not quite yet though. Too 

fucking hot to leave yet. 
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Lanie: /I could just go buy a bus ticket on McCafferty’s couldn’t I?  

Climb in one of those big comfy seats and watch the dirt turn to bitumen. 

Or the Greyhound? I’ll get the Greyhound to anywhere. That’s what I’ll 

say when I’m buying me ticket. I’ll say give me a ticket…pensioner, 

concession, mind…to anywhere. Anywhere the fuck outta here.  

 

Dawn: /to the ocean. The East coast. Somewhere cool. East Coast maybe…That 

place on the East Coast…maybe I’d like it there. I heard about the goin’s 

on there.  

 

Eva: Army town. Fulla armed service men. Military types. Like ya father.  

 

The man walks into the service station, rifling through rubbish. He finds a scrubbing 

brush. 

 

Lanie: Better put some shoes on then. Not right to be going to somewhere else 

with no shoes on/ 

 

Dawn: I can’t find my fucking shoes.  

 

She is looking for her shoes when the man grabs her and drags her . 

 

Maggie: Radio static 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn is a young teenager. 

Dawn’s father is scrubbing Dawn’s feet with a wooden scrubbing Brush and the hose. 

Eva is struggling to get the hose off him. A lone dingo howls. 

 

Man: Keep outta the dirt.  

 

Eva: struggling to pull him away 

Get offa/ 
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Man: How many times have I gotta tell ya/ 

 

Dawn: /Dad/ 

 

Eva: her! Let go/ 

 

Man: /Girl your age should wear shoes. Do you hear me. Shoes. 

 

Dawn: I wear shoes all the time/ 

 

Man: /doesn’t bloody look like it. 

 

Dawn: I do. 

 

Eva: She Does! 

 

Man: If you keep back-chatting me/ 

 

Dawn: /Dad you gotta turn the water off… 

 

Slight (Pause) 

 

Man: What? What did you say?  

What did you just say to me? 

Want me to wash your smart little mouth out? 

 

Dawn: /the tank’s nearly empty/ 

 

Eva: There’s no fucking water! Christ! 
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He pushes Eva out of the way and grabs Dawn and shoves the hose down her throat. 

Radio Static increases then fades as the howl of a dingo echoes across the distance. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn puts the scrubbing brush in the suitcase. 

 

Maggie: Radio static 

 

Lanie: Better put some shoes on then. Not right to be going to somewhere else 

with no shoes on. Don’t want to get ta somewhere else with filthy feet. 

 

Dawn: I believe I have mislaid them.  

 

Eva: Went to that town once. 

 

Lanie: Bullshit. 

 

Eva: I assure you I bloody did. 

 

Lanie: You never been anywhere. 

 

Eva: Travelled to the coast. 

 

Dawn: Did you now? 

What was it like? Cool? 

Unlike here? Was it unlike here? 

 

Eva: There’s a good possibility. 

 

Lanie: You never been to the coast. 
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Eva: Have so. 

 

Lanie: When? You tell me when you went to the coast. 

I’m telling you you’ve never been to the coast. 

 

Eva: No? Maybe it was somewhere else. 

 

Lanie: Someone just told ya about it maybe.  

 

Eva: Yeah. Maybe. Long time ago now.  

Wasn’t it? 

 

Dawn: Perhaps. 

 

Lanie: You mighta went South once. To see him off on…say see ya. 

 

Dawn: If I was to recall, if I cared to recall, if I had anything to recall, I might 

suggest that the old man mentioned the coast once or twice. Before he 

went mad. Before he lost the plot he may have ventured to the coast. 

Boarded a ship. Invadin’ places he was told ta invade. Went Interferin’ in 

shit he had no business interferin’ in. 

 

Lanie: Went there didn’t he? On the bus? On the Greyhound wasn’t it? 

 

Dawn: Train…Rattler… 

 

Maggie: /rattled his bones to there and back with a knapsack on his back to there 

and back while the band played Waltzing Matilda. GOD SAVE THE 

FUCKING QUEEN! 

 

Eva: Wasn’t the same.  

When he came back. Was he? 
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Dawn: No. 

 

Eva: Shame that. 

A lotta them others weren’t the same either? 

 

Lanie: What others? 

 

Eva: The others. The others that went. 

 

Lanie: Ta the coast? 

 

Eva: And beyond. 

 

Dawn: Beyond what? 

 

Eva: Beyond where they should’ve gone. Interferin’. 

 

Lanie: Not from here/  

 

Eva: Interferin’ in stuff they have no business/ 

 

Lanie: /There weren’t no others that went from here. From Salvation. I’d know. 

I’d know if there were any others ripped outta this particular patch of 

Australian dirt.  

 

Eva: /interferin’ in. 

 

Lanie: There were no others. 

 

Eva: Jesus wept woman! I didn’t say from here. Did I say from here? 
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Lanie: What others then? 

 

Eva: The others. All them other boys. 

 

Lanie: Whose boys? 

 

Eva: Someone’s that we don’t know. Someone else’s. From other places. 

Other cities, towns, countries. 

 

Lanie: Other places? Remind me again how you know any boys from other 

places? 

 

Eva: Lotsa boys went. It was in the papers, on the wireless, the T.V. Once 

they went accordin’ to their birthdays. Like ya dad. Happy FUCKIN’ 

BIRTHDAY BOYS. Then later, they just went. Up and went. Cause they 

was asked. Didn’t have ta go, but did anyway. They left and the 

preachers came. Came lookin’ for Salvation and damned us all. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Lanie: Dunno ‘bout that. Dunno ‘bout those other boys.  

 

Eva: What ya reckon that he was the only one went, do ya? 

 

Lanie: Only one from here. Absent from here. 

 

Eva: Pity ‘bout all them boys. 

 

Lanie: Man needs his feet in his own dirt… 

 

The landscape responds to statement of ownership and the heat haze lurches at the 

women. 
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Eva: Man don’t own the fucking dirt I keep tellin’ ya/ 

 

Lanie: /knows what to expect when he’s got his feet planted in his own dirt. 

Couldn’t ‘spect him to be the same. 

 

Eva: Ya know what happens ta them boys don’tcha. 

 

Dawn: Dead I expect or worse.  

Dead in dirt they have no right lyin’ down in. 

 

Maggie: Get the jitters hey? From the war. The invadin’. Get the 

night/terrors/sweats. Wake up screaming. Got the terrified mostly in the 

final days. Thinking the enemy, the terrors were jumping outta trees at 

them, were shootin’ offa buildin’s at ‘em, were waiting under the sand 

for ‘em. That’s what I heard. Poisonin’ ‘em. Typhoid blanketin’ ‘em. All 

the same. 

 

Eva: Ya know. You know alright. You know as well as I do me girl. You 

know what happens ta them when they get to those bastard places. Those 

places that sees ‘em Interferin’ in business not their own. 

 

Dawn: Weren’t him that came back. Some-one else. Not him. 

 

Maggie: Came back touched. Touched in the head. And jittering. Ya can’t send 

boys away to them other countries to fight, to invade, cause they come 

back jitterin’ hey Lanie? An’ those mothers and fathers and presidents 

and prime ministers that were terrified stayed terrified AND grievin’ 

over all the dead boys lyin’ in stolen dirt. 

Deceased. 

 

Eva: ‘parently a lotta them boys, the ones that were unfortunate enough to 

return from their travels, came back touched.  
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Lanie: You don’t know ‘bout those other boys an’ you’ve never been to the 

coast.  

 

(Pause) 

 

Lanie: It’s gonna rain. Storm’ll blow in. Blow in the unexpected. 

 

Maggie: (whispering) 

 Good chance of rain taday Lanie.  

She sprinkles torn up newspaper over the women as if it was rain 

Whispering  

RAININ’, POURIN’ and we’s all bin snorin’. 

Good chance.  

Chance of rain. Today. 

 

Lanie: Can smell it. Can’t ya smell it? 

 

Lanie: Smells like welding rods burnin’. Sharp like/ 

 

Eva: Smells like sleeping children, nappin’ in the dirt. Dusty like/ 

 

Maggie: Smells like clean. Crisp like/  

 

Dawn: Smells like mowed grass on Sundee arvo’s. Itchy like.  

 

Lanie: Smells like stingin’ to start with. Smells like millions’a little stings. 

 

Maggie begins raining newspaper headlines down on them. Lanie grabs a shred of 

newspaper and reads it as if it is the weather report. 

 

Lanie: Tell by the barometric pressure. The troughs. The highs, lows. The tides. 
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Gonna fuckin rain alright. 

 

Eva: What? You the weather man now.  

A Forecaster of weather. A meteorologist?  

That what you are? 

 

Lanie: I’m tellin’ ya it’s gonna rain. 

 

Maggie: (whispering) 

 Good chance of rain taday Lanie.  

Whispering 

RAININ’, POURIN’ and we’s all bin snorin’. 

 

Dawn: How would you know if it was going to or not going to rain? 

 

Lanie: You know how I know. 

A storm could blow in. Late this arvo. A Storm could blow in from the 

east coast and bring the rain and the unexpected. 

 

Dawn: Oh you was told was you. 

Between dragging yourself off the floor this morning and ordering a 

fucking coffee/  

 

TIMESHIFT 

A ritual that has been conducted many times over the years, the time, the history. 

Lanie kneels at the dirt Angel imprint, picks up a handful of dirt, rubs it in her fingers, 

sniffs it, whispers something to it, listens to it as it whispers back. 

 

Maggie: (whispering) 

Good chance of rain taday Lanie.  

She sprinkles the torn up newspaper over Lanie as if it was rain 

RAININ’, POURIN’ and we’s all bin snorin’. 
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Good chance.  

Chance of rain. Today. 

 

Lanie: What’s different about today then? 

 

Lanie trickles the dirt and the news of the world through her fingers and watches it drift 

out into the heat haze. The landscape swallows it up. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn trickling dirt into her suitcase. 

 

Dawn: /you just stopped and had a conversation about the weather on ya way ta 

orderin’ coffee that apparently is drunk by Americans in this 

establishment, did ya? 

 

Lanie: That woman just informed me there was no coffee. 

 

Eva: Christ all-bloody-mighty would ya/ 

 

Lanie: /I spoke with someone in the know about the likelihood of it raining… 

 

Dawn: Who? Who did you happen to have this enlightening conversation with 

about the weather? 

 

Lanie: You know. You know about the weather. We bin through the weather 

forecast on numerous occasions. Stop askin’. Next you’ll be wanting to 

know who I’m having sex with and before I know it the whole country’ll 

know my personal business and when the rains and the unexpected are 

comin to Salvation. 

 

Dawn: How long since it rained ya reckon?  

(Radio static escalates and…)  
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Maggie: ABC news theme music. 

static…entirely under water…we cross to…static…in…North America 

the ships have debarked for…static…We have been warned…Radio cuts 

out. 

 

Flooded once I heard hey? The Creek busted its banks.  

(fiddling with the radio. Static is interspersed now with an American 

news report). 

 

Radio: no-one…static…unprecedented…80% …static…coast… 

There is anyone…static…anyone…static…unlikely… 

static…pray to God…static…(Maggies adjusts nob and just static 

continues which she talks over) 

 

Maggie: I heard the land was weeping so much/bawlin’ her bloody eyes out, that 

all the poor bitch’s tears rolled down and pooled in the creek.  

Kept comin’ those tears a’hers for daysanddaysanweeks ‘parently. She 

was bloody miserable alright. Flooded real big. Busted the banks she did.  

Bawlin’ her bloody eyes out she was.  

 

Eva: Been no rain in Salvation since the flood. The rain. 

 

Lanie: In bad seasons ya learn ya country…That’s when ya learn. Cause in the 

good times this land’s Heaven. Read that once. Stayed with me. Too 

bloody late for learning when ya in Heaven. 

 

(Static fades out) 

 

Dawn: I’ll take a walk down to the creek. By the banks’a the creek before I go. 

Head off down the beaten track. 

 

Eva: Creeks gone love. ‘Member. Dried up. Some years ago now. 
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Dawn: Dry? 

 

Lanie: As dry as her private’s darlin’. 

 

Eva: You’re really trying me patience today old girl. 

 

Lanie: No big wet season south of her border… 

 

Eva: I’d kindly thank you to stop referring to my clacker. Fuckin’ rude to be 

referring to a woman’s clacker in front of people. It’s Sunday for Christ’s 

sake. Have ya no decency at all.  

 

Lanie: ‘Bout time ya got over the men’a’pause…Ya bin whinging and bitchin’ 

for years now… 

 

Eva: If you’d taken a bit of a bloody pause with the men you wouldn’t have a 

gap between ya legs that you could drive an 18 wheeler through… 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Eva and Lanie are much younger. Eva is pregnant. They’re throwing back a few beers 

and drowning their sorrows. Country and Western music plays on the radio in the 

background (Teenage Queen, by Johnny Cash, 1958). 

 

Maggie: there’s a story in our town of the prettiest girl around… 

 

Eva: Jesus Christ not again! It’s dangerous. You bin told that. 

 

Maggie: Golden hair and eyes of blue 

 

Lanie: Not such a bad thing. 

 

Maggie: Boys hung ‘round her by the score… 
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Eva: How many now. 

 

Lanie: Six. This’ll be the sixth. 

 

Eva: You gotta start being more careful. 

 

Lanie: Can’t help it if I’m fertile. 

 

Maggie: Dream on dream on teenage queen… 

 

Eva: Fertile! …friggin’ understatement of the century. 

 

Lanie: I just gotta sit in the wet spot and me eggs start shudderin’. 

 

Eva: Look…I know the others all… 

 

Maggie: prettiest girl we’ve ever seen… 

 

Lanie: What ya think I go out there and purposely get meself knocked up every 

five minutes do ya? Is that what ya saying? 

 

Maggie: Not a care this teenage queen… 

 

Eva: I do. You seem ta have this urge ta populate the country with poor white 

trash. (Pause). 

Who’s the father this time? 

 

Maggie: Prettiest girl we’ve ever seen… 

 

Lanie: Does it matter? 
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Eva: Of course it bloody well matters. 

 

Lanie: Could be any number of my acquaintances. 

 

Eva: Ya gotta have some idea. It matters. 

 

Lanie: No…it don’t. Not out here. 

 

Maggie: Dream on dream on teenage queen prettiest girl we’ve ever seen…boys 

hung round her by the score… 

 

Lanie: I’ll keep one. Besides the boy. Just one. 

 

Eva: Well he’s fertile anyway. Ya can have gran’ kids. 

 

Lanie: It’s no compensation. You bein’ knocked up. I don’ even fuckin’ like 

you. Snappish. I want a girl a me own. 

She turns to the landscape, to the heat and dirt out beyond. One a these 

days. Ya hear that ya bitch!!!! 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn puts the empty beer cans in her suitcase. 

 

Lanie; Didn’t call me Lanie for nuthin’. Ride the town bike up the lane. Take a 

stroll up the lane. Ridin’ up and down the lane. Pump the petrol boys, get 

the traffic movin’.  

 

Eva: Like a fuckin’ rabbit. 

 

Dawn: Hey…If a truck’d come through I’d hitch a ride. Get them to drive me 

somewhere where it rains. Be nice to travel in the rain. Skins burning 

offa me. Turn the fan on will ya? 
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Eva: S’broken.  

 

Dawn: Skins burning off a me I said. 

The old boy told me to take care of my skin. In this heat. In this country. 

Didn’t want me burnt and dirty. Brown. Didn’t want me brown-skinned. 

Made him mad. Liked me clean and pale he did. Liked me white. 

 

A dingo howls, another joins, the heat haze shimmers, crackles, the landscape groans. 

 

Maggie: Mad as a cut snake/ Plain mad/ Touch of the sun/ Too much sun. 

 

Lanie: Turn on the bloody fan. 

 

Eva: S’broken. 

 

Lanie: Since when? Since when has the fan been broken? 

 

Eva: Since a long time ago, that’s when. Got dirt in the motor. 

Seized up, dried up, like everything else.  

 

Lanie: Was a good fan that. 

 

Eva: Far as fans go. 

 

Lanie: Couldn’t get it fixed? 

 

Eva: Completely fucked. 

 

Lanie: Shame. I feel like I could do with a breeze. A bit of a breeze, ruffling my 

hair, drying the sweat.  
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Dawn: The roses smelt good in the breeze. 

 

Lanie: Did they? 

 

Dawn: Yes. 

 

Lanie: The ones ya planted? Out the back? 

 

Dawn: Yes. Yes I think they did. 

 

Lanie: She recalls the smell’a the roses on the breeze. 

 

Eva: Really? How wonderful. 

 

Maggie: Grew here one time I heard. Big ones hey? Grew outta the dirt and the 

bindies.  

 

Eva: Can’t recall them burnin’ up in the heat though, can she? 

Shrivelling in the flames and the fire. 

 

Lanie: S’pect not. She hasn’t on previous occasions. 

 

Maggie: Can’t smell ‘em no more. Roses are dead. Dead in the dirt. 

 

Lanie: The roses used to grow and the breezes used to come. WE often 

comment on the smell. We would sit out there on the verandah, on the 

porch and comment favourably on the smell. Often. We’d often 

comment favourably on the smell. 
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Dawn: Ya think I’d recall any conversations about the smell of the roses on the 

breeze. It isn’t a conversation a woman is likely to forget. Out 

here…roses don’t usually grow here.  

 

Eva: Only ever been summer in Salvation. Ever. Middle of summer. Bastard 

of a place.  

 

Lanie: Then how come I’ve got this cardigan? 

If it’s always only been summer, I wouldn’t have a cardigan. 

Would never have had a need to purchase a cardigan of this particular 

fabric in this particular colour. Might need a cardigan on the Coast. 

Might get cool there in the arvo…Got a cardigan packed have ya? 

 

Dawn: No. 

 

Lanie: Well don’t say I didn’t warn ya when ya end up with The Pleurisy. 

 

Dawn: No. I can’t recall ever having a cardigan that’d be appropriate to take to 

the coast. 

(Pause)  

Maybe I should walk outta town a bit. Maybe I should go and wait up the 

track. The beaten track. Find a tree, wait in the shade for a breeze. 

 

Lanie: No shade out there.  

 

A dingo howls, another joins in, then another. The heat haze moves and the landscape 

reaches into the service station. 

 

Maggie: SShh little ones. Won’t be long. 

 

Dawn: Must be a tree somewhere.  
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Lanie: Not out there. Not one that’ll give ya a bit of shade. Used to be trees 

from what I recall… 

Ya got a hat.  

 

Dawn: No. 

 

Eva: She’s got no shoes. No cardigan and no hat. 

You know that. We been through it a number of times. Before. 

 

Dawn: How many times? 

 

Eva: A number. 

 

Lanie: Once or twice? Tell her. Be direct. How many times? 

 

Eva: Don’t know exactly. But If ya give me a minute I can do the calculations. 

 

Lanie: Have a stab. Pick a number. Estimate. 

 

Eva: 10,950. 

 

Lanie: That’s ya estimation. Your final answer. 

 

Eva: Yeap. Or thereabouts. 

 

Lanie: Well I’m surprised I can’t recall the conversation. 

Do you recall the conversation? 

 

Dawn: Vaguely. 

 

Eva: You sure? 
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Dawn: Yes. I’m sure. 

An if I recall it, it more than likely happened. 

Law of averages. Murphy’s law.  

 

Lanie: Hey Eva…that Murphy bloke that died. Fencing accident…he was a 

good root. 

 

Eva: Not as familiar with him as you obviously were. 

 

Lanie: Chainsaw took to him. Bit ‘im real good. Stupid bastard. Any decent 

bloke’d get bitten by a Yellabelly black, King Brown, fall off his fucking 

horse, die of thirst or something. Not him…oh no. He let a bloody 

chainsaw get him. Smartarse. Bled out in the paddock before anyone 

missed him…knocked me up once. 

 

Eva: Every stupid bastard knocked you up once.  

An’ if it wasn’t you it was her. Sluttin’ around. Family’a fuckin’ Molls. 

 

(Pause). Radio static escalates then fades. 

 

Dawn: I better have that cup of tea.  

Feeling more than a bit parched. I believe I have time for a cuppa/ 

 

Lanie: Before what? 

 

Dawn: What? 

 

Lanie: Time for what? 

 

Dawn: Oh. 

Before I go ta somewhere else. 
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Maggie: When Liberty Valance came ta town the women folk would hide… 

When it came ta shootin straight and faaast he was mighty good… (The 

Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, 1962, Gene Pitney) 

Walked outta the haze. Everything looked like it was burning around 

him. Middle of the day, no hat. The man in black. The man who brung 

God. The man who took Eden and damned us to Salvation. 

Our/father/whose/arse/in/heaven/hollow/be/thy/name… 

 

Eva: /One them do gooder bastards fulla Christ/ 

 

Lanie: /Man of foresight/ 

 

Eva: /Man of Adventure/ 

 

Lanie: /Man of belief in liberty/  

 

Eva: /Man of the cloth. 

 

Dawn: Man of God. One of God’s men. 

 

Lanie: s’What he said. 

 

Eva: Lyin’ bastard I reckon. 

Lookin’ for lost souls/ 

 

Lanie: ta free from Salvation/ 

 

Eva: /Young girls more like it/ 

 

Lanie: /brung the roses didn’t he? 
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Dawn: I expect so. 

 

Eva: /The burning bush/ 

 

Lanie: That rose there on ya shirt. He brung it. 

 

Maggie: and did I hear ya say… 

 

Lanie: /and that rose he planted/ 

 

Eva: /out the back/ 

Dead/ 

 

Dawn: Really? Unfortunate that. 

 

Maggie: He was ameetin ya here taday 

 

Lanie: /dead that’s what it is, dead.  

Funeral flower. 

 

Maggie: ta take ya to his mansion in the skyyyyyyy 

 

Dawn: Ya reckon?  

It’s faded a little.  

A little dry.  

Dead is very strong. Harsh. Final. 

 

Eva: Won’t grow now/ 

 

Lanie: Like this land. Stopped growin’ after it got fucked over. 
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Maggie: (continues with the song cut through with radio static, as time shifts into 

scene break.) 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Maggie goes and lies in the dirt that creeps in through the doorway. She deliberately 

has placed herself in front of Dawn. She makes the mark of a dirt Angel. She gets up. 

Looks at it and spits on the mark. Nothing happens. Keeps spitting on it. Lanie spits on 

it. Eva spits on it. They look toward Dawn. She ignores them, her gaze on the horizon. 

She is looking at the man. He gives her a faded rose.  

 

Lanie: Not enough ta make it grow. 

 

(The dingo pup yelps then fades.) 

 

Maggie: Ta settle it. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn puts the rose in her suitcase. 

 

Maggie: What’s that flower you have on…could it be a faded rose/ 

 

Eva: /from days gone by/ 

 

Lanie: /an’ did I hear ya say/ 

 

Dawn: Turn that fuckin’ radio OFF. I’ll wait on the outskirts. On the edge. 

I’ll follow Cook Street and turn left into Botany Blvd, then right into 

Convict Road. I’ll find the water. I’ll wait on the banks of the creek. In 

case someone arrives. To get me. I’m sure I organised a lift to 

somewhere else. Like before. Before on the creek bank. He may come 

down the creek in a boat. A boat that’s silhouetted against the Southern 

sky. With tall masts and beautiful white sails/ 

 

Maggie: /Creeks dry/ 
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Lanie: /How ya gonna find Cook Street/ 

 

The landscape groans and the heat haze intensifies. The dingoes are getting restless. 

 

Eva: /How ya gonna find it/ 

 

Dawn: /Why I’ll… 

 

(Pause) 

 

Eva: Ask someone? 

 

Lanie: No one left now.  

Why were anyone here in the first place I’d like ta know. Why were 

anyone here anyway? 

 

Eva: When? 

 

Lanie: Before.  

 

Maggie: Raining on them with shredded paper. 

Before the weather. 

Before the bastard dogs and bleak weather. 

 

(Radio News Broadcast in Japanese. 

There seems to be panic and chaos before fading to static.) 

 

Before one fuckin’ disaster after another. 

Before coffee drinkin’ Americans. 

Before God took the world back and we got buried in Salvation. 
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Eva: Holocaust initially.  

That was then forgotten, rewritten.  

Then it was the Coal or the copper or the cattle. Gas or oil. 

Musta been some fucking good reason ta come out here after all that 

went on. All that violence. All that murderin’. 

How the fuck would I know? 

 

Dawn: I’ll just/ 

 

Lanie: /follow the street signs/  

 

Eva: /Is that what you’ll do/  

 

Lanie: /Follow the street signs?  

 

Dawn; That’s the usual mode of finding your way around. Charting a course. 

Mapping a journey. 

 

Maggie: Street signs all blew away. Heard a big wind came. (radio static) Blew 

‘em away in the dirt, clean offa the posts and out/there into the 

wide/open/space/blue/yonder.  

 

A short burst of Japanese News, more frantic now then fades to static and disappears. 

 

Not long after, God’s bloke came to town.  

Preacher came.  

Started gardenin’ and pissed God off.  

Didn’t want another absolute/fuckin’ shambles like that other Garden.  

That Eden.  

No God didn’t.  

God blew the signs clean away. 
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God made us pay for whitewashing the history and he used Gods 

‘Merican police ta do it. Hollow’d be his name hey? 

 

A dingo howls. It echoes across the landscape. 

 

Eva: Only sign around here is that one.  

SALVATION–OPEN–FUEL–REFRESHMENTS. 

 

Lanie: Got any fuel? 

 

Eva: No. 

 

Lanie: Refreshments? 

 

Eva: No. 

 

Lanie: But yer open? Open for business? 

 

Eva: You’re here drinking my sugar aren’t ya. 

 

Lanie: And I can assure you that I am a long way off bein’ refreshed.  

 

Eva: But we’re keeping Salvation open/ 

 

Lanie: For those that need it/ 

 

Eva: For those that won’t let go/ 

 

Lanie: We the gatekeepers. Obliged to open the gate. 

When the time’s right. 

At the right time. 
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Dawn: What time is it. 

Getting on.  

Getting on, that’s for sure. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Lanie: Considered that there may be the slim possibility that we are open under 

false pretences? 

 

Dawn: I’m off then. (radio static loud) 

 

Lanie: No ya not, love. 

 

Maggie fly’s to the door and hunkers in the dirt. Digging little holes, looking for worms 

or bones or things best left buried. 

 

Maggie: Cause she walks downtown with a suitcase in her hannnnd.. 

 

Dawn: No. Better get going.  

Can’t wait here all day.  

Things to do.  

 

Maggie: Lookin’ for a mysterious dark haired man… 

Places/to/go/people/to/see. 

 

Eva: Places ta go/ 

 

Lanie: people ta see/ 

 

Dawn takes her suitcase off the table and walks to the door-frame. She pauses. 
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Dawn: The creeks dry?  

 

Lanie: Yeap. 

 

Dawn: Bone dry? 

 

Lanie: Bones in the bed. Best let them be. Buried with stuff best left be. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Man enters with a blanket. He spreads it out on the creek bank in front of the purple 

lantana. He indicates for Dawn to sit down. They both sit. He begins to undress her. She 

resists. Momentarily. 

 

Dawn: Don’t go. 

 

Man: You can’t keep me. 

 

Dawn: I’ll wait. In Salvation. 

 

Man: Salvation is not a place of forgiveness. You will be scorned. Flogged. 

Beaten. 

 

Dawn: Not if they get to you first. And the child? What about the child? Tell 

me. 

 

Man: Child? All you can do is, wait. Wait and see. 

 

Dingoes howl in the distance as he lays her on her back. She struggles. 

 

TIMESHIFT 
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Radio static. Dawn puts the blanket in the suitcase. Adjusts her clothes. Tidies herself. 

Dingoes howl is closer. 

 

Dawn: MONGREL. MONGREL BASTARD DOG. SHUT UP. 

 

Lanie: Dogs are closing in. Lookin’ for shelter from the rain an’ the unexpected 

I expect. 

 

Man: Took to a child once. A dingo took to a child. Here in this great Southern 

land. Took a child right from under its mother’s nose. 

 

He goes to grab at Maggie. She screeches, bites, fights for her life. The two old women 

watch, wait. Dawn becomes agitated. Tries to leave. Can’t get through the door. The 

heat haze shifts. Dawn becomes more agitated trying to find another exit. She runs into 

Maggie.  

 

TIME STOPS 

The first time Dawn really sees Maggie. The sight distresses her.  

TIME RESUMES 

 

Maggie attacks her – clawing and biting. Dawn bats her away with the Suitcase and 

runs. She falls to the ground and Maggie and her wrestle before Dawn breaks free. The 

landscape groans and the heat haze moves in through the door. Dawn reaches for it 

unsuccessfully. The sound of a ship moving through mist is heard way off in the 

distance. Maggie backs off. 

 

Dawn: That Maggie just attacked me/ 

 

Eva: No Maggie’s now. All dead the Maggie’s. 

 

Lanie: / defending her territory/ 

 

Dawn: /In here/  
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Lanie: /Territorial buggers. 

Wouldn’t go out there if I was you. If that is the case. If there still by the 

slimmest chance, happen to be maggies around. 

 

Eva: Less likely to swoop if ya look the little bugger in the eye/ 

 

Lanie: acknowledge it/ 

 

Eva: /let it know ya know it’s comin’ for ya/ 

 

Dawn: What sort of an establishment are you running anyway! 

With the radio and the fucked fan and the fuckin’ TEA and the Maggie’s 

attackin’.  

Inside.  

Maggie’s flyin’ free inside the fuckin’ establishment. Never heard the 

like of it. No wonder why the tourists left.  

The Americans stopped comin’ here! 

 

Lanie: They came alright. They came and they’re still comin’. Again. 

 

Eva: /It’s trapped in here my girl. Like you. 

 

 Lanie: /Or ya wear a ice-cream bucket on ya head with big eyes drawn on it. 

Scares the shit outta them. 

 

Dawn: Where’d it come from? If they’re dead. That Maggie. Vicious bitch. 

 

Eva: This one? This one here/ 

 

Lanie: /from here/  

 

Eva: /right about here/ 
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Lanie: /here to remind us/ 

 

Eva: /remind us to recall/ 

 

Lanie: /recall events/ 

 

Eva: /historical events that/ 

 

Lanie: /events that we felt best left forgotten/ 

 

Eva: /forgotten before/ 

 

Dawn: /Before what? 

 

Lanie: /those who went before. History. The white wash. The dry. The 

menopause. 

 

Dawn: Oh. 

 

(Pause) 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Years ago. Dawn and the Preacher. They are arguing. 

  

Dawn: Stay. 

 

Man: I’m not yours to keep. 

 

Dawn: I found you. 
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Man: You’re misinformed. 

I found here. 

 

Dawn: From where? 

 

Man: Across the water. Way across the water.  

 

Dawn: So ya sailed here, hey? Strange place to be. 

 

Man: It was inevitable. 

 

Dawn: Why? 

 

Man: When ya take somethin’ that’s not yours ya need ta be prepared for 

someone else to acquire it. 

 

Dawn: Was I yours ta take? 

 

Man: Yes. 

 

Dawn: What about the child. 

 

Man: It’ll be one of the first. 

 

Dawn: First what? 

 

Man: Settlers. Scorched into the backs and the bones of those who came 

before. Trampling on those who came before them. And so it goes. It’s 

the direction time takes. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn: Which way is it again. I can’t seem to recall the direction? 
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Lanie: What direction? 

 

Dawn: The direction of travel. The way forward. 

 

Eva: Out there love. Just head off over there in the distance. 

 

Lanie: You tried to steal a car. One of ya cars Eva. To travel forward. Couldn’t 

get it started. 

 

Eva: Bastard of a thing wouldn’t start. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Dawn: Haven’t seen a car move through the distance for a while. (having) No 

fuel certainly fucks up the pleasure of vehicular travel. One of your cars, 

was it Eva? 

 

Eva: Weren’t mine. They was being serviced. Old Sandy Duncan used to fix 

‘em for me. Bloody good mechanic that one. Best mechanic I ever had. 

 

Lanie: Best mechanic I ever had too 

Could change ya grease an oil that’s for sure. 

 

Eva: Bastard of a thing to happen to a bloke… 

 

Lanie: Ute got him, hey. Pinned him down. 

Blew a tire on Devel’s Rd coming back from the Curry… 

Jack was fucked. Crushed him. They reckon he lived for two days under 

that car ‘fore that truckie spotted him. ‘parently the ants and the flies had 

a good go at him too. The land’d drained most of him, drunk her fill. 

Tryin’ to stave off the menopause. She’s a cruel bitch…Cunt of a way to 

go.  
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Fuckin’ Ford’s. 

 

Eva: Can’t blame the Fords for Sandy’s misfortune. We took to those Fords 

an’ made ’em our own as quick as we butchered the blacks and claimed 

this cruel bitch for England. 

 

Maggie: (fiddling with the radio) 

Static 

God save our Gracious King Long live our…England has declared it will 

join the invading…To fight…static…freedom…American… 

President…So say can’t you see…static…static 

Dawn: The one I kept, he was an American, I expect. I expect that’s part of 

what’s missin’. In my memory. My lapsed memory. 

 

Lanie: That he was love. 

 

Eva: Couldn’t understand a word he said, at first, could we? 

 

Lanie: Thought he was a bit simple… 

 

Eva: Too many fuckin’ teeth to talk properly… 

 

Lanie: Comin over here…invadin’ our place…impregnating our girls…claimin’ 

the land as if no-one fuckin’ lived here… 

 

Maggie: (static bursts forth and Maggie is singing her version of the Stars and 

Stripes)…eeeeee…an/the/home/of/the/BRAVES… 

 

Eva: Nuthin’ like the Queen’s English. 

 

Lanie: Thought he was a little retarded at first, hey Eva? 

 

Eva: Scandinavian or something when I saw him. 
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Dawn: Fair. He was very fair-skinned. Blond wasn’t he? 

 

Maggie: Blonds don’t do well in this climate, hey? Burn easy, blister up. End up 

melanoma’d.  

 

Eva: That Joycey Watson was blond hey. She shrivelled up after a few years 

out here. 

 

Lanie: She wasn’t a real blond. 

 

Eva: I beg to differ. 

 

Lanie: I’m tellin’ ya she was a bottle. 

 

Eva: How do you know that? 

 

Lanie: Husband told me. 

 

Eva: Not a bad looking bloke was he? 

 

Lanie: Bit Scrawny/ 

 

Eva: /Lean/ 

 

Lanie: /Fell over and leaned on me a few times, I recall/ 

 

Eva: /Spare us. 

 

Lanie: Country Service. Said it sounded romantic. Looked forward to it she 

said. Teaching the kiddies. 
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Eva: Land broke her spirit. Didn’t take to it. 

 

Dawn: She taught me music. 

 

Lanie: There are numerous, different and varying definitions of music and I can 

assure you, she didn’t teach you music. 

 

Dawn: I learnt to play the recorder. I recall that. It was wooden with a black 

plastic top. I could play Christmas carols on that recorder. 

 

Eva: /tried to bring some culture to the kids. Poor bitch. 

 

Lanie: Weren’t nothing wrong with the music they had, was there? Coulda 

saved herself the heartache. Shoulda stayed away. Stayed in the city. 

Women don’t shrivel as much in cities. 

 

Dawn: Christmas carols about snow and quiet and night. 

 

Maggie: The silence in the night. Sleeping in pieces.  

 

Lanie: She ever teach you to play Johnny Cash.  

 

Dawn: Not that I recall. 

 

Eva: She wasn’t learning the guitar was she?  

Ya don’t play Johnny Cash on a recorder do you? 

 

Lanie: Useless sort of fucking instrument if you ask me. Ever see a recorder in 

an orchestra. In the woodwind section of an orchestra? I don’t believe so.  

Melanoma got her ‘ventually. Half her fucking face cut off, poor bitch. 
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Eva: Seen a few have ya? Orchestras? A patron of the fucking musical arts 

now are we? 

 

Dawn: Old man loved’im. That Johnny Cash. 

Couldn’t he sing that old bastard. For a man that hated Americans, he 

surely took to their songs. Just like we all did hey? 

 

Eva: Didn’t have too much to sing about on his return. 

 

Dawn: No.  

I hear that train a’comin, it’s rolling round the bend and I won’t see the 

sunshine since I dunno when, I shot a man in… 

 

Radio picks up song and underscores and the man walks into the service station and 

takes Dawn by the hand and they squat in the dirt on the floor. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn is a little girl. Her father is showing her an old record album and is teaching her 

a song. 

 

Man: I hear that train a’comin… 

 

Dawn: It’s rollin’ round…round… 

 

Man: the bend.. 

 

Dawn: the bend…and I aint seen…seen…what can’t I see Daddy? 

 

Man: The sunshine button. You ain’t seen the sunshine. 

 

Dawn: That’s right! I knew that! The sunshine! I haven’t seen the sunshine!  
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(The father crawls over to her. He begins to tickle Dawn while she tries 

to sing the song. She starts squealing – screaming as only children can 

do when they’re being tickled. She tries to run away. He crawls fast after 

her.) 

 

Daddy!!! No… 

 

 

TIME JUMPS  

Dawn is now a teenager. She is still screaming. Dad slaps Dawn in the mouth. She runs. 

He chases her. The radio bursts into static. 

 

 Radio:  static…Jesus…static …Oh please God… 

Sounds of engines of planes and artillery fire…a scream…static…is 

there…static  

 

Dawn struggles. He holds her fast. 

 

Dawn: Daddy! No… 

 

Man: Shhhh. Shhhh.  

  

She does. He cradles her like a child. 

 

Sneak up on ’em I would. Crawling on my hands and knees. Into these 

villages.  

I hear the train a’comin’/ 

The fucking yanks had just been dropping their fucking clouds of death 

outta an orange sky.  

It’s rollin’ ‘round the bend/ 

Kids and women’d be twisting and screaming. I saw a woman with a 

baby burning in her arms.  

An’ I ain’t seen the sunshine/ 
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Stuck to her.  

Since I dunno when/  

Fucking couldn’t tell where the kid finished and she started.  

The putrid stench of it…I spewed all over meself when I smelt that.  

An I’m stuck in Folsom prison/ 

They was screaming and shitting themselves and burning and bleeding. 

No glory in that.  

An’ time keeps rollin’ on/ 

No fucking honour in dragging half burning women and kids into the 

open and putting a bullet in their brains to shut them the fuck up…I hear 

that whistle blowin’ way down to… 

 

The radio static bursts then fades. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn places the album in her suitcase. 

 

Eva: I hear that whistle blowing… 

 

Dawn: I hang my head and cry… 

 

Maggie: They took the songs outta him when they touched him in the head. 

Reached into his mind and burnt out all the songs.  

 

Dawn: I’m hitting the road now. See youse. 

 

Maggie: NO! Dangerous out there with all the utes and chainsaws and 

melanoma’s… 

 

Dawn: If I could only step out…through… 

The cracks are getting wider now. You could sail a ship down those 

cracks. I bet they reach all the way to the ocean now. They are a little 

daunting, a little terrifying. Don’t you think?  
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Maggie: (using the song as a tool to keep her to stay. Moves to Dawn. Dawn 

refuses to look at her. Maggie keeps singing throughout, desperate to be 

noticed. Desperate for Dawn to understand)  

In her younger days they called her Delta Dawn… 

 

Eva: Sit awhile girl. It’s early yet.  

 

Lanie: Bad to travel in the heat of the day. 

 

Dawn: What time is it? 

 

Lanie: Getting’ on. 

 

Maggie: Prettiest woman you ever laid eyes onnnnn… 

But a man offered love an… 

 

Eva: Getting late. Dawn broke a while back.  

 

Lanie: Now there’s a fucking understatement. 

 

Eva: Shh now. 

 

Dingoes sound restless 

 

Lanie: One thing you can count on here. Dawn breaking. Every single day. She 

breaks. 

 

Eva: Everything round here is fucking broken. 

Maggie, sing us a song will ya. 

 

Dawn: Who’s Maggie?  
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No…don’t you say it…Poor little bastard. Bastard child. 

 

Eva: Where’s the music come from then! Hey? Where? 

 

Dawn: The radio. The fucked radio. 

 

Eva: The radio died the same time we did. 

  

Dawn: You know that bitch has got her. Got her straight away. Before I even 

seen her. Sucked her right up… You know Lanie…you know…Took her 

‘cause of what I done. 

 

Lanie: You know. That’s the crux of it. You know. You pretend to forget. Just 

pretence to keep us all here. Payin’ penance for what you did. 

 

Dawn: I’LL GO WHEN I’M BLOODY WELL GOOD AND READY! There 

are things to prepare. Collect. To pack. 

 

Eva: You bin packin’ for years girl. 

Ya got a more an a lifetimes’ worth’a shit in that case. 

 

(Pause). Maggie has a newspaper hat on her head that she has made. It looks like a 

ships Captain’s hat. A ships horn sounding is discernible out beyond the heat. 

 

Maggie: Today is my birthday. 

 

Lanie: Happy fucking birthday. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn is squatting in the dirt. She is screaming. Lanie is holding her under the arms 

from behind. She is trying to quiet her.  
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Lanie: Shhhh love. Shhhhh. Try not ta get ya self too worked up now. 

 

Eva: Jesus, this is bad hey. On Australia Day too. 

 

Lanie: Don’t push yet love. Hold it in. Don’t give up yet. (screaming to the 

horizon) Not bloody yet you bitch. 

 

The landscape is on fire. Eva is pleading to the landscape. 

 

Eva: Christ all bloody mighty… RAIN YOU BITCH. RAIN 

 

Dawn’s screaming decreases. She claws at the earth. Maggie has just been born, her 

entrance into the world makes the mark of a dirt Angel.  

 

TIMESHIFT 

Maggie: Radio static 

The American president has given the defence leader the go ahead to 

retaliate against the North Koreans…static 

 

Static…the only words made out are – America and Alliance…Burst of 

Japanese new report…static 

England has admitted that the country is no longer sustainable and has 

signed an environmental treaty with the United States to ensure that 

…static…of Australia will be successful…static 

Static…invading forces…static…It is expected that Australia 

static…colonised entirely …static 

Maggie throws newspaper rain around the service station and trails it to the door. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn: What if there’s a child. 

 

Maggie: It’ll be one of the first. 
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Dawn: First what? 

 

Maggie: Settlers.  

 

TIMESHIFT 

Dawn’s screams are now sobs. She is quieting. Maggie sneaks over and sits in the 

suitcase. Dawn pushes her away. 

 

Lanie: Shh love…here get some sugar inta ya… 

 

Eva: She’s pale. Ya reckon she’s looking pale? Better get her that tea. 

 

Lanie: Course she’s fucking pale. Her great-great-grandmother was descended 

from the Irish as I recall. No…English. Got a bitta English in her 

somewhere way back. 

 

Eva: We all got a bitta English in us way back from what I recall. 

Shoulda left this bitch of a place to the blacks. Weren’t meant for white 

women this place. ‘Cept Maggie. She would’a bin a new one. Serves us 

fucking right.  

 

Lanie: An what’s that s’posed to mean? 

 

Eva: Nuthin. Wasn’t supposed to mean nuthin’. Just makin’ conversation. 

 

Lanie: Conversation my arse. You were makin’ a point. Statin’ your fucking 

opinion on a white woman’s relationship to this land. 

 

Eva: My opinion on the matter isn’t any of your business. 

 

Lanie: On the contrary. I would be very interested in hearing your learn-ed 

fucking opinion. 
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Eva: I would suggest for the sake of continued genial conversation that we 

change the fucking subject. 

 

Lanie: I disagree. 

 

Eva: I won’t have politics discussed on a Sunday. You know that.  

 

Lanie: Politics my arse. You know shit all about politics. 

 

Eva: As I told you yesterday and the day before and the day before that, my 

politics are of no concern of yours, old girl. 

 

Lanie: Private are they? Your political persuasions? 

 

Eva; My bloody oath they’re private. 

 

Lanie: When was the last time you voted? Cast a vote. Had your informed say 

about the preferred political policies of the bastard running this country. 

 

Eva: Never you mind when I voted or who OR WHAT the fuck I voted for. 

 

Lanie: No please. Go on, enlighten me on whom is the current Prime Minister 

or PRESIDENT of this country and whether or not you voted for him or 

her.  

 

Eva: I know who the Prime Minister is. Or the PRESIDENT. I know very well 

who the bloody Prime Minister OR FUCKING President is. 

 

Lanie: How? How do you know? Been watching the television? Listening to the 

wireless? 

Conversing with the fucking city council? 
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Eva: I just know. 

 

Lanie: Who is it then? 

 

Eva: Don’t matter who it is.  

 

Lanie: It does. It most certainly does matter who it is. 

 

Eva: It’s some bastard that’s for sure. Some bastard that got no right. 

 

Lanie: I could’ve told ya’ that.  

 

Eva: If I could vote…still cast my opinion…it’d be when some blackfella was 

going for the job. An Abo. Fuck knows how some white university 

educated fuckwit in a big bastard of a house that has some token abo 

name and who acknowledges the traditional land-owners every time he 

goes out to fucking lunch thinks that all the sins are so easily forgiven 

and that we wouldn’t pay the fucking piper for them. 

 

Lanie: Whose sins? Ya getting politics confused with the confessional again. 

  

Eva: Ya know what I’m talking about. 

 

Lanie: I didn’t do nothing to ‘em.  

 

Eva: This is their fucking country and it’s more than fucking obvious it is not 

a place for pale women descended from the fucking English criminal 

classes nor will it ever be a place for big toothed Foreigners with God 

and oil monopolisation on their side. 

 

Lanie: Don’t you go tellin’ me this country isn’t mine…they took this country. 

Then and now. Bastards took it. I know that. But I had nothin’ to do with 

that…weren’t me. It weren’t theirs, but they took it. What the fuck can 

ya expect…Murderers, rapists, prostitutes, thieves, preachers/ 
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Eva: /original fuckin’ boat people.  

 

Lanie: They weren’t gonna come here and ask to fucking share now were they? 

 

Eva: That being my point. 

 

Lanie: You got gall to be tellin’ me this land don’t belong to me after I squatted 

bare-arsed on the banks’a that there dry creek bed and felt me babies 

leakin’ outta me into the dirt. Dripping outa me, slipping down me 

thighs. All the little girls. Little clots’a blood. Little moist things. Six 

babies I lost to this land. Six. This country’ll suck a womb dry. Greedy 

fuckin’ place this. S’what happens when something’s so dead. It gets a 

smell’a life…sniffs it out…in the dust storms and the red desert heat. 

Creeps up ya legs and pushes itself inside ya, reaches up and tears it right 

outta ya. An’ you…well you’re clamping ya legs together and writhing 

in the dirt, praying the little bastard’ll grab hold a something…but it 

can’t. Too fuckin’ small and this country’s too fucking strong. An when 

it’s over, ya look at the dark patch in the dirt and you say “ Alright you 

bitch, you fucking cunt, ya got another one.” An ya walk away. This 

country’s just as much mine as anyone’s. That dirt out there…that’s my 

family. I got blood ties to that dirt…my bastard kids are out there, 

soaking up the sun, soaking into the dirt, soft little bones drying in the 

creek. I got just as much claim to this land as any other bastard that’s got 

their blood tied to it. 

 

Eva: An’ what about her!  

Colonist. Settler. She got her blood tied to it. It all whitewashes out in the 

history of the land in the long run. We did a bloody good job’a wiping 

the abo’s off the face’a the earth.  

Our turn now. Bastards got us. 

(Pause) 

Ya got ya point an’ I got mine. I suggest we leave it at that. 

 

Lanie: All them women.  
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Eva: What women? 

 

Lanie: Them women. Them poor parched bitches. With the creeks and the 

ridges and the rocks that took their names. After they died.  

 

Eva: White women ya mean. 

 

Lanie: Okay! Ya right. It mightn’t be a place meant for pale women descended 

from the English criminal classes and yes we should have left it to the 

blacks BUT they…we…gave it a shot and fought the bitch to the best of 

their abilities. Trying to scratch a livin’ in her dust. Out here in the heat 

and the dirt and the flies. Birthin’ their shrivelled little dead babies. 

God knows what the other mob want with this place. 

 

Eva: Poor little Angel.  

 

Lanie: Wings no good to her here. 

 

Eva: Sometimes I reckon I can feel ‘em. Flutterin’ against her back. Little sad 

scorched stumps of things. 

 

Dawn: Flutterin’ and tearin’ and burnin’… 

 

(Pause) 

Dawn is dragging stuff out from under the counter. 

 

Lanie: What you looking for love? 

 

Dawn: Ice cream container and a pen. 

 

Eva: No ice-cream for years love. Containers all perished. Years back. 
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Lanie: We’ve already established there is nuthin’ available in the line of 

refreshments. Stop repeatin’ ya’self. 

 

Dawn: Perhaps a box might do. I could draw eyes on a box. 

 

Lanie: Ya gonna put a box on ya head then. 

 

Dawn: If there’s one available. 

 

Lanie: You’ll look bloody stupid walking outta here with a box on ya head, girl. 

 

Eva: Who’s gonna see her? She can put a box on her head if she wants. 

 

Lanie: She’ll look like a fucking halfwit. 

 

Eva: Who’s gonna see her? 

 

She finds Dawn an ice cream bucket under the mounds of newspapers. Throws it to 

Dawn who puts it on her head. 

 

Lanie: Slow. 

 

Eva: What? 

 

Lanie: Slow. She looks like one a them poor slow-witted bastards that wear 

stupid things on their heads ‘cause no-one tells them they look simple. 

 

Eva: No-one is gonna see her for Christ’s sake. 

 

Lanie: We’ll see her and I find it offensive that a girl who is not a slow-witted 

poor bastard is going out of her way to look like one. S’not right. 

Especially when they come. Need to keep some dignity intact. 
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Dawn: I just want to keep that Maggie offa me head. If I leave. If I take off out 

there to meet the cracks opening up. To wait. Don’t want things, people, 

places turning up and I got scabs all over me from that Maggie. Scabs 

aren’t very attractive when you going to meet something. 

 

Lanie: Well wearing a box on ya head don’t suggest somethin’ll be pantin’ at 

the bit either. 

 

Dawn: Comin’ soon hey? Hey Lanie? The unexpected that we bin expectin’. 

 

(Pause) 

 

God brung him here for a reason. Dunno why but he did. Musta bin a 

purpose. 

 

Maggie: Man in black. 

Not like Johnny Cash though. 

Not like him at all. 

 

Dawn: But he shone didn’t he? Like Uriel or Gabriel or one them other angels..? 

 

Lanie: Not that familiar with most of the angels, meself.  

 

Dawn: I caught some’a God in me.  

When he came. 

Caught me a tiny angel, a little bit of God. 

 

Lanie: Christ knows ya brought the almighty down on us that’s for sure. An if 

ya had fuckin’ God in ya we wouldn’t be in this God awful fucking 

debacle. Now I know how the abo’s felt I reckon. 

 

The dingoes are circling now. Getting close. The man is just visible through the heat. 

 

Dawn: I shone. I did.  

White. Shone white across the distance. 
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There was this heat in me. 

Burnt the sin and the dirt clean outta me. 

I burnt through this bastard of a place. 

I caught you up in my shinin’ light an’ 

it was as if I stripped the skin clean offa ya’s. 

 

Man has entered the service station and taken Dawn in his arms. 

 

It was as if God come callin’ 

Put out the invitation ta come an’ dance with Uriel and them other blokes 

of his acquaintance/ 

 

Dawn and Man begin dancing through the debris. Maggie throws newspaper rain as if 

confetti at a wedding. 

 

He wrapped his big white wings around me. 

And it was cool. 

“Cept for that little bit of flame, that little angel. 

Buried deep inside/ 

 

Maggie: Big black Magpie swooped outta the desert and got at her. Give her a 

God almighty good one. Got at her real good. Good and proper/ 

 

Dawn: It was cool and clean and soft, under those wings. 

Clean. 

No dirt’d get in/  

 

Maggie: Left a big scab. Big scabby scab that stopped her bleedin’, hey/  

 

Dawn: /In ya mouth, in ya heels, under ya nails.  

It was like restin’ in rain. 

Dancin’ with that preacher/ 

 

Maggie: /‘Ventually fell outta her that scab. Here in the dirt. Then it just burnt 

right up. Right here in the dirt.  

Turned ta dust and blew away/ 

 

Man leaves her dancing on her own. Maggie stops throwing newspaper rain. Dingo pup 

yelps, other dogs join it. 
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Dawn: Until he turned. 

Did the dirty. 

Turned like a mongrel dog. 

SHUT UP YOU BASTARDS. 

They’re disruptin’ me good temperament. 

Me train a thought. 

 

Eva: Getting’ harder ta ignore ‘em these days. 

 

Lanie: I’m sure they’ll do the best they can. 

Try an erase them. 

Shoot ‘em. 

Poison em’. 

Take their pups and train ‘em. 

Ta behave. 

Won’t work though. 

Know this country too well. 

Better’n us. Better’n those that are comin’. 

Preacher won’t beat ‘em. 

God was on our side too as I recall and fat lotta fuckin’ good it did us.  

 

Dawn: She should go away. 

 

Eva: Where’s she gonna go love? 

 

Dawn: Away. Somewhere else.  

 

Lanie: She could go with you.  

If ya left. Her being yours an’ all. 

Ya guardian angel/ 

 

Eva: /ya bitta God. 

 

Lanie: Gotcha suitcase there.  

Ready to take off. 

Pack her up. 

Close the lid. 
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 (Pause) 

 

Dawn: I’m not going am I? I’m not getting the fuck outta here.  

With or without a box on me head.  

 

Lanie: There are some things that stay behind. 

Imprinted on the landscape/ 

 

Maggie:  /Black ones, white ones, blackened ones. Won’t let ’em go. This place.  

 

Eva: Should’a stole herself another sorta vehicle, one that was workin’ 

a’course, that’s what she, should’a done. 

 

Lanie: Says the voice of the fucking prophet. 

 

Eva: Once a good vehicle was a beautiful thing out here. When there was fuel. 

Petrol. Before the monopoly. Before the Invasion. The only thing that’d 

keep ya going. That ya could get anywhere in…escape in.  

 

It’d move with ya…to your own rhythm. Look after ya in all this 

distance…You could travel…plan a journey inna good vehicle… 

 

Lanie: Didn’t live up to ya expectations when considering old Sandy’s situation.  

 

Eva: I’m not talking about one a those Ford automatic bastards. I recall slidin’ 

through the gears…slow and easy like…strokin’ that engine through its 

paces…givin’ it its head when it wanted…Lettin’ it move under ya. Now 

you tell me if there’s a bloke you’ve rooted was as easy to drive?  

Trick to drivin’ in a vehicle is to stay in control of it.  

 

Lanie: All I ever recall drivin’ is a few sluts’ heads into walls when they 

whinged about me rootin’ their old men but apart from that… 

 

Eva: I’m telling you, if you look after a vehicle, oil it, feed it a bitta fuel every 

now and again, give it a decent polish once in a blue moon, it’ll take ya 

to hell and back any way you want. Ride ya fucking arse off in it all day 

if ya choose and won’t run outta fuel in two minutes either.  

A’course that was before. 
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Wouldn’t be no good ta ya now/ 

 

Lanie: /I should have got me fucking licence hey/ 

 

Eva: /the difference between your rides and mine is mine won’t smack you in 

the mouth when it’s pissed or leave ya lying on ya fucking back to bleed 

out inta the fuckin’ dirt when it’s finished with ya.  

Unless a’ course you smash it. Then ya fucked anyway so no matter.  

 

Lanie: Never copped a flogging I didn’t deserve. 

 

Eva: Bullshit. 

 

Lanie: Ya cop ya flogging and get on with it.  

Out here. Rules are different.  

Always have bin’. 

Look ta the past. 

We could break the rules. 

An’ survive. 

 

Eva: Bullshit.  

 

Lanie: Never?  

 

Eva: Killed a coupl’a ya kids though didn’t it ya stupid old bitch? 

 

Lanie: (Picking up some dirt, letting it run through her fingers. The Man enters 

from the distance. He is drunk. Drinking a can of rum.) 

 

She’s thrown every punch at me she can. She couldn’t kill me, so she 

used the heat and the dirt and the flies ta drive the blokes mad. Thinkin’ 

they might do it for her.  

Took more ‘an a few piss-weak floggin’s to kill me.  

Didn’t it? Didn’t it? 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Man throws Lanie against the wall. She gets up and spits in his face. He knocks her 

down again and kicks her. Radio static builds. 
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TIMESHIFT 

She pulls herself up out of the dirt. Passes the rum can to Dawn who puts it in her 

suitcase and hands her the ice-cream bucket. Radio static fades out. 

 

Lanie: Thought I was dead that one time. 

Wasn’t though. Not that time anyways. 

After I pulled meself ta’gether, I fucked ‘is mate out the back a the beer 

garden. Took me floggin’ and moved on. Lost a kid the next day. 

 

She hunkers down in the dirt and scoops at it with the ice cream bucket. 

 

Scooped it up in a ice cream bucket outta the dirt and threw it down the 

lav. Got fuckin’ on with it. 

 

Tosses the dirt out the door and puts the ice cream bucket in Dawn’s suitcase. 

 

And if ya hadn’t noticed there’s no more men, there’s no more water, no 

more vehicles and there’s no more fuckin’ fuel, so we’ve all been 

flogged now haven’t we. 

 

Radio static builds and then fades. 

 

Lanie: Nah a good floggin’ never hurt anyone, ‘less it kills ya a’ course. 

 

(Pause) 

 

One of the overwhelming tragedies of life is that women have an 

inclination to root inappropriate men.  

 

(Pause) 

 

Eva: Old Lillian Harris didn’t. Died intact I reckon. 

 

Lanie: That’s cause she rooted women. 
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Eva: She did not.  

 

Dawn: I’m tellin’ you if she was a bloke she would’ a been called a confirmed 

bachelor. 

 

Eva: But she lived with her cousin. 

 

Dawn: Weren’t her cousin. 

 

Maggie: True hey? 

 

Lanie: On me grave if I had one. 

 

Eva: How’d you know?  

 

Lanie: Give it a shot once. 

 

Eva: For Christ’s sake. 

 

Lanie: Rubbed up against her when she had no pants on. 

 

Dawn: Ya didn’t. 

 

Lanie: I did. 

 

Eva: What ya weren’t getting enough from every other bastard with a prick 

around here. Had ta give a clacker a go too did ya? 

 

Lanie: Just thought I’d broaden me horizons. 
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Eva: And? 

 

Lanie: Didn’t take to it all that much. But was interestin’. 

Soft. Soft and/ 

 

Eva: /Spare me! 

 

Lanie: You asked. 

 

Eva: Just fucken’ spare me the details. 

 

Lanie: You probably would’a got into it. 

 

Eva: Meaning? 

 

Lanie: Meaning, running a service station. Your affinity with vehicles and such. 

 

Eva: Well. Lillian Harris hey. 

Who’d have thought. 

 

Dawn: Not somethin’ you’d advertise out here I expect. 

I wouldn’t ‘ave. 

If I’d had the opportunity. 

If I’d had the time. 

To consider me options. 

 

Eva: No. S’pect not. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Lanie: Fuck I’m tired. 
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Maggie: Time’s movin’ on. 

Getting’ late. 

Day’s getting away. 

 

Eva: Tired? What rot. 

 

Lanie: I’m old.  

Worn out. 

Had enough. 

Done me dash. 

 

A dingo is heard, closer still. Maggie is fiddling with the radio. Static.  

 

Maggie: static…Prime Minister regrets…static…escalation of… static 

…evacuation proceed… static …please remain… static 

Evacuate. 

Evacuate. 

Evacuate. 

Please REMAIN CALM! 

 

Lanie: I’m tired. I wanna see me kids. Me poor little dead kids. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Eva: When do ya reckon was the last time it rained. 

 

Dawn: It weren’t water that flooded Salvation. It was smoke. Was the smoke 

from the bastard fire that burned the mongrel dogs and hence brought 

down the bastard weather. Bloody Smoke. 

 

Eva: Jesus I could do with a smoke. 
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When was the last time I had a smoke ya reckon? 

 

Lanie: Ya evading the conversation?  

(Pause)  

Rollie? 

 

Eva: Yeah. 

 

Lanie: Drum or a Royal? 

 

Eva: Royal. 

 

Lanie: Dunno. 

 

Eva; Drum then. 

 

Lanie: Nineteen Seventy thr…no 2014. No…15, no…2037. Dunno. 

 

Eva: What about a Winnie. 

 

Lanie: Dunno. 

 

Eva: Well, it’s a good while I reckon. 

 

Lanie: Yep. Reckon it would be. Probably around the last time I had a 

FUCKEN CUP OF DECENT COFFEE! 

 

Eva: Used ta love a smoke. 

 

Lanie: Ya temperament was a lot better too. 
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Eva: Drivin’. Smokin’. Playing the radio with the windows down. Searchin’ 

for a breeze. Searchin’. Lookin’ out for a bitta shade in all that distance 

to pull up under and have a kip. 

 

Lanie: Can be claustrophobic all that distance. Stops up ya lungs. Gives ya a 

cancer in the lungs, distance does. 

Ya can feel all that distance pressing down on ya. Squeezin’ the life outta 

ya. Ya realise how fucken’ insignificant ya are when ya consider all that 

distance surroundin’ us out here.  

 

Dawn is beginning to unpack everything from the suitcase. She takes everything out 

considers each item and places them around her. A ships horn as if moving through 

mist is heard – signalling. It is getting very loud. The man is seen in the distance. 

Motionless. Waiting. 

 

Lanie: Gets us all ‘ventually. The distance. 

 

Dawn:  It’s difficult to move through. 

She’s opening up. Out there. Cracking and splitting/ 

 

Eva: Didn’t get the blacks though.  

 

Maggie: Nah. They thrive on the distance.  

 

Dingo howls like it’s in pain. 

 

Eva: We just disappear in it. It’s like we was never here. 

It’s like this land don’t care if we was here or not when she starts 

throwin’ all that distance at ya. 

 

Maggie begins folding newspaper into sailor’s hats. When she has made two hats she 

begins pushing all the newspaper rain she has made into a news paper rain river that 

leads to the doorway. Dawn is attaching the blanket to a long piece of wood she’s 

picked up off the floor. When she’s finished it looks like a ship sail. 
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Maggie: They’s the shadows ya see in the landscape…those blacks…loomin’ 

‘cross the country…coverin’ up us white girls…stretchin’ outta the 

distance. Nippin’ and snappin’ at our heels. Doggin’ us with their history. 

With the truth. 

 

Eva: Children of the distance. Us white women never took, those that are 

comin’ never will take…to it as well.  

 

Dawn opens the suitcase in half and sets it on the river of rain that Maggie has made 

out of newspaper. She sets the sail in the suitcase and attaches the ragged Australian 

flag to fly from it. 

 

Eva: Do ya actually remember the last time it was green ‘round here? How 

long you reckon since this land was fertile. 

 

Lanie: When that poor little bitch was born in the fuel and the fire. Didn’t rain 

then. Oh no. Hasn’t rained since. This land hasn’t been fertile since we 

imprinted ourselves over it. Was the second ta last straw. That event. 

 

Maggie: Last straw hey? When I got birthed outta her. Me grand-pop lost his 

mind all the way hey. Her mind went too.  

Went with me grand-pops.  

That’s why we’s all still here.  

 

Maggie goes to radio. Numerous news reports filter through the static. Burst through 

then fade. She sings Delta Dawn softly over the end of the World as reported. While she 

does so she places the sailor hats on the heads of Eva and Lanie. They climb in the boat 

Dawn has made. A ships horn sounds quite close now. 

 

Lanie: What time will it, they, he arrive?  

 

Eva: The unexpected is unreliable when it comes ta time love. 

 

Lanie: Look out there. 
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Behind the shadows. 

 

The dingoes are real close now. We can hear their breathing in the sounds of the 

ancient songs of the landscape. Their shadows flicker across the heat haze. The man 

struggles to maintain his place in all the distance and turns to the sound of a Tall Ship 

arriving through the mist of the heat haze. Travelling up the cracks in the landscape. 

 

Dawn: Oh my God. Jesus…Do I look alright? 

 

Lanie: Look beautiful love. 

 

Eva: Might wanna brush ya hair. 

 

Lanie: No good takin’ off into the wide blue yonder with ya hair all ratty. 

 

Maggie: Don’ wanna look like a scrubber when he, it they arrive. 

 

Eva: Got a brush in ya suitcase? In ya toiletries? 

 

Dawn: Yes. Somewhere… 

 

She looks for the scrubbing brush from the suitcase.  

 

Lanie: What about a fine tooth comb? 

 

Eva: What good’s that? 

 

Lanie: /case she gets a dose of The Nits. 

 

Eva: Ya get The Nits from kids. No kids around here. 

 

Lanie: They’ll bring some kids won’t they? 

They brought kids didn’t they? 

 

Eva: Don’t recall. 
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Lanie: Well ya must remember there being kids. 

Can’t ignore kids…noisy bastards. 

 

Dawn: Had The Nits once. Me dad washed me head in kero. 

Burnt me scalp off. Same colour as the sky out here that kero was. He 

was lovely my dad. Before/ 

 

Eva: /Come out in the heat, The Nits. Outta the ground. Climb up ya. Inta ya 

head. 

 

Lanie: Had The Crabs once or twice but never The Nits. 

 

Eva: The Nits only like clean hair. 

 

Lanie: That explains it. Liked to keep meself tidy and clean downstairs. 

 

Eva: Who gave ya The Crabs? 

 

Lanie: Dunno. But I can assure you I shared ‘em around. 

 

Dawn: I do’n wanna be passin’ The Nits. Ya reckon I got time to wash me hair? 

 

Lanie: With what?  

 

Eva: Just keep that box on ya head. We’ll spray the insides of it with Mortein 

or somethin’.  

 

The TALL SHIP is seen off in the distance, barely discernible but there. 

 

Lanie: Bloody disgrace. Traveling without a comb for The Nits. 

 

Maggie: Bloody disgrace. 

Same as me. Bloody disgrace. That’s what they said. 

Bloody disgrace, me. Maggie Grace. That was gonna be me name. 

Maggie Grace rhymes with bloody disgrace, hey? 
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Lanie: She’s a bloody disgrace. No shoes. No Hat. No cardy. No brush. What 

the fuck ya reckon she packed? What ‘xactly did ya pack love? 

 

Dawn: Just stuff. Stuff I need. Here! Here’s the brush. 

 

Dawn begins brushing her hair with the scrubbing brush.  

 

TIME SHIFT 

Radio: (It is the voice of Maggie who sounds like an evangelist) 

 

On the day. 

Static. 

On the day of the final disaster. 

On the final Australia Day. 

It rained. 

Static 

Kerosene blue sky turned to silver and the shards rained down on the 

land. 

Static 

It tasted like acid that rain. 

It burnt the tongue and scalded the roof of the mouth and scorched its 

way down the back of the throat. 

 

Dawn: Christ…it’s burning me. Burning the skin and the sin and the dirt/  

 

Lanie: Dust to Dust/ 

 

Dawn: /clean outta me/ 

 

Eva: /yea though I walk through/ 

 

Dawn: /Hot/ 

 

Maggie: /The Valley/ 

 

Dawn: /Hot/ 
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Eva: /Of the Shadow/ 

 

Dawn: /Hot/ 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Maggie: Bloody disgrace what happened here…all cause of Maggie Grace/ 

 

Lanie: /In the heat’a the flames/ 

 

Eva: /You was gonna call her Maggie Grace/ 

 

Lanie: /But for the Grace of fuckin’ God/ 

 

Dawn: /No God out here/ 

 

Lanie: God drowned in all that petrol/ 

 

Eva: /In all the rain/ 

 

Lanie: /Not a country for pale skinned women/ 

 

Maggie: /their names noted in plaques, scratched into tree stumps, chiselled on the 

face of monuments…waiting for someone to read them out loud/ 

 

Dawn: Maggie Grace. 

 

Lanie: We’s all ancient bones covered in earth.  

Bones that whisper the stories now. 

Of forgotten women.  

As they push through the dry skin of this land.  

The women whose stories are imprinted in places you pass through.  

The women who are still there shimmerin’ in the desert heat. Ya see ‘em 

if ya look hard enough/ 

 

TIMESHIFT 

There are flames everywhere. Cars are on fire and the bowsers are exploding. Lanie is 

wrestling the rose bush out of the dirt. Dawn is screaming. Still squatting in the dirt. 
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There is blood running out of her. Down her legs. Maggie is singing throughout. There 

is the sound of a ships’ horn far away behind the flames. The shadows of the dingoes 

are circling. Agitated. 

 

Maggie: Delta Dawn 

What’s that flower you have on 

 

Lanie: Come on you Bastard/ 

 

Maggie: Could it be a faded Rose from day’s gone byyyyy 

 

Lanie: (her hands are bleeding as the thorns tear her skin) 

You stinkin’ rotten Bastard/ 

 

Maggie: And did I hear you say he was a meeting you here todayyyy  

 

Lanie: You hear me God…You fuckin’ listen’ you Bastard?… 

Ya not fucking’ getting her!  

 

Maggie: To take you to his mansion in the skyyyyyyy… 

 

Lanie finally gets the rose bush out of the ground and begins tearing it to shreds. The 

Man fights to save it. 

 

TIMESHIFT 

Her hands continue to bleed. Running over the blossoms. Dripping into the earth that 

sucks at the moisture greedily. A silence creeps out of the distance. Dawn crawls over 

and snatches up one of the discarded roses. Puts it in her newly brushed hair. 

 

Eva: Get in. 

They’re here. 

They’ve arrived’. 

 

Eva hands Lanie the ice cream bucket. Maggie scoops up all the scattered rose petals 

out of the suitcase and places them in the ice cream bucket. She puts a paper hat on her 

head. She scoops up the dirt out of the suitcase and begins painting their faces as if with 

war paint. 
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TIMES COLLIDE 

Man is Dawn’s father. He is rolling a cigarette standing in front of the service station. 

Dawn is going into labour, though trying to get into the suitcase boat.  

 

Dad: There was this sorta vacuum. Ya could feel the air getting sucked outta 

ya. It was real quiet. Real quiet. Even the fuckin’ Maggie’s stopped 

squawkin’. 

(he licks the paper and seals the smoke) 

Then outta the distance ya heard it 

(whispers)  

Ka-Boom. Boom. 

Then the distance’d smack ya in the face and knock ya on ya arse.  

(whispers)  

Ka-Boom. 

(he moves and leans on a bowser and sticks the smoke in his mouth).  

Ka-boom. 

 

Lanie: Christ! It’s comin. Eva it’s fuckin’ comin… 

 

Dad: We knew then. We knew ya’d never stop comin’. 

Nam and Iraq and Afghanistan.  

Korea, China. 

England. 

 

Dawn is dragging Maggie behind her. Swimming against the newspaper river. 

Struggling to get into the suitcase boat. Eva is in it. Struggling to hoist the ragged 

Australian flag. 

 

Lanie: We gotta get her outta here/ 

 

Dad: Then here.  

(He releases one of the hoses from the bowser and dribbles petrol on the 

ground. The earth shrinks)  

Wanna smoke? Aussie tobacco?  

 

Lanie: For Christ’s sake/ 

 

Man: See the thing is mate. I don’t like American cigarettes. Never did. Don’t 

like American smoke… 
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Smoke comin’ outta the sky…shrivelling up the little kiddies…the little 

girls… 

(pulls a zippo out of his pocket, lights the smoke)  

Good lighters though.  

 

Eva: The Rain. Jesus! 

 

Dawn is still struggling toward the suitcase boat. Being held back by her father. 

 

Man: S’matter a’fact I don’t like Americans much.  

Ka-Boom.  

‘Specially don’t like Americans gardenin’ with me little girl. Planting 

things. Things not meant to grow.  

Can’t sette a land that’s already settled.  

Sure ya don’t wanna smoke? 

 

Lanie is struggling to get Dawn in the suitcase boat. She is knocked to the ground. It 

seems as if for a moment she is drowning in the newspaper river. 

 

Eva: Fuckin’ drag her if ya have to 

 

Dawn: Daddy…it hurts… 

 

Maggie: I know darlin’. I know. 

 

Dawn: DaDDDYYY… 

 

Maggie: Ka-boom. 

(he lights the zippo and tosses it in the petrol) 

 

The world explodes. Radio static goes crazy. Increases and then abruptly cuts out. The 

TALL SHIP FROM OUT OF THE HEAT HAZE pulls up into the driveway of the service 

station. 

 

TIMESHIFT 
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Dawn is draped across the front of the suitcase like a broken ships figurehead. She 

holds onto Maggie by the wrist, who is floating on the newspaper river. Lanie and Eva 

are upright in the suitcase boat. The ragged Australian flag is finally hoisted. They are 

using beer cans as periscopes, looking out at the tall ships dominating the distance. 

Maggie is holding up the album cover of Johnny Cash as if it is a white flag of peace. 

 

Eva: Was an ordinary day. 

The day the rain came. 

 

Lanie: I recall. 

 

Eva: Nuthin’ much went on/ 

 

Lanie: Same old same old really. Happen’s like that. Goes on, the same thing 

happens day after day after day. Then the unexpected. No reason. 

 

Eva: Nah, nothing different went on that day. ‘Cept for the arrival/ 

 

Lanie: /an the rain/ 

 

Eva: / an the invasion a’ course. 

 

Lanie: She don’t forget and she don’t forgive. Violence. 

It’s in the history of the place. Imprinted on the fuckin’ landscape. 

 

Eva: He liked a smoke ya dad did. 

 

Lanie: First breath she ever breathed…just sucked in all that distance… 

 

Eva: All that… Smoke…all those flames… 

 

Lanie: Little blossoms of her lungs just shrivelled up. 

 

Eva: Poor little bastard faded away before she even bloomed. 

 

Man: Ka-boom/ 
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Lanie: Never seen anythin’ like it/ 

 

Eva: Ever smelt burnt pork/ 

 

Man: /crackling been cooked too long/ 

 

Lanie: Turns ya guts, that smell/ 

 

She drags dawn across the front of the suitcase and into the makeshift boat. Eva grabs 

Maggie and pulls her in.  

 

Maggie: Us white women gotta bear the brunt now. 

 

Lanie: We gotta bear the brunt. 

An’ ya know why? 

Cause we can take it. She knows that. 

That’s why she don’t kill the men out here. 

Couldn’t be fuckin’ bothered. 

She lets the chainsaws and the vehicles and the grog do that for her. 

Useless bastards, men in this country. 

Always have bin’. 

She got no use for them and their ideas’a mateship and heroes and 

cheerin’ fuckin’ dead soldiers paradin’ down streets, laying flowers on 

monuments. 

Nah we gotta bear the brunt’a it cause she respects us. 

We survive anything she throws at us ‘till we’re fuckin’ dead and then 

she just throws a few more punches at us. 

And we keep sayin’ fuck you! She respects that. 

Penance. 

Payin’ the fuckin’ piper. 

God save the Queen and her wild Colonial Boys and let this country deal 

with the women. 

That’s why we’re still here. 

That’s why it’s left up to us to go out there. 

An’ meet em. 

Alright you bastards. C’mon. 

 

Eva: First bitta sense I’ve heard ya utter for years.  
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 (Pause) 

 

Lanie: Ya could get ya fat arse over a bit.  

 

Eva: I could. But I won’t. 

 

(Pause) 

 

Why? 

 

Lanie: More rain’s comin. Wash away the past. Wash away this present.  

 

Lanie and Eva step out of the suitcase. They throw their sailors hats into the boat. Eva 

passes the flag to Maggie. She holds it aloft. Dawn is still half across the front of the 

boat. Eva and Lanie paddle through the newspaper rain river and begin to push the 

boat out into the heat haze. 

 

Eva: We were only ever really travellers here. 

Journeymen. Women with suitcases packed full of broken dreams and 

dead children and mis-remembrances of ir-real times. 

It‘ll be the same with this mob. 

Visitors. 

That’s all. For a time. 

A short while. 

 

 (Pause) 

 

Lanie: I’m stayin’ with me kids. 

 

Eva: I know. 

 

 (Pause) 

 

I’m staying with ya. 

 

Lanie indicates in the direction of Dawn and Maggie as they disappear out to meet the 

TALL SHIPS. 
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Lanie: Why don’t ya go with ya girls and fuck off.  

I’m sick of the sight of ya. 

 

Eva: Cause ya wouldn’t remember where to find the fucking sugar! 

 

Lanie: I know where ya hide the sugar, I’m not senile… 

 

Radio bursts into static as Dawn and Maggie in their ship disappear out of the 

landscape. 

 

Lanie: Ya know. I’ve fought this bitch of a landscape for longer than I can 

remember. Don’t know if I’m finished fighting yet. 

But I’d fight for her. 

I’d stand beside those abos and fight for her. 

We’re all gatekeepers now. 

Black, white and fuckin’ brindle. 

 

Eva: Well.  

 

Eva goes and takes the sign down. Salvation is closed for business. 

 

Lanie: Yeah.  

 

Lanie picks up her coffee cup and she makes herself comfortable in the dirt. They look 

at each other and smile. Then turn their eyes to the distance. They wait. 

 

The landscape catches on fire briefly and as the flames recede, breaking through the 

smoke the Southern Cross appears brightly in the sky then is covered by more TALL 

SHIPS approaching. The ships’ horns echo a victory call. The dingo’s howl responds 

and cuts off the ships horn abruptly. Through the fallout, the heat haze, in the last 

visage of the landscape, a dark human shape is seen moving through the distance. The 

two women stand and move out into the heat haze to join them. The TALL SHIPS 

shudder. 

Real cold clear rain begins to fall. The landscape drinks it up thirstily. 

 

End of play. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

In every landscape [there] are ongoing dialogues; there is no blank slate, the task is to 

 join in the conversation. Every act of making landscape … should be an expression 

that respects and inspires the next act … it should seek to reinforce the particular 

 of time and place and make connections among seemingly disparate things. All 

 can learn to read landscape, to understand those readings, and to speak new 

 wisdom … to cultivate the power of landscape expression 

 as if life depends on it. For it does. 

 (Spirn, 2008b, p. 45) 

 

 Dawn’s Faded Rose (Salvation Roses) is a new dramatic work that was generated 

through an excavation and analysis of landscape – through memory, imagining, 

representing and theorising. The play was further developed through collaborative 

workshopping and reading as is specific to dramatic, theatrical and creative 

development practice. The separate and distinct areas of the research explored the 

artistic experiences I faced as a playwright. In essence this research investigated how 

experiences of landscape were explored in the creation and development of a new play. 

The original draft of the work provided the initial landscape ‘dialogue’ that was 

explored as the focus of this study. The creative development of the play occurred 

through further ongoing ‘dialogues’ about the landscape. These dialogues occurred 

between myself, the collaborators, and the original draft of the work. This study 

explores how the landscape became a powerful metaphor for reimagining nature and 

culture and for reinterpreting the white woman’s relationship to and with it, from a 

contemporary perspective. This research explored landscape contexts from diverse 

fields of practice, creation and development, and subsequently situated the artistic work 

in theoretical frameworks of landscape theory and phenomenology. Cultural knowledge 

statements were recognised as being embedded within the fiction and therefore 

emergent from the work and further theoretical knowledge was formulated from the 

analysis of creating and developing the fiction through a creative development process 

that incorporated cycles of action research.  

The creation of the play and the analysis of the first phase of the research provided 

an example of how memory and experience significantly impacted on imagining and 

creating the fictional work. The personal experiential narratives as shared and analysed 

were the dominant ideological, philosophical and cultural documents which initially 

generated the dramatic work. As a researcher I discovered that authentic documentation 
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of the creation of the work was often an uncomfortable process as I had to not only look 

closely at my writing behaviour, but also come to conclusions about myself as a white 

woman, artist and academic.  

The creative development processes and the complexity of the distinctly different 

phases of imagining, creating, writing, collaborating and redrafting was just as 

challenging. Being able to distance myself from the implicitly personal and experiential 

associations with landscape was challenging. To be able to view the work in 

professional practice contexts and being open to accepting and analysing feedback to, 

on, and of the work, from the position of an objective researcher was sometimes almost 

impossible. However one of the most significant developments that occurred between 

the two drafts was generated in the creative development process and proposed by the 

Creative Development Festival Coordinator of the Freerange rehearsed reading event: 

 I wonder how the piece can work to surprise us theatrically. How the laws of 

 time and space can bend to imbue the landscape of the play with this 

 otherworldliness. Can day  and night pass in a heartbeat? …  I think this point 

 relates to constructing rules of the  environment earlier on. What can be done 

 in this space to escape and what can’t? (Appendix E, p. 365) 

This feedback seemed particularly constructive to the redrafting process considering 

landscape was the focus of the artistic research. I began to consider ‘breaking’ the rules 

of the constructed environment and in doing so reflecting on the form and style of the 

work.  I began to contemplate how the landscape could become something ‘other’, 

something more theatrically active, more thematically intrusive. In the initial draft the 

landscape is clearly aligned with geography and actual environment e.g.  

 The entire stage is covered in red cracked earth.  

 A desert. Parched. The landscape thirsts. There has been no rain for a very long 

 time (Draft 1, p. 18). 

In the second draft the landscape is directly personified as something ‘other’ than 

geography e.g. 

 the external landscape is creeping in and taking over. Taking itself back. The 

 external landscape is heat haze. Barely discernible as geography. It is alive. A 

 purgatorial landscape – though it is not purgatory. (Draft 2, p. 239).  
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In choosing to transport the ‘landscape’ out of the actual and into a more 

surreal/existential depiction, the style, form and nature of the work shifted significantly.  

This decision had numerous implications on the way landscape (as antagonist) 

responded to the conflicting events and circumstances enacted in the world of the play. 

In Draft 2, the stage directions herald the aggressive nature of landscape in a more 

interactive way than is implied in the first draft.  The following three examples 

demonstrate the landscape’s behaviour: 

1. The heat haze reaches in through the doorway. The space crackles, sizzles, spits 

 contempt at the women (Draft 2, p. 265). 

2. The landscape responds to statement of ownership and the heat haze lurches at 

 the women (Draft 2, p. 282). 

3. Lanie trickles the dirt and the news of the world through her fingers and 

 watches it drift out into the heat haze. The landscape swallows it up (Draft 2, 

 p.  285). 

The shift between actual and surreal/existential landscape opened up surprising avenues 

for dramatic and theatrical developments. The landscape became theatrical. The world 

or the universe of the play changed. The rules and laws of time and place changed. Draft 

1 suggests within the text that time shifts between the past and the future present yet it is 

reasonably clear that the action is still constructed naturally across a one day period: 

 The following action occurs from dawn until the stars appear in the night sky 

 over a  one day period (Draft 1, p. 18). 

Draft 2 however clearly breaks the rules of time and indicates time is shifting - 

malleable e.g. 

 TIME: 

 Time shifts between the future, the present and the past are indicated by 

 TIMESHIFT. The characters are both in time and out of time (Draft 2, p  239). 

The concept of weather, especially rain occurring in the landscape in the first draft  are 

discussed, though in a somewhat heightened poetic manner, as is natural to the flood, 

drought cycle appropriate to the terrain e.g.  

 The entire stage is covered in red cracked earth.  

 A desert. Parched. The landscape thirsts. There has been no rain for a very long 

 time.  There is no water (Draft 1, p. 16). 

and 
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  Maggie: Flooded once I heard hey? The Higho Creek busted its banks. 

  I asked my love to take a walk…take a walk…just a little walk…  

  (Banks of the Ohio by Olivia Newton John, 1971)Down beside…where 

  the waters flow… 

  I heard the land was weeping so much/bawlin’ her bloody eyes out – that 

  all the  poor bitch’s tears rolled down and pooled in the Higho.  

  Kept comin’ those tears for daysandaysanweeks ‘parently. Flooded real 

  big. Burstin the banks.  

  Down by the banks of the Old Higho… (Draft 1, p. 33) 

 

In Draft 2 the event of rain happening in the landscape takes on a symbolic function as 

‘rain’ becomes abstracted into theatrical moments whereby fragments of global events 

are rained down upon the women who are held in this place by these very events across 

history and time. Maggie tears at the news of the world and rains down the shredded 

fragments on the characters e.g. 

 Maggie:The Rainin’, THE POURIN’ and we’s all bin’ snorin’. 

 

 Dawn: (a little agitated) 

Rainin’ in Salvation. Don’t seem right. 

 

 Eva: Why not?  

 

 Maggie:Did though. Fuckin’ rained like a bastard.  

(She throws handfuls of newspaper rain in the air)  

 

  Dawn: /Shut up…I refuse to be considerin’ what rain feels like.  

But I’m sure it’s unpleasant…unnatural (Draft 2, p. 247). 

 

The continued repetition of this action enables the same character to create the means of 

final escape from the exacerbated circumstances as in the following three examples: 

  

1. Maggie begins folding newspaper into sailor’s hats. When she has made two 

 hats she begins pushing all the newspaper rain she has made into a news paper 

 rain river that leads to the doorway (Draft 2, p. 334). 

 

 

2. Dawn is draped across the front of the suitcase like a broken ships figurehead. 

 She holds onto Maggie by the wrist who is floating on the newspaper river. 

 Lanie and Eva are upright in the suitcase boat. The ragged Australian flag is 

 finally hoisted. They are using beer cans as periscopes, looking out at the tall 

 ships dominating the distance. Maggie is holding up the album cover of 

 Johnny Cash as if it is a white flag of peace (Draft 2, p. 343). 
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3. Lanie and Eva step out of the suitcase. They throw their sailors hats into the 

 boat.  Eva passes the flag to Maggie. She holds it aloft. Dawn is still half across 

 the front of the boat. Eva and Lanie paddle through the newspaper rain river 

 and begin to push the boat out into the heat haze (p. 344). 

 

The above examples are by no means all inclusive of the all changes that occurred 

between the two drafts in response to the Creative Development Festival Coordinators 

question.  It is also prudent to state that even though this question was posed in the very 

early stages of the creative development process, the changes or the implications these 

changes could make to the overall structure, symbolic and metaphoric representations 

and landscape/character interactions within the text weren’t evident until the very last 

phase of the writing process and on reflection of all the feedback overall. However the 

examples as included are indicative of how the ‘landscape’ may ‘surprise’ in a more 

theatrical and satisfying manner than is evident in the first draft.  

  

The second phase of the process however, was often very difficult. The 

dramaturgical responses to the work were hugely helpful in negotiating the gaps in the 

play, yet the often completely different responses suggested that the dramaturges may 

have been coming at the work from their own philosophical and artistic positions rather 

than addressing the questions I posed in the early stages of the process. For example the 

continuing reference to the play being set in purgatory from most of the collaborators 

was quite frustrating even when it is clearly indicated in Draft 2 that the play was NOT 

set in purgatory:  

 Barely discernible as geography. It is alive. A purgatorial landscape – though it 

 is not purgatory. (Draft 2, p. 239).  

The following excerpt from one dramaturgical response indicated that there was still the 

need to perhaps specifically define the setting in more concrete temporal or spiritual 

terms: 

 Did that encounter (sexual) actually lead to Maggie’s conception… or was there 

 something happening between Dawn and her father…? An added secret shame 

 that Dawn and Maggie understand but that the other women still don’t despite 

 the many re-enactments through the thirty years of purgatory…? 
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 Because in Catholic terms, I’m sure you know, Lil, there is profound difference 

 between limbo, purgatory and hell. Limbo is where the unbaptised babies go, 

 and they can never, never leave…they are trapped forever… a harshness so 

 extraordinary… akin to hell…but that place isn’t pain… just nothingness… 

 numbness… an absence of  God’s light is how it was taught pre-Vatican 

 Two…and purgatory is as brutal and  hellish as hell… but it is only 

 temporary… a sinner can repent… punishment can be endured and a pathway 

 back to heaven assured… bargaining is possible… both in life and in the 

 afterlife… particularly through confession… and repentance… but hell is  hell 

 and once there… you can never get out… 

 

 If your world is purgatory, then acts of confession and repentance can 

 release all of the women… (Appendix F, p. 379-380).  

 

Due to responses such as these I felt that there was an ever-present danger during 

this phase of the study, which was that I felt I was losing sight of the work and the 

landscape contexts I initially sought to create and develop through the work. 

Consequently, through the course of the research process the landscape focus in the 

study shifted. The two drafts of the play incorporated here evidence that the over-riding 

exploration of landscape became a more direct and implicit thematic analysis of white 

inheritance of landscape. This thematic revelation evidences the importance of my 

personal philosophical associations with the Australian landscape.  

The investigation into the creation and development of the play evidences a 

contemporary dramatic work which attempted to analyse the researcher’s sense of 

belonging to place in an historical and contemporary context. The landscape and post-

colonial literature as reviewed impacted significantly on the plays development. The 

analysis of the literature enabled me to identify personal tensions associated with 

themes of white inheritance of landscape from a theoretical perspective that then 

generated further creative concepts that were subtextually addressed in the work. 

Research Outcomes 

The impact of landscape as stated in the previous chapters and the incorporation 

and adaptation of cyclic principles of action research into the dramaturgical 
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processes assisted in structuring and guiding the development of the artistic 

work, specifically the fictional contexts of the work. The feedback that the 

separate and distinct phases of these stages of the research provided generated 

exceptionally imaginative, creative and diverse ideas for redrafting. These ideas 

displaced the work, moved it out of an experiential exploration in a fictive 

domain and developed landscape contexts into landscape consequences. These 

consequences as explored in the final draft may have the capacity to generate 

broader discourse on socio-cultural, socio-racial, economic and environmental 

statements in landscape fields and may be made through the discussion on the 

excavation of cultural meaning identified by the play. In doing so I hope that 

Dawn’s Faded Rose (Salvation Roses) addresses significant and challenging 

contemporary socio-political issues in new Australian dramatic writing cultures. 

 

New Work 

This research has generated a new dramatic work, Salvation Roses for Australian 

performance. Salvation Roses is a play that may be identified as contributing to 

the burgeoning genre of dramatic fiction in Australian theatre culture recognised 

as Australian Gothic, wherein landscape is identified as a predominant motif that 

resonates through the genre. The play was shortlisted for the Queensland 

Premier’s drama award 2012 (final 10). 

 

New Concepts 

The exegetical component of this study proposes two new innovative analytical 

frameworks relating to creative writing:  

 

Dramatic Fusion: the concept of a dramaturgical cohesion between 

phenomenological experiences and fiction. 

Creative Development as Research Method: rather than relating to the 

development of practitioner practice, this research proposes that creative 

development processes may incorporate traditional principles of action research 
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to formally develop and enhance the fictional contexts of a new dramatic work – 

specifically, dramatic circumstance, setting and character.  

 

Methodology 

In articulating artistic creation and development, this study posed that the 

application of a structure that incorporates writing behaviours such as create–

plan-communicate-collaborate-observe-reflect-evaluate-act-develop may assist 

in providing a generic model for practice-specific playwrighting activity.  

 

Personal discoveries 

From a more personal perspective, the evocation and excavation of landscape in 

this study is a result of my early autobiographical experiences of living in the 

landscape, being over-awed by the capacity of the power of landscape as related 

to me and by my personal investment in landscape as a contributing factor to my 

personal psychology. The landscape and its associated historical ‘white-

washing’ as explored in the play suggests that I have yet to come to terms with 

my place in it and negotiate my sense of un-belonging to it. Consequently, this 

study nominates landscape as an epistemology, as meaning–bestowing, as active 

and participatory in the construction of cultural knowledge and personal 

understanding (in this instance), imperative to discourse concerning class, race 

and gender and social organisation.  

 

Research Outpoints 

The research will generate two creative outputs. The first is the new play script 

Salvation Roses. The second, programmed at The Brisbane Powerhouse in 

August/ September 2012, will be a further exploration of landscape from the 

perspective of my personal narrative inquiry into landscape experience. The 

production is entitled The Salvation Project and will be a physical and ‘musical’ 

investigation of issues raised by the literature reviewed in this research. The 

performance will explore the white person’s relationship to dirt, country and 
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environment. The term ‘musical’ is loosely used as I am not interested in 

creating a ‘musical’ but rather I will be exploring how rhythms and sounds of 

the historical landscape affect our inherited behaviours and relationships to and 

with it. On the completion of this research I am positive that further inquiry into 

contexts of landscape—physical and psychological—will continue. 

 

A Final Reflection 

 

I think about my place in the Australian cultural landscape a lot. I have thought about 

the landscape very seriously during this study. As stated, I will continue to reflect on it 

on completion of this research journey. In attempting to evoke landscape memory, 

excavate it as a reality while imagining it as a cultural construct endowed with gendered 

identity for the purpose of analysing it as a phenomenon, I feel I have only begun to 

leave my shallow and very white footprints in the dirt – in what I perceive as the 

indigenous skin of this field. Dawn’s Faded Rose as the subject of this investigation 

suggests that from the perspective of a new dramatic work, landscape discussion and 

representation cannot merely be reduced to geography, environment and setting. From a 

contemporary artistic position it is constantly presented as a means of excavating, 

exploring and interpreting cultural meaning in contemporary Australian dramatic 

writing. Landscape is the motif which resonates through contemporary experiences of 

the white Australian conflict. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: FreeRange information 

The rehearsed reading was held on Friday 19th June at Metro Arts in Sue Benner 

Theatre, 109 Edward Street, Brisbane, 4000. 

FreeRange 2009 Creative Development Festival purpose: 

FreeRange 2009 is a unique opportunity for artists to pause, unpack the contents 

of their creativity and investigate what they’re doing and why they’re doing it. 

It’s also a unique opportunity for audiences to see what is so often hidden – the 

creative process. (FreeRange Promotional Brochure 2009) 

 

The play was read in front of an audience that consisted of general public and 

professional and academic peers. 

 

Reading 

Implementation: The workshop was planned as an all day blocking session 10.00am–

4.00pm on Friday 19
th

 June, 2009 in the Sue Benner Theatre, Metro Arts Precinct, 

Edward Street, Brisbane. The purpose of this process was Dawn’s Faded Rose’s 

inclusion in a creative development festival event FreeRange. The reading was 

produced as part of the Metro Arts Free Range creative development festival held in 

Brisbane across 1
st
–27

th
 June 2009 with the purpose of assisting artists and practitioners 

in developing their work. Aligned with the purpose of the creative development festival 

aims, audience members were invited to remain in the theatre post-reading to engage in 

an open-ended discussion of the work with me. 

 

Collaborators: 

Director 

The director operates as the translator between the playwright’s intention, the play, the 

actor, the audience and is as Benedetti (1985) states responsible for the translation of the 

timeless values of the drama into the immediate moment of the theatrical performance 

(p. 17). The director of the reading, Shaun Charles, was asked to provide written 
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feedback post-read on his thoughts regarding the play from his experience of the 

workshop/reading/research process.  

 

Professional Playwrights x 2 

Errol O’Neil and Stephen Carleton were the two playwrights who independently offered 

constructive critical feedback. Both O’Neil and Carleton are professional industry peers 

and award winning playwrights of National significance and Carleton is an academic in 

the creative writing department at the University of Queensland. Errol O’Neil also 

directly experienced the consequences of the Vietnam War on Australian political, 

social and cultural values. Each playwright was asked to supply their extensive 

feedback as written response.  

 

Festival Co-ordinator/Playwright 

Dan Evans was the FreeRange festival co-ordinator and is also an independent 

playwright/director. He works specifically in the area of developing and producing new 

work for contemporary performance and part of his role as coordinator of the event was 

to provide extensive feedback to the artists. 
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Appendix B:  

Anonymous Audience Questionnaire 

1. Did you feel the Australian outback landscape was a presence throughout the 

play?  

Very Yes Somewhat  No 

 

2. How would you describe the presence of the landscape in the play? 

Mythic  Pervasive  Nostalgic Minimal 

 

3. How much did you feel that living in that landscape contributed to the behaviour 

of the characters? 

Very Much   Somewhat   Minimal   No 

 

4. Did you find the behaviour of the female characters stereotypical? 

Not at All  Somewhat   Yes 

 

5. Did you find the female characters theatrically interesting? 

Very Much   Yes  Somewhat   No 

 

6. If you could describe this play would you describe it as? 

Apocalyptic Gothic Romantic Naturalistic Poetic 

 

7. I consent to this information being used for future reference in developing the 

play or for research purposes: 

Yes No 

 

Audience Response to Questionnaire 

*I have documented verbatim the comments made as they were written by the 

anonymous audience members who responded to the questionnaire. 

 

1. Did you feel the Australian landscape was a presence throughout the play? 

 

Very – 16 Yes – 8 Somewhat – 0 No – 0 

 

Other Comments: 

 

It was beautiful and dry. 

 

Very, Very, Very much so. 

 

Absolutely feeling the heat… could feel the dry soil, dust…and the howl of 

dingo… 
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The landscape’s presence is very strong and becomes almost a character itself 

that affects the women in the play. 

 

The bare landscape works VERY WELL to reflect the Australian land. The 

landscape is clearly developing as another character. 

 

You seem to use landscape as context. 

 

What are the similarities in the Vietnamese landscape and the Australian 

landscape? 

 

Fuck the focus on the landscape and the rest will sort itself out. Is it something 

to do with loyalty to a place in time? Rather than a landscape? Or maybe that is 

what you are trying to pin down – the landscape IS the ultimate reason. 

 

Beautiful representation of the 5
th

 character – the Australian bush. 

 

2.  How would you describe the presence of the landscape in the play? 

 

Mythic – 8 Pervasive – 6 Nostalgic – 2 Minimal – 0 

 

Other Responses: 

 

Unsure. 1 

Mythic and pervasive 1 

Mythic and Pervasive and Nostalgic 1 

Pervasive and Nostalgic 2 

Mythic and Pervasive and Nostalgic and Minimal 1 

 

Other Comments: 

 

The perfect description of the landscape means that you will articulate yourself 

perfectly – or the primary source of femininity. 

 

Landscape is Mt. Kathleen Mine about an hour out of Cloncurry. 

 

Imminent, continuous… controlling…relentless… 

 

Males are the landscape? – starting to feel like that. 

 

It reminded me of the movie ‘Love Serenade’ – the nexus of landscape, romantic 

ideals and arseholes. 
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3. How much did you feel that living in that landscape contributed to the 

behaviour of the female characters? 

 

Very Much – 21 Somewhat – 1 Minimal – 0 No – 0 

 

Other: 

 

Very much and Somewhat 1 

 

Other Comments: 

 

Maybe even a little too much. 

 

They were the landscape. Tough. Burnt. Reinventing. 

 

What do women really fight about when it comes down to it? If the fight is over a 

male – what is it, sensuality or reliability? Landscape can become a problem if 

this is what you want to investigate. 

 

They have to be more than victims. 

 

What I wanted to know was more about the relationship between the women and 

their lives, maybe finding the balance between the landscape and the 

characters…the way you wrote about the landscape was beautiful and it is clear 

the harsh environment has made these characters who they are. 

 

I loved the idea of we ‘pale skinned’ people weren’t made for this land’ – there 

is still something about the place that is incomprehensible to them which you 

don’t get a sense of in things like MacLeods Daughters etc. Excellent. 

 

4. Did you find the behaviour of the characters stereotypical?* 

 

Not at All – 11 Somewhat – 10 Yes – 1 

 

*most responses generated comments with this question to accompany the answers. 

 

Comments: 

 

Yes – Seemed to fuel the brash female stereotype – only for some but this was 

justified by the ending. 
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Somewhat – Dawn seemed a little stereotypical – would like to see more power 

from her. 

 

Somewhat – clichés yes but deliberately so they’re funny and appealing. 

 

Somewhat – people in the outback really are that! 

 

Somewhat – To the women of the outback but in an advised, educated, truthful 

way. 

 

Somewhat – Absolutely the harshness – what is typically known as outback 

women. 

 

Not at all – great to see a variety of strong female characters. 

 

Not at all – beautiful representation of the characters of the Australian outback. 

 

5. Do you find the female characters theatrically interesting? 

 

Very Much – 9 Yes – 11 Somewhat – 2 No – 0 

 

Other: 

 

Very Much and Yes 1 

 

Comments: 

 

Loved the well established relationship between the mature women Lanie and 

Eva. Dawn’s age confused me a little – should she be as young as the she died? 

 

Maggie’s character was a little confusing; her interjections sometimes caused 

me to lose focus. I really love the relationship between Lanie, Eva and Dawn. 

 

Maggie’s character was in the grey area for a majority of the play – making the 

plot confusing. This was later justified though. 

 

I felt unsure about Maggies’ character for a long time through the beginning of 

the play. The character became clearer but still unsure if she was a child or a 

woman in a child’s body. 
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The older characters were interesting. But the ‘Angel’ and ‘main’ woman didn’t 

seem justified, strong. I don’t need their background…they seemed one-

dimensional. 

 

Sometimes the characters seem like they are preaching at us…explaining rather 

than being…though they were charismatic – more the older women than the two 

younger – younger women need to push too! 

 

Very confronting and powerful – some characters in particular Maggie I found 

her character to be a bit busy – 

 

Role of dirt angel not always clear and often distracting. I found Lanie and Eva 

central and were almost enough on their own!! Making it a two person play with 

allusions to the other characters. 

 

I loved the truthfulness!! 

 

Eva and Lanie only. 

 

I didn’t like Maggie until the end when it all made sense! I felt the moments with 

the father were too forced. It got old. If he is too villainised we care less. 

 

The actual ‘plot twist’ (what happened to them) wasn’t completely clear. I love 

no male characters. Sometimes the angel was an interruption that didn’t work. 

 

All very different and individual. 

 

I don’t feel for Dawn. She’s distant from the beginning to end. It’s difficult to 

connect to her. I feel the two older characters expressed everything for Dawn 

and so didn’t allow her to deal with the issue herself. So when she left, I didn’t 

feel it was her decision, or that she had moved on. And therefore did not feel for 

her. 

 

I loved the characters of Lanie and Eva. 

 

6. If you could describe this play would you describe it as: 

 

Apocalyptic – 3 Gothic – 3 Romantic – 1 Naturalistic –1 Poetic – 5 

 

Other: 

 

Magic Realism 1 
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Apocalyptic and Poetic 3 

Apocalyptic and Romantic 1 

Naturalistic and Poetic 1 

Gothic and Naturalistic and Poetic 1 

Apocalyptic and Naturalistic and Poetic 1 

Naturalistic and Poetic 1 

Gothic and Poetic 1 

 

Comments: 

 

I’m looking forward to seeing the impact of lighting – would be great to see the 

opening scene depicting hell. The use of language was gorgeous!! Rich and 

lu[s]cious. 

 

Staging practicality might hinder suitability. 

 

Heralds back to another time in regional Queensland history. Isolation. 

 

The story is all backward shaped – what is the future for the women? Can they 

have a future? Scenes are finishing before we get to the transaction. 

 

Very powerful and great story. 

 

A great ghost story. 

 

Autobiographical is extremely strong. It goes to show that personal experiences 

are theatrically nourishing!!! 

 

Themes needed cleaning up – returning home, politics, women’s relationships to 

the land etc! There is a lot going on which is difficult to latch on to. 

 

Confused about the ending who was in the suitcase? Probably overcome easily 

when staged and characters are more clearly delineated language, story, 

characters completely absorbing. 

 

I find your work more deeply connected with why people leave and return, 

music, relationships, women’s’ relationships…GRIMNESS of life is 

awesome…Coming back to memories, returning – distance – why? Why the fuck 

do you do that? Now becoming everything about your own creation, starting to 

feel like that. 
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Table B1 – Audience Response 

Question      Observation 

1. Did you feel 

the Australian 

outback 

landscape was 

a presence 

throughout the 

play? 

16  

Very much 

8  

Yes 

0  

 Some 

0  

No 

Desired 

contexts of 

Landscape 

representation 

evident in 

draft. 

2. How would 

you describe 

the presence of 

the landscape 

in the play? 

8  

mythic 

6 

pervasive 

2  

nostalgic 

0 

minimal 

Quite clear 

landscape is 

being 

identified by 

audience as 

being a strong 

‘symbolic’ 

presence. 

3. How much 

did you feel 

that living in 

that landscape 

contributed to 

the behaviour 

of the 

characters? 

21 

Very much 

1 

Somewhat 

0 

minimal 

0 

Not at 

all 

Desired 

exploration of 

landscape 

impacting on 

female 

behaviour 

evident. 

4. Did you find 

the behaviour 

of the female 

characters 

stereotypical? 

11 

Not at all 

10 

Somewhat 

1 

Yes 

– Positive 

response – not 

usual regional 

representations 

5. Did you find 

the female 

characters 

theatrically 

interesting? 

9 

Very Much 

3 

Yes 

1 

Somewhat 

1 

No 

Positive 

response 

6. If you could 

describe this 

play would you 

describe it as? 

 

3 

Apocalyptic 

3 

Gothic 

2 

Romantic/ 

Naturalistic 

5 

Poetic 

Obvious that 

the work is 

difficult to 

identify in 

terms of genre. 
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Other Relevant Comments and Questions 

 

Are you using the music in tune – or deliberately out of tune? 

 

I loved the use of the word ‘maggie’ very clever. 

 

I liked how it wasn’t all about ‘hating’ men – that it was about the power within the 

women, there was a good balance here. 

 

I felt that the themes were powerful and well implemented. I believe that the topics of 

war and landscape and the role of women could be more tightly interwoven. 

 

How much has this been influenced by international culture? Including American pop 

culture? Vietnamese? It seems that Vietnamese culture is secondary, voiceless. 

 

They seemed one dimensional. If this is a choice this has to be a strong 

Choice and maintained throughout the piece. 

 

I reckon there needs to be a scene by scene look at what is static and what is driving 

women – I think it is because two of the characters aren’t activated. 

 

First act – set-up – worried it takes too long finding the story – when the story gets hold 

on in last 5–10 minutes. It roars from 10km to 60km/hr. Is there more? Do the men or 

the blacks need bodies? 

 

Not sure what was driving through theatrically. 

 

I felt that it should have finished with the song and not kept going to the next 

line/dingo’s etc. 

 

A strong/unique play; great to acknowledge Aus. Participation in Vietnam war. 

 

Still think the landscape is painting yourself into a corner, not a bad thing. But can make 

it harder, all the harder for yourself. Yet as far as the reading goes I need a fucking 

awesome landscape, visually at least. Need to see what the characters represent. 
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Appendix C: Tabled Analysis of Creative 

Development Phase 1. Response 

 

Analysis of Creative Development – Phase 1 Responses 

Questions 

Phase 1. 

Linked to Feedback Developing Questions for 

Phase 2/3 

What or where 

is the surprise 

in the 

landscape? 

 

How the laws of time and space can 

bend to imbue the landscape of the 

play with this otherworldliness. Can 

day and night pass in a heartbeat? Does 

a character exit stage left and then re-

enter stage right – to create a kind of 

Twilight Zone-feeling of entrapment? 

Can any of the characters see US – 

the audience? Are we spectators to 

their prison? I think this point relates 

to constructing rules of the 

environment earlier on. 

Consider the landscape 

‘alive’ – e.g. invest 

ACTUAL life into it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can Maggie directly 

address audience? 

 

Where is the 

play set? 

Purgatory?  

 

I wonder how both timelines can come 

together to literally explode where the 

play does a kind of metaphysical 

shift and the environment – to which 

they have been chained to – 

somehow opens up or transforms 

through nature (rain seems the most 

obvious example but what if it was 

snow?). As an audience, I want a 

reprieve from the heat. This would 

also add to the ‘Twilight-ness’ of the 

world. 

 

 

How can I use elements of 

weather more 

significantly to identify 

‘place’ as somewhere 

other than purgatory? 

Why are they 

stuck? (In the 

place where 

they died) 

 

I wonder whether Maggie could (a) be 

the free spirited angel kind of figure – 

representing (without words) the need 

to escape, the possibility of 

somewhere/thing else? Or lost 

opportunity? (b) whether we ‘enter’ 

the story through her, whether the 

piece starts with her waking, having 

fallen from ‘heaven’? discovering 

these characters as we do? (c) she 

becomes the ‘trigger’ or ‘vessel’ 

through which we are pulled back. 

 

 

 

 

Invest Maggie with the 

power of the past. She has 

the knowledge and uses it 

to MAKE DAWN 

REMEMBER. Exposition 

of WHY they are stuck 

comes through her? 
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Appendix D: Personal Observation to the Creative 

Development Rehearsed Reading 

 The sense of the landscape as a pervasive phenomenon was very strong. 

 

 The relationship and repartee between the two older characters – Lanie and Eva 

proved successful both theatrically and dramatically. 

 

 It is evident that the behaviour of the characters, the way they speak and the 

poetic rhythm of the language in the play can be developed as being entirely 

appropriate to the circumstance and environment of the story unfolding and 

consequently to the enhancement of the dramatic reading. 

 

Personal Critical Response 

 Due to the way the play is written in a particular rough poetic vernacular it 

sometimes proved difficult for the actors reading to capture the essential rhythm 

of the dialogue. I believe that culturally our cannon of contemporary work is 

written predominantly by urban, educated middle class (male) playwrights and 

consequently professional female actors do not get many opportunities to 

explore female characters of this type written in this way. Two of the actors 

often rearranged the grammatical structure and found it difficult to capture the 

rough vernacular. The play is consciously written in a sort of shorthand – ends 

of words are dropped etc. However the actors tended to pronounce dialogue, 

speech and words correctly which upset the rhythm and effectively lessened the 

impact of not only character but action and tension and conflict. 

 

 It was difficult to get a sense of how the songs and music supported or drove 

forward the storytelling. The actor who played Maggie the ‘Angel’ child was 

unfamiliar with the songs and the short time frame allocated for workshopping 

the read didn’t allow her any opportunity for musical rehearsal. The music is 

important to the environment and atmosphere of the play and culturally 

identifies with a particular social class and type. 
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 As the character of Dawn was played with a sense of self and circumstantial 

awareness, e.g. it was evident the actor was playing the end of the play from the 

outset and consequently her dramatic journey didn’t evoke any sympathy or 

empathy from me as an audience member. The character of Dawn is written 

consciously as one who has forgotten what happened in the past and it is only as 

the events of the play unfold that she comes to a realisation of before. I didn’t 

believe her. I didn’t care about her. This was problematic in the read as she is the 

main character and the conflict and tension within the play evolves from her 

previous and past circumstances and actions of which she is unaware in the 

present. 

 

 A crucial factor pertaining to successful performance in my work is the actors’ 

awareness of being continually vigilant about playing against the tragedy or the 

drama of the piece. I consciously write the characters with a strong sense of self 

deprecation regarding self, circumstance and action (Hassall, 2006, personal 

journal entry) This self-deprecation is a major distinguishing feature of the 

female characters’ behaviour in the landscape in my work. 
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Appendix E: Full Peer Responses 

to Rehearsed Reading 

 

Directorial Response 

Charles’ feedback on my question regarding the landscape was: 

The concept of ‘landscape’ in the play, its description, the characters relationship 

to it and the embodiment of it, seems to be working well, and as such is not an 

immediate priority for future drafts. The ‘landscape’ is there any further 

discussion on it will simply over-intellectualise the idea. Let it sit there and age 

and bake in stillness and silence like the real landscape (Charles, 2009). 

 

In reference to the characters he stated: 

Much of the word of mouth feedback I’ve received is that the characters of 

Lanie and Eva work extremely well. We understand them. Their shorthand and 

repartee with each other makes them instantly familiar. We like them and 

consequently care about them. 

 

Which doesn’t seem to be the immediate case with Maggie and Dawn. Why is 

this? Part of the answer potentially lies in the most discussed and complex issue 

in the play – are the characters dead? (Charles, 2009). 

 

He also included in his response a number of questions in for me to consider which are 

dramatic elements he did not feel as a director were evident in Draft 1 of Rose:  

 

1. Where is the play set? Purgatory? 

2. Why doesn’t she (Dawn) remember? 

3. Why is she stuck? (In the place where she died) 

4. Why do Lanie and Eva know? (Dawn is dead) 

 

Festival co-ordinators response 

Dan Evans: Email Correspondence 02-02-10 

Tension of mystery/ surprise/ deliberate confusion 

I wonder how the piece can work to surprise us theatrically. How the laws of time and 

space can bend to imbue the landscape of the play with this otherworldliness. Can day 

and night pass in a heartbeat? Does a character exit stage left and then re-enter stage 

right – to create a kind of Twilight Zone-feeling of entrapment? Can any of the 

characters see US – the audience? Are we spectators to their prison?  

I think this point relates to constructing rules of the environment earlier on. What can be 

done in this space to escape and what can’t? Have others tried before? And what 
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happens when they do? I want to feel like I am in an outback limbo, caught somewhere 

between Hell and Eternity.  

The role of Maggie 

I wonder if Maggie – as a character – doesn’t complicate things a little too much? I 

question her role in the overall piece. She is beautiful and her dialogue is very tender 

but – when it all boils down – what does she ACTUALLY do? I wonder whether she 

could (a) be the free spirited angel kind of figure – representing (without words) the 

need to escape, the possibility of somewhere/thing else? Or lost opportunity? (b) 

whether we ‘enter’ the story through her, whether the piece starts with her waking, 

having fallen from ‘heaven’? discovering these characters as we do? (c) she becomes 

the ‘trigger’ or ‘vessel’ through which we are pulled back to the Vietnam sub-plot? The 

actor reading the role floundered significantly in the reading due to time constraints, 

difficulty of dual role, her professional technique training practice (Suzuki) and lack of 

familiarity with the music/songs. Consequently I found the combination of all these 

elements made it difficult to analyse the character as written from the reading. However 

going into the reading Cement Dawn’s relationship with her daughter (Maggie) during 

the pregnancy and birth to strengthen any sort of purpose for Maggie’s existence in the 

reality of the play. Address why Dawn ignores her presence throughout the majority 

play. 

 

How can we draw a stronger connection between Vietnam and the Present? 

I think the answer here is a question of environment or landscape. Americans/ 

Australians didn’t fare well in Vietnam because they couldn’t navigate the landscape, it 

was so far removed from what they were used to. In the same way, white English 

women ‘from the criminal classes’ didn’t fare well in the Australian outback because 

they couldn’t navigate the landscape, it was too far removed from what they were used 

to. This link may well be there already in the text but it needs galvanizing – to bring the 

two sub-plots together.  

 

… Two timelines. 

I wonder how both timelines can come together to literally explode where the play does 

a kind of metaphysical shift and the environment – to which they have been chained to 

– somehow opens up or transforms through nature (rain seems the most obvious 

example but what if it was snow?). As an audience, I want a reprieve from the heat. This 

would also add to the ‘Twilight-ness’ of the world.  

Dialogue 

The dialogue is one of the strengths of the piece! It is quick and clever and harsh and 

horrible and beautiful all at the same time. But I wonder what could be achieved with 

more moments of stillness/ exhaustion? How can the world grind to a halt to give the 

audience a chance to catch-up with what’s going on/ piece the puzzle together, y’know? 
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If you need some more let me know m’love! But these were the main threads that still 

stay with me – even now. 

 

Playwright 2: Response 

 

First up, let me say that your play was full of raw power and confronting ideas and 

images. It’s a body of work on its way to becoming a powerful unified dramatic whole. 

It’s not there yet, of course, but this would not be expected. How to respond to such a 

work at such a stage? Well, I doubt if there is any one standard answer to that question. 

We each must respond as we do – honestly and organically, as the people we are. And 

this is probably one of the best things about theatre, drama – that there is no standard 

response. My response to anything which covers the Vietnam war is coloured by my 

experiences during that historical period (more of that below). My response to your 

clear intention of representing the unheard voice of women in Australian theatre is, 

while sympathetic, probably different to that of women who’ve experienced rejection in 

Australian culture and who’ll see this play as a way to redress the balance. But in 

general I think it’s important to set out all the positive and powerful elements of the 

play before we put on the hard hats and do reconstruction. 

I don’t have a clear idea of what you should or could do to take the play further. I 

don’t even have a clear idea of how to interpret large sections of the play. I found some 

speeches hard to follow, and missed key words here and there, and missed style–related 

links between various sections. But I could see that you were attempting, even within 

the limited resources available for a reading, to suggest stylistic outcomes. And it’s 

often difficult to foresee what something might look like on stage with full technical 

support, when we just see an actor on stage with a script suddenly changing her tone of 

voice and invoking a sort of surreal mood. So, what follows is a series of immediate 

responses, tempered by several hours of reflection, with as much linking as I can 

manage at this stage.  

Early on, we get confronted with the notion that this play will be dealing with 

symbols and surreal images. Dirt, angel, impressions made in the dust. We’re ready to 

accept this. We know we are not going to be dealing with a “naturalistic” play. So far, 

so good. 

Early on we also get presented with the song. Delta Dawn is the main song, but 

there are hints of other songs and song-making. We realise that we are dealing with the 

harsh Australian landscape, but the songs are not of the Slim Dusty variety, they have 

an American flavour. I began to wonder at this stage whether there would be some 

significant symbolism or message in this and whether you would deal in some explicit 

way with American cultural dominance. But no, you didn’t seem to be doing that. This 

became a strand in my interpretation, and I kept this idea alive, waiting for indications 

that I might see more. Again, this is the background I was bringing. I have been 

interested in questions of cultural sovereignty for many years because I work in 

Australian performing arts – stage and screen. And you can’t work in Australian culture 
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without realising that American cultural imperialism poses a grave threat to our sense of 

identity, our sense of ourselves, our ability to make a living (that is, increasing the 

number of people who believe in our own culture and reduce their willingness to accept 

American artistic forms as the norm by which to judge all art). I'm not saying that your 

play has to take up this struggle, I’m merely acknowledging the fact that this is one of 

the critical/interpretive tools in my kit bag and it goes with me wherever I go. 

American songs used uncritically can give the impression that our culture can only 

be interpreted by and through American culture (reflecting our foreign policy). Perhaps 

you were being critical and I missed it. Yet the implications (inferences, perhaps) of an 

acceptance of American culture, side by side with a series of images which seemed to 

be based on condemnation of American military imperialism, became a major contrast 

for me as the reading progressed.  

Man in black with the burning bush – I found this a little confusing. Johnny Cash 

was the man in black so called, and he is associated with the songs we kept hearing. 

And yet Elmer Gantry was in there somewhere, the preacher who in fact lived a life the 

opposite of what he preached. A series of images and suggestions of deception. Dawn 

was deceived, in a sense playing out the inevitable fate of Delta Dawn with the faded 

rose. Back to the song, the famous song. Dawn’s fate seemed linked to this kind of 

monumental self-deception, this American myth, this American song. It seemed that the 

song had power over these characters in the same way as the landscape had power over 

these characters.  

I keep coming back to the songs, and wondering about their power as part of a stage 

performance. Does the play control the songs or do the songs control the play? In 

reality, we sing American songs, and they’re not in themselves evil, and they’re all part 

of world culture, but for me there is a parallel between this international cultural 

dominance and the one that I am usually concerned with, the Australian cultural cringe 

– the dominance of Sydney and Melbourne over the rest of us, and the way those two 

metropolises have appropriated the adjective national to themselves. I am continually 

disheartened by Queensland’s lack of belief in itself, as is made abundantly clear in the 

documents produced by Arts Queensland. 

[A little sidetrack. Thinking on the above and remembering the pre-reading 

discussion and references to Rockhampton, I recalled coming across a very interesting 

book about Rockhampton when I was doing research for a play about the 1891 shearers’ 

strike some years ago. I just had a brief look but couldn’t find the reference, but if 

you're interested, I can look through some old folders where I’m sure it will be. I forget 

the title at this stage but it was written by some chap who grew up in Rockie and was 

keen to let us know that there was real culture there back in the old days. He wrote 

wistfully about walking through the streets of Rockhampton on his way to singing 

lessons and other cultural pursuits, and I found it particularly interesting because my 

very first visit to Rockie was in 1977 as the first stop on a Popular Theatre Troupe tour. 

I fell in love with the city of course and the grand old buildings down along Quay 

Street, and subsequently became quite interested in the historical significance of the city 
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in the industrial and political development of Queensland. In 1977 I wrote a postcard to 

an old university friend who’d grown up there, who informed me that some people 

referred to Rockie as the Flower on the Fitzroy.] 

I’ve gone on a bit about the songs, I know, but on reflection, they constituted a 

strong presence in the play. Not just because they provided some of the dramatic 

impulse, but the actors actually spend a fair bit of time singing them, articulating them. 

Particularly that one song. I have long thought about this question of how we use artistic 

product from elsewhere, in our writing. We are all necessarily influenced by what has 

gone before in our own discipline, of course. The best way to become a novelist is to 

read novels. But nothing happened in the context of the reading to make me feel assured 

that you were using the songs (regardless of their American connections) to some higher 

dramatic purpose of your own. Perhaps it was there, perhaps I missed it… 

American culture has an overpowering, dominant position in our society. Some of 

it is good, some of it is bad. There should be some of the internationalist in all of us, so 

that we can not shut ourselves off to any other culture, but when it comes to creating 

Australian theatre, we need to be aware of the shifts in cultural power which we are 

dealing with in any kind of public artistic expression. It’s a bit like the dilemma of some 

third world countries making deals with the IMF and the World Bank – sure, we’ll help 

you out, but first you have to privatise your industries and declare your belief in Wall 

Street. The IMF and the World Bank act merely as agents for a higher and more sinister 

financial power. 

Dingo howls and choppers. Very evocative sounds. Do the dingo howls provide a 

counterbalance to the choppers? Or are they a purposely discordant contrast? Both are 

full of danger, but for whom? The dingo is, if you like, a part of the natural 

environment, the harsh landscape at the heart of the play with its metaphoric weight in 

the lives of the characters. But dingos are also dangerous for the young, the vulnerable. 

Choppers are dangerous for the vulnerable among the Vietnamese. They bring death 

and destruction. But in a direct contrast, they bring salvation for the Americans and 

Australians who’ve been wounded in their attempts to fight against the Vietnamese who 

are trying to assert their independence against the imperial aggression forced on them. 

And Dawn’s father was one of these aggressors, so we are compelled to deal with these 

sounds and their connection with the characters of the play. I am not clear about how to 

deal with them, but I could feel the potential power of these aural images and I think it 

won’t be totally easy to eventually deal with them as the play nears the stage and the 

technical elements need to be given moments and settings and levels of importance and 

meaning. 

Several scenes with a woman representing Dawn’s father. I can understand your 

desire to purposely choose a female actor to represent the father, and the scenes have 

undeniable emotional power. The question is whether they will work with this reverse 

intention in precisely the way you intend. I have no problem in going against gender 

expectations in the way plays are written or cast – it’s the job of theatre to be 

subversive, to be confronting, to go against expectations. 
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I was confused in some of the 30-years-ago scenes. Was Penny’s character the 

same, only thirty years younger? Was Dawn then a child? In some of these scenes it 

seemed so, particularly the later ones. But because of (a) the lack of technical support 

such as costume, lights, sound effects, and (b) the fact that actors were reading scripts 

and seemed themselves not totally sure of the precise meaning of the text at points, I 

couldn’t follow this clearly. 

In the scene where Penny and Margi talked politics, there were some funny and 

sharp lines, but I was left wondering about style here. Up to that scene, both women had 

defined themselves in certain ways as belonging to identifiable social/class categories. 

But they seemed to leave these categories in this scene and enter into a different level, a 

different theatrical style. They were engaged in a battle of wits, two educated middle 

class satirists. I found myself wondering whether this was an aberration or whether I 

should just ignore such questions of style. Not an easy thing to solve as you watch a 

play, and are looking for elements of consistency. 

Penny’s big speech about giving six babies to the earth etc, was a grand poetic 

moment and I was immediately swept up in it, even though it broke right out of the 

substantial style established up to that point. But oddly, this is the kind of style break 

which we immediately accept. I don’t know why, probably because of the power of the 

poetry. Poetry and such grand themes don’t have to explain themselves, they just force 

themselves on an audience. Because they are connected with some of the deepest sub-

verbal needs of human beings. After this moment, I then wondered why I accepted this 

break of style so readily but had trouble earlier when the women were stepping out of 

their self-defined class roles. 

I appreciated your comments about lighting and sound effects and how these were 

an extension of the dramatic impulse which drove the play. And I think that’s fine – you 

should be able as a playwright to give lights and sound technicians and designers the 

stuff to work with, in exactly the same way you give actors the stuff to work with 

(words and emotions).  

Which sort of means, I suppose, that you are headed into certain stylistic areas. 

Symbols, and a type of verbal intercourse not necessarily “naturalistic”. Indeed, this is 

where you must be, because this is the province of theatre – a much more imaginative 

medium than film. You’ve already set out the basic framework of this with the symbols 

and suggestions and images you’ve built into the dialogue and the stage directions. The 

coast. The cracked earth. The land and its power over human lives. The dingo howls. 

The sound of choppers. Napalm (I’m not sure about the sound of napalm falling and 

how you might distinguish this from a common or garden bomb, but certainly the 

lighting effects could bring us napalm on stage, along with the sounds of Vietnamese 

women and children screaming).  

I found the Vietnam war references very powerful. Opposition to the Vietnam war 

was an essential part of my intellectual development in the 60s and 70s. While listening 

avidly to Bob Dylan and Joan Baez and other phenomena of American culture, I was 

becoming convinced of the evil of American imperialism. I refused to register for 
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national service because I believed it was an unjust war and we were simply following 

orders from Washington to intervene in a war of national liberation which had nothing 

to do with us. No, I said, we must form our own destiny, create an independent foreign 

policy. Eventually I took the principles I had learned from the struggle against 

American imperialism in Vietnam into a consideration of how cultural imperialism 

worked. Even to this day, most product in prime time slots on Australian television is 

American. A lot of American stuff is good, a lot is pure bullshit, but the point is to have 

an independent culture – cultural sovereignty is a value to fight for, to maintain. We 

began to fight for cultural sovereignty in theatre as in film and many other areas at about 

the same time as we were resisting the lies about the Vietnam war. It’s not surprising 

that these connections were being made in the 60s and 70s.  

Anyway, I just said all that to explain the kind of background which I brought to 

the reading of your play. Delta Dawn is a great song and I can understand the power it 

had to inspire you to write the play. But if you had simply let the song be a background 

force and not had it being sung and imaged constantly throughout the play, I would 

perhaps not have been presented with this irksome feeling that it was connecting us 

uncritically with the cultural force which has been in political terms sucking the 

creativity out of us in much the same way as the land sucks the womb dry in Penny’s 

character’s powerful speech.  

I had a character once saying in a play of mine the phrase “son of a bitch”. I 

realised the American origin of the phrase and justified it to myself on the grounds that 

Australians actually use American phrases in their ordinary speech. And we all use “ok” 

and other Americanisms – the English language is historically subject to such forces. 

But the actor playing the role, presenting me with my own political argument, said that 

the character should say something else, like “son of a mongrel dog” to avoid the tacit 

acceptance of such American cultural influence. I cite this as an example of the 

difficulty in dealing with such questions as cultural sovereignty. It ain’t easy. 

I was just looking at the list of questions on the feedback sheet and the question 

“Did you feel the female characters theatrically interesting?” leaped out. I must say that 

those played by Jessica, Margi and Penny were very interesting, but that I had a 

problem with Maggie. Perhaps this was my lack of perception, or perhaps this character 

is more difficult to present in terms of style. I must confess that most of my problems 

relating to characters were here. Is it because she has the unenviable task of 

representing a series of “non-naturalistic” personas, and so therefore must inevitably be 

in uncomfortable positions where the audience doesn’t get to feel too much sympathy 

for her as a “real” person (in the way that Penny’s character is a “real” person). She also 

did a lot of the singing of phrases and bits of the songs in ways that seemed intended to 

underline things in symbolic ways, rather than as part of any naturalistic or even 

metaphoric process of using the song to simply tell the story. Her singing seemed to be 

intentionally discordant, a-rhythmic, etc, as a way of making a comment which was 

different to when other characters sang the same phrases. In any case, I sort of felt a bit 
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lost at those moments, not understanding what you were trying to do, or even how 

important it was to have such a character in the play.  

In summary, you have a very good piece of work on your hands, full of moments 

with great poetic power and emotional force and with the ability to confront and 

provoke on many levels, and I wish you well with its further development.  

 

Errol O’Neil 

20/06/09 11.31 am 

 

Playwright 3: Response 

 

Hey Lil, 

Gosh – it's been such a while now since I've seen the reading that I'm afraid my 

responses are going to be rather stale and generic. Let me think… 

 

I did get a very strong sense of outback location, and landscape as character in the 

piece; and I also enjoyed the rough landscape hewing out rough diamonds in the form of 

the women themselves. Hey – there's an alternative title for you: Rough Diamonds, and 

set in Emerald!! Seriously. 

 

I did feel, obviously, because of my own background both in terms of where I grew up 

and where I've created theatre and the type of theatre I've sponsored in that region that 

we were on very familiar territory in terms of the terrain, the characterisation and the 

language. That's a plus, ultimately, but it comes with baggage: I think it's underexplored 

terrain 'down south', but they get an awful lot of it up in Darwin and Cairns, and I know 

local audiences are presently feeling saturated with what they're referring to as gritty 

outback plays with a twist. Suellen's getting this feedback in Cairns, and I heard it stated 

more than once in relation to Mary Ann Butler's 'Half Way There' in Darwin last year.  

 

That being said, the stuff I love about plays like this usually resides in the culturally 

specific, rather than the universal: I really enjoyed the women's tough humour and dry 

as a dead dog's donger one liners. As you know, I love the music conjured up by that era 

and domain (and, incidentally, had no problem with it being American country music 

that the characters love because that IS what everyone listened to in the 70s in Australia 

– plus I think we can technically lay claim to Helen Reddy and Olivia Newton-John!!). I 

liked the idea of taking the lyric of Delta Dawn as a starting point and finding out 

exactly who this 41 year old girl with a battered suitcase in her hand etc is. 

 

It's hard for me to recall exactly how I read the piece on the night, but I do remember 

feeling I wanted a bit more forward momentum in the narrative: I wanted pieces of 

mystery to solve rather than just an environment to explore. I ultimately liked that we 

were in a weird afterlife/limbo zone here because of a murder committed back in real 
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life; but with hindsight, I think I wanted the detective fiction generic stuff you've set up 

adhered to a little more rigorously in terms of the build up to the discovery. I wanted the 

end to come as more of a shock – to have been led up a couple of false paths and had 

my expectations manipulated a little more thoroughly before things were 

revealed/resolved.  

 

I do remember feeling that the piece was well written. It was obviously in the hands of 

an experienced craftsperson. Penny Everingham had a more instinctive feel for the 

terrain and characterisation than Margie Hash Brown, as I've said to you privately. This 

is getting into performative evaluation, I know, but there's hints in that performance as 

to how the piece might ultimately work best, and casting will be important. 

 

I think in terms of summarising questions for future rewrites it comes down to two 

points for me: 

 

1. Having taken me so firmly into the cultural specificity of this gendered north 

Australian landscape, how can you surprise me now with things I don't know about 

either the cultural terrain or the theatrical terrain you're treading? ie how is your play 

similar to but remarkably different from those you've been influenced by/exposed 

to/inspired by? 

 

And 

 

2. What kind of play is this? I know we all hate being boxed into genres – and I'm 

sincerely not asking you to churn out formula here. But audiences bring associations 

and generic expectations whether we like them too or not. Beyond wanting to explore 

white women in a specific Australian landscape; what kind of piece of theatre are you 

wanting to create? Is this, for instance, an outback murder mystery/thriller? Rewrite the 

rulebook surrounding genre by ALL MEANS, but I really do think it helps to know 

what you're trying to achieve in terms of PLOT and STRUCUTRE as well as in terms 

of THEME and MISE EN SCENE, where you've devoted your energy successfully thus 

far and have achieved terrific clarity. 

 

Does this help?? 

 

stephencarleton@hotmail.com 
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Appendix F: Full Response from Dramaturge 

– Phase 2 Creative Development 

 

Response to Linda Hassall’s Dawn’s Faded Rose 

 

 

Lil, this is an extraordinary piece, so vivid and brilliant. The world is complete, detailed 

and I could see it immediately. When the women speak, particularly through their 

monologues, they are utterly gripping…I can literally feel my body tense up while I’m 

reading. And I remember the intensity of the experience of hearing this read at the 

Metro showing a few years ago. 

 

While the world is vivid and the characters born, as you know, there is still so much to 

do to unbury the women’s secrets, particularly the women other than Dawn’s. Their 

back-stories must be excavated, their desires and secrets discovered and what actions 

they are prepared to take in their purgatory world to get what they want. Once you know 

those clearly, it is about weaving them into the existing plot. 

 

Caveat: I am not a strong generative dramaturg, my strength is always clarity, pattern 

picking, often my generative solutions are clumsy or the most direct and simplistic 

solutions. So, bear that in mind when you are looking at the feedback and take only 

what is useful. I suspect you might find the observations about what is missing and the 

questions more useful than the direct suggestions and solutions. 

 

Your thesis argues that there are two stages to development, and I would agree very 

strongly with this: for me there are generative and refining modes of work and the 

generative ones tend to be the most organic: glorious, messy, almost impossible to 

explain. The refining modes of work tend to be largely dramaturgical: analytic, 

reflective, responsive to what has been vomited up by the generative processes. 

Dramaturgy is often most useful in the refining modes of development because they 

create more space and outside insight, this both your own dramaturgy and the 

dramaturgy of your fellow-creatives. 
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Your world at the moment fits so strongly within the unities of tragedy, without 

belabouring the point:  

 

 A compressed time period (dawn to dusk) that flashes back to previous  

decades;  

 All of the major actions are driven by the journey of our central protagonist, Dawn 

to leave so she can avoid remembering the key traumatic event of her life, the death 

of her baby, by her father’s hands, when he set the petrol station alight; 

 All of the piece is located in the one, tightly controlled, highly metaphoric 

space.  

 

Within this very traditional pattern, however, there are usually twelve major actions, 

driving the plot. I know this is tediously American script-doctoring, but it is, I think, 

really useful to help you see the skeleton of the plot from a helicopter view. At the 

moment, your piece, to my analysis, has six major actions. Check out the map, but these 

are the major conflicts and actions, driven by Dawn’s desires, that occur in the 

 real-time narrative… 

1) Dawn arrives, activating all of the women who have assembled p. 4  

2) Dawn tries to leave for the first time p. 25 

3) Dawn tries to leave for the second time p. 35 

4) E and L fetch D from outside, almost forcibly p. 52 

5) Dawn remembers M’s death and her breakdown (final pages) 

6) E and L stay/endure p. 72 

 

These are laid across the six major actions of Dawn’s backstory, fascinatingly, many of 

which are driven by her Dad, the antagonist of the story, of which I think two are 

missing: 

 

1) The conception of Dawn  

2) The return of Dad, traumatised by the Vietnam War  

3) The disappearance/sidelining of Dawn’s mother, so she is vulnerable to her father 

4) The arrival of Dawn’s lover, Sandy Duncan (?the burning bush); 
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5) The birth of Dawn’s child 

6) Her father’s discovery of that conception (the flood, the storms) and his subsequent 

act of immolation, of the town, of her baby and Dawn’s subsequent passing into 

limbo/death/disremembering (the drying up of the land) 

 

At the moment my dear, the two things driving the show are Dawn’s father’s trauma 

being acted out and Dawn’s overwhelming desire to not remember her trauma. They are 

mirror opposites in how they deal with the overwhelming experiences that have 

happened to both of them (acting out and repression). 

 

There is something so beautiful about your circular structure and its ellipses that read to 

me almost as a co-option of a post-traumatic state…but one where the two victims are 

both stuck… 

 

And I found it interesting that Dawn’s disremembering is not the same as forgetting. 

She chooses to forget the minute that that petrol station exploded. Her disremembering 

is a second choice, one that requires immense vigilance to maintain as it seems clear 

that the past is always coming back at her, through the landscape. 

 

Dawn manifests her desire not to remember onstage by physically trying to leave the 

space… which means that at some level, there are moments where she is close to 

remembering, or closer to remembering, or indeed, remembers momentarily and 

chooses to forget. We see some that range of emotion from the flashbacks, but I wonder 

if we don’t see enough of that repressing in the real-time story, her different strategies to 

maintain that state of disremembering…? By quarantining all of that into the trauma 

flashbacks, I think sometimes it makes the real-time story feel too circular, or the 

changes in that world too subtle. She seems to have only one big strategy, I’m gunna 

leave, and there needs to be more than that I think… bargaining, bribery, anger at the 

other women, self-punishment, numbing, pretending that they aren’t there that she is 

actually somewhere else…All of this could be played out in how she relates to the other 

women, in a more explicit way. 
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The women around her try to get her to stay, but we never understand why they do 

this…do they want her to remember? For her own peace…? 

 

Or is it more about their own desires…do they need her to remember…? Is there any 

hope of change in this world… or is this just a ritual of grief as never-ending as the 

drought…  

 

I think there is much, much, more dramatic possibility if the grief can be unstuck, even 

by a tiny margin…the acid rain does fall at the end… the beautiful mixed metaphor, but 

I wasn’t sure if dawn just wouldn’t roll on again… and the whole thing start over…?  

 

Can the trauma become unstuck…? Can the grief heal… can the remembering begin 

and not be so overwhelming that the only choice is to choose not to remember again? 

 

The hope for change makes the other women’s agendas and desires much more 

powerful, more than if they are the tired, but disenfranchised custodians of Dawn’s grief 

and her ritualistic enacting of her life, culminating in the trauma which holds them all to 

that burnt space and the re-enactment of that day of burning.  

 

So, if there is any room for the women to actively influence/change Dawn, or at least 

have an agenda to try, what might that be…?? 

 

 

I think the key is to understanding the rules and stakes of that real-time world…Can you 

use your compressed timeline (dawn to dusk)… Can things only change in this limbo if 

she remembers before dusk…? Or other ‘rules’ or ‘consequences’ to the landscape. 

 

Another approach is to raise the stakes between the women, particularly in connection 

to Dawn’s refusal to remember… 

 

What do we know about each of the other women from that extraordinary world you 

have created? 
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Maggie, the dirt angel, is the most fluid and able to move through the confined space 

(inside and out); as well as through time (back to the decades of the past) and through 

body and materiality – becoming Dawn’s father. Does Maggie want to reply the past… 

she seems to ready to do so… it makes me suspect that there is pleasure or desire 

there… does she hope to change the past… to soften some aspect of Dawn and her 

father’s relationship, to avert her own death…? Does she want to change or influence 

that past in order to live?  

 

It makes so much sense in the symbol structure of the play that Maggie is able to move 

and shift as the angel, as the unborn, but why then can’t she play her own father, Sandy 

Denis, the American preacher too…? They are all connected to her by blood…Why is 

she able/attracted to play one of the men that broke her mother….??? She is also the 

only woman who can touch the bones, which are her father’s bones and perhaps 

everyone who died in the explosion…? 

 

Or does Maggie not know… does she too forget each dawn and remember by dusk… I 

didn’t get that feeling from the script but I wasn’t sure either way?  

 

Does she want to be born… or does she want to die and be released…? Does she yearn 

to be with the land… Maggie read to me, as almost an Indigenous woman, or an aspect 

of white women’s spiritual connection to the land… does Maggie just yearn to be 

absorbed her blood and bones leaching into the soil… as Lanie describes in her 

monologue about her unborn babies… but for Maggie, this is not as the grief of a 

mother but as a powerful attraction, a completion, almost a feeding or sacrifice that the 

unborn baby yearns for… that that swallowing by the dryness is joy… I found it so 

interesting that Maggie is the dirt angel, but unlike Lanie, she is not buried in the dirt at 

the beginning of the show… she can lie on the earth and change and shape it… but she 

doesn’t get swallowed up by it… by the mother earth… the way that Lanie describes 

her other babies being swallowed… 

 

You know her Lil, you know what she wants and desires and we know she is younger… 

we know she is the only woman to talk of her Mum and know unquestioningly who that 

is…She has to have an agency, something that she wants… from Dawn… or the 
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women… or the land… or her father …and be prepared to fight for that as hard as 

Dawn is fighting to not remember… 

 

There is something critical here I suspect Lil, something to do with Maggie’s 

conception… impregnated by Sandy Denis/God/preacher/US imperialism/pop 

culture/the burning bush… 

 

For Dawn’s father to be so upset at the conception… I wondered if there was a further 

buried secret about that encounter behind the petrol station that led to Dawn…?  

 

I don’t know what it is… but for that act to be the inciting incident that blows 

Brownsville apart… it has to bear the symbolic weight of the story and the world 

somehow… the way that the world you have created is one of women… the land is 

woman… but men are continually destroying it… a place where white culture tries to 

engage with a landscape… a Christian religion… Australian culture… American culture 

and pop culture… but also a lurking sense of Indigenous history…somehow there but 

not there… 

 

Is the preacher Afro-American…and the act a miscegenation that echoes a black/white 

tension in Australian history but isn’t that…making Maggie part-white, but part 

something else…??  

 

Was the act consensual…not just the expected option here of an angry religious zealot 

raping a young girl… but a precocious young girl seducing a burning prophet against 

his mission and better judgement…a Mary Magdalene…who is then shamed and 

destroyed when the prophet and her father renounce her?  

 

Did that encounter actually lead to Maggie’s conception… or was there something 

happening between Maggie and her father…? An added secret shame that Dawn and 

Maggie understand but that the other women still don’t despite the many re-enactments 

through the thirty years of purgatory…? 
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Because in Catholic terms, I’m sure you know, Lil, there is profound difference between 

limbo, purgatory and hell. Limbo is where the unbaptised babies go, and they can never, 

never leave…they are trapped forever… a harshness so extraordinary… akin to 

hell…but that place isn’t pain… just nothingness… numbness… an absence of God’s 

light is how it was taught pre-Vatican Two…and purgatory is as brutal and hellish as 

hell… but it is only temporary… a sinner can repent… punishment can be endured and 

a pathway back to heaven assured… bargaining is possible… both in life and in the 

afterlife… particularly through confession… and repentance… but hell is hell and once 

there… you can never get out… 

 

If your world is purgatory, then acts of confession and repentance can release all of the 

women…  

 

I reckon there is something here… I think that Dawn isn’t just unremembering… I think 

she is confessing… there is something here that happened… something she did… or 

allowed to happen…?? Or something that Lanie and Eva allowed to happen…? 

 

We know that Lanie bore six children, all stillborn. So, she isn’t Dawn’s mother and she 

makes that fairly clear in her discussion with Eva. We know that Eva saw Dawn’s father 

off to the Vietnam War, and that Dawn was talking by then… so when was Dawn 

conceived…? If Eva is her mother, why doesn’t she recognise that… even by the end of 

the play… how can these two women who are so clearly protective of Dawn have 

allowed her father such control over her… to do such damage…? Something has 

happened… there are missing pieces of the puzzle… 

 

I just don’t buy that conversation where the two women say… you know who birthed 

her… there is something so important here… 

 

And Lanie and Eva, despite their difference in ages seem more like sisters than mother 

daughter… I thought about a range of options Lil… grandmother, mother, daughter, 

unborn grand-daughter…or that somehow Lanie, Eva and Maggie were all Dawn’s 

children…? Or that that the women were all manifestations of the landscape… Maggie 

the earth… Lanie water… Eva the man-made landscape… Dawn the body…but those 
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more abstracted metaphorical readings are being constantly grounded by those 

flashbacks… that PTSD pain intruding itself into the world like pincers or needles and 

affecting all of the women… there is a backbone to the story of a family drama… driven 

by trauma… but one that has been mostly buried… 

 

And I wondered if Lanie and Eva were the same person really and talking to each other 

to avoid talking to Dawn…but that is so tidy and neat… just take out characters or 

amalgamate them…because the two of the them are doing the same job, both 

symbolically (mothering & witnessing) and in plot terms (keeping Dawn at the petrol 

station). 

 

What I am confident of is that in making them clearly or ambiguously not Dawn’s 

mother… you deftly avoid defining their relationship with Dawn’s father and their 

culpability in allowing him to pass his trauma onto Dawn… and then through that to 

Maggie…you allow them to not have a stake in the horror of the trauma, the way that 

Maggie does… even though that hasn’t yet been activated in the script… 

 

I think the most simple and integrated solution is that grand-mother line down… it 

makes it so easy in one sense…they are all mothers…but there is something so 

significant to the fact that Lanie hasn’t borne a living child…  

 

So, for what it is worth, my money is on them being sisters… 

 

If so, then there is a profound and missing confession here from Eva, one that explains 

why Dawn was left so unprotected and you have a plot answer already embedded…that 

Eva is the only one in the piece (to claim at any rate) that she successfully left 

Brownsville)…  

 

Did Eva leave her young vulnerable young child in the hands of her traumatised 

husband and flee somewhere else… is that why Dawn’s father is so brutally policing 

about fidelity…about cleanliness… about watching and being on guard… about 

keeping her close?? 
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Perhaps the leaving was not literal… perhaps it was a sinking into despair…a time of 

depression…an abdication of responsibility… I know my poor mother bore the brunt of 

my grand-father’s trauma when he returned from the second world war, and in many 

ways my grandmother encouraged that…as she could not bear it herself…sometimes 

these things happen in families. 

 

Was Lanie left to try and care for her niece in the drying landscape…but as an estranged 

aunt… someone there but without power or influence to help? 

 

Is there an old and bitter pain between Eva and Lanie, a hurt between the two of them 

that keeps them there too…so they move from the passive stance of witness to active 

players in the family trauma? 

 

Lil, this is just the solution that joins the dots that exist in the self-declarations in the 

piece…just take what resonates or what is useful… 

 

But I do think that the missing plot actions, that those six major actions and movements 

you are searching for… can be solved by answering the question of who Dawn’s mother 

is… why Dawn’s life was not shaped by her mother’s love but by her father’s pain and 

trauma… and why all of the women have been compelled by Dawn to be in that 

space… it is never accidental… it is profoundly deliberate and you actually know all of 

the answers my dear… you just need to unbury them… 

 

Perhaps it is trying to write some more monologues for Eva and Maggie that dig down 

into this terrain… put them in a place in the specific timeline and a circumstance… 

 

Perhaps it is just meditating on what their secrets are…??  

 

Think about the fact that the father’s bones are in the creek… He too, still exists in the 

present space held by Dawn’s tension… those bones can be dug up and reburied, 

addressed, forgiven, destroyed by any and all of those women… 
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In terms of looking at the skeleton of the plot, it seems clear from the twelve steps, that 

you are missing key elements in both the real-time and the flashback story and you need 

to answer those… 

 

I also think that as glorious as much of the set-up of the real-time Brownsville world is, 

that much of it is you finding your way into the world and the story… and that the first 

real action needs to happen earlier than p25 – we need to jump into it more quickly, so 

that you can unpack more strategies of disremembering from Dawn, more urgent action 

from the other women to fulfil their agendas, and make that astonishing climax seem 

more inevitable – searching for the middle of the play, so to speak. 

 

But thanks so much for letting me into the world, I loved it, I can’t wait to see it onstage 

and would be honoured and delighted to chat further, to read other drafts, the whole 

shebang, just let me know… 

 

Take much care 

Kk 

 

Tabled analysis of relevant Dramaturgical responses 

Dramaturgical feedback Personal response Ideas for development 

 

LANDSCAPE: 

Has setting the play in one 

place (the petrol station) 

actually somehow 

undermined the 

investigation? 

  

In some ways the landscape, 

the actual physical 

geography seems far too 

profound to show in any 

way.  

 

Isn't it best to let the 

landscape (and what it 

embodies) exist in our 

minds, the way good 

 

What or where is the 

surprise in the 

landscape? 

 

Notes: 

I quite like the idea that the 

landscape is too profound 

to actually show it. If the 

setting becomes the service 

station – the symbolic 

nature of both the service 

station and the landscape 

may be heightened. I want 

to keep the characters 

confined – that’s why I 

have them fenced in – the 

 

The service station is 

actually there – 

CONTAINMENT 

 

The landscape is the 

external geographical 

environment and the 

internal psychological 

environment which 

affects both character 

and place. 
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monster movies work? 

Don't show the monster (the 

embodiment of our fears), 

let our imagination do the 

work.  

 

How these two landscapes 

(petrol station, desert) are 

realised will be the 

determining factor of much 

of the plays success. 

 

Why does the landscape 

have to bear the symbolic 

weight of the story and the 

world … the world you 

have created is one of 

women… the land is 

woman… but men are 

continually destroying it… a 

place where white culture 

tries to engage with a 

landscape… a Christian 

religion… Australian 

culture… American culture 

and pop culture… but also 

a lurking sense of 

Indigenous 

history…somehow there 

but not there…? 

 

Acts of confession and 

repentance can release all 

of the women…  

 

 

 

violence that they have 

experienced is 

CONTAINED within – in 

a sense. The surprise is the 

threat that comes from / is 

posed by the EXTERNAL 

element- that which is out 

there – beyond. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I agree perhaps the 

religious symbolism needs 

further development – and 

this could be done through 

reworking the character of 

the minister. This connects 

to the development of the 

relationship between the 

Minister and Dawn and the 

Minister and the 

country/nation. 

 

Perhaps there is an external 

indigenous soundscape 

which is somehow 

connected to the dingoes’- 

the dingo fence – again 

there is a sense of being 

CONTAINED – held 

within. 

 

 

 

 

How does the external- 

that which is evoked from 

without impact on the 

internal – that which is 

CONTAINED within (in 

the service station). What 

is the threat that comes 

from out there? 

 

 

 

Indigenous History – 

INVASION? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What could be an 

indigenous soundscape? 

Could it be the whispers 

of the past violent 

history? THE SOUNDS 

OF THE TALL SHIPS 

ARRIVING? 

 

TIME – PAST/FUTURE:  

 

In this new work the 

relationship between the 

main narrative and the scene 

breaks, at this stage, doesn’t 

feel like an organic fit. In 

Dawn’s Faded Rose, the 

Where is the play set? 

Purgatorial landscape?  

 

 Notes:  

It is interesting that all four 

dramaturges commented 

on the play being set in 

purgatory. I don’t think 

 

Maybe it is the radio – 

means connecting the 

time shifts to themes 

being conveyed on the 

radio? 
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scene breaks are complex, 

they don’t stick to one 

incident, and they don’t 

necessarily connect with 

the main narrative at all 

times. Indeed there are 

numerous incidents where 

there are multiple scenes 

within the one scene break, 

which can be potentially 

disorientating. The scene 

breaks suggest a much 

larger narrative (in the 

backstory) struggling to be 

heard. 

 

 

I wasn’t sure if Dawn just 

wouldn’t roll on again… 

and the whole thing start 

over…? 

 

Can the trauma become 

unstuck…? Can the grief 

heal… can the remembering 

begin and not be so 

overwhelming that the only 

choice is to choose not to 

remember again? 

 

I think the key is to 

understanding the rules and 

stakes of that real-time 

world…Can you use your 

compressed timeline 

(dawn to dusk).… Can 

things only change in this 

limbo if she remembers 

before dusk…?  

Or (are there) other ‘rules’ 

or ‘consequences’ to the 

landscape. 

 

Real-time Brownsville: the 

first real action needs to 

happen earlier than p25 – 

we need to jump into it 

more quickly, so that you 

can unpack more 

that I have ever indicated 

that the play is set 

anywhere other than the 

Australian desert 

landscape.  

I think the confusion stems 

from the characters being 

dead – GHOSTS –I think 

there is the assumption that 

if the characters are dead 

than they must be residing 

in a spiritual realm. I am 

not sure whether this can 

be addressed in the script – 

Perhaps it is a case of more 

strongly suggesting my 

idea of violence as being 

imprinted – CONTAINED 

– within the landscape in a 

more straightforward way 

in the script. 

 

 

 

At this stage I am not sure 

whether everything just 

begins again – cyclic – or 

if once Dawn remembers 

they are all free or released 

from their state of 

CONTAINMENT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What are the rules of the 

landscape? 

What indicates if anything 

the time shifts? 

 

 

 

 

 

Maybe this is where we 

meet the Minister – look at 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maybe it is the radio – 

maybe I use the radio as 

a more effective device - 

it is conveys news from 

BEYOND into the 

internal CONTAINED 

environment but it also 

has the function of 

indicating time jumps – 

WHICH means 

connecting the time shifts 

to themes being conveyed 

on the radio? 
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strategies of 

disremembering from 

Dawn. 

 

Why is today is different 

from any of the other days 
in the last thirty years? This 

could be signposted earlier 

in the play. 

 

the sequence of events 

from the perspective of 

using the radio as the 

device which links past and 

future. 

 

GHOSTS and MEMORY 

What then do the ghosts 

want? 

Why do Lanie and Eve 

hang about waiting for 

Dawn to remember?  

Why does Dawn forget?  

 

The question of ghosts 

brings us to a larger 

question, and that is of 

action: 

What are the main 

motivations and obstacles 

of the play? It seems to me, 

at this stage, that the main 

action for Eve and Lanie is 

to make Dawn remember.  

But how?  

And why? 

 Why does she (Maggie) 

need Dawn to remember?  

 

Dawn’s disremembering is 

not the same as forgetting. 

She chooses to forget the 

minute that that petrol 

station exploded. Her 

disremembering is a 

second choice, one that 

requires immense vigilance 

to maintain as it seems clear 

that the past is always 

coming back at her, through 

the landscape. 

 

She seems to try not to 

Why are they stuck? (In 

the landscape/place 

where they died) 

 

Notes: 

Again this is something 

that I keep being asked – 

Why do they hang around? 

They have a sense of 

responsibility toward her. 

Also they feel culpable in 

some way for the events 

that led up to and the 

taking of all their lives. 

 

I think that their main 

action – RIGHT FROM 

THE BEGINNING OF 

THE PLAY – is to make 

Dawn remember. This is 

difficult as it is in the 

playing of the story rather 

than the writing of it. 

Therefore it may need to be 

clearly stated in the 

exposition/stage directions 

at the beginning of the play 

– is this perhaps a 

monologue??? 

 

I like this term – dis- 

remembering – it links very 

strongly with my 

theoretical exploration of 

(mis)remembrance. So – is 

there multiple layers to 

Dawn’s memory loss – 

 

The characters main 

action is to make Dawn 

remember. 

SOMETHING NEEDS 

TO HAPPEN ONCE 

SHE REMEMBERS _ 

Has it got to do with 

Maggie??? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Why does she (Maggie) 

need Dawn to remember?  

 

 

 

Monologue – introduce 

time, place and context? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They need to STOP her 

leaving the service station 

– they refuse to let her 

leave until she 
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remember onstage by 

physically trying to leave 

the space… which means 

that at some level, there are 

moments where she is close 

to remembering, or closer to 

remembering, or indeed, 

remembers momentarily 

and chooses to forget. We 

see some that range of 

emotion from the 

flashbacks, but I wonder if 

we don’t see enough of that 

repressing in the real-time 

story, her different 

strategies to maintain that 

state of disremembering…? 

  

Why does Dawn choose 

today of all days to finally 

open the suitcase and 

deliver herself of 

purgatory? 

 

There’s still a link to be 

made between Dawn’s 

‘blindness’ to the past – her 

inability or refusal to 

remember – and the final 

event (the arrival of acid 

rain/fallout) for me. And 

why does nuclear holocaust 

affect purgatory? It’s not 

the actual landscape, is it? 

More a mythic project of 

it.  

does she actually 

remember but chooses to 

disremember??? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Good! What are her 

strategies for dis-

remembering?? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT IS DIFFERENT 

ABOUT TODAY??? What 

happens that makes her 

open the suitcase??? 

 

 

 

 

 

Purgatory is not the same 

as a purgatorial landscape 

– need to set the rules of 

the landscape and their role 

in the landscape. 

remembers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Music??? – Again this 

connected in some way to 

the radio? 

 

 

Again I think it comes 

from the radio – the 

external threat impacting 

on the internal 

environment. 

 

BACKSTORY 

There is an apocalyptic 

backstory struggling to get 

through. A great many 

questions that I want 

answered about before the 

explosion. 

 

What would happen if the 

play was balanced in the 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 

What is the relationship 

Write the backstory – 

this means revisiting the 

scene breaks – connect 

scene breaks to radio 

announcements as 

discussed above. 
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other direction? 

 

What would happen if they 

used their poetry to drive 

the action, to seduce boys, 

to fall in love, to terrorise 

their daughters, to seek 

meaning in the landscape? 

 

So much to do to unbury 

the women’s secrets, 

particularly the women 

other than Dawn’s. Their 

back-stories must be 

excavated. 

 

Why can’t Maggie play 

her own father, the 

American preacher too…? 
He is connected to her by 

blood…Why is she able to 

play one of the men that 

broke her mother (and not 

the others)… 

 

By the end of the play I read 

Eva and Lanie as having 

insight into their situation 

and location. I’m not sure 

in that case why they go 

through the ritual of 

discovering afresh in the 

first quarter of the play or 

so that there’s no coffee, 

no petrol, etc. It’s like they 

wake up each ‘morning’ 

(from the dirt?) with their 

memories erased, but 

everything has come back 

to them by dusk. I think the 

point at which they gain 

awareness has to be 

clarified and accounted for 

and fed back into those 

early sections of the script. 

 

 

between Dawn and 

Minister? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Having Maggie play all 

other characters besides the 

father may solve a lot of 

plot issues. 

 

 

 

 

Ritual is important to the 

action of remembering – 

same thing over and over – 

conducted to make-

encourage-drive Dawn to 

revealing what she knows. 

 

 

Need to be more clear that 

they’re memories aren’t 

erased. That they 

remember – HAVE THE 

KNOWLEDGE – Need to 

clarify that their main 

action from the beginning 

IS TO MAKE HER 

REMEMBER!!! 

 

I HAVE MADE 

ASSUMPTIONS THAT 

THIS WOULD BE 

UNDERSTOOD FROM 

THE SUBTEXT – 

HOWEVER THE 

WRITING IS SO SPARSE 

THAT THIS ISN’T 

COMING THROUGH 

CLEARLY (and it is not 

apparent that this is how I 

mean it to be played). 

 

 

Write scene break with 

Dawn and Minister. 

Show why she was so 

obsessed with him. Who 

is he? What does she find 

so compelling about him? 

IT IS BECAUSE HE 

HAS COME FROM 

OUT THERE – 

BEYOND 

BROWNSVILLE. Comes 

to be saved? Come for 

Salvation? 

 

CHANGE THE TOWNS 

NAME to Salvation. 

 

 

 

Scene breaks connected 

to plot points from other 

perspectives played by 

Maggie. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write the scene where 

they swear to remember 

OR explore the idea that 

Dawn does remember but 

chooses to forget. 
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RELATIONSHIPS 

Dawn seems to have only 

one big strategy, I’m gunna 

leave, and there needs to be 

more than that I think… 

bargaining, bribery, anger at 

the other women, self-

punishment, numbing, 

pretending that they aren’t 

there that she is actually 

somewhere else…All of this 

could be played out in how 

she relates to the other 

women, in a more explicit 

way. 

The women around her try 

to get her to stay, but we 

never understand why 

they do this…do they want 

her to remember? For her 

own peace…? 

 

Was the (sex) act 

consensual (between Dawn 

and Minister)? 

 

Answering the question of 

who Dawn’s mother is… 
why Dawn’s life was not 

shaped by her mother’s love 

but by her father’s pain and 

trauma… and why all of the 

women have been 

compelled by Dawn to be 

in that space… 

 

 

Notes: 

Possibly I need to open up 

the relationship between 

Dawn and the other two 

mature women earlier on – 

to express exactly her 

relationship with each of 

them –is there REAL 

conflict between them? 

 

 

 

 

 

More importantly – did she 

understand the potential 

repercussions – what 

would happen if she got 

pregnant to an American – 

LINK TO THEMES OF 

COLONISATION 

PERHAPS?? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Did the child have some 

sort of status??? Should I 

COLONISE the 

landscape? Take that 

which was originally 

taken? 

 

Should I therefore 

incorporate MALE 

characters into the 

female environment? 
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Appendix G: Ethics Documents: 

Letter to Professional Peers 

 

Dear Professional Peers 

 

Thank you for agreeing to read and provide dramaturgical feedback on the play Dawn’s 

Faded Rose which will form the conclusion of my PhD research for Griffith University. 

Please find enclosed a copy of the play. Also included is a copy of the professional 

practitioner information sheet and a consent letter which I ask you to sign and return (or 

I can collect) so that I may use any of the dramaturgical information you provide in the 

final development of the play.  

 

Research Investigation: Evoking and dramatising the landscape in the creation of a 

new play Dawn’s Faded Rose. Can a playwright articulate the two separate phases of 

creation and development in the writing of a new work for performance? 

 

The first phase of the research which culminated in a rehearsed reading of the work in 

FreeRange Creative Development Festival 2009 evidenced that the evocation of 

landscape in the work was very strong. It also identified that a number of elements in 

the script needed further dramaturgical development. This final phase of my research is 

aimed at developing the play with consideration of dramaturgical feedback provided by 

professional artistic peers familiar with creative development processes. I have loosely 

redrafted the work after analysis of responses from feedback provided in the early 

development phase. The main areas of development I am considering are: 

 

What is the surprise in the landscape?  
Where is the play set? Defining the ‘Purgatorial’ setting of place through 

exploring gothic elements of spiritual and temporal existence operating 

simultaneously. 

Why doesn’t she (Dawn) remember? Why is she stuck? Exploring how she 

accomplishes and accepts and questions meaning in her life – how she interprets 

events from a position of forgetting and consequently how the other characters 

are motivated to make her remember so all their journeys may be resolved. 

Why do Lanie and Eva know Dawn is dead? Clarifying their relationship with 

and to Dawn. 

Resolving the biological relationship between all four female characters. 

 

Any other feedback you feel may assist in the redrafting process is very welcome. Your 

feedback will assist in the major redrafting process. I would prefer to collect feedback in 

written form as per script analysis practice and for documentation of research. 

 

Thanks so much 

 

Linda Hassall 
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Evoking and dramatizing the landscape 
 

Professional practitioner information sheet 

 

 
Principal Investigator 

Linda Hassall: School of Education and Professional Studies, Griffith University, Mt Gravatt, Brisbane, 

Queensland, 4111, Australia. Phone +61 (0)73735 5621 Facsimile 07 3735 6868 email: 

l.hassall@griffith.edu.au 

  

Principle supervisor 

Professor Bruce Burton, School of Education and Professional Studies, Griffith University, Mt Gravatt, 

Brisbane, Queensland, 4111, Australia. Phone +61 (0)73735 5741 Facsimile 07 3735 6868 email: 

b.burton@griffith.edu.au 
 
Secondary supervisor 

Professor Michael Balfour: School of Education and Professional Studies, Griffith University, Mt 

Gravatt, Brisbane, Queensland, 4111, Australia. Phone +61 (0)73735 5688 Facsimile 07 3735 6868 

email: m.balfour@griffith.edu.au 

 

 

Professional Practitioner: Artistic Director 

Shaun Charles: School of Education and Professional Studies, Griffith University, Mt Gravatt, Brisbane, 

Queensland, 4111, Australia. Phone +61 (0)73735 1093 Facsimile 07 3735 6868 email: 

shaun.charles@griffith.edu.au 

 

Professional Practitioner: Playwright 

Daniel Evans: Creative Development Director, Metro Arts, 109 Edward Street, Brisbane City, Qld, 4000, 

Australia. Phone 0407594487 email: danielevansonline@gmail.com 

 

Professional Practitioner: Playwright 

Stephen Carleton: Convener Drama Major University of Queensland, St. Lucia, Brisbane, Qld, 4067, 

Australia, Phone 0402124394 email: s.carleton@uq.edu.au 
 

 

Professional Practitioner: Dramaturge 

Katherine Kelly: Freelance Dramaturge, Phone 0431968427 email: kathkel90@hotmail.com 

 

 

Dear Artistic Peers 

 

You are invited to provide feedback on the final phase of the creative development of the new 

play Dawn’s Faded Rose. The play with be submitted as part of my PhD research. Before you 

decide whether you would like to offer dramaturgical feedback or not, it is important that you 

understand why the research is being undertaken and what it will involve. 

 

Please take the time to read the following information carefully, do not hesitate to contact me if 

you need clarification on any details or if you require additional information. I feel that 
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professional dramaturgical input is crucial to the development of Dawn’s Faded Rose and 

therefore it is important that you understand why I wish you to provide artistic expertise in this 

area.  

 

The research project  

Evoking and dramatizing the landscape in the creation and development of a new (fictional) 

play. 

 

What does the project involve? 

The project will involve you reading and providing dramaturgical feedback (script analysis) in 

either written form on the play or in a workshop/discussion context in which I will observe, take 

notes and/or video your response to the play. Any dramaturgical feedback provided may be 

interpreted into the final draft of the play. 

  

The final draft of Dawn’s Faded Rose will be made available to you on request at the end of the 

research project. 

 

Why have you been chosen? 

 

You have been chosen to provide dramaturgical feedback because of your experience 

and expertise as professional theatre practitioners in the creation and development of 

new work for performance. 
 

Do you have to take part in the research project? 

It is for you to decide whether or not you wish to participate. If you decide to provide feedback 

and analysis on Dawn’s Faded Rose you will be asked to sign an informed consent document 

that will enable me to interpret your feedback in the final draft. You are still free to withdraw at 

any time and without giving a reason.  

 

What are the costs involved? 

Involvement in the research project is free of charge.  

 

What are the potential benefits of taking part? 

I hope that your dramaturgical feedback will assist me in developing the work into a final draft 

and as such any future production in professional practice contexts will acknowledge your 

assistance in the creative development of the work.  

 

Confidentiality 
As creative development processes of this nature are usual in an industry practice context 

confidentiality will be expressed at the specific request of the practitioner. The initial 

dramaturgical feedback that will be collected will be identifiable. When the research is 

publicised and reported, all data will be made unidentifiable. Dramaturgical feedback will be 

used for analysis of identification of areas in the work that need further development as a way to 

document the creative process but will not be used for further public presentation.  

 

The information will be stored in a locked filing cabinet and you have the right to access your 

dramaturgical responses at any time. Once the study is completed, the national guidelines and 
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University policy directs that at least a copy of the data must be lodged for appropriate storage 

within the school or Research Centre at Griffith University. 

 

Privacy Statement 
The conduct of this research will not involve the collection, and use of identified personal 

information.  

 

Ethical Conduct 
 

Griffith University conducts research in accordance with the National Statement on 

Ethical Conduct in Human Research. If potential participants have any concerns or 

complaints about the ethical conduct of the research project they should contact the 

Manager, Research Ethics on 3735 5585 or research-ethics@griffith.edu.au. 

 
 

Feedback about the research 
You will receive a draft of Dawn’s Faded Rose, once the research is completed and be invited to 

any productions of the play in the future.  

 

Contact for further information 

Thank you for taking the time to read this information and I hope that after careful 

consideration, you agree to participate in the creative development process of the study.  

 

In the meantime if you have any questions that have not been answered in this information 

sheet, or would like to discuss anything in more detail, please do not hesitate to contact Linda 

Hassall.  

 

  

mailto:research-ethics@griffith.edu.au
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Letter of Grant of Ethical Approval 
 

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 

 

 08-Nov-2011 

 

 

Dear Ms Hassall 

 

I write further to the additional information provided in relation to 

the conditional approval granted to your application for ethical 

clearance for your project "NR: Evoking and Dramatising the Landscape 

in the creation and development of Dawn’s Faded Rose a new play for 

performance." (GU Ref No: EBL/13/10/HREC). 

 

This is to confirm receipt of the remaining required information, 

assurances or amendments to this protocol. 

 

 

Consequently, I reconfirm my earlier advice that you are authorised to 

immediately commence this research on this basis. 

 

The standard conditions of approval attached to our previous 

correspondence about this protocol continue to apply. 

 

Regards 

 

 

Dr Gary Allen 

Manager, Research Ethics 

Office for Research 

G39 room 3.55 Gold Coast Campus 

Griffith University 

ph: 3735 5585 

fax: 07 5552 9058 

email: g.allen@griffith.edu.au 

web:  

 

Cc:  

 

At this time all researchers are reminded that the Griffith University 

Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research provides guidance to 

researchers in areas such as conflict of interest, authorship, storage 

of data, & the training of research students. 

You can find further information, resources and a link to the 

University's Code by visiting 

 

http://www62.gu.edu.au/policylibrary.nsf/xupdatemonth/e7852d226231d2b4

4a25750c0062f457?opendocument 

 

PRIVILEGED, PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL 

This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for 

the use of the addressee(s) and may contain information which is 

confidential or privileged. If you receive this email and you are not 

the addressee(s) [or responsible for delivery of the email to the 

addressee(s)], please disregard the contents of the email, delete the 

email and notify the author immediately.
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